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Foreword..

An integral pars of the investigation into the Federal ROA in

.

funding purposive children's television progwamming was the commislion-

ing 'of tenoriginal pipers to assist In developirig.policy recommenda-

tions. 'These papers provided input .to*Volume I and are included here

in their entirety as significant co ributians in their own right.

The Authors were selected by the pr ary.research team with the'advice

and consent of the USOE Project Officer. The papers reflect the views
1

of the respectiVe authors and not necessarily thoselof the rese ch.

teed..

%If

V

The authors and topics are as follows:

Lillian Ambrosino, "Children's Self-Concepts, Television and
Government Policies

e 0.4

Bradley S. Greenberg (assisted by Byron Reeves), "Children's
Television and khe Economically Dis'advantaged Child:-
Research Findings and Policy Implications" N\

Lionel Barrow, Jr., "The WeNo4dy Knows: Minority
Childrep and Television"

Louis.A. Bransford, "Impact of Television on Children and
Youth in Geographically Isolated Areas"

Carolyn J. Nygren and Frank B. Withrow, "Handicapped Chu-
,,dren and TeleVision"

Muriel C. Cantor, "Children's Television: Sex-role Por-
trayals and Employment Discrimination"

Harold Mendelsohn, "The Mythic Functions of Television and
the Pressures for 'Reality" .

Herman 14, Land, "Federal Government Ihvolvement in Commercial
Television for Children" t >

Eugene N. Alepikoff, "Rights, Residu'als And Royalties:
A Legal Inquiry into Office of Educaiion Grants'for
Educational Television Materials"



John P. Witherspopn,
Programming for
Systems"

"*"

The

the last

first seven

three form

-
1

"Federal Investment in Television
Children: Implications of Delivery

papers form ail audience-oriented cluster, and

an administratively-oriented cluster. The first

paper deals with self-concept development-and is intended to serve

as a theoretical introduction tp the neit\ four - papers, each of which
\

.deals with a different specialized audience group, and each of w ich
, \

is related to self-concept development. The \ final paper in the au -'

clience cluster is again broad and theoretical,\delpmg with the limits.

of diversity in a mass medium. The final three papers-;-,the

tratively-oriented cluster, deal with commerical television/Federal

relationihips, coperight issues, and alternative aistributiol systems.

The authors were asked, where appropriate, to make specific rec-

ommendations based on the analyses made in their papers. A full under-
,

standing of the rationales behind these recommendations will, of course,

require a,thorough reading of each paper; With that caveat in mind,

a summary of the major recommendations made in the ten commissioned

papers are presented below in highly summarized form.

1

.Ambrosino's recommendations are,in the form of a suggested ad-

ministrative reorganization in DHEW/USd, to better serve the needs

of children with purposive, and Federally-sponsored, television pro-

gramming. She recommends establishtent of a single "Office of Tele-

.vision" to oversee all on-air projects in DHEW. From the more ully

elaborated plan in her paper, the following advantages of the Single

office,that she envisions are extracted in summary form: 'duplication

reduced; a centrally-admilkstered office couldof effort would be
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formulate short-term and long-teim policy, both of which are now

scattered and sketchy; there would be higher probability of benefit-

ing from experience and accumulating knowledge; producers could deal

with a single office; proposal criteria and procedures could be stand-

ardized; all production proposals would receive a fair and comparable

examination; "television Projects would 1?e evaluated, funded, and mon-
.

iiered by people who were knowledgeable not only in relevant areas,
"

but in television as 'well.

Since; the poor in many cases can be identified with specific

geographic locations, Greenberg recommends that national programming

be supplemented by regional programming, targeting the programming

to local/regional needs. Since many high-quality, high-appeal pro-

grams are under-used, regional videotape libraries should be devel-

oped to help recycle good programs to schoold.and homes via cable or

other systems. Because interaction and reinforcement are so impor-.

tant to the learning process, and since considerable success in

learning has bpen demonstrated evan with traditional "one-way" tele-

vision, the development of interactive television has high prqmipe

and. should be encouraged. Since television is one of the major sup-

pliers of info1ation, vicaridueexperience, and socialization models;

oetc., public school curricula, particularly in economically disadvan-

taged areas, should be developed to help children understand and crit-

ically evaluate television progrhmming, Teacher training in higher

educatton should include training in the social effects of television

on children, as well as hoW to teach "hands on" courses in actual pro-
ti

'duction use of Media in the classroom.
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Barrow urges greater psrticipation of minority producers and

researchers in programming. for minority children by way of a four-
.

stage process: (1).location of interested and qualified minority

personnel; (2) conduct of basic and evaluation research on what the

effects of television programming are for.minority children; (3), es-

tablish training programs for minority-producers and researchers; and

(4) letproduction contracts to minority firms whb have undergone the

training programs listed,above.

Bransford made 17 recommendations dealing with'the needs of the.

geographically isolated-Child. In the main, these deal with the spe-
.

cial needs for services--educational,/health, and Socigi--that are

generally lacking or deficient in isolated areas. Special program-
,

ming is needed in additfri- to better distribution of existing program-

-ming. Two-way audio-video interaction would help alleviate many prob-

lets inherent in geographic isolation. Bransford suggests that the

'subsidization of cable or translator companies to induce them to serve

isolated areas should be considered.
6

Nygren and Withrow recommend that, for the needs of the handi-

capped child, there should be developed both special programming of-

high quality for cable distribution and adaptation/supplementation

of existing materials. Both approaches should be evaluated in termse

of behavioral impact. Experts on the handicapped should be'suPplied

to assist in the tonceptUalization Of children's programs for the

normal child, so that they may also be of benefit to some types of

handicapped children. To administer/implement theJi recommendations,
*1/4

Nygren and Withrow propose that the National Center on Educational
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Media. and Materials for the Handicapped be set up under DHEW/USOE in-
, Ar
.he status of a special institution.
.

(

1,

--

. .

.

Cantor concludes that needed. research areas include theprocbsses

by which children s programs .come into.being, content analySes of ac-
--,

tual programming effects of TV on self- concept development, interac-

tion of TV effects with influences of parents and teachers, and how

feedback is incorporated by the broadcasting industry. Ratings sur-

veys should include. sex demographic breakdowns even for young children.

gpmmercial."spots" should be:developed along anti sexise themes. Per-
/

manent advisory boards on women's interests shoyId be setup at CPB

for monitoring, advising, and consciousness-raising purposes.. Guide-
,

lines for screening sexist content in television should be developed.

A 1971 Congressional Resoldtion advOcating the end of undesirable

racial, religious, or ethnic stereotyping in broadcasting and motion

pictures should be amended to include sex stereotyping as well.
0

Mendelsohn does not make ryommendations per se, but presents

a thToretical argument that addresses the issue of how much diversity

of content and how much representation of special interst can be ac-

commodated in mass appeal programming, while *411 retaining the mass

appeal. A demand for realistic portrayals in teelvision content is,

he argues,,a demand for mass-appeal television to stop serving its

main function, which is "fundamentally unrealistic and mythic."

Specialized content wili draw speCialized, not mass, audiences, and

he mass medium will fractionate into specialized media. An implied

recommendation is that the media analyst consider not Only what would

happen to television if the current few pressurp groups work their

will on television content, but what would happen if the undreds of
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pressure groups not yet heard from work their will with similar argu-'

ments and similar tactics.

Becausercif historical and-valid caution bythe commercial broad-

caster in dealing with Federally-involved 1TroadCast materialsAand

urges that anyetopics so arranged benon-controversial,at a minimum.

Land supports further exploration with coramercial broadcasters; in..'

terms of airing spot announcements as public service announcements,

and also in purchased time slots.. He suggests HEW establishment'.of

a media research unit that would offer formative eValuatiO4 services
;*p

n

to any producer of purposive children'sprograms,- public or
.
commer-

cial, thereby increasing the educational effectiveness of programs

that would otherwise have little or no formative evaluation input.

'Land is enthusiast c about the possibility of reserving 'a children's

channel on a'satel ite distribution system, with financial and 'regu-

latory'inducements to program that channel ,effectively.

Aleinikoff ex lains how copyright is an aid, not a hindrance,

to distribution, an urges full copyright iii the grantee's name be

permitted uniformly for, Federally-funded teleVision seris. Residuals

as now handled by t lenE unions are difficult to accommodate with

typical USOE fundin cycles and procedures, and. Aleinikoff, suggests

,that talent unions eight well be amenable to working out a more ac-
4'

ceptable arrangemen . Revenues-can sometimes be generated by auxil-
4 \.°

iary uses of a seris and/or from ancillary, "spin -Afuproducts,.

and Aleinikoff points out the absened!of USOE policy that could be

applied uniformly on how best to handle revenue- generating situations;

he suggests that revenues go back to the grantee/contractor in a spe-

0

. .

I -
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cial fund tergetfor purposes of furthering the goals of @he pro-
.

ject,:With,certain.saf9itiard of. USOE's interests. Aleinikoff urges-

grants rather than contracts as the USOE funding mode for, television

projects becauselof the greater probability of insulatipn from
.-- 4

Government iiontrol on content, which is desired by both the'broadcast-.

ing and the educational communities. Finally, A.1,einikoff recommends

that competitive bidding for subcontracting not be required beyond
,

technical facilities -used. in television production.

4
Witherspoon examined4a variety of distribution syste from the

viewpoint of thsii strengths and limitations for-child program-

ming supported in some way by the Federal government. 'He sees gederal
,

involvement.wieh ommercial,;television as both promising and problem-
:

ati:rorthy of cautious further exploration. Cable is still futur-

istic, currently reaching less that-1.15% .of the television homes; con

sequently programming exclusivel?for cable nt this time was not ret-

°mended, although acquiring cable fights at this time was' recommended.

Satellites and audience-c ntrolled systesm are promising, although ,

futuristic: The most favorable edium for distribution of purposive

children's programming that contains Federal involvement continues sto.

be PBS.

ti

Mo.
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elf-Concept-Development

The AuthOr. ArD

=

LillianAmbrosind, as past Staff Consultant to the U. S. Office
of Child'Development, DHEW, was prinapai adviser inardW% of
children add television and liaison'with the Fed, r,4 Communic#tions
,eommission, the Federal Trade.bimmisiion as well, jwith other
HEW agencies. She is also a certified teacher anthis done re-
search in education and early childhood development. Her broad-
casting experience idcludeswork as a radio producer and as a
program developer for the Public Broadcasting Service and WGBH-TV
in Boston She is co- author of An International Comparison of-
Children'd Televisioq and author of,RunawaYs, a book.abOut run -
away children in the United States.. Mrs. ALbrosino was one of
four founding members of- Action for Children's Television.

The Paper

In the following paper, "Children's Self-Conceptsl. Television
and-Governpent POlicies;" Ambrosino reviews some of the basic
assumptions about the processes through which children .develop
Self-concepts, and how television relates to those processes..
Turning then. to the administrative prerequisites for producing
appropriate programming, she argues that, recent and current
1.ederal mechanisms frequently can work Against quality evision
through lack of internal:coordination 'and lack of experti)Se,in
television. She.urges establishment.,of a single Office of Tele-'
vision within HEW to Oversee .all on-Air projects.

4



CHILDREN'S,SELF-CONCEPTS, TELEVISION AND GOVERNMENT POLICIES
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"Being ;elf-Aware is the essence
of being'human and on this asaumpfion
one might say that self-awareness is
what development is toward."

John Nash, 197)

Y

Lillian Ambroslno
566 Centre Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02158

January 20,. 1975
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The question to
paper is the gdvernment's

use of television, in the

in children. .

6
The paper will be divided into four parts:

a brief description of the processes involved in the

development of seg-conceptsrthe place of the tele-

vision experience in that development; the current

organization of government funding in children's

television and the effect of those policies;,and

recommendations. 'The data for the last,two sections

comes from the author's experience.as-*a qiaff con-

sultant in television for the Office of aild Develop -

meit, HEW,. in Washington and as a writer-of.proposals.

Since the experience was limited to HEW and since

it funds the bulk of children's television,'the
recommendations are limited to.that branch of governr

a
ment.

be considered in this short
role, ttirougt) the judicious
enhancement of self-concepts

-

. The theme is that the process of development

of children's self7concepis and children's, producers

both require a critical continuity to reach maturity.

The government policy, therefore, that, builds an

appreciation for this continuity into its operations

and policies has the best chance for success.
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I. Processes of Self - Concept. Development.
4

Self-cOnCept is that awareness of sel , as istinguished.

fro 11 else in the environment, that is the h llm k of man. ,It

is the interaction of an individual's genes, cu tu e and environ-
. -

ment--an image.of the self within the framework o sex, age, place

and time. It is the ability to look backwards a d forwards in time,
$###.

inside and outside the self. Successfully res ved,.a contept of

self produces an answer to the ageless questio s: Who CI? HoW

and wheredo I fit in?, Np othqr animal, as far as is knowh, is so
'

possessed This awareness lies-at the root of 1.3tir humanness.

What is at the root of self-concept? The theories Of self-
r. Ary

concept are backed by relatively little document evidence..' The

subject is difficult to define, has philosophical overtones, and is

the confluence of interactive Trees that are probably impossible

to measure. Most of the literNure on self-concepts is descriptive

and tends to deal with the developed concepts of adults rather than

the developing concepts of children.
2

Nonethe ess, there is enough

evidence to suggest that self- concepts evolve'in a sequence through-

out the stages of childhood. c

They begird with a body schema, a confe body form that

I
is probably, innate.

3
During the early days of life, the child does

not realize he is separate from the environment: he and it are one.

Slowly, however, from the body schema, the sensations he receives,

and the reactions of others to him, the child begins to form a body
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image, a sense of imself, This represents a tremendous developmental

I
*

achievement, for ow the child realizes both boundaries of his

body (where it stops and the environment 'begins) and the rudiments

of its appearance.
4

, Bodies at this stage are vague entities, but

later on, especially at adolescence; the value and per Pelops placed

on this body image (beauty, strength, size) can have a s gnificant

impact on self-concept.

gt

As the chfid,grows older and perfects his language, per-

Eeptual, cognitive and reasoning' faculties (which themselves in -'

crease a child' .awareness of self and environment),
5

other influ-

ences come into play. Among the most important are family, social

and group mores, individual, personality traits and talents (ortheir

lack). These give the child his mental frame on the world: what

it, values and what it expects of him. The child who bel to an

upper-class faMily'or-one with a long and'proud tradition cul-

tural heritage begins with...a stronger psychological base t - 'n .one

whose family is fragiiented and struggling for existence, This was

tragiCally shown in research of the 4''60s that'related the effect

of poverty on the self-esteem of black children.6 These children,

as well as the poor of many backgrounds; were found to think less

-r
oaf thegs4ves than others their age. Furthermore, the self-gral-

uations of the black'children tended to be far less accurate than

to

those of white children of their class.

The corollary of this class-associated set.of evaluations

are the'expectations it suggests to others. Rosenthal demonstrated

that external'factors such as a reputed-test score 'or family asso-
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ciations can irrationally affect teachers' estimations of classroom

performance. 7 Undoubtedly, a byproduct,of the push for economic

and racial integration has been the reorientation. of these rigid

sets of expectations'
,

4,
These self-evaluations and expectations are also affec d

by a child's language and perceptual abilities. Some theoripts,

notably Rogers
8
and Sullivan,

9.
pOse as the key to self-concept de-

. i -

velopment, the Child's language development and his aWility, there-

-from, to structure reality. The child's perceptions of his situa,-

tion seem critical, and, as will be discussed shortly, television

can play an Important role in that perception.

e--

Reconciliation to one's sex--i.e., rte's maleness or

femaleness--is a strong element'in the mature self-concept. Sex
4

relates both to the biological differehaes and to the social roles'

. associated with those differences. One of every young child's_

tasks is to glead the meaning of this sexuality from the examples

1, -

viesented them by their parent, their friends, respected adults.

The parent reveals his comfort, or discomfort, with his own sex in

many ways: his conduct as an individual, his relationships with

those cif his owl and opposite sexes, his relationships with his chll-

dred. The father who plays ball with, my his son reveals. a sexual

bias, whiCh will be understood by bo hie/on and daughter, albeit

differently..

4
comfortable the child feels' with these expectations will natur lly

be related to the,chiles ability to\(

L

S ch incidents lead to gender-imposed expectations. ;How

fill the expectations and



to the tie they have to his natural 411110fiationt As Margaret Mead ex,
4

plains in her brilliant chapter oni"Thepegitt" An Sex & Temperament,
..

.. ..- .

it is one thing for a culture to reinforce one personality type at. ^
*. 4

the expense of another, and quite another to describe a so-called

personality aberration in sexual terms. In other words, the gentle

may be made to feel out of place in a society of thy aggressive.

But in the primitive_cultures studied by Mead, they were never con- '

sidered,unmasculine or unfeminine as a result. 10
In the Unitdd7States'rr

mainstream of thoUght, aggressive women or ientle men were made to

feel out of phase with both their Personality and their gender. And

in this way were deviants made, not born. Because of these influ-

ences, self-concept developments have been found tcdifferin boys

and girls. The situatioh is changing but the differenceP still

exist.

The major theorists differ not so much in their recognition

"yf the inkluence of genes,culture and environment on'selfLtoncept"

development as in the emphasis placed on each and the critical point '

of development. Freudians
11

place great import on the earliest years.

Erikson sees adolescence as the crucible for the formation of iden-

tity.
12

Adler*s life style explanation suggests that the child's

eventual approach to.life is the result of society's evalqation of

of him and his, of-iociety and teat the whole process is a combina-

tion of experience and inheritance.
13

The phenomenological school

of psychology believes that all behavior is determined perceptually

with the child's experience acting.as the selector of effective

behavior 14
. Rogers' therapy'flowsefrom this in its attempt to in-

-
-duce. Sheqindividual's restructuring of his personal reality.

15
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MAslow's selfactualization is a varetion: it.emphasizes the

realization of the potential the individual sees within himself.16

Sullivan also rec gnizedthe perceptual elements,,but'his theory of

self -con pt stresses the role of "significant others."'' Anthro-

pologists,' such as Mead, might find the cultural milieu itself of

greatest importance.

.

Regardless Of the theoretical mold, however, what shines

forth as.a beacon for development is the continuity that, in Erikson'

elegant phrase, .presupposes.a basic trust with one's l(rigins

and the courage to emerge from them.
"1 8

Elsewhere he elaborates:

. -, .
.

". . .that to experience wholeness, the young
person must f4e1 a progressive continuity
between That he has come to be during the long
years of childhood and that which he promises
to become in the anticipated future;,between
that which he conceives hildself to be and
that which he perceiyes others to see in him
and to ¢xpect of film. : .

". - .true identity depends on the'support the
young individual receives from 'the collective
sense-of identity characterizing the social
groups significant to him: his class, his
nation, hip culture:',. ." i9

As.

II. The Television Experience in Self- Concept Development. . 4

Television is relevant to self-concept because it has ;be-
N

Come so inexorably a part of the times: it has become a part of the

ecology of childhood and increasingly a part of the ecology of parent-
.

hood,.as Well.. Sedt figurevindicate that 99 percent (4 all families

with children own at least one set:20 The very fact of_ownershlp

virtually preordains the use.. Children will watch because. the set.

o
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is therq, and unlike 0 say, books; it can be used easily by almost

anyone. The precise number of hours watched may matter less In the

long run than the watching itself.

Hypothesizing the relevance, howev,er, is not describing

lt. And with television the difficulties are compounded because

"television" can mean content or process, Content, of course, refers

to the materialSeen-on the screen, but process refers to, television

itself and the effects it may have on interpersonal relationships,

orithe,one hand, and personal. perceptions on the other. It is the

. .

content that 'is studied most often; it may be the process, however,

that will have the more profound impact on childhood.

The process of television has changed' the ways in which

CIS

one generation's experience is shared with another.'.Its effect

on this process of cultivation, ". . .the symbols and images in

which people reflect on things and relate to one another," is a

reVolutionary.transformation inehumen affairs that is being com-

pared to the invention of the printing presS. 21 Margaret Mead, tak-

ing her usual broad view, -suggests this is new time for everyone

in which allqbuidelines are. in the future-and experience unigne,e

not the duplicate of that gopp through by the parents.
22

Bower, in

comparing 1960 teleVision audiences with 1970, found a paradox: The

later audiences werewatching more television'with.greater enjoyment,

but 'thought leis of television ii general. He wonders whether

this means that television has become a psychological necessity or

simply a useful and pragmatic tool fo4ba modern world. 23

04



Necessity or not, the larger question-is television's ef-
*

fect on a child's sense of histoiy and destiny. What is it doing to

that "basic sense of one's origins" seen to be the bastion of devel-.

opment? Here, itis possible to hypothesiZe that the least affected,

child will be one whose familial and cultural ties are strong and

yhose own reality (as he perceives it) will be mirrored. on the screen.

It is well-knoWn that the content of teleyiaion'is increag-

ingly a source of landiage, information and sogia
%.

24 ,

young. - From the material on the set, children see anti imitate

examPles of pro-and antisocial behavior. 25
And the more liMited

zation for the

the child's 'real life, experiences or his economic circumstances,, the
9

more likely he is to trust what he pees on the TV screen. Greenberg

and others have consistently found poor children and adults believ-r

J
ing telckision far'more than others and blackebelieving it most of

all.26 Some researchers have even pletulated a vicarious-use theory
J,

of viewing.. That is, childreiMfriwatch thoseTio s that have

./elements they sense are missing'in their'own liVeal. the child with-

out a full family will taatch family-situation programs; the child who-

feeli,himself beyond the norm will look to the TV.setfor.a pattern

of behavior seen to be within that norm.27

All this comes at 'e critical time. Television seems to

have become part of our mental' woodwork at precisely the time the

traditional pillars of child--the exten d family (indeed even the

28
two-parent

Television

is trying

family), the church,, the school--seem to be crumbling.

0
therefore is an easy substitute for the growing child who

to make sense of a confusingyorld and it may beexercising
r.



a disproportionate share of the' cultivation process in suggesting

both to the child and his parent how things. are (or ought to be) and

and how they were (presumably). It it possible for an uncertain

paren to mimic.a style Of parenting seen on the screen; it is pos-/

sible that the child will eventUally.dse that styl, in his role as

a parent.

Television also projects a scale of normality, a *range of

bhavior, people and situations that are seen as acceptable simply

because they are re on the screen. Whatever its other benefits,
qt,

vision can provide a standard'to a child by which to measure his own

situation: it is a standard that can ciepress.as well as elevate.

The poor child, living among tRe poor, suffers his condition without

suggestions of how it might be. The same is true of other unusual

children--the handicapped,., the non-white, the spirited, the isolated.

Television invades the privacy of a neighborhood, however that may

be defined. It presents another side.of,life. In this sense, the

'absence of kindred types on the screen may'have hidden meaning. It
6

may cannotrNwnpeculiarity" and further aggravate the feeling of alien-
/`

J'ation the aforementiohed'unusual children already experience. The

appearance, then, of many kinds of people and situations on teleNiision

is critical. It provides role- models with! whom many can identify

and suggests that diversity is the normal condition of American so-

ciety. All Americans need to be reminded that talent and art, anxiety

and hope, know no discrimination. American television has begun. to-

open uS in the last few years; it needs even more.

iiBut present ople. Ittelevision does more than merely p
. .
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shows theft coping with, life's problems. How they do this is a sign

of the future to"children, A previewOf life as an adult. The SUc-

cessful resolution of.childhood ii.thp lesire to grow up, ana chil-
i

dren will only want to becoFe adults if adtlthood is seen as worth-

Children will form their opinion of this later stage of life

from the Older people they see,-including those on television. It

is fascinating,in this regard to cu
13
pare English.and American tele-

,

s

vision. In England, adults are very carefully selected for children's
,

programs. They are lively, open, gentle and understanding because

the example they project is considered very important. Even the

adult English programs, though they have theirshare of silliness,

leave the impression that grown people can be sensitive and enormously
. .

. .

competent. The two most popular detective series, Z-Cars and Softly,

Softly, for example, rarely feature violence because understanding

the criminal, not catching him, is the dramatic focal point. (Can
\ .

one even ima ine an American detective series being called-Softly,

Softly?) T e English alsomanage to weave great amounts of history

into their programming so that even a casual viewer of television
-,- .

is left with a cohesive sense of a long, sometimes troubled, but al-

ways interesting past. This gives the English child avi understanding

Of his past and,a belief in his future. All too often in this coun-

try, a child is presented with a disjointed parade of shooting,

screaming ,and uninteresting adults. Rarely does he see history-on

the screen, American televiSion taking place in the present or .the 19th'

century of Westerns. Children who yearn for the past,,as a clue to

theirAudding self-concepts, get little help frpm American television.
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When speaking,-, #, of television and aildren, one .

_ . ,4
.

think of 'the medium aa'presenter and Conditionei. One -must be

4

.

, . . .

as aware of the unexpected falloui of the hours of viewing as of the

programs themselves. We must be concerned With its effect on lan-

guage, the.cOnsequences pt

ability to read and write'.

enough about the child an

e television generation's deteriorating '

us, an approach to television that cares

investigate tbe

what it .can and cannot d'

1n't.ile case of language

. a
s devdlopment.must also care enough:to

ip
,

'ions of' television. We must utiderstsnd

we must be prepared to co4ensate, a

the unexpected losses.

III. Federal Relationli

.»
If the go,rhqept,,,4 seriou s»in its quest for'economioally

and administratively 100110e policy

:

hildreh'sjelevision Progr,mming.

recommenastion7 for constructive

childrenIsprogramMingit_muSt'cOncern itself with the problem of
4.. ':,: ',:; :;'i i ,

. ,

continuity; Of.qUallieY. l'fil..Onsens, it must first turn its attention
, .

to those wbO bear the ultiMat, responsibility for this qUalitythe
'

Program makers.

Intheibattle for substantive change in children's television,

the,tendency (perhaia the 4cessity) has been to focus on the programs

themselves: what do: theYYOntain; who decides the content ad on,

basis; lAt are the effects.' :Unfoktunately, that puts the cart before

the horse; for witI4Utreepotsible,"dedicaed and creative
- !

producers',

s

there can be no responsible,:aedicated and creative programs. Pro-

ducers, no' less thah childten, need a continuity for healthy develo0-

ment. They need to be in anSatmosphere where the purpose is under-.



stood, the funds a-re certain, and the spirit congenial., They must,

have a tradition uponehich to build and a future- for whichto prepare.

J
,This is simply not understoodbY those government agencies

-involVed 41th'funding children's-televielon.A 'It'is rarely even
.

recognized, and it is impoitant tO:UnderstalWyhy 'becduse many of the

suggestions madejn this paper speak to the current structure.of.these

agencIes and the methods and pressures.t)y whteil they conduct their
.

busidess.

job or

sa.

Most federal'agencies are created either to do a Certq4n
- .

to serge atertain group of'people: Television''enters atte
. -

agency's agenda as a means of achieving a given temporal end. Thlai,

4-H Televijion in the Department of Agriculture funds a series of

television programs to'promote nutrition amongfourth-graders; the

Office of Child Development contracts fo* 3-Minute segments to pro.:

mote the'self-iponcepts of preschoolers; the Office Of Education gives

the Children's Television Workshop money for several programs on read-

ing readibiSS;the Bureau for the Education of the Hand ca dqinder-
I

6 e6 [

writes portions OfMister Rogers' Neighborhood to deal the prob-

lems of exceptional children and Se- forth.` These projects are not
c

a - part of.an overall design; they tarely flow in an orderly sequence
,

.

,

so that:one program is preparation feilLthe next or the findings of
,--4'

research are integrated with the next stage. They are most usually

one-shot funding packages commissioned to implement an agency priority,

fbr a given year.

* The funding of the Children's Television Workshop is a possible
exception.

so

1
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This is not really an oversight, but a manifestation of

government operations. There are few,long-range programs in govern-

ment. Policy is articulated in terms,of yearly or bi-yearly prior-

ities that will harmonize with the yearly budget by whose increments
., te

an agency. measures its success. Talk of 'priorities is the rule, for
,
goals are tangible and require continutdaly'Operating agencies to

realize. Many agencies in the executive branch come and go, are

Split up or amalgamated.* Government appOintees have a habit of stay- -

ing for several years and then leaving. Many of the agencies over7-

lap in their functions.. Thus, the epheMeral has a gpecial appeal.

J

Television is seen to advantage in this state of affairs.

Along with the achievement of a given priority, th creation of a

noteworthy and notice - worthy series becomes a way in which aniagency

can trumpet its existence And its good works. It is human to,wish

association with the worthy; and governmert agencies, being collec-

tions of unusually sincere individuals; are particularly human. But

A.
thasechenie reduces television to a powerful, but limited, tool.

.11'
8,

Agencies are staffed with the highly educated, who come

to government eithei directly after.their university training or

after work in the field of education or in the social services.

Their world is that of the school or university, social service agency,

research, perhaps engineering. -Almost without exception, their knowl-

* An example'in HEW was BLET,-the Bureau of E dficational Technology
and Libraries. In 1971, it was the main source for major communi-
cations prdjects. It was replaced in 1972'by NCET, the National
Center for Educational Technology and dissolved in 1973. Some of
its people went to NIE, the National Institute-for 'EduCation (whole
own future is uncer*n at, thisAiiiting), or to administer the.
television portion of the ESAA, the Emergency School AiH'Aet. .
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edge of television comes from the research literature. This is

second -hand information, gotta from the perspective of the academic,
* .

not the practitioner. 'Giver( a training that inculcates caution and

criticism and a particular regard for the written word, the tendency

4.' ' % .

is to be more impressed by tha form, of a propo?hl (Does it review the,/
/ . )

research? Does it have an adequate design?),,,than by its substance.

I ,
The same is true of the review pane16, who are composed of similar

kinds of people. Lacking experience in the field. of television, few

are able to assess a proposer's technical andartistic ability to

execute an otherwise. reasonable' proposaL.

i -

Because of this inexperience,Jgrave errors are committed
r-

in the funding and supervision of television projects. Thousands

of d011ars have been* given to research topics' a communications

46phisticate could have answered in a day. Thousands of dollars are

wasted because an inexperienced project supervisor does not understand

the complexities of producing and subcontracting-arrangements In tele-
-A

vision. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are wasted on projects that

assume technology, per se, can achieve miracles at the, expense of

J"
consent.

. Nk
ThOusands of dollars more are as wisely .as

-they migfit be because of t4e inheret conflicts that bedevil most

government agencies: (1) the desire to eund effectively versus the

desire to spread the fUnds. (2) the desire to reward the competent

.versus the desire to be open, fair and democratic, (3) the desire

to renew successful on-going programs versus the desire to innovate,

and (4) the desire to serve a public (e.g.,social 'service agencies)

1'
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versus the public (the( children they serve). are real conflicts,

not always of the agencies' own vaking:______Apncies know their mission,

but t ey @are also well aware of political pressures that can inter-

fere with otherwise sound judgment. So they must keep their political

antennae well-tuned lest they lose their precious budgets. Often

this takes the form of awarding a'lesser candidate a project for

geographic reasons.

0

All this contributes to an ad hoc quality of planning in

children's television. The current state of government fundiftg'in

this area is th(1antithesis of orderly development. -There is, little
. 4

cooperation between-departments (who barely know what the other is

doing*); there is little continuity of television policy within a
.1

given agency; there is.little understanding of the impact or signif7
It?

kance of a given project; there is little thought given to the con-

tialed development of professionals in children's television; and

arethere are very few individuals in the government capable of advocat-
.

ing the cause,of good children'a-televilion.**

This situation becomes.the breeding ground for prevailing

myths, e.g., that geographic or ethnic producers per se are the

The difice of Telecommunications in HEW vms suppbsed to coordi-
nate the various TV projects in HEW as far back as 1970. The
found it an imposSibletasrdiN4d 1 in my informal effOrts
'with then.during 1971-/2, while a consultant with the Office of
Child Development.

**. Dr. Frederick green,former Head of the Children's Bureau at the
Office 9f Child DeVelopment, did 'testify as an adVocate for im-
proved childreWs television at Federal Trade and Communications
hearings during 1971-73.

(

1

e.

cF
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guarantee fordiversity-or that the persuasive power of objective

research is the best harbinger of improvement. Anyone who is famil-

iar with local children's programs throughout the country or the

situation of children's television in general knows neither to be

true. The problem is not background, but competenCe and understand-

ing, pot ,proofs but values.

In order to begin towards a goal of sustained 4uality

children's programs1 several assumptions must be acknowledged: (1)

v. 'consistently excellent children's television, unlike ner Head-

start programs, museorigInate in relatively few sources where the
.

leadership and tradition spawn individual creativity; and (2) such

programs must be based on a commonly held theory of childhoOd.

Admittedly, this is difficult to do within the Americw

context, sine it seems to fly in `the face Of.obr ethic of individ7

ual enterprise and cultural diversity. Yet, that very lack of a

common conceptual and production base has been the probleth withchil-

dren's television in this country. American television, unlike that

in Europe, did not establish its children's television upon an un-

spoken folklore of childhood--the 'do's and don'ts in child rearing

and attitudes that are beyond dispute. From the very. start, the

Europeans envisioned television as a means of feeding children's

minds and imaginations. Producers were protectedfrom the few mar-
,

ket pressures by the enactment of rigid advertising codeS, the res-

ervation of specific' children's hollis in the broadcast schedule, and

the creation of special children's

scheme proscribed practices deemed

not prescrAbe .content,-but created

pr duction-units. This regulatory

off naive to children. It did

the atmospheie that made it pds=
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sible for the profespionals to exercisee.their best judgment freely.

A
In the States, the theory varied with the producer: a very few ca- -

tered)to the panoply of emotional needs of growig.children; another

few concentrated on the cognitive developm9nt; most broadcast to the

child as potential consumer. The rationalization of content, then,

varied with the theory of childhood.

Given a common understanding of those elements that unite

all children, individual differences become a Siariation on an accepted

theme. If a group understands how to program for children, it prob-

ably can program for most children. Indeed, the best programs I have

ever seen for '-'speciargroups of children are the BBC's vision -On,

an art show originally created for deaf children; the inserts on

, uniformity in, the land of make-believe on Mister Rogers' Neighborhood;*

and the films of blind, retarded, Indian and other.divera children

on Zoom. The point,is simply that the staffs of these shows made

for the excellen e; It was their sensitivity and training that led

to the attention ,t these very special children. This sensitivity

is the most precious element in children's programs, and since it
...-

takes many months to develop, it must not be wasted.

S
One final consideration.is that posed uniquely by our

,American democracy: How can we present children; particularly ado-

9

leseents, with ideals that can be shared by those of many backgrounds?

How can programs .praise the differences which constitute the American

o

* The purpose of theme SegMents;,fundbaby the Bureau for the Edu-ation
of the Handcaiped, is to explain differences. to childre!,

Mister Rogers chose to do this by showing the monotony that would
result if everyone,werethe 'baffle..
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experiedce a'd at the 'same time stress the common threads of history

and thought that make us one? 'Lastly, how can till programs through

a C&ibination of fun, history; drama and informatio casually lead'

children'to the indepefidence that is a prerequisite for adulthood?
0

These questions can be answered with forethought, nd coordination.

But HEW's role in what tould be a magnificent achievement will only

be assured if it is willing to completely rethink its approach and
.

administration of television funding.

6 IV. Recommendations.

-A. HEW should create a single Office of Television oversee all

on-air projects. a raati is,also to be funded for children, it

,should'be.incluaed and the Office should be called theOffice for,

Radio and Television. This office would control all radio-televi-. .

sion monies to be issued from HEW. It would have diviSions for

children's, instructional, training and other programs. Its basic

.concern is the creation of the best possible programs for chAidren,'

their education, their parehts, etc. Projects that use videotape
4.

or film in an experimental way would still he funded through the

existing channels.

This would involve a considerable reorientation, since

some HEW Bureaus, such as the Bureau for the Education of the

Handicapped, are accustomed to their own television budgets, and

k
some legiqationi-suCh as the Emergency Sthqol Aid Act, reserve.tele-.

vision monies that are administered by offices expressly established

forthat.Purpose. I would 'recommend that all these to combined,in-

y,
2-ao4a



sofar as possible, under the single Office of Television;
1'

The benefits are obviods. Under one office, all television
tj

projects could be coordinated. Duplication would be eliminated, comr

. munications problems (mentioned on p. 15).highlysimplified. The
.

7

staff would have an opportunity to establish broad policy, i.e., theY\

'mould have the luxury of looking at chl1dren's and professionals'

.

needs as a whole.' Within this framewor they'dan more reasonably

assess the specific concerns .of the various., subdivisions and subgroups

at HEW. The staff will have an_experience communications and chil-
4

ren and thus will have the ability to evaldat ,prdgram needs andpro-

ducer capabilities. This unified-system approa )1 will be far less

',confusing to prospective producers because theY:w *ad be- dealing With
4-

a-single source and a single set of pOliciei: lia,a4t1y; putting tele-'

vision projects under one roof is a greater assurarie\for the cop-_

tinulty, since plausibly one year's policies will be -fruit of the
.

past year's efforts, and the seeds for the next.

)i. The Office of Television will be responsible for the stimulation,
,-:

coordination and formulation of long-and short-term policy for the
4,

, .,.
./

use of HEW funds for on-air television., This policy will be planned

for the respective divisions under its control. That is, there wily}

be a policy for instructional and children's programs, etc. When-

ever possible, however, these policies should be integrated so that

overriding aims can'be reinforced yith different types of programs;

1 J.'

1. ThecolidY will be-a result of the suggestions of the

respectively concerned agencies of HEW0(bCD,. BEH, N1MH, etc.

to
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professional and community groups, broadcasters andpro-

ducers; and other interested and qualified parties. Its

aim, However, would not be so much the creation of specific

projects to suit specific agency needs as much as the com-

bination of these individual viewpoints into a comprehensive'

plan. I have alluded to the frustrated attempts at door

dination by the Office of Telecommunications. These

failed because the confederate-like HEW structure worked

agaipdt cooperation. the Office%f Television, being the

controller of the purse strings, would be in a different

position. Its budget will guarantee it a certain respect,

and 'agencies will learn to marshall andadvocate their

arguments for a piece of the act h.
AP

cr'

2. Although the Office of Television can use its own
A

insights and experienCe in the Alrulatidn of policy,

it would be understood that its over-all design must in-

clult those,constituencies and conceins represented by HEW.

0

3. Broad outline of policy goals should be-made every

four years at the start of a ritw dministratiOn. It should

take no longer than 3 to 4 mopths to create. In addition
A

to formal or informal meetings with the HEW agencies men-

tioned above, the Office of Television may wish to hold

seminars with various ethnic and regional groups to deter-
,*

mine the four-year plan. The broad policy should be reviewed

annuall3N. The fourryear plan should Include a mix of short-

'and long-terwprojects. It should be devised with a'knoidedge

et
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of available (6r possibly available)'air times for a max--
ie. .

imdk exposure. It is assumed that the Office willmaim for

a mix of program topics,'times.and styles.

C. The act &al receint,'"evaluation and award of grants for television

will be- .exclusively the job of the Office of Television and its ad-

visory boards. This will be a two-pronged approach. All proposals

will come to this office. The staft will review, them fot-technical

feasibility. The advisory boards.(there should be one for each sub-

division such as children's, instructional, etc.) will review the

proposals for appropriateness of content and content approach, as

will the agencies involved. The final arbiter, howeje:', will be the

Office of Television and its advisors.

The Oflice should Jstabl4b a stghdard method of operations so

V
that. a proposer will be asstred of receiving fair attehtion and a'.

timely response to his

It should establish and publish criteiia for qualifiedoproducers.

(Thid will be explained in detaillatet.)

The Office may wish to conduct periodic conferences on its fund-

ing processes, either at WAShington or its regional offices. Such

meetings could also be the, vehicle for soliciting suggestions of prcPL

gram needs for children and for the evaluation of local facilities.

The staff of the Emergency School Aid Act used thid device quite ef-
-

fectively.
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D. The staff of the Office of Television will ,be composed of eo le

experienced in both children and television. They must be able to

understand the intricacies of television production and the limits-.

tions'of the medium. They must also understand children enough to__.

be,eble,to determine the use of television that will be most suit-
0,,

able to their'healthidevelopment. A Ph.D. in child de4elopment,

alone, is not a qualification for this office. Neither is work as,
0

for example, a producer of news or cultural programming. It is the-

combination that is the Important element.
0 ,

Staffing will be di ficult because most children's producers and

programmers are probably happiest staying in the field. However;

there are a few people a ready in HEW who have the combined,experi-

ence necessary, and the r cession might induce others to leave tele-
.

vision and join goverilmen , It is critical to choose the right peo-.

ple because they, of cour e, will set the, standard for the future.

E. Early in its operation:, the Off ice.of Television must refine

its approach to television by making some hard choices.

1. It must determine i s spending strategy. Will it

elect costly long-term ojects? Short7term projects? A

combination of both? It is impossible to discuss this in

the abstract, since44uch will. depend on theprogram topics

themselves. Probably the best approach is the one that.

combines both. This is mentioned to avoid the plague of

regionalism, the pervasive notion in government that it is

best to spread the money fog a given project to as many

r
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sections of the country as possible. This should not enter

the Office's deliberations, for the aim is the production

--

of superior programs and the realities of production may

automatically rule oit certain parts, of the country as major

producers. This does not mean that a fledging company cannot
-

be used as a subcontxactor., but that experience, not loca-

tion, will be the principal criterion.

' 2. The Office will contract, as mentioned, directly with

producers, who themselves will tern to the educators and

other professionals for the content expertise they may re-
,

. _

quire. Doing it the other way, i.e., contracting wjth non-

production organizations who then subcontract the tele-

vision, does not work. The Office, after.all, is inttreated

in programs; it,should therefore deal directly with those,.

who know how to make them: Frankly, I can think of no

exception to this rule. Even the Open University in England

was a collaboration between the BBC and university person

riel where the latter were taught the art of television and

the former; had 'the final editorial controL

3. Successful producers of children's programs should be

givena preference, (The same would be true of other

, divisions of the Office of Television, i.e., successful

producers of instructional programs should be given pre-

ference, etc.) The scale of success would be determined

in terms of paSt programs, their quality, length of.

Perince of the producers, quality of the staff, etc.

'2
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Encouragement of new groups, i.e., an Indian Children's

Production Group, should be very carefully weighed. Is

it defensible morally? Govefnment likes to think of itself

as a sower of seeds. It'can help a project to get started,

goes this thinking, and then, if this proiect is tryly.

meritorious, it will'surelyfind its own means of'support.

This is not true in children's programs. The outside

funding from foundations diminishes with each..year. and is

itself,oftenjimited to initial_funding. FoUndations also

think -of themselves as,seed sowers. The possibility of

selling the program or tts resulting materials to comer-
- s

cial stations, toymakers, and the like raises the criticism.

of using publically funded materials for private gain. Thus,

the creation of a new unit bust be done only after great

If it is worthy pf creation in the first place, then

it should deserve aS.least the prospect of continued funding..

Given the talent that already exists, It scours preferable

to encourage or add to its development than to begin anew.*

4. The Office should create a policy tb limit its funding

to nonTprofft organizations, since,it is dealing with public

monies.

5. The Office should continue its affirmative action policy

by encouraging its prospective.producers to train and/or hire

o

* The Emergency School Aid Act specifies that its television monies
are to go only to a few experienced producers.

2.
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and/or subcontract 7aliied members pf minority' oF under -

*represented groups.

6. The Vice should develop a policy on the use of pro-

(
grams and materials developed with federal funding. Who

holds the copyright? Who gains the profits and in what

ratio? To what should the government be.entitled?

7. The government should also create a policy for the use

- of tederallir-epOnsored materials on commercial television.

This is a rough area. One the one hand, there is tic natural

desire for Makimril exposure gotten throught the-come ial

channels. (Some of the target audiences of government-
o

funded television :vetch only:Aommercial television.) On

the other hand, there is.the problem of the government

appearing, to underwrite, the public service programming that

is the. price broadcasters are to pay for use of the public

airwaves for profit. :Even broadcasting such materials

without commercials does not void that criticism. Perhaps

the long-range solution is to reserve certain..hours on

commercial channels exclusively for such programs and to,

have such programs overseen by specially created ion-

profit corporations. That, however, is hardly to be hoped

-
for in the near future, and until then a substitute resolu-

tion must be reached.

F. The Office of'TeleVision should-iederve some portions of its

television funds for tesearct.
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It should have evaluations of its major-projects, as

.a guide fOr future planning. It may wish to consult with the

NiiiOnal InstitutefOr,Education (NIE) or the Office of

$ehaioral Research at NIMH for the proper dispenSation o

such funds,

2. Ideally,\it should have its separate office for research

so:that all telsvisiOn impact' investigations will be centrally

located. Now this kind of research isrbeing funded through-
,.

-oot'REW with the consequence that no one knows much.about it

and its overall significance. .Having it under one roof also

insures its integration into program planning, whenever appro-

priate.

3. From time to, ime, the Office of Televir shotild use

its good offices to sponsor conferences of researcher's

and programmers. The purpose would be an update: researchers"'

would tell the practitioners their findings; programmers'

would tell the acadeMicians, their concerns. The Children's

Television Workshop has always iniorporA researChnto

its,operationi. ThetOfficeof Television could provide a

similar service. for ot4e children's4producers.

. .

4. The Office Of Television would itself attempt.to'keep

abreast of 'comdunicationa and 'child development research

an4 explore ways in which the.inforpation could be popu-

larly disseminated'.

The Office of Television may, on occasion, use its knowledge to

0
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.advooate ihe.cause of children's teleVision. The Federal Communica-

tions and Trade Commissions haVe been, grappling with the-problem of

children's television for\he past five years. They might have been

aided 1.n.this job had they had an impartial source of information of

children and television to which to turn. There is a need.for such.

a group, and the Office of Television, with its eventual expertise,

would seem to be the prime candidate.

a
4.1

1

These commendations argue for a new-consensus on the need
ti

for consolidation add continuity in children's:television planning. and

undijmg at HEW, to be embodied in an Office of Television. The logic

0

of economics and administxation suggests the virtues of such centrall

ization; the realities of television almost demand it. HEW has spent
.

.

(

1

neatly 50 million dollars turini the past nine years on.children's
r .

televisions. Has the result been worth the .money? That is an answer I

mist leave to Others. But that same sum, dispensed from. a single

knowledgeable office, could create a multitude of excellent programs

and; lust.as important, a new gdneration of producers
0

Money, alone,

As ng guarantee of quality. It must be used-by those who know what

v_they ara,0out. Money, best spent, will repay its investment manyfold

In televiSion, this must mean an expenditure with an eye towards those

_producers who can continually make those programa children wil'1 want

to watch and grow up
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I

.
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,
.
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ically7Disadvantaged Child: Research Findings and Policy
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more effectively.
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Introduction

The basic purpose of this paper is to provide a basis for exploring

possible alternative ways in which televisiQn may be used to augment, en-

hance or enrich the lives of children who are economically diSadvantaged.

This requires an assessment of (a) the prevalence of economic deprivation

among youngsters in this country; (b) the psychological and social rami-

fications Of being a disadvantaged child; (c) the nature of the child's

interactions with the television` medium, especially the child's television

experiences, preferences, and attitudes, coupled with awareness of-tele-.

. vision's impacts on that child, and (d) suggestions as:,to what may be

needed, feasible and useful in future television policies in this country,

specifically for the disadvantaged child. This definition of our assign-

ment provides the basic outline for this -paper. The major emphasis has
el

been given to the last two of these issues, because our own work has been

most foCused in those areas. ..'The first two set the stage for specifically"

examining the roles of television in serving-a specific sub-group of the

population.

In compiling this paper, a comprehensive literature review was under-

taken and completed. This included a 15-year examination (1)f the following

journals: Journalism Quarterly, Journal of Broadcasting, Public Opinion

Quarterly, Journal of Communication, Educational Broadcasting Review, and

Audio-Visual Communication Review. In addition, relevant abstracting re-

sources were combed to as far back as 1964 for some, and to date of origin-

, ation for more recently-created abstracting services. These included

PsycholIkical Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, Child Development Abstracts,
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Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts, Language and Language Behavior
%.k

A1stracts. In addition, appropriate ERIC runs were made through the MSU
.

Library-ERIC computer system. Books, bibliographies and unpublished pa-
,

pers were examined, as well.

More impressive than not has been the dearth of specific research

uncovered which focuses on television and re disadvantaged child. Many
4

impressionistic pieces exist, but hard, broad, and reliable evidence re-
,

Mains lacking on most key questions.

What follows then is based on a mixture of research findings and in-

sight with some generalizations that more cautious people might fault.

Yet it, is just those kinds of extrapolations which must be Made in order.

to suggest policy options. In this case, I remind myself and the reader

that the genetralizations and recommendations offered may better be con-

sidered hypotheses than conclusions.
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°The Economically Disadvantaged Child: Who Are They? Where Are They?

The most complete dataon the incidence of econoMically disadvan-

taged children comes from the 1970 Census and from the 197.0,phite HOuSS

Conference on Children. The most appropriate data from these sources

will:be summarized briefly in this section.

Thepoor are approximately that one-fifth of the nation's families
"

living below Office of Economic Opportunity established income standards.

Relativistically, the poor ark those with low income. What is low in-
.

come uses these criteria--the size of the family, its location as either

rural or non-rural, and the sex of the family's main wage earners In the

1970 census, poverty yearly income threshholds varied from $1487 for a

woman living alone on, a farm, to $6116 for a non-farm family, with a

male head'-of-household and seven or lore children. More typically, the

average poverty level for a non-farm family of four headed by a man was

$3745.

49'

From the last census, it was determined that more than 10,000,000

children under 18 years of age were members of families below defined

poverty levels. This segment constituted 15% of all children in the

United States in that age grouping. Of this total, 3,000,000 were under ,

six years of age. Of all the poverty level children, they were dispor-

tionately black (4,000,000), and disportionately in homes with a female

head (4,000,000).

During the 1960's, the number of children in poverty dropped dra-

matically; from 25% in 1959, to 15% in 1969. This change of course includes

o

a re-definition of poverty levels. However, even this change has not

affected all American children equivalently. R e and residence remain

strong locator variables. Among white childre, for instance, the decade
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shift represented a decrease from 20% of all children in poverty homes

to 11%; among blacks, it was a decrease from 66% to 42% of all children

under 18. Thus, the proportionate decrease for white children was even

-greater than among blak children, despite .1e fact that were were more

than three times as many black children living in poverty at the beginning '

of the decade.

As a reminder of what kind of dollar income vie are talking about,.

the 'data show that 17% of all white families (4.5 milliOn families) had

an annual income below $6000, compared with 50% of all black families

(1.7 milion families). Stated one other way, the median income of white

families was $10,363 compared to $6000 for black families:

Children living on farms, in urban centers, on Indian reservations

and throughout the South are also far more likely to be living in poverty

environments.

In metropolitan areas central city dwellers are twice as likely to

be poverty stricken as those living in suburbs, and the proportion of

blacks in poverty is twice that of whites. Outside metro areas, farm

families are more likely to be at or below poverty levels than non-farm

families (15% compared to 10%), and there, if black, the likelihood'of

being in poverty circumstances is more than three times as great.

The economic plight of Indian families l;\catastrophic. As of 1970,

80% of all Indian families on reservations fell below standard poverty

levels. Among the, two million families of Spanish origin in the U.S.,

21% fall below povrty income levels, and 39% have annual family incomes

of less than $6000. Within this. group, those of Mexican and Puerto Rican

origins are even poorer, with more than onef every four families in

poverty.
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It r5 the South which houses a disproportionate share of poverty,

families. In the AFtheast, little bore than 5% of all families qualify;

in the South, it is nearly 15%. Again, black families in the South

predominate in the statistics.

It is also useful to note that there is a large percentage of

child-less homes below poverty levels. These are primarily homes with

older or retired adults. The differences in distribution of poverty

among homes with and without children is evident from the kinds of-.

income distributions used by Nielsen in presenting their television audience'

data. Table 1 illustrates this.

A smaller proportion of homes with young people in them are at the

extreme poverty level. Presumably, homes with teenagers provide some

income increment. Poierty is even more prevalent among older householders.

,y- Before closing this description, we wish to emphasize that the data

represent only those families' below minimum income standards. Many argue

that those standards are not high enough, i.e., that many hundreds of

thousands of.families just above these poverty levels should also qualify.

Therefore, the data presented are minimum estimates. Yet, even these

minima would warrant the following generalizations:

1. The incidence of children living in poverty level homes is large,

counting out at 10 million such children--at minimum;.

2. These children can be identified in geographic-pockets--in the

central city, and in thegSouth in particular;

3. Although the largest proportions of the deprived children are

among minority groups in this country, the raw numbers of majority

children are even larger.
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,

Income Distrbutions\of A.C. Nielsen Sample Households *.

V'

Household ougeholds Households Households Households
Income . All ith 12-17 With 2-11 with men with women
Level %. Households ar-olds. year-olds 50 and older 50 and older

L6Ss than $5000 1796- 12% 14% ,25% . 36%

$5- $9999 /year 25% 231, 28% 24% 24%

$10-$14,999 26% 7% .30% 21% 17%
--N

$15,000 or more 32% 8% 27% 38% 21%

These data, as are most of the other National Nielsen data summarized
in the text of this paper, are /extracted from a secondary analysis of
Nielsen data reported in N. Katzman, "Television Viewing in the United
States," (unpublished manuscript), 1975. A copy of the paper is
available from the author..
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The Psychological and Social Attributes and Needs of the Disadvantaged

Child:

Given that one-fifth of the nation s.famille*p subsist, in poverty

'conditions, and that at least 15% of all U.S. children are affected by

whatever it is that poverty conditions do, much literatur:e intersects

on a strongly-supported portrait of the demographic, social and psycho-
.

logical context of poverty.

The poor are more likely than the non-poor to be: (1) unskilled

and unprepared for jobs;,(2) low in education and often functionally

literate; (3) living in Targe families which minimize privacy; (4) living

in incomplete families, marked by divorce anddesertion and often, matri;.

archal; and (5) out Of work.

As for the children themsplyes, 7,000,000 of them under-14 are being

-raised in fatherless homes, and the fathdrless home is three times as

characteristic of black 'families as of white families. More than half

the mothers of children 6-17 and nearly one-third with children under 6

are in the.labor force, particular1y mothers in poverty families. As a

likely consequence, one -third of all poverty children have been identified

as having serious emotional problems which require professiohal attention.

Individuals within this tategori'r of 'poor' are'of all raciAl groups.*

However, minority group citizens are more likely, to be poor, and tote

-poorer on any available measures of poverty. ., .

4 1 A

The poor in this country are in the unfortunate position of btifig

poor in all affluent, middle - class oriented society.. The society assumes

skill, literwy, motivation, education, and information-processing ability.

Further, the society is ill-equipped to deal with its poor. Social ser-
1

so.

vices are often middle-class oriknted. Its school systems are typically
low

based on the format and premkses of education for middle -class students.
"

qP,D
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Selrers and producers assume middle -class ability in handling inform

mation. The job market assumes certain skills in job-getting and job-

keeping. The evidence and meaning of lesser communication skills will

"
be elaborated later in this section. Here, it is necessary to recognize

that resfrictedlinguistic modes of communication among the poor are ,

compounded by low skills levels in obtaining and evaluating informat n. ,

t,
~The poor are less likely to Rnow what to do about anything, or how o st,

I

iioft.....

find out, or what criteria to use in evaluating information. One o tcoMe
4

is greater

In response, the poor have developed a sub- culture and psychologicgl

orientation which many observers agree is probably dysfunctional for

operation in the major society. The sub - culture - emphasizes an internal
.

.
s

system of family members, friends, andrelatives.to the near exclusion of

external relationghips. .gt is not oriented to achievement, in the middle-

class sense. It is what has been called a 'closed system,' and is a
.

funtiional.response to life's conditions as they are experienced by' the

1 o

The syndrome of psychological orientations developed among thepOor

and demongtrated in a host f mutually-agreeing studies, is not unlike

those attributed to peasants in developing countries. These characteristics

apply to poor whites.aswell as non-whites and tend to extend to poverty

sub-Cultures across varying locations.

We present the major life-perceptiOneand orientations derived from

our review of the research here, as a means of,understarlding both the

child who lives, in poverty, and_the people with whom the child lives.,

The characteristics' lack mutual exclusivity, but yield a panorama of

potential and actual'needs:

it .

ea k
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Present time "orientation. ..The poor.exhibit a "here and now"

time orientation which larjely ignores the future. This time
.'" '44 ^

orientation is illustrated by a lack of linear ordering of

events within the ghetto coMinunaty. Events don't happen at'a,

v

specific time, they just happen. Researchers attribute

emphasis on "present time " - -a kind of "whatever happens, happens".

philosophy - -as' a functional response life of constant problems..

Emphasis on s hort-term goals. Amodg the poor, there is little

opportunity to plan ahead. Aloreference then for immediate reward

and immediate gratification is related tb both the realities 0

O

of the poverty system, and the orientation to here and now_

activities.

Emphasis on t he concrete. The poor reject the abstract in judging

events and people, Emphasis Is-placed on hee-and-np4, observable

characteristics. This orientation to practical action includes a

rejection of inteluality.

.....Lack of efficacy.- This is the extent to which an individual believes

that he can exercise power (through status). This is sometimes termed

alienation, meaninglessness, powerlessness, anomie, isolation or

fatalism. This charactei4izes a beliefamong the poor that they

cannot-influence their own destiqles.

e.2.4

Crisis vulnerability. The poor are more likel(U, be laid off

"kr-O-m work with minimal, if any, notice. They are more likely to

receive delays in any services they seek, e.g., sociaL,'medical.

The orientation i then one of always being on the 'b'ink' of a

homing disaster.
/

*

Aspiration-achievement discrepancy. Given a mass culture in which ss.



the achievements of the reaSpf society are all too evident, the

poor exhibit a sizeable discrepancy between their aspirations and

their achievements. -Their'aspirations and values; the evidence shows,

are not unlike those,of 'the major society. They,want mor luxuries
f ;

and comforts, better jobs, more education, stable marriages, better

ives for their-kids. But, the realities of their lives prevent ',

j\
,o

sick achievement.

Non- achievement. When hopes and aspiration are 4hwarted one psy-

chological response is not to attempt to achieve. Much research

suggests this as a typical response'of the poor.

Low self-esteem. The research. supports the notion that the poor

see themselves as incapable and inefficient. This self-awareness

of lack of prestige is transmitted to the children in poverty families.

....,Sense of deprivation. Given that hopes are continuouslyffrustrated,

the poor feel depriyed. This deprivation is "relative" as achive-

me, is measured by major society standards.

Illusion. Illusion and fantasy become a way of life for the poor.

Men talk otfantasy conquests with women. Women talk Of money they

do not have. Fantasy is seen by researchers as a functional self-

protec ion response.

Concept of limited good. The poor often approach the world with

the notion that only a limited number of resources (both goods and

affection) are available and one must compete to get his share.

Restricted alternatives. Options are far less available. Lack of

money, of poWer, of education, of prestige all serve to reduce the

range of alternative ac tons in facing most any kind of situation.

Mistrust of others. The outside world is seen as a

chaotic, disorganized place peopled with manipulatorls.and users

-'0



and the non-trusted "establishMent.'1

Restricted experiences. .There remains yery little overlap between
re

klathe experiences of the oor and those of the majority. Experiences.

in the home and at work re'of a much different nature; contacts

with the middle -class are normally of a subordinate order. Empathy

\with and understanding of the values and behaviors of other economic
,,,

groupings is narrow..

Power-based, relationships. Interpersonal contacts both inside and

outside are typically based on a'power relationship, i.e. , who's in

charge?

Restricted sources of information. The 'closed system' of the poor

which relies most heavily on non-work related friendships and kinship

contacts for.

expert resources.

al support and resources limits use of external

I -1
m

.',.

Like all summaries, this one masks any differences within groups,

0 r
or within families. Hower, significa9t sub-groups fit these 'typical'

patterns.

For this paper, let us continue by focusing directly on the particu-
,

larenature of the poverty fami,lyi and.thechild's roles and relationships

within that family. The child remains the most poignant evidence of the

impact of poVerty in an affluent society..

,1 The child is raised in the context of an exploitive adult male-female

relationship. Role prescriptions are strictly defined: Women takd

care of the househole; men are to be the breadwinners. In practice,
4

women may take on both roles, but the expectations are as indicated. The

man values thewoman for the work she does, the money she may earn, and
ir

the satisfaction of physical needs. The woman values having a man. The

emptional4bond is typically a weak one.
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In this atmosphere, the child quickly learns that resources are

extremely limited.. The child is highly competitive with siblings in
,

seeking material+ and affection resources availahle. *The child-finds him-

self rarely talked' to or listened to. To be heard, the child learns

'verbal aggression and loudness. At about age 10, this child is expected,

to act like an adult. There is less of

from the child, to the adult Such

to be creative, to innovate, to explore

an- adolescent period of weaning

.children are little encouraged

or express ideas. Whereas

middle-class parents want their children to be curious, adjusted and

successful, the low - income parents emphasize physical needs satisfactions.

The particular values espoused.become neatness, cleanliness and honesty.

We have alluded to several distinctions in interpersonal communi-

cation behaviors \and development in low-income homes. This will be the

final notion we will elaborate, in this section, because language skills

have important implications both for the production and interpretation of

media content.

Clearly, the low-income child is 'far more likely to engage

in non7standar,d uses of

verb usage,'encoding of

and pronoun prominence.

standard English. There are far more errors in

1

Word and sentence fragments, hesitatiorinffilomena, #

Researchers are lest.- certain whether this. is an

impediment to cognitive development. There is some indication that it

may indicate linguistic preferences, rather than mental impoverishment.

Differences iri'language behavior.have been attributed to an extensive

set of mediating variables. Degree of experience with rea171ife phenomena

facilitates expression about those phenomena,, and tl4Tbwer-class child

has fewer experiences. The lower,,class child is less accustomed to being

asked about and hence talking.abobt-such- experiences. For the poverty
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child, amount of verbal interaction in the home is less; there is less

mother-child verbal play, and the predominance of working mothers limits

whatever time there Tight have been. Such mothers also read less to their

kids, and this restrains language usage. Mealtime in middle-class homes

i higha gh verbal period; more often, the lovr-class child eats alone, or

concentrates more so on the mere act of getting his share of the meal.

And lower-class parents talk less to,each other to begin with.

Parentalcontrol in poverty homes is based more on the status of the

adelt and this results in the use of a more restricted verbal code.

Control in middle-class homes is modified byreactions to the individual

l
child, its feelings and attributes. This greater personal orientatioli has

\

. ...

been shown to result in a more elaborated language system. In low US'
1

homes, the actual language controls are more uuallymperave, normative, m,s -i ti nor-

I u

statements. -These tend to shut off thoughts and responses, and do not

encourage them. In such situations, dialogue beComesunnecessary and may

be perceived as u welcome, i.e., likely to lead to negative reinforcement.

Clearly there is greater linguistic versatility in middle-class homes.

Peer influence on language behavior has also been 'demonstrated to

be a key mediating characteristic of language output. Thelpeers of 4e

poverty child are equally untrained in a fuller range of linguistic ski ls,

or choose not to find them appropriate in.peer interactions.

For most of these influenpes, the conception is that language be avior

and development are stimulated through modeling. .The models are les

'available to the poor child, and probably poorer models for addquat

coping with the external society's communication styles, frequencieS, and

scope.

171

7
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Thefielevision Experiences of thelEconomically Disadvantaged Child.

Here wewill be Concerned with what use the child makes of television,

both in terms of gross exposure and content selections. Further, it isg

important to understand the child's perception of television content and
'4* 0

its impacts on cognitions, desires and behaviors. Rather than present

these aspects in the form of a normal review, we shall provide, more of a

inventory."nventory." Ihis inventory will consist of those generali-
.

0

zations which we believe that the research evidenCe supports. Each propo-
-

, 7

sition will be followed by a relatively succinct statement of findings

which bear on the proposition and whatever interpretation we think may be

necessary/ In .the foliowing section of this paper, we will derive policy

itplications from the set of propositions.

One final introductory note is important. Many 'studies have made

comparisons between black and white youngsters without stratifying house-

hold income. This is of course not synonymous with comparing economicaliY

advantaged with disadvantaged youngsters, although in many cases it mv

be a fairly'goodApproximation of that difference. As_demonstrated earli-

er, any sample of black youth is going to include a far greater proportion

of economically'disadvantaged children than a comparable sample of white

youth. The point is that racial and economic differences are often con-
.

founded, bdth because many:studies Ao not differentiate, and'because there

is a substantial correlation between the two attributes. There is the adAi:

tional fact that the poor black is even poorer than the poor white. So

when racial differences are noted, e.g. in TV exposure time, the difference

may asauch.represent an intensification of the poverty condition, and its

consequences. We will attempt to maintain this distinction/where appro-
.(

,,priate in this section.1 tia
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,l. The economically disadvantaged child is more dependent on tele-

vision in leisure time allocation:

Studies from both academic and commercial sources persistently demon-

strate the greater time allocation to television among the poor -- both

for the adults and the children in their homes. The typical poor home

has two working television sets, and each month a larger portion of these

homes include a color television set,-- which'is the principal item de-

sired inithose homes without that capacity.

In a Cleveland study with 400, 9-10 year olds, poor white youngsters..

reported daily 'viewing of shows that averaged 6 hours per weekday, com-

1).red to 4 hors for the better-off children; the poor black children aver-

aged 7 hours. The poor children were more likely to watch TV before going

to school, in the morning, during their lunch hour, after school and in

the late evening.
.

In a Philadelphia study with 300 ghetto and suburban high school stu-'

dents, the fiddle -class white teenager was giving 3 1/2 hours Sunday to

TV, in contrast with 4 1/2 hours for the poorer whites, and 6 hours for

the poor black adolescents.

National data confirm this pattern and demonstrate an additional

point as well. In the last decade, Nielsen datakshow that overall tele-

vision watching hafincreased -- among all homes. Thus whatever figures

-exist now atie larger consumption figures than'would haVe appeared in ear-
.

iier studies. For example, in 1963, households in which the maximum edu-

cation was less than a year of college, daily television set-on time av-
.

eraged slightly under 6 hours; in 1973 it was a full hour more per day.*

* Nielsen collates set-on time as recorded on the home meters with
individual diary data to arrive at an adjusted estimate of exposure. The
difference is not important for the comparisons made in this paper.
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Moving to our specific interest in children, tcusehold viewing increased

nearly 2 1/2 hours weekly between 1967 and 1973, within households with

children...aged 2-11. t,

But what is the current state of national viewing within low-income

households? In the Nielsen household sample, four income stratifications

are made: Incomes less than $5000 annually; $5000-$9999; $10,000-$14,999;

and $15,000+. In 1973, the lowest income grouping of households gave 32.2

hours/week to watching; the other three income groups ranged fjpom 23-26

hours/week. Thus, in low-income households, sets were turned on at, least

one more hour each day.-- or better than 300 additional hours a year!

0,
However, many of these low

,

income homes are childless, representing
4,

older segments of the population. A break-out wai made for homes with
4

1
children, by household income. It shows that in low income households,

with children aged 2-11, the relationship with amount of-viewing is less

strong. The poorest homes average 4 More hours a week (200 hourg a year}

than thebest-off families. Among teens (12-17 years of age), the relation-

ship is even stronger. The poorest homes average 12 1/2 hours more per '

week of television watching than those more well-to-do.

Summarizing, the national data demonstrate that disadvantaged young

children and their teenage cohorts are averaging between 4 and 5 hours of

viewing each day, in comparison to 2-3 hours for the more edvabtaged young-

sters.

We sfiall suggest that these estimates are deflated, if anything, The

data from the youngsters in the Nielsen sample are derived from their par-

ents. Parents' estimates and reports of their children's viewing behaviors

are consistently lower than self-reports of the children. The mother may

underestimate the child's viewing time because her values so direct; the

s

r ,31
11.;) %./
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.child may overestimate for the same reason. A knowledge of content test

could veritfy the child's estimates, but this has not been done, to our

knowledge. We cannot warrant a guess as to how much off they are, nor

need we here. 'The point is that within those estimates, the disadvantaged

child has selectively allocated the majority of available leisure time to

4
a single'activi,ty,_that of television watching.

Where does some of the remaining time go? Other media activities are

involved. The economically disadvantaged child spends less time with

print\media, be it newspapers or books. Traditionally, they have spent

somewhat more time with comic books, butbrecent evidence suggests this may

no longer be so. Among poorer teenagers, especially ethnic minoritilp,

redbrd playing is a more cherished activity, primarily, to obtain ethnic
4

music, less generally available. As to non-media activities, the better-

' off-youngster allocates more time to post-school activities, such as organ-

izations among teenagers. Those same youngsters also appear to give more

time to home responsibilities, in the form of bhores and jobs around, the

house.

In ether words, there are no other significant accumulators of leisure

time 'identified for the economically disadvantaged child. The younger ones
Q

are basically home-bound and in some sense restricted to television as an

activity; the older ones who do--develop strong peer ties have not been

shown to channel their behavior into recognizable time-consuming activities.

Of course, a plethora of interpersonal contacts pervade leisure and

non-leisure moments. It is difficult to deal with these for no systematic

logging of ily interpersonal experiences has been made -- 'for adults, let

alone the disadvantaged child. Some claim that the context of viewing tel-
,

evision is one which stimulates conversation among family members. Surely,
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the're is some, but no evidence to suggest it as either important or con-

structive. The interaction between parent and child is perhaps mare likely'

to be negative than positive, e.g., "Shut up, so I can hear," "Go to bed,"

."It's bad -- don't watch." The increasing incidence of multiple-set house-

holds further eliminates the opportunity for, social interaction among fam-

ily members during joint viewing times. And low-income house, are almost

as likely as the less poor to have two working TV sets.

Consider then the typical school age disadvantaged child. Each day,

seven hours are consumed by goingto, coming'from and being.in school, 8-9

hours are spent abed, 4-5 hours go to television, 1-2 hours to other media

activities. Considering these as primary activities, rather than secondary

ones, which appears to be the case, we are reduced to identify,ing what is

done with the remaining one or two hours. Maximum variance has already

been accounted for.

2. Content selectivity is less prevalent among economically disadvan-

taged youngsters.

Stated more directly, the child we are focusing on 18 more likely to

watch More of whatever is available. This child is in the audience-foli,

more different times of the day, and for more different programs. These

are not preference statements, they do not bear on what the child likes to

see. But it is conclusive that disadvantaged children watch more of almost

everything, rather than concentrating their greater exposure in a select

set of programming categories.

In Nielsen audience data, the .audience size among fow-inCote 2-11 year

olds, as compared with all 2-11 year olds, ie larger for 8 of 10 programming

categories, and the same for the remaining two, sports shows and quiz7game

shows. It is impressively larger for news shows in particular.

1J
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This diffuse viewing pattern is even more striking among teenage low-.

income girls. Their proportionate audie ce size is trebli that of their

age/sex group for ildren's weekend shows spOrts,shows,.soap-operas 4nd

news. It is double .far.the'dozen movies available during the week and

substantially higher for general drama; and suspense/mystery shows.

There are some useful distinctions to be made, however, in terms of

what they would prefer to watch, even though preferences may bless im-

portant than actual behavior. However, preferences may have distinct pro-

gramming implications.

Racial differences predominate in program preference studies, moreso

than income differences. Minority children (and adults) express a strong

affinity for those shows which regularly feature minority actors and act-

resses. For example, until "The, Flip Wilson Show," virtually no variety

shows appeared on television which regularly 'featured a black performer.

And very few black youngsters ever cited a variety show among their top
a9

preferences. By contrast, the favorite shows of black youngsters were tar

more likely to be those situation comedies, or dramatic offerings, which

did present regular black characters.

This situation persists today. In Washington, D.C., "Sanford and

Son" received a metro black household rating of 69 for eight weeks in 1974,

while the same show had a total household rating of 35. In Chicago, the

same show had respective ratings of 69 and 34; in Detroit, they were 74

and 41. In all 3 cities, "Flip Wilson" was among the top six shows for

black households, and out of the top 10 among total households.

There are some interesting differences which have been identified be-

tween the program-type preferences of lower and middle-income children. /2

,

One focuses on the affinity for violence-filled showA. The economically
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disadvantaged child watches more of these shows, and likes them more. In

perhaps a more constructive sense, the favorite shows of lower-cla child-

)
ren are far more likely to be shows in which a family setting exists, in

which some parent and child function together. These appear high on the

list of favorite program choices for the disadvantaged youngster, and are

most often in the family situation comedy genre.

One other aspect of content selectivity is the relative inertia found

in initially turning on the set, selecting a, program and clAging a Chan-

nel. Among the younger children, black children repcart more Often that

the set ifttOmed on by someone other than themselves. But these same

children arermore likely to say that if there is nothing on they want to

watch, they keep on watching anyhow. Older low-income children are less

likely to turn the off than older higher-income children, when threts

nothing, to watch, latter, are more likely to consult a TV log ini-

tially to-decide whether to:turn the set on. Childrep in lower-income

homes are more likely to turn the set on, then f channels looking for

something they like. For the low-income, content sele ion is more random,-

or less purposive.

A final attribute of selection is control over television set.

Despite the finding that black youngsters more often report that someone

else turns on the television-set, disadvantaged youngsters are more likely

to cite themselves as in control of what is watched. Or, middy- class

youngsters more often suggest that someone else decides. Further, the

loner -class youngster is less likely to report that there are, rules about

watchingin the house, either rules about how late to watch, what shows

to watch, or being punished by denial of television privileges. Thus, for

thel.ower-income child, content selection is a more aelf-controllable or

self-directed activity.

4::1
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3. The economically disadvantaged child is more accepting of

television messages.

Across a large. number, of studies, and,diverse attitude instruments,

the proposition that the more disadvantaged are less critical of televi-

sion content is supported with near-uniform casistency. Here are some

samplings of these attitudes:

The economically, ,disadvantaged child is more likely to believe a tel
A

evision report than a report from any other mass medium;

The same child is more willing to forego other media beh viors if a

choice must be made between media;

The same child attributes more credibility to television news people

than to newspersons.from other media.

These are all comparative statements. The large majority of all

children choose television as most believable, least worth forsaking, etc.

But even 'significantly more of those youngsters from poor homes choose

television over other options,

Tn some other belief areas, the same pattern emerges:

Minority'students perceive television to be more fair to minority

groups than do majority group children;

TV commercials are more likely to be believed among lower-income

and/er minority youngsters.

Running throughout, all these discrete statements is the generalfilpa

that television enttrtainment content in general is more likely to be AP

judged true-to-life. This is indeed the case, as a number of Itudles have .

centered on the perceived reality of.television content.
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Some' sample items indicate the core of 'such research:

Families I see orrTV are like my family;

The programs on TV tell about lif-the way it really is; A

The people I see on TV shows. .are just like people I know in reaa life;

Low-income youngsters agree more often to such statements as these,

or are less skeptical about. such statements, than children from middle-

class homes. And this finding interacts with race, so that black low-income

youngsters are even more believing of TV's content reality than white low-

income children This finding has been replicated among pre-teens and teens

in both the United States aria England.

Although less,Often demonstrated, this .general difference persists when

particulan sub-categories of content are investigated. 'Above, we pointed

out this acceptance of commercials on television. Further, low-income-young-

sters are more likely to say. that acts of televised violence are more realis-

tic.

More recent research has focused on determining the relative believe-
.

bility of specific television characters, in contrast to character .tategor

ies (e.g., policemen, families), or in contrast to television concepts in

general. As one moves from tore to, less abstract referents within televi-

sion programs, the degree of perceived reality increases conspicuously.

The general expectation then is that 'ecopoMilly disadvintard yOung-

eters are more likely, to believe that any ecific or general component of

TV shows is more tree-to-life. Why?, One prevalent explanation is that
. ,f

.

the'disadvantaged-child has had fewer opportunities to Check TV content a-

gainst external reality criteria. That child does less outside the. e
,,,,,,,,,,,rit ..a...r....: .t. :..4.,... .,,,,i.:04;14,14'6Catli fial/414(milaill4q/0014(1AffiCoraftetOMMICNIAT47((lillitaar ''''i\"..."-' . '''''''''

-
...

save in school, while in pre- and post -- school hours, gives more to televi-,..

St

444.-1 1001175r

Sion w"atthing.
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The restrictions-of home and environment pergAt mower alternative

personal and communication experiences. School is often an educational

relic with chilidren whose lives are equally deprived. Few activities

take place outside the school grounds. Direct contacts with the outside

world are very limited. Primary contacts with outside phenomena are

television contacts, against. which few standards of comparison are avail-

able.

Althqugh the expAlhation may' be an over-statement, it merits consid-'

eration. 5 more severe expression of this view, one might posit that
0

the more disadvantaged child is likely V begin to believe television

more so than his oweexperiences, when such experiences are even available.

For example, the people seen may be much 'More interesting models than

those available in the home neighborhood. Therefore; the local ones may

be rejected as unrealistic, and the models'becothe the "real",one5.

4. The.disadvantaged,chilp is more likely to come to television to

"learn" something.

Watching television serves many functions for:Viewers. AmOng these

411. .

are an-opportunity to relax,..to get some excitement, to find diversion

from in-home or out-of-home unpleasantries, to pas6 time, and to combat
a

.loneliness. These various functions exist among all youngsters at,differ-
.

ent times, and have not been shown ft$ apply differentially to economically

disadvantaged ones. "One .study suggests "that white- collar' youngsters do

tend to.go to television 'more when they have been angered, while black

youngsters go more often for arousal- seeking motivesq

But the most repeated finding is that the low-incoie child expects 7

to learn something from his television experiences. This child anticipates

that learning will occur primarily in ways that will bey socially adaptive.

go

<5
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The economically disadvantaged child expects more so to learn about

things:

". . . learn about things happening in the world.

". . . learn how to do things I haven't done before.

". . because it teaches me things I don't learn at school."

The economically disadvantaged child expects more so, to learn about

him/herself: AMP

". because it shows me how I'm supposed to act.

". .-. because it shows how other people deal with the same problems ,

I have.

% . becauSe it helps me learn things about myself.

This.-is a motivation that tundbubtedly interacts with the other exper-
,.

iences and psychdlogical postures of this child in acing television. The

child is receptive, positive, eager and believing.3

5. Disadvan ged children do learn from watching television.

There is no argument among researchers or educators about this premise.

The argument beging when one turns to such questions as whether they do

'learn more or less, whether it is constructive learning or not,'and just

what the content of the learning is.

Cognitive learning from television has been most ably demonstrated

from the research done in conjunction with the Sesame Street programs.

This'program was created for the disadvantaged youngster. .Research results

from the first and second years of that show clearly indicate that the more

a disadvantaged youngster watched the program, the more that child learned.

the sIgiV.s and information emphasized in the programs, And this large

amoulito learning did not require adt4t supervision,,waspicked up as well
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.

by home viewing as by ip-school viewing, and was even more impressive among

the younger viewers'than the older ones. But each of these results Was

obtaiiible among the more advantaged child viewers as well. That is, Sesame

.

Street was not a teacher solely for the disadyantaged;Git taught the more

advantaged.child at least equally. The paradok is this: If a disadvantaged

child watches more of Sesame Street than an advantaged one, but former learns

1 'more, and the cognitive gap between them tends to lessen; however, if an

t

advantaged and a disadvantaged child both watch a larger Amber of programs,

the former -- becatite of what has already gone into making that child an ad-'

.

vantaged one -- learns more of what is4evailable and the gap between them may

increase.

Another instance of the widespread use of television for straightfor-

,

Ward learning was the creation. of Electric CoMpany. The first-year adoptioR

.

rate waslexceptionai. Just short of halfCf all elementary schools in the 14

country with in-school television capabilities were using that program to

assist children behind their own grade level in reading. In urban areas,

where aiger'concentrations of.disadvantaged children go to school, 70% re-

ported using this show. At leapt educatord were willing to be innovative
5

with children's television.

More impOi,tantly, significant positive gains in reading skills were

found in grades one through four among program adopters. Gains were largest

in the grades one and two presumably because of higher entry skills in the

,upper grades..

The impact of in-school viewing of.Electric Company was similar for

several subgroups tested, including Chicano children, black children, white

children,and boys and girl's.

4 IL.
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Parallel programs s ) cially designed for ethnic subgrOups, e.g.,

Carrascolendas, have been equally impressive in their abilities to teach

rudimentary learning skills among the'very young.

Often these same shows teach other things as well. Sesame Street

and Misterogers, for example, have had such specific pro-social conse-

quences as increased cooperation and sharing behaviors, task persistence,

and tolerance for delay'among more regrlar viewers. More positisie atti-

tude toward school and toward/other races have been also documented.

jn one major study, pro-social interpersonal behavior .(cooperative'
, .

play, nurturance, verbalization of feeling) increased only among chilgren

from poor families. The higher SES children did,not increase their pro:
?

social behavior from watching Misteroiers.

Children learn some less desirable things from a steady diet of com-

mercial television. They learn more aggressive traits if they watch a

steady diet of televised viOlence, and research demonstrates that the
. .. '.

. . .
. .

programs which contain heavier doses''of such Content are among the show

categories more favored and watched by the disadvantaged. The child who

views regularly is more likely to accept violence as a mode of conflict
r

resolution,is more likely to consider violence an effective problem-

solver, and expresses greater will4ngness to use it. There is no evidence

that these attributes develop more strongly from television, among the dis-

advantaged, but as pointed out in the prior section, the values and beha-

itviors of aggressi n are already more prevalent among jejittsadvantaged

segments. And television violence is even more impactful on those who
.

0 /

. -

come to it with more aggressive pr4ispositions.
,

There also appear to be subs ial differences between the more and

lradvag)d in their direct perc ion and interpretation of content.

114 en.al
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With regabd to violent content,- the disadvantaged (by e 'her race or in-

come) perceive less violence in a given unit of cont nti judge it as more

_acceptable,. enjoy).t.more, find it more humorous, and judge it as more

true-to-life. The importance of these findings is that similar assessments

of differential perceptions of other content categories have yet to be

made. So, it works more so to the detriment of the disadvantaged.

This learning associated with watching violence provides an interest-

ing.contrast to the Sesame Street results. It is,worth a. paragraph of

-direct statement. GAben an advantaged and disadvantaged child each ex-

posed to large chunks of cognitively focused . programming, with the, former

already more trained in.basic learning skills, then the advantaged young-
..

ster will maintaip his advantage and likely increase it. At the same time

the disadvantaged/youngster is definitely improving in those skills. Now,
0

'given an 7dvantaged and disadvantaged child each exposed to large chunks

of adult programming with pronounced violent segments,
.

with the latter al-

ready likely to,ba a more aggressive' child, then the disadvantaged young-

ster will have those aggressive proclivities enhanced. At the same time,
.

the'advantaged youngSter who persists in-viewing such programs will show

an augmented aggressive inclination. What a child brings to teleVision is

0
critical in assessing what may be taken away.

All these have been couched'in termsoof learning of aggredsion. It

. ..
is a prevalent conclusion among researchers that this learning manifests

' -. ..
.

itself in behavior often.enOugh tobe of'national concern. g

Another commercial content area with both attitudinal and behavioral

impacts an the disadvantaged is that of adliertising. Disadvantaged child-

ren more often ask for and get°(or complain if they dontt) commercially ad-

vertised products, such as cereals, according to their selfrraplorts and

a
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that of their mothers. "There is more frustration if denied their wants.

Studies reporting.these results-were conductdd before recent policies lim-

iting both the amount of advertising in children's programs, and 'Certain

features of its content. In thinking of the disadvantaged child (or the

refit of the family) and the constant exposure to commercial products

which arZ'just 'hot economically available, the retultant frustration is

remindful of research done in developing countries. ,There, as peasants

and other less privileged segments of the population became more and more

aware -- through mass media -- of what the rest of the country or the

w6rld has available, it produces a sense of increasing frustration. Chan-

neled.oneway; this may lead to modernization; channeled another; it may

result in anger and revolution.

- Disadvantaged children use television more for modeling other aspects

of their behavior. Socialization research, suggests, for example, that

blacks, in the,early '60s, looked more so to television for dating beha-

so-

vior information. Much early political socialization information accrues

.through television. A recent experimerjt in Florida involved the use of .

television in the classroom to show current developments in the s

islature. The Aisadvantaged not only picked up a good deal of fa'c
N.

formation,'but their political interest-and political communication ex-

panded considerably.

There are many content analysis studies which attempt to isolate ma-

,

jor themes and Aprtrayals on television. These then constitute the les-

leg-

in-

sons that.arre available to be learned from television. We have not, surveyed

41 these for this paper. It seems sufficient to talk about the availa-

bility of TV models similar to the viewers we are concerned with': Such
.

models are the most likely agents of identification. A decade ago, por-

trayals of lower-class job - holders were primarily in servile capaCities;
T

- *4
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portrayals of blacks were virtually non-existent. Today, there is consid-

erable depiction of blacks, minimal of other racial groups. Today, half

a dozen successful series center on families in either lower-class or

lowermiddle-class circumstances, e.g., All n The Family, Sanford and

Son, Good Times. Clearly new role models are availake to poverty child-

ren, which appear to be more similar to their own life experiences. Any

special impact from this content has not been identified.

Information also flows heavily to the advantaged in information
e.

lacking areas. For example, rural white children are far more likely to

credit television with teaching them most of the things they know about

black people -- how they talk, how they dress, what they look like. Here,

the point to emerge is that television is a most powerful teacher, both

formally and informally. It is particularly impressive in those ebntent

areas where the viewer has a particular void. And the less advantaged

child clearly has more such voids than-the more advant'aged child.
A

O
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Children's Television Programming and Policy Considerations

In this section, we will try to outline strategies for accommodating

some of the larger heeds of childreh living in poverty. Some deal directly

c
with broadcast considerations. Others deal with the preparation of such

children for whatever televisionexperiences they may encounter. Still

otherlsdeal with training for people who interact significantly with ioor

children. We have defined our assignment'as positing an inter-related

set of activities designed to assist those children who grow up in poverty

circumstances to better handle the great variety and complexity of tele-
I

vision stimu.14 they receive.

Policy Issue 1. Regional programming ,considerations.. The Clear cut

fact that there are geographic pockets of the poor suggests that teleYision

content. needs should in part be accordinodated by emphasis on localand/or

regional content availability in the areas where the poor,are most likely

to be living:, The concept of national programming should at least be

supplemented by that of regional programming as a more efficient means for

reaching this target audience.

Let's take, for,example, the large portion of Indian families living

In poverty. Most of these are concentrated on a relatively small number of

reservations within a particular region of. the United States. It shoUlt

be possible to determine their particular programming needs those programs

which should be, both entertaining and enlightening for them, 'alid to tilize

regional means for production and/or; di8tribution.

Another large pocket of the poor are throughout the southern part of

the United States. Programming created, in that part of the country could

- .., :then take greater advantage 'of dialect, social.customs, forms of inter-

actions,'fads and manner of dress.

'04
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What we are doing'with this suggestion is trying to make a contrast

with such national programming as "Sesame Street." Surely, this program

has been a most valuable contributor to certain key needs of most pre-
.?

schoolers in the - United States, and paryicularly, the more disadvantaged

ones. However, "Sesame Street" was never Lretended to be a complete

training model. There are content needs of these children which "Sesame
ti

--Street" has never tried to satisfy. These would deal more with the socio-
.

emotional aspects than the cognkve needs of these children.

It is not our intention to go into the particular content of such
'

programming in this- tecommendation. Rasher we suggest th:t=t the structural

considerations involved in creating and distributing programming for this

segment of the population be examined. Poor children exist disproportionately

in the South, in central city enclaves, and in encapsulated areas such as

Indian reservations. C

ter
The method by which more localized programming'might be created could

be by government suppoft of production centers in specified regional

areas,-or through expanded support of the public broadcasting system for

program development, among other options.

As one moves from seeking to satisfy solely cognitive considerations

to more affective needs, the concept of national programming may well be

incomplete. Cultural considerations', language differences, customs, and

habit patterns which are peculiar to regions of the,country and to clustered

ethnic grouP, are likely to be better understood by television people

living within that context than by those more remote both geographically

and psychologically.

'One specific illustration may be made with poor children of Spanish

origin. There is a tendency to think of this sub-group as rather homo-

geneous. ,Yet there are substantial differences socially and culturally
. _

4,7 ,
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among children of,Mexican origin and childien of Puerto Rican origin.

Furthermore, these children tend.to be living in different parts of the

United States. Programming for one sub-group which focuses on socio-
.

emotional needs, which presents cultural models with which viewers could

perceive some similarity would be radically different than the same content

examples for children from a second Spanish origin background. I am, not

-suggesting that we reduce programming to the level of individual personalities.
/

We are talking about substantial numbers of yo'Ung people concentrated in

particular areas, cities, or regions.

Policy Issue 2. A programming storage and retrieval system. One of

the key difficulties in matching television programming to poIertir children

may be lack of a direct intersection between when certain programming

is ivaildble and when certain children are available fol., that programming.

Sucgchildren are not likely to choose a program whose educational content

exceeds its entertainment content when the entertainment alternative is

equally available. This proposal suggests that appropriate government

and private agencies detorminevboth the means and feSSibility by which

this country can avoid losing one of its largest unnatural resources--tele7
°

vision content itself--and'how it can more efficiently recycle that resource-

through the sub-population of poor children.

My conception here of an idyllic situation would be the creation of

a series of video tape libraries. The libraries wolild contain those pro-,

grams from both public and private production companies which experts be-.

lieve would have vatuable content for impacting on both the cognitions.and)

affective states of the economically disadvantaged in this country. Such

centers of video resources would be able to provide those materials to re-

questing agencies throughout the country. For example, a school system. in

CCP
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California might decide they wish to use some programming

circuit teleyision facilities or.on an individual videotape

given classroom, e.g.* the Alistair Cooke "America" series.

for young-.people might wish to use the "Electric Company"

on an intra-institutional basis. These should be readily available fotl

that purpose. The primary function of such a resource facility would

be to capture these messages available from commercial network television

programs that are typically shown a single time and with very few exceptions

are neither re-run nor available for Aubsequent use. They should be

stored for an audi nce which may have missed the prograM the first time

around and for whom theprogram could serve multiple'- purposes if viewed

in either a home context or in a context where, guidance could facilitate

Understanding of the programts message. For example, some of the fine

television plays broadcast on commercial television should be available

to educati9a1 institutions for use in both formal educational settings

and for the extra-curricular efforts that go into dramatic activities.,
O

The National Geographic sponsored series would be,available for studious

use, rather than available only for a single, night-time commercial showing.

Large numbers of entertainment programs, such as those sponsored by Bell

Telephone,'Xerox, and IBM, should not disappear into the atmosphere. These

kinds of programs can now very cheaply be recorded, copied, distributed' and

played.

Clearly, there are policy implications here which deal with copyright,

royalties, re-broadcast and these are issues which go beyond the scope of

expertise of this writer.
- ,

The lack of availability of television efforts which have come from

much creativity and much money is an appalling state of affairs. The
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concept of centers which might provide for distribution of programs by

videotape copies need not be national centers. 'It seems quite reasonable

that if the federal government were to take an actilie role in establishing

this concept, one can envision regional distribution centers, taking ad-
-

vantage o eventual inter - connected cable television systems; for more

adequate and more efficient use of a limited set of materials.

Technolo o be available within the next decade will enable us to do
/

far more in the way of pinpointed brrdcasting,that is, the sending of

video messages to specially concerned or Specially needy" target audiences.

The notion of mass broadcasting d serves serious study in its own right,

c
for it is a premise in this paper that the means by wh.ch economically

disadvantaged children can better be served by television is more likely

to be by selective targeted exposure than by mass exposure.

o

Another technological development that might facilitate such a system

is expected to be feasible in the near future. Now, for example, Westing-

house technology enables the sending Of hundreds of still pictures in 'a

filmstrip to a diStant point in seconds. The pictures are sufficient for

4.30-minute program, are transferred into full-program format and erased

after use. This is not yet possible for complete audio- visual motion messages,

but soon should be. Central distribution centers could then maintain a

single copy ota program, distribute it not physically but by electronic

transferreice, where the, program wouldbe used and then erased; This has

obvious implications for efficient use of money and resources.
.

. ,

, Perhaps some serious thought should be given to the way in which local
,

-
(or regional) cable television systems could act in either a recording,

storage, or retrieval mode. These.locally franchised systemswhich receive

the Tart numher of signals in a given area could be used in implementing

this concept. If only for the original off-the-cable recording of chosen

6

4. 1
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content, they would serve an important purpose because of the exc44%. ellent

- fidelity of picture and soundsavailable thrOugh cable

Lp essence then, what we are suggesting for serving the needs of

various segments of the population, particularly that of disadvantaged

children, is having available television programming for re- broadcasting,

for re-use. Suc!1 programming could be integrated into-tire school system,

into the spepial channels allocated by cable television for various purposes,

foi, commercial stations to use rather than using and paying for syndicated

PAP.-

Pc
capabilities. Again, basing our policy considerations as much on a media

system which is not available today but which will be available on a broad

basis in the next decade, we would propose that the federal government con
y,

. sider its involvement in research on the most appropriate uses of interactive

television systems to reach economically disadvantaged children. We refer

to cabled television, systems wherein the receiver of any program has an

pportunity to provide immediate response and feedback toe'message stimuli

coming in. The receiver of those audience responses, can in turn respond,

often by reinforcing either positively or negatively the inita1 response

returned from the viewer. This has very strong, implicatiOns for-cognitive

content situations. As mu earning or raining as as eet evisence

from such programs as "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company," the inter-

active situation through its rein'forcement capacities should be able to be
.

even more efficacious in a learning situation. First, it involves active
c

participatin the part of the learner and 'this clearly has'been demon-

strated to be a mediating variable which facilitates learning. Second,

viewer participation can receive the appropriate type of reinforcement,

by rewarding those behaviors which should be continued or not rewarding
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those behaviors which should be discontinued or not learned.

Interactive systems are now marketable and inexpensive in terms of

digital response mechanism. The viewer can punch a button which
.

corresponds to a coded'response. The responsecan be made to any type of

cognitive or affective questioning. This is the most primitive return

system possible and is c:,14 being experimented with by the federal govern-
-

ment in the delivery of social services., Soon to be available will be an,.

.

audio response mechanism wherein the receiver of messages may ask questions,

have them answered, be asked to participate verbally in some discussiOn,
.

be, listened to as a basis for examining either the content of the viewer's
-4

responses or perhaps even the language behavio In learnirig

situations for economically disadvantaged children, is particularly-

essential to assist their understanding, their processing capabilities,

and their response mechanisms. Eventually, and even now for small group

viewing situations, it is"possble to have both an audio and visual return

systems but this unlikely to be practical for individual homes. 'Inter-

active TV systems in relatively massive situationS..,.e.g., community cable-

. Jsystems, in-school closed circuit televvion systems, provide a potential

opportunity for experimentation with a new fort'of television that has some

very specific implications for work with the economically disadvantaged

child..

One main point of this is that the interadtive television system re-

quires entirely new.concepts in programming. The script of a normal tele-
.

vibion program is not adequate because (a) it does not encompass the re-

turn Cllannel that will be available and (b)-it does not encompass alternative

yespOnSe patterns that may be,necessary where one is using information from

'iewers to assist In constructing subsequent messages during the conduct of

,a%program. We ale reminded of the computer-assistdd programming formats--

,, .3 .

41
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branchedprogramming'-and'linear programming- -that Were developed for

direct instructional purposes. Perhaps.parallel branching mechanisms

may be'necessary to handle the give-and-take messages of an interactive

televlsiori system. Study groups should be established which Concern them:-

selves with what may be very special program creation concepts. They

must deal with the fact that people on and off camera,at the origination

site may have to cope with and make immediate responses to incoming infdrmation.

-'
This information may. say either "I don't understand 'you," or "I don't like

what you're saying," or "This is a,bunch of bull." this technological

system is a much closer parallel to face-to-face coimunication. .We have

long been concerned with theftnai;ility of the mass media to have avaiiabt6'

immediate and direct feedback. We have. attributed some of our failures to

that very criterion. Soon, we'will be without that excuse or rationalization

for poor efforts in prograMming.

a..

:Perhaps.nowhere else in this set of 'policy considerationso.will it be

so apparent that our concern with the possible federal role in children's

television programing is one which takes account of the teleVision of the

future. If we _talk only of the here and now, then it is nicely that the .

;

propositions will be outmoded before they can beadequately studied, re-
.

searchedl, conceived and' executed.

.

Begley Issue 4. Children's television and' tEe -role of public
.014o%

. education. ,,The data .accumulated on both the psychological needs. and thej
.

television experiences of the child'living in a tserious degree of impover-
t

kr
ishment .'particularly

lacking
,-4

capacities dealing With,television stimuli: -By this we
. .

is more accepting, more believing of whatever' ft. is that is
eo" .

through:the television sep., Eiormous amOuntsof time are spent with the.:

in certain

wean the child

received
)

, f *

4,
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N....

medium. The same child is deficient i .the kinds of interpersbnal con-'

tacts which might supplement, contradict, alternate udth, reinoforce,,or

otherwise be stimulating.

We urge that consideratiOn be given to develop in the public schools
;

of this country, curricular efforts which would enable tfie economically

disadvantaged child to more effectively tope with television programming

that 16 ,noia received. We suggest the introduCtio f formal course work

,' or training within the curriculum of the public Shools. TeacHer may then

interact with child about the medium of television,abott.the programming

that the child is so tempted by and has given such a lat.ge chum of his

life to.
v

1

For years now, the newspaper has been incorporaed into the educational
.

. .

classrooms of this. country as a mean-S-76T Informing young ve-Ople, 'ab.gut

/'
.

Ism
0

current affairs, stimulating their.re teing.capacitied'abd'interests, and

.

,

I.

basically beginning to socialize them into 'the political Systems of our

nation. This traditional orienta,'tion to print hastended tO preclude the
, e

f0

fact that similar values might well be exercised,through persistent,'sys-.

tematic and overseen'eXposure tt teteviaion content,: :4' are proposing that

audio and video, literacy are important and will
.

be at least as functional
-

in the comin,tget9ration and Century as the caeigfCit.reliance on the printed

medial This is especially so.for the poor, but hardly constrained to them.

To this point, we are raising.generations of children vho.are functionallY

illiterate in,coping with ;television. The
q
oldr iefraino c"Wily Johnnie can't*. )-/

read?" Can now be replaced by the refrain, ' "Why Johnnie and-Jenny can't

.-Undergiand television2"
4

0
o

Federal concern might be expressed in the develOpment,of public
N t

.school-curriculum which dealb With the mediu&Of tei.evisi,on in,the-classroom .

a .

a
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.
.

in at least three ways. The first is to use news and public affairs
.

*"...;..... , '

.6 -.:, ,. k 'A kinformation from televisi9n in cla*sroom units perhaps much an the 'same
*

ways that newspaper units are now being used for similar purposes.

. I

Secondly, and more drastic.0 i,s. the notion that entertainment pro-
ea

gramming be examined and anaNrzed in the classroom, dissected and criti-
o

Rued, complimente4 and condemned, y students, with appropriate-instructional

*
. material from a teacher. It may be as important for classrooms of second.

and third grade;s to.examine soap operas, situation comedies, and action
0

adventure shows as it is fOr them to examine MO quality plays, or high

culttre music.

bur rationale in suggesting this is that if we are trying to cope with

young peOple who/believe that a good deal orwhat they watch in televjsiOn

fiction is very real -to -life, then the poor child, in particular, needs

to have those ideas challenged, examined, corrected or altered. We think

the mechanism for doing,so would be having the kinds of interactive ex-

periences with other children in whict it is possible teexamine'programming
4.Pc

.premises, actions, behaviors and experiences. The ease of videotaping .

..-

programs off the air and-putting them into a classroom monitor makeS the,
77 ty

instruction 1 'materials very handy. What remains is to develop with teachers

the approp iate kinds of supplemental materials with whidh the children

cdUld engage in a move objective appraisal of the messageto which they

constantly expose tham6elves,. Bringing children 'around to some realizationA
,

that television" entertainment' is largely ficlional may, well be a .socially

constructive endeavors

We also believe that this kind of opportunity will.nOt exist for the

child if it is not done tn the classrqom. Parents tend not to engage irk

program discourse with their Ai-dren. The children are left to their
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we
own imaginations or to their own limited range of real world experiences

'-- against which to test the premises which are most frequent in commercial

televiSion programming. This also argues that changing the content of the

t6levision'system is not the only alternatiVe. We would, clearly argue

that attempiing to work with young people in understanding. and analyzing

television programming may be a more efficacious approach.

To this point in time, we, know of no More than a handfulof schobls,:

in the country which have attempted to incorporate a formal-unit dealing,

with contemporary television into their curriculum. All these have been

at the secondary-school level and this is later than we would advocate as-
.

maxiially advantageous from an educatiollel viewpoint.

This is not a recommendation that teachers integrate available television

- 6
programming into existing courses. This is being done all over the country.

Whatis not being done is adequate consideration of the typical television

fare which the children watch voluntarily. Until we are able to develop

in these young people-some greater sense'of awareness On their own part
.' .

of what it.is they'ri watching,and how they might
A
more objectively, more

4

intellectually, or mare sensitively evaluate the e.tertainment, commercial

and news and public affairs messages, we are miss'ng a most important,mark

with them.

The third way in which television should be treated as a viable class -.

room concept is through training young people i the actual technology and

creation pro6ess itself. We think there would be little that would be as
4' t

exciting fOr young people' including second, third and fourth graders as to

be involved,in working with a television camera,.receiver, and recorder.

We would advocate curricular development which would.focus on teaching

.fs

young people what the technology is allapoutand ho* it can .be used by

I



them to create their oWn television shows. A daily or weekly news show,

recording school activities, - the recess period, all the kinds of life,

: .

activities which go on in an elementary school are appropriate subjects

capable of being developed by every younglpeople. This would .increase

their understanding and awareness about the technology which they will be

using during their adolescent'and adult lives. It should alsO increase
.

their sensitivity to what they can do with this medium and perhaps what this

medium, when used.outside of school, is doing with them, Clearlyrexposure

to the production and creation process should facilitate personal understanding

of the television process which is impacting on their daily lives outside

the school setting.

We envision elementary school systems in which a necessary curricular

unit consists of both the production of television contefit,And the appre-

ciation of television content. Television is already so much 'a part of the

daily lives of economically disadvantaged children that it is 'hot heresy

to suggest wemake it an even more and even larger pat of their daily
VT.

lives. By liringing television into the school and by bringing it in the

form in which they already understand and love it, 1.70 shod1d be maximizing

their attention. They should be most responsive, and it will enable dis-

cussion of perspectives which have not occurred to them. By involving

the child in the creation of television content,'by having the teacher re-

cognize the legitimacy and credibility of television watched by the child

at home and discussed with his, peers, content that is modeled and aOted.upon

1

by thetihild, all are likely to contribute to a more constructive relation-
_

.ship among teacher, child and television.

Policy Issue 5. Children's television and the role of higher education::

Here, our interest is in teacher training prograMt in schools of education. ,
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I have-yet to identify a single school of education at the colnge or,

"univer y I- el which does anything with the media beyond the straight-

rucktnal approach. It is possible for teachersforward audio-visu

to learn to use audio-visual media for purposes of supplementing more

traciitional classroom presentations. However, the role°of higher educa-

tion should not stop with teaching teachers how to,use the technoloftes

available to them. It is most important that teachers during their

training cycle be instructed in two areas for whidh there are now curricu-

lar deficiencieS: (1) teaching kids how to use.the technology themselves

for purposes of self expression, and, (2) training teachers in terms. of

the social effects of television on the children Whose classrooms they will .

instruct. The first of these is related directly to what was discussed in

the prior policy issue. Teachers have to understand the equipment, what it
.

can do and what it can't do in order to help make it .a creative tool, a'

.creative 'instrument of expression. for .children with whom they will work.

The second of-these,;the desire . that teachers be made familiar with-the .

research which has been li;ne on. television and children, shOuld supplement
I 4

whatever information they now Deceive on the efficacious Use of Instruc-
..

tional television materials in the classroom. It would be the basis for

their in-class discussions and presentation of television content. It

would help them cope with the child.t.s.perceptions of TV, his interests, and

the gratifications sought-from televisip.
.

Teacher.trainees should come to understand the social effects of

television tin children as.they are traihdd in' content expertise or child
n

psychofcdy, or student counseling

television by the child outside

SP'
,to in.7classrdbm activitiesthe

issues . Giventhst,the pervasive use of

the. classroom affects the chilli's approach

more the teachet unlierstands the impact
:. e . , .

.

.

of televAion in the lives of those children, the more likely this infor-,,,fr
p.

a



information can be used to a teaching advantage in the classroom.

It seems that such agencies as the U.S. Office of Education must.

be intimately initolveild in experimental testing of alternative training

modules in teacher.training situations. Such efforts should be coordinated-

in creating the kinds of modules suggested for the direct classroom ex-

perience of the'young child. That is, there must be an attempt to mesh

whatever teacher training occurs in the use of television, commercial

television, instructional television,public television or interactive

television, *ith an in-classroom effort to provide the child with an

.40,hr

opportunity to create television and to discuss and analyze its more and

less serious content.

We are now.training teachers who constitute the first generation of

_teachers who themselves were raised in a television context. Such teachers

should ,be more amenable .o appreciating their need to cope with the chit 's

television ,behavior. The barrier perhaps may be that the professors of

these fledgling teachers are themselves one generation removed from growing

up with television,.

/
None of this is meant to minimize the need for reading and writing,

C .
.

literacy. We would expect that the effect of the use of television, as

, with "Eectric-ComPany" is an excellent means of enhancing that form of

literacy while at the same time pres6nting-a Ilteiate format in sound

and sight.

Eachof these policy issues is complex. We have barely desfribed

them. Further, very few of our suggestions and concerns deal directly

with\ programmin content: We have FoCused more on-such.things\as

tribution sy ems, on.altering the .context of vieWing, of4Fonsidering

9f

;7)
_.J4a./

ii
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tomorrow's television technology_rathe an,today's, of trying to deal

.rith the capacity of the poor child as hat child comes to the television.

watc7g situation. At the outseeof this paper, we did not appreciate

the full,Tange of policy implications one might'draw from existing data.

We have Only begun to explore them in the final section of this paper.

Presumably, e could now sit and develop a second lenghty paper which ex-
.,

plores t pOlicy issues presented in even more detail andrhich extends

to a nurser of other crucial areas as well. For example the potential

policy roles Of the FCC, Congressional communication committees, thb
.I

'Commerce Department, the Justice Department, etc.

Most of what we have suggested in this final section and a good deal

of what was summarized in earlier sections requiressome comprehensive,

and systematiC,research efforts. The' desire to elabOrate on.,the required
A

4

research -- which dovetails basic research wit policy researchalso exceeds

.r.

the parameters of this-particular paper. -.Hopefully, those who deal with
, .

,
. .

. . .0 . _

thes'e_pap may ;themselves generate-the neeesary,'Syn'theSiS.of"arequisite
0

1.,

. . ,
. - . . .

research items.

.00
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FOOTNOTES

1. Consistently throughout this text, comparative-statements, e.g.,
"Less advantaged children do toreOf R," should be understood to
compare these Oildren with tore 'adVantaged ones. When the com
parison is with another beseline,A.t will be explicit
"Less.advantaged Childten7do mor of R than'they do %o Y."

2. These findings on content preferences are not is ontra icy
the general proposition that loWer-class children are li ely to

#.
watch more of;all kindi of content. They point out that hin
this more,diffuse viewing pattern, some viewing selections stand
out as especially prominent.

3. 14 should be emphasized" that this learni g is largely informal,
though not necessarily incidental. This not learning from
instructional television; it is mediated social learning.

v
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The Paper

I

r.

Inthis paper, "Th We. Nobody Knows," Barrow notes the ycarcity
of literature on th- effects of television on minority (children,
and criticizes curr nt programming, both commercial and public,.
fpr being insensitiv .to minority needs, and, for failing to pro-

- vide enough instance of positive role models. He suggests
establishing prograMs to develop minority producers and researchers.
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Foreword

6

In December, 1974, I was asked to prepare aposition paper on the

f

subject of the Federal role in children!.4 tele-Vision programming from
, .

.

the petspectiv$ of the needs of ethnic minorities.

The4paper wap to provide 'a descriptive map of thealocation and

frequency of children in the following ethnic minorities:

a. Blacks
b. Hispanic
c. American Indian

s

It was) also to answer a variety of other.qUestions regarding minority

children (such as "What are. their special needs?" "What-needs could/
conceivably be addressed through CTV programming?"); and it was supposed,

to synthesize and eval4te criticisms -and'suggestionsthat have.been

addressed by representatives of these groups toward current CTV pro-

gramming.

In-order to provide the inforiation requested seve1$l thingA,Were done:

1. A literature search was launched to
4
locate existing reviews

and/or pertinent research studies.

2. Interviews were conducted in New Yorkdity and in*Milwaukee
with representatives of the various ethnic groups.

3. Letters were mailed to potential resource groups or'individ-
uals requesting research and/or position papers on the topic.:

. A second survey was undertaken to obtain expressions of
interest in the area on the part of minority film makers.

The short time allocated-has not made it poseible for some of thea.
respondents to reply or for some of their suggestions to be followed

up, In some cases, books or journals suggested re not available in

the local-area and could not be obtained in time for'this review.



The last time this author did something of this,sort-wan;,in /958 when
.

a'year was spent locating, summarizing And'evaluating-the available
.

Informatipn.1 This amok:int of time, we feel, i"; necessary fork

thorough and reflecOre. job andAs, therefore,-reCommended for" the,*

immediate,,,future.

Some Basic Statistics

-\

P

In 1970. .(the last,date for which comparable age breakdowns are avail-
',

able)'thereikere 22.4 million Blacks, 9.1 million persons Of Spanish

origin (including 4.5 million Mexitan-Americans and 1.4in ion Puerto

. = ,
Ricans), and .76 million American Indians.in'theUnited States.

..
The vast Majority 6f Blacks and SpanisWrigin individuals live in

uttian areas (81 percent of Blacks and 87 percent of Spanish-origin

jpersons did so in 1970). However, more American Indians live in areas

classified as "rural non - farm" by the Census Bureau than live in urban

areas, The 1970 figures were 49 percent rural non-farm and 45 percent
t

for urban areastrespectively.

t

Slightl ore than hal, of thb Blacks'stilllive in the South. The

movement "tincq Slavery" t of the South has resulted in 40,percen

living in the North Central or North East areas of the country and the

remainder (7.5 percent) living in the Western (Pacific and Mountain)

region.

1. Barrow, Lionel C., Jr., and Mestley, Bruce H., Television Effects:
A Summary of the Literature and Proposed General Theory. Madison,
Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Television Laboratory, Research
Bulletin #9, May 25, 1958.
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About 37 percent of the Mexican-Americans livplin the Weat.;according

salSto 1970 census figures, about 30 percent,live In the $ 3uth,(mostly

A

in the state of Texas) and almost 19 percent afi'the'North Central
.o

region. Most Puerto- Ricans (81 percent) live ih the North East,. par-o

ticularly in-New Yorki New Jersey and.Pennsylvania..

Half of the American /*flans live in the Western region',And another

-r25 percent ive in the South (particularly in Oklahoma and North

Carolina).

As of 1970, the five states with the largest nuber's of each group ere:

Blacks

1. New York
2. Illinois
3.

(

California,
4. Texas
5. Georgia

American Indians

1. Oklahoma
2. Arizona
3. California
4. New Mexico
5. New York

2.165 milliOn
1.422
1.398
1.397
1.184

0.047 million
0.046
0.044
0.034
0.026

Mexican Americans ;

1. California
2. Texas/
3. Arizona

'4. Illinois
5. New Mexico

Puerto- Ricans

1. New York
2. New Jersey
3. ,Illinois
4. California
5. Pennsylvania

--

1.857 million
1.619
0.240
0.160
0.119

0%917 million
0.139
0.087
0.051
0.044

All four groups are extremely young. _Prom 42

L

to 47 percent of each

4 do



population was under 18 in 1970 and from 35 to 43 percent were under

!-15, as the following figures inditate:

Percent
Ethnic Group' Enkk11 Under 15 Under 5 . lJnder 1

Blacks 42.3 35.4 1617 2'.1

American Indians ,115.2 38.3 12.0 2%5
Mexican-Americans 47.2 40.1 12.9 " 2.7
Puerto Ricans 46.7 42.7 16.\4 ) 3.1

The median age for each geoup in 1970 was: Blacks, 22.3 years;

American Indians, 20.4; Mexican-Americans, 19.3;and Puekto
4

1

19.8. b

Research on the "Effects" of Television on Minority Children
4

, -

Several documrits were examined to ascertain what is currently known

about the' effect that" television viewing has on minority children.

These includV:

% +,
Murray, John P., Rubinsteln, Eli A., and Comstock, George A.,

(Eda.) Television and Social Behavior, Reports and Papers.
Vol. II, Television and Social Learning:' Washington, D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972.

Green rg, Bradley S., and *azingO, Sherrie L., Racial Issues
in s Media Institutions. 'Project CUP Report #16. East
Lansi,pg, Michigan: Dept. of Communication, Michigan State
Univeisity, November 1973. .

.

Hall, William E., (Ed.) Journalism Abstracts, Vol, 11.
Minneapolis, Minn.: Association for Education in Journalism,
1973;

Dervin,!Brenda; Greenberg, Bradley; & Bowes, John., Communication
and Urban Po'vertyt :An Annotated Bibliography. Project CUP
-Giort #7., East Lansing, Michigan: Dept. of Communication, -..
Michigan State University, April 1969.

Williams, Frederick and Van Wart, Geraldine, Carrascolendas:
Bilingual Education Through Television. New York: Praeger
Publishers, 19/4.

- .
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Down Sesame Street.
, atebeok #6(.- New York: The Ret*ork Project,.

Columbia University, November 1973:
P 4 o. l

Barrow, Liondl C., Jr., and WestleW, pruCe H., Tel Effects:
A Summary of the Literature. and Pro oded-General Theory.
Madison, Wisconsin: Univetaity oQ sin. Television

'Laboratory Rgsearch Bulletin #9, M yd.958.4-.

t

. Atkin, Charles K.; Murray, John P.; & Nayman, Og1. B., Television
and Social Iehavioi, An Annotated Bibliography Of Research
Focusing on Television's Impact on Children. Rockville,
'.Maryland: National 'Institute of Mental Health (Public Health
Service Publication #2099), 1971.

.

Comstock, George A.; Rubinstein, Eli A:; & Murray, John P.,(Eds.)
Television and Social Behavior, Reporteand Papers. Vol; 5.
Television's' Effects Further Explorations. Washington, D. C.:
'U. S. Gove ment Printing Office, 1972.

)
O

1

, In additiOn a computerized search was made of the ERIC (Educational

Resources Information Center) Files using the.keywoyds:

Behavior developm tor humandevelopment or television research
or teleyision'survey or television viewing AND Minority g?oup
-childrenor.ethnie gro 4.

The ERIC search yielded seven = t ies, only one of which was pertinent

to this report (an article- op Ses e Street research). The other spm-

Merles were also of little help.

For example, Barrow & Westley (1954) summarized 41 experimental studies

on the effects of educational film or.TV. None of 'the studies was d =

signed to explore the reaction of a particular ethnic group. In:fact,

none of them report ethnic differences, although it is quite clear that
A

some of the studies (particularly those done on military personnel

could have (and probably did) include a number minority subjects.
.

oe

D , Greenberg and Bowes (1969 present abstracts of 93 studies.

None of these was ariexperimental study of the effects-of TV on minority

children.

.

Journalism Abstractsqs,an annual compilati n.of master's
.

1
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theses and doctoral dissertations written in schools and departments-
-1

of Journalism and Communication in the U. S.. In 1973 it listedi45

abstracts (out of 302) that dealt with radio-TV7filii. Only two of
0

these dealt with U.'S. minorities and neither investigated the effect

TV on minority childrsen

The Murray, Rubinstein & C tock (1972) volume includes several articles

of research on children and TV. AgLn none were designed to-investigate'

the impact of television on minority children and only two acknowledge .t

that their samples included minority children.

Stevenson
1
laments thi,t0he influence of televisiim on the behavior 41

preschool children is a topic of great Social concern.,. It has, never-
,

theless, received only minimal attention in the research of social

scientists,."

With respect to minority:4hildren,this attention has beehvirtually

non-existent, especially for the Spanish-origin child (except for the

Williams & Van Wart book) or the American Indian-child. Fortunately,

. three of the eight studies in the CoMstock,..Ruhinstein & Murray (1972).

.volume were on target, and two relevant.dissOrtations were also located.
1J

Greenberg and-Gordon2 present the 'results of.mo studieth of different

reactions of'blacks and whites to televised violence. They subdivided)

1. Stevenson, Harold W., "Television and the Behavior 9f Preschool'
Children." In Television & Social Behavior, 'Reports and Papers. Vol._
II. Television and Social Learning, pp. 181 -20.

2. Greenberg, Bradley S., and Gordon, Thomas F., "Social Class and
Racial Differences in Children's Perceptiohs of Television Violence,"
and "Children's Perceptions of Television Violence: A Replication."
In Comstock, Rubinstein & Murray, op.cit., 185-210 and 211-230.
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their 5th and, 8th grade subjects into four groups--low income blackat-
s%

low income whites, middle income whites and upper-middle income whites.

Greenberg
1

summarizes their findings as follows:_

Dimensions of JhdpiOnt

1. Perceived violence

2. Perceivead
'ability

Study 1
(5th grade)

Blacks perceive less

accept-, Lower-income
find it more
able 1.

Professed liking

Perceived -humor

& blacks
accept-

Lower-income & blacks
like it more

not assessed

I

5. Perceived reality Lower-income see it
as moie realistic

The authors

Study 2
(8th graft)

Notifference

Blacks find it more
ac ceable

Blacks like it more

Lower-income find 'it'
more huiiorous °

Lower-income & blacks
See it- as more
realistic

conclude "that the racial differences noted were extensions

of economic conditions,

Clark2 designed a study t

rather than cultural inflfiences."

measure."identification with charactera in

a television drame-w-a balf.hour tape of a Dragnet program featuring

a black militant, a:blaepoliceman and a white policeman. He re-
.,

7o
cruited 71 teenagers (38 whites And'33blacks) who viewed the program,.

under one of four-conditionsHU) racially mixed groups in a white

locality; .(2) acially unmixed groups in a white locality; (3) ra-

.cialrSr mixed' roups in a black locality; and (4) racially unmixed

groups In a black locality." Clark concluded that locality had little
.

1. 9reenberg, Bradley S,, "Televised Violence: Further Explorations-.
(Ovehriew)" In Comstock, Rubinstein and Murray, op.cit.i 1-21.

2. Clark, CedriC,, "Race, Identification, and Television Violeppe."
In Comstock, Rubinstein and Murray, op.cit., 120-184.
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effect, that the black teenagers rid,ntified wi th the white policeman

more than did the whites" and that they "rate the two policemen as

more friendly" than did the white teenagers.

4

Neither the Clark study nor the Greenberg an' Gordon studies varied '

the stimulus, but two studies were located n which the stimulus was

varied.

/ /
1ShaRiio reported that r.i/iiher the race if the model nor sex labelling

df th4 job made ani dlfference in the tentAo which 11th and-12th
.

grade black girls recalled informatio about the jobs discussed in a

Program. It also made no diffvenc in the girls' acceptance of the

models'or the jobs. She did find hat girls who felt that their as-

..piration levels were "high"-relat e to their peers and thd9se who

_repOrted "high leveis of vicarioR experiences with. race discrimina

iion were more ipfluenced by blac models than by white models."

Shapiro.used tape rec rdings of " adio vyle interviews" in which_a

White, male announcer nterViewed,with a black or a white female.

These interviews were pl yed.to'the girls accompanied by 5 x 7 inch '

P4otographs of "attractive', young (21-27 years old) black and white

women..

s2 tested the effect on self-concept of-motion pictures (16 mm

1. Shapiro, Bernadette N.', Ef fects of Race and Sex Rale Stereotyping
on Acceptance 'of and Learning from Occupational Role Models. Ph.D.
Dissertation, Stanford University, 1972.

, 2.: Dimas, Chris, The Effett of.Motion Pictures Portraying Black
Models on the Self-Concept of Black Elementary School Children. Ph.D.

dissertation, Syracuse University, 1970.

.1 1

t .
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fi m degm nts) portraying

al the b ack students jai

Syro,cuse chools as subjec

' black mod scored higher

, on dentf cation with par

wit blac models scored 1

,saw the fiL' s with 'whiter

sel :" acc rding to Dimas

lack models and white models. Dimas used

he 4th and 6tH grades of thiee inner-ci4

s. The subjects who saw the films,with

on "power," on group identification and

nts. THe fourth graders who saw the films

n "centrality" than did tkose who

"indicating less focusing on the

Ball -nd Bogatzlpresentjhe results' of, research evaluating th= effects
. .

.
. , ., .

. ..
tit Se ame Street Nine hundred forty-three 3-, 4- and 5-year olds

. --

re t sted. The subjects included "disadvintaged children from the

nner ty, advantaged subprban childun, children from, u al areas;

and.disadvantaged Spanish- speaking 'children. The ERIC

the research2 said the results indicated that:' "(1) th children who

watched the most learned the most; (2) Ihd.skills that received the

most time and attention on the programskeere, with som rare exceptions,

the skills that were best learned; and (3) the progr did not re4uire

adult supervision for the children to learn." The summary also
.../

stated that "various disadvantaged made as uch progresd as

-advantaged children in learning from television," but gave no details
0

for any specific ethnic gro).

Williams and Van Wart evaluated Carrascolendas in 1-3 grade Spanish and\

1. Bell, Samuel, and Bogatz, Gerry Ann, Sesame Street Summative
Research: Some Implications fot Education.anclChild Development.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educatibnal Testing Service, 1971.

2. Research in Education (1971), article #57914.

el)

4



English speaking children on of measures such as self- concept;

language. skills, history/culture, math, etc. Their research indicated
c

definite gains in the history/culture area, mixed results in

other areas and no change in self-concept. In no instance,,however,

was any research done on different variatiohs of the Carrascolen
.04

program. Thus, while the research is.able to speak to the success or
).

failure of a single program series, generalization or even hypothesis-

building is

My tpntatiVe

Y
nclusions,are that we know virtually nothing about

,either the s t or the long-term effects.of television on minority

children--the "we" nobody knows.

We know--or think we'know--that Black children (especially poor Black

children) tend to think of television as telling it "like it'is," and

as being "educational" to a greater extent than their white counter-'
..

parts. . We don't know if other minority group children (Spanish-origin

children or American Indian children).have similar attitudes. Even

more important,-we don't know which show or,aspects of shows they

are talking about when they say."realistic" and "educational"--are they

'talking about% the Sesame Street shows; or the commercial TV quiz shows,

situation comedies, westerns or crime shows?

40

We know--or we think we knowthat minority children can learn certain

baiitc skills and facts (such as 'the ABCS and numbers) from watching

programs like Sesame Street, The Electric Company and Carrascolendas.

.

But
%
we don't know how to prevent this learning from being ettinguished

in a hostilelchool environment `end, even more importantly, we dotr't
. . .,.

1



Jcnaw the extent to which TV viewing influences or modifies the minor-
1 .

itir child's social behavior 'or his sense of sell-worth.

To repeat, we know precious little.

knowledge,in a thimble, I would proba

Criticism of Current Programming.

The basic criticism of current ch ldren s televidion is that it re-
.

fleets- little interedt in or aWa eness of minority children and -thee

8"1 were to ,plaCe all of 'our

y still. have roolq for my thumb.,

problems. Thid is true not only of .commercial 'television but also of
1

/

0 )

.

educational TV which members of the FeMinist Party feel is both sexist

and racist. Florynce Kennedy, attorney and founder of the Feminist

Party-sald,44u a December interview in her home in New York City,.that-

while Sesame Street seemed to be'better than the programming on com-

ercial TV, ("I don't even know how to talk about the Cokkie Monster

programs "), it still left much to be desired. The children, through

the "chocolate covered manure" of conbrcial television, are getting

heavy. dosages of sexism, racism and' militarism, and educational tele-

vision is not meeting this problem head on. In addition, Ms. Kennedy

felt that there was an absence of serious discussion on children's

programs, that the children themselves seldom get a chance to express.

themselves seriously. "There's a lot of dancing Id singing, but,

the only time I see(Ch ldren beingLserious on television is when they

are begging," she dedlared.
fJr I w.

While most people interviewed felt that. the educational TV shows are

teaching children tangibfe skAls, The Network Project reports research

4
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.by Dr. Herbert Sprigslel that casts doubts'on.t4s claim. .The Proj

report ("Down Sesame. Street") also- summarizes fi;earch that ifictica es

that black children tendto identity with the Muppet, Oscar the 0x uch,
.

who lives in a trash can. The report comments, "Tomany he (Oscar)

represents the inner-city-Oharacten, who is bottled up in his tras
.)

can; Oscar, however, likes his trash can. 'Sesame Street,' expfes ed

a black minister, 'is telling alplack kid that ips/perfectly nor

mal for you to live"in a garbage .can if you keep-It clean.'" Joan

Coofiey of the Children's Televisionyorkshop has refuted both claims.

Fernando Fuster, Puerto kican Filmmaker ih New York City, comTted
1

plat most films deal with the harshness and hopelessnesa of ghetto P

4-
life. He felt that there was a need for more films "dealing with

positive experiences."

r

A Mexican-4merican discussion revealed feelinge that current programs,..-
.

(such as Carrascolendas) might unwittingly cause conflict in the home.
.

The Spani4h spoken in these programs, the partici s agreed, wasAi
academic, Castilian Spanish, not the Spanish spokeh n most Mexican-.

American homes. This might.actually create conflict at home unless.

a

(.-

the child was also taught mot to be ashamedof his language. They

felt that there should be more innovative prigrams on MeXican-American

culture (oh "La Vida") such as the Cancion de'la RaZa program done

in the late '60s in Los Angeles.

Finally, they felt that the Latin child going into an Anglo class i
4 .

U.

1. "Do esaM'e Strt," Notebook Number6 (November 1973), pp. 27-30.
New Yo The 'Network Project., Columbia University.
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going 0 be afraid--no matter-howimany Sesame Streets or Carrascolendas

the child has seen. Some programs, .they f , were needed that dealt

with this situation.

be dealt with.

utg conflict exi ts, they said; and should

The above Mexican-Anierican discussion wa held in Milwaukee. PreAnt

were: William Bailey, Chicano student TI:Irking for A Ph.D. in edt,tca
1 .

tional psychology; FranciscoUrbina, MiCiwest Coordinator. of CANBBEi

(Curriculum Adaptation Network for gual,. Bicultural Education)

and a former first grade teacher in a percent Mexican-American

School; Greg Mantoto, acting director, nivdrsity of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee Spanish SpeakinglOutreach center and Rise Vasquez;lather,.

rehabilitation counselor and ,a graduate

Education.

tUdent in the UWM School of

A similar discussion on the American Indian ild was held at the
,

Indian Community School in Milwaukee. Pa tic pants included:' Di.
. ,

Jerry Hodan, child psychologist; Jacqueline McCarter, science teacher,

grades 5-12; Rita Gross, teacher aide in tile reading program, grades

5-12; and Dorothy LePage, director of'the schoOl.

Most of the Indian children in the school were heavy-watchers of tele-

vision, the participants stated. Most of their homes had a TV even

when they_didn't have a phone. The drawing by the children of "Albert

the Alleycat," of. "Charlie Brown" and of Indian "bow and arrow" stereo-

types reflect this viewing,

The old Hollywood reruns have heloed to create a gapbetween..the Indian

4
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child and his heritage, they felt. Few programs have been designed

to Combat this. Few programs deal with the urban Indian child-and

his problems (and,'-as walrepreiousTy noted, more than 40 percent of.

today's American Indians live in urban areas). Even Sesame Street

and The Electric CompAny'ignore theIndian.

However, this lack of Indian Chdrattips 601.educitj.orm4..children's TV

a
does not see1' to bother the chiIdigh.- They swatch.

A

_ 17"

4"* enjoy it The absence,' Probably is no more, than,

'
a whiteLcoarr011edmedilim..

it, le4rn from it,
. .

they expect from

There is a_need, they felt; -for programs dealing with the actual Indian

.heritage and with modern=day Indian the pities and on the.

reservations Health care, they felt, is one of the major problems for

Indian youth and programs designed to improve health care would be of

great service.

Pierce, a professor of education and psychiatry at Harvard Medical

School, has criticized TV in two separate articles. In one, he ex-,.

presses the view that.television°May pre-condition black, youth to

accept drugs.1 Pierce says that "A chief etiological agent ikdrug

additionfor blacks is the disrespect and indignity they suffer from

%the majority which expecte and insists that blacks be deferential,

defeated and demoralizeth: One training site that prepares both blacks

and whites to accept this proposition is television. . . .some tele-

4

vision habitues may become especially prone to capitulate to drugb

Pierce, Chester M., "Rem, Deprivation and Drug Abuse in the USA,"
Anglo- American Conference on Drug Abuse. (April 17, 1973),.
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because the content of the medium trains people to sustain certain

snegativecommunications about each other. . .."

oe - . .

In the other article, Pierde analyzes the Harlem Globetrotters Popcorn

1 1

1

Machine cartoon series. He says:,.
. . .

'. "What the childfen of the nation see week after weetk i
.

a, .
thai,a grouplof black'men are co trolled and directed by
a small, feisty, White grandmother. Thus, hour after hour,
emotional and psychological sets
blacks and whites can accept as
even a senescent white woman can
guide capable black men. All t

are being molded whereby
sual and routine that
boss around, djtct, and
se and countless other

examples show blacks as accommodating, controlled, de-
pendent, and of course, not cre tiye or.oiiginal in their

tthbught:" .

Billingsley, a Howard University.ex ert on the Blaclefamily, makes the

following comments on commercial to evision programming.2

"What 1.0most distressing about television programming, in
addition to its general decadence, is that the producers
and the'networks seem to have 'an absolute aversion to show-
ing the life of representative Black failies. 'Not one
national series on Black people.mefeaed a complete Blac
family until the 1971 season. Until. then,' none of the

white or Black oriented programs managed to have a,Black'
'husband and wife with children presented on the screen in
regular'interaction, comic, tragic or otherwise."

With.reference to programs aimed at children,.he haS the followifg

comments on the Jackson Five cartoons:

"It is sad.
are Black,
completely
completely

. .that despite the fact that the. Jackson Five
the'world,aroundthem in this series is almost ;

white. It is as if the Jackson'Pive are taken
out of context. The height of this subtle racism

1. Piercd, Chester M., "Psychiatrio Problems of the Black Minority;"
American Handbook of Psychiatry, Silvano Arieti,
New York: Basic Books, 1974; vol. 24 chapter 33,.512-533.

2. Billingsley, Andrew, Black Families and the Struggle for Survival.
New York: Friendship Press, 1974.

8
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was perhaps the Saturday morning- when.in the cartoon the
Jackson Five went "Back to Indiana. ". Imagine our [his.
family's] distress when in the.caitoon,'the Jackson Five
arrived in Gary to greetOthe Mayor and the picture .

showed only the desk - and -hands of the Mayot.Even the
the Mayor's handa'Were white. Now, there.haa never b. en
a white.Mayor-of Gary, Indiana, since the Jackson,Fi e
became famous.'

Billingsley compliments "Soul Train" and the Johnson Hair Products'.

.

Company advertising.' He also praises Sesame Street and The Electric

Company because "they show Black people in everyday roles in life,

interacting with themselves and with white people on altogether

honorable and dignified ter If these relationships are often

bit contrived and fairyt -like, they are nevertheless altogethe

positive and constructive at well as entertaining.

The major criticism,of both the funding agencies and educational tele-
.

'vision was their failure to encourage the growth of well,trained

/minority researchers and of,minority production companies. Cliff

Frazier of Third World Cinema in New York said that the major pro

lem is a lack of minority input in the conceptualization of the entire

product from beginning to end. It is impossible for a white person-:-
.

-no matter how liberal--to immerse himself in the needs and psyche of

the minority person. In fact, his liberalness (and it most often is

, a "he" when you talk either about research or production) sometimes

gets in the way of his dealing with reality: A child' sometimes has

to be disciplined and guilt feelings might cause a white liberal not

recognize this.

Florynce Kennedy said that the media need to have women and non-racists

11.9
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go over the scripts prior to'stiooting. The producer will bring his

or her values to the prOgram, she felt. One, therefore, needs to

examine the filmme'kers' valUesclosely and ,select people on the basis

1

of their. values and not solely on the basis.pf their technical'com-.

p9tener' and/or costs. 4

Ms. Kennedy also feit.that more, shows ought to be produced by chil-

dren themselveS. Fernando Duster ,didn't gp this far but he did feel

that the children of the'target audience shoUld be-involved in the

fLlming process from beginning to end. In his own films, for example,

he has children read the script aid correct his "50s language and

concepts of reality."'

St. Claire Bourne,New York filmmaker for Chamba productions echoed.

Mr. Frazier's suggestions. Minority participation is needed, he felt,

L ..

at two levels -- during the deve opment,of educational guidelines arid

at the point when these guidelines are being translated into film.

Black production companies should be given full pi:oduction contracts
o

6

from concept to screening. Most contracts go to independent filmmakers

who are primarily .young, white males. He related a particular instance

1411when he was given the run -and by a New York agency that had asked

'for bids on'a program aimed at improving the self-image of black youth:
' .

They asked for--and lost--his film, interviewed him several times

and finally sent him a letter acknowledging his expertise as an "editor."

Mr. Bourne, one of the original writers of Black Journal, comiented,

"I'm a writer, a director and a producer. I never said anything to

them about being an editor:"

/It
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The Mexidan-American panel. felt that programs. aimed at Mexican-American'

youngsters should dkplpy Mexican-Atherican7specialists to prevent ac.-.

cidental errors.and unintended reinforcement of stereotypes. They

also felt that the programexpecially those on 'commercial broadcasting --
,

should pay great attention to casting. Having a Puerto. Rican play a .

"not "Chicano (ds. in "Chico and the Man ") is not satisfying our needs,"A-th eY 'agieed.
1

.

±:

`Alternative Delivery Systems

.;

I am not fully convinced that the television ought to be the. only
/
t

deli#ery systemvused. The small percent of,minorities employed in

commercial and in public television .(10%'and 9% respectively in 1972) 1

makes me feel that there might be 'sow resistance to airing serious

programs aimed at Black, Spanish - origin or American Indian children

on any.kina,of a Sustained basis. Consequentlyi.I feel that a num..1
Tl

1 .

ber of alternative modes of delivery ou ht to be explored. The most

obvious of these would be making the pro rams available to schools

and/or. community centers in-video-tape and/or 16 mm form. .RadiO

gramming, records, comic strips and children's books offer other-al-,

terhatives. All ought to be explored.

1. Jennings, Ralp121:.; Kerr,:Marbella; &'Parker, Truman E., Public
Television Station ployment Practices and the Composition of Boards
of Directors: The Status of Minorities. and Women. New York: Office
of CommuniCation, United Church of Christ, January 1973.

The article also indicates that only 5.9% of the top three
employment categories (officials and managers, professionals
and technicians) in public TV stations'were minority group
members ad that 42 percent of, these stations had no minority
group member in these upper categories sitting by the door.

O
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Barrot4 and Wesfley have statfd that the effect of a televisio
" 4

(1s,z function of the potency .and comgFehensibiiity of the:prog am to

program

its audience.

Potency---the-Programbility to'attract and hold the attentioG of
0

an audienc'e-- and comprehensibility - -the understandability oft e

gram--are functions not only of charactgristics of f e stimulus ut

of characteristics of the target audience'. Whatmight be perfec ly

Clear to and attractive to;one ai,lenCe might well be misuhderst bd

and repdlsive to another. It is,, therefore, obvious that if...one plans

to build prograMs to attract and influence iinoritychildren tha one

needs to des1,06procedures to discover' the relevant cbaracterist
v,?4k 4

The persons interviewed for this study by and large felt that it

not enough to hire just anyone to do the research and programmin
4 * .

it would be necessary to hire sensitive, minority researchers an

'ducers.to do the job.

B.

Before someone says "I'd be glad to,do so but I don't know where

CS.

was

, that

pro:

to

find them, it should be pointed out that professional organizations
a

0 ei

such as the Minorities and Communications Division. of the Association

for Education in Journalism and non-profit organizations such as

American Indian Press Association of Washington, D. C., and the

Cablecommuhication Researdh Center of Washington, D. C: and Pal

Alto', California, would.be happy to be.of assistance. (CableCo

nication recently received a grant from the National Institue o

The

Mental Health to investigate the area of the effect of teleVisi n on

'.4

4
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Blacks,) In terms of television and film personnel, a.number of com

1
r

petersi; minority firms Have indicated an,interest in projects of this
if _, ' --flat* . These include:

4.00

. I.

Wants Animatibn, 342 Madison Ave., N. Y., N. Y., 10017,
James A. Simon, President.

. .

Synthesis Organization, c/o Reginald Bryant,, Producer,
Black Perspective on the News, WAYY-TV 12, 4548 Market
St.,.Philadelphia, Pennsylvanil, 19139.

Chamba Productions, Inc., c/o St. Clair Bourne, Producer-
Director, 230 W. 105th St., N. Y., 10025.

Third World Cinema Productions, 62 W. 45th St.; N. Y.,
10036, Clifford Razier: Administrator.

, .

In addition, Charles Hobson, Director, )Mass Communications, Clark

College.in Atlanta, Ga., (30314) and the Institute of American Indian,

Arts XCerrilds R., SantaFe, NewMexico, B7501) have indicated-great

interest. Prof. Hobson is a forliar New York film producer who pro-
,

duced two films for children's TV and who is writing children'i books

for Harper and Row on Black music. The Institute of American Indian

Arts has "a deep concern for involving Indian people in the media

production world" and has worked'on five different TV programs.-

Thus, it appears that what is.needed is the desire to make an effort

and the funds with which to .implement that desire. The type of pro-
,

gram being recommended would involve:

1. Some initial meetings around the; country to locate other
t

c ...'

interested personnel. ,
k y

e

2. The establishment of one or more research programs to do:

a. basic research on minbrity children and the effects-

,
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that mass 'conveyed messages might'have on them.

b. summative research on 1:),PItilific programs

dekgned on the basis of devised in

'2a and other programs being designed to reach

and affect minority children.

3. The establishment of one or more training programs to:

a. train competent frogral producers to woOk with

the researchers, and

b. 'train researchers to work with program producers.

4. The letting of contracts to minority firma whose'person-

nel.have either undergone the training, or whOse cur-

rent,output indicates a willingness and an ability to

work as part of team, to pro-

duce programs for actual airing and.for research

purposes.

Costs

Colts are tbit difficult to estimate at the moment. The research
0

and training program should be funded for a.minimum of five years

at approximately $400,000 to $500,000 a.year--exclusive of;psqduc-
.

tion costs.

Pearcel it4icates that the networks pay slightly 'more than $1,000,000

"for 17 original negatiVes when they buy from the leading suppliers,

of cartoons; thus each negative costs the network $62,000." Since
4

,Pearce, Alan, The Economics of Netwotk Children's TeleVisiori
Programming. Washington, D. C.: Federal Communications Commission,
July 1972, pp. 10-11.

4 .
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they play each one six times over a two-year period, this averages

out at "just offer $10,000 a Showing," according tollearce.

I.

Children's Tele ision Workshop programs are "similarly expensive,"

Pearce says'. The ElectricTompany Cost.,"aroundP million foJ the

fiist 160 half hour shows," or about $50,000 per. half hour,. and
. #

Sesame Street costs "roughly $5 million for 160 one-hour shows--an

averagecost of $31,250 perhour." CTW, incidentally, includes all

',Oa its-costs-- including research and administration--ifi its program

budget, a practice not followed by the commercial networks, accord-

ing
-...

to Pearce. The use of animation by The Electric Company, Pearce
, ... 0

,

says, is the reason why it is so much more expentii/e,than Sesame

Street.
(

Pearce also says that CTW pays 4,000 a minute for anima-
.

tion which is higher than network\costs because the networks-"buy

in bulk and b6cause,they (the networks) often cut costs on animation

p.
by ordering fewer. frames per second, producing jumpy movement..

With'reference,to costs for this project, no production costs should
-

a
0

be Incurred during-the first..year , which should be. devoted entirely

to research and a shakedown training exercise.

During the second year, experimental prOgrams should be.produced and
.

tested prior to airing.'If programs on the order of an Electric

Company or a Sesame Street are envisioned, then obviously costs in

the same neighbothood.($5 to $8 million a year) should be contipplated

forthe remaining three years of the project.

2
1
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The Geographically Isolated Child

The Author
4

Dr.. Louis A. Bransford is Director orptilization; Satellite
Technology Demonstration (STD), Federation of Rocky Mountain
States. 'He.is responsible for the development, implementation,
and Monitoring of STD field services. Apa Professor of Educa-
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IMPACT OF TELEYISION ON CHILDREN AN YO TN

'IN GEOGRAPHICALLY ISOLATED AREAS

,

Most youngsters today cannot recall a time when television did not comprise

'a vjtal'part of their fives, It has beet sal that a child born in the United

States today will spend more time in front of thk television screen than in any
WI P /

other activity except sleep--this, of course, includes school., Obviously, tele-
.

.
o 7

vision significantly affects the,lives of children in this country, yet relativity-,

little empirical' evidence exists that determines just what this effect is, especi-,
.

ally on children and youth in geographically isolated areas.,,, This report, attempts

to, shed light on the impact'of television; on the rural isolated child, and

the rolethe Federal government hould play,n providing television programming

for'such.children.

When we speak of rural popul tions, we generally think of communities with

populatiOns under. 2,000, based,on census criteria. However, any analysis of rural

youth must include such factors a limited accessibility to conventionamodes of

transportation to4population centers and limited accessibility to communications

syitems, including television. An analysis of the effect of television on the
/-

behavior of ruraryouth must also consider the many changes that have taken place

in our society over a period of time. .Relevant information would include changes

in child-rearing practices, size of families, and the child's _role in the family;
6.

the mobility of our population, which can manifest demographic distribution
,

patterns; the changes in out educational system; the effect of the Civil Rights

movement, the changes in the kind of television programs offered; and the structure

of social programs for children (i.e., Little League, Scouts, Y.M.C.A. programs)

r
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that may dictate the daily life style of children. The tremendous changes that

have taken place in our society may lead researchers tilquestion the validity

ofmany studies on children's.television behavior that have been made during the

1950's and 1960's.

To gain some insight into these matters, Table I provides a summary of the

U. S. population with a breakdowl of urban and rural populations. Data for'1950,

1960, and 1970 are included to compare changes in the population over a 20-

year period, An additional column has been included to-reflect the percentage

of homes in the United'States with television sett during this 20 year period.

TABLCI
m

Total U.S.
Population .Urban $ Rural

% Distribution
Urban . Rural

% Homes
With T.V.

1970 . 203,211,926 149,324,930 '53,886,996 73.5 26.5 96

1960 179,323,175 125,268,750 54,054,425 69.9 30.1 28
o

1950 151,325,798 96846,817 .54,478,981 64.0 36.0 2

1

Appendix A provides a breakdown of urbdn and rural populations in, selected

regions of the country and'Appendix B categorizes rural andurban populations by

age and school enrollment; For purposes of comparison, the Rocky Mountain and

Appalachian regions, and.the state of Alaska were selected, since the remaining

regions of the country appear to follow overall
S.

patterns closely. Before

we analyze data on the selected areas, let us look at some statistics on rural

populations as a whole. -

/i9 r
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The 1970 celes listed over 50 million people living in rural areas. It is

eseltated that 11.5 million of the rural population live in sub-standard homes..

Figures also reveal that almost 45 per cent of the nation's poor live in rural

areas.\In fact, Gordon Cavanaugh, in testimony before the U. S. Senate Committee

on Housing and Urban Affairs, stated that there are more television sets in rural

hothes than any other electrical appliance. More rural homes have television than

indoor plumbing (one rural home in four has no indoor plumbing) and when ethnic

variables are added to the model the statistics are magnified.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting estimated that 80 per cent of the country

is served by one or more public television stations with Grade A coverage. .If

Grade B coverage, cable systems; and/or translator systems are considered, it is

estimated that over 95 per cent of the country has some accesito television:

However, we have not found data showing a breakdown for rural and urban audiences.

Moreover, the Nielsen ratings data show no suchlbeakdown Therefore, it would be

difficult to determine exactly how many rural versus urban homes have access to

some television. We do know that it is not unusual to see a television in an
s-

orban classroom today; However, it is still unusual in moss rural classrooms. From

available data, the three geographic areas coRposed of-many rural isolated

communities and which will be studied here have the least access to television,;

particularly public television.

A 1972 survey of the Rocky Mountain region by the Federation of Rock.); Mountain

States revealed that of 1,078 districtsin the eight -state region, public tele-
,

vision was available in 322 of the 820\ districts that responded to the question-
';;!qr

naire. These 322.school districts1, with an enrollment of 1,309,673 pupils,

1,0
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represented 39 per cent of the school districts.- The 498 districts without

access to public television-and'with an enro 1 of 378,139,' represented 61 per

cent of the school distriptg. The obvious conclusion is that school districts in

geographically isolated areas with limited enrollment have less access to public

television-than larger school districts. Moreover, the mere fact that PTV is

available does not guarantee its use in the schOctls. Less than 15 per cent of

those school districts with access to PTV reported that it was used as an orgoing

fatet of the curriculum.

.An analysis of the availability of public television in the Rocky Mountain

States is found in Table II:

TABLE II

PUBLIC TELEVISION AVAILABILITY BY SCHOOL. DISTRICTS IN THE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION

PTV Available
.

PTV_Uat Available-.

Total

Number of
Districts

District
Enrollment

Per Cent of
Enrollment

'Per Cent of
Districts

.
.

322 1,309,673 77.6 39
.

498 378,139 .22.'4 ,-

820 1,687,812

061

The states of. Montana and Wyoming dO not at the.present time have public teleVision

stations and must rely oh neighboring states to provide them with television via

cable or, translator sytems. If ethnic grouPcomparisons are made, the limited-,
accessibility-to public television is even more evident.

Appendix C includes an ethnic breakdown and the percentage of PTS available

for the Indian, Black, Chicano, and Anglo poOulations in the Rocky Mountain Stated.,
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'Censug data reveals that the majority of the Black population in the Rocky

.Mountains live in urban areas and the majority of our Indian population

continue to -hive on reservations, supporting the findings from the survey.

quick analysis of Indiarreservations in the Rocky Mountain region reveals that

of 76 reservations:less than 1/3 have access to public television. See Appen-
,

dix 0 for list of reservations and their PTS coverage%

Accessibility to televisioll inoa community, however, does'not necessarily

-assure its availability to a school or reservation. /For example, the Broddcasting
4

1,1

4
Cable Source Book for 1975 reveals that, only a small percentage of the community

served by cable actually subscribe. If we consider the cost of installing cable

lines and the economic constraints of many of our rural communities, we would find"

a significant disparity betweet\ the population and cable subscribers-in the majority,
. .

.
.

of our geographically isolated communities. This disparity could take on sociologir
. 0

.
d:' ,cal implications, since a cable company will generally'lay cable in areas of the

community that will prowrdea high density of subkribers. In many cases this

excludes the poor and the, ethnic population who. could possibly benefit most from,

educational. television. Examples of cable coverage in selected rural communities'/

-.are shown in Appendix E.

A breakdown by race for urban and rural populations in the thiie selected arias

studied in this report is included in Appendix F. The).RiTay Mountain region is.

the. most diverse of the three regions', being composed of a wide range of cultur

groupings: Fifty per cent of the American Indians live in the area, the majord y

on reservations; thirty per cent of the Americans of Spanish or Mexican descent'

live in the region; Black Americani are represented, but primarily in, the u ban

areas. There are a considerable number of people particularly on the Nav

4,
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Indian reservation, who have not experienced electricity in the home, and

certainly no television: Quite clearly, these geographic, cultural and social

conditions result in severe problems for delivery of quality education and social
:e.

services.

Alaska has a population somewhat over a quarter of a million, of whom approxi-

mately one-fifth or 53,000, are natives. Almos't one-half of the state's population

is located in or near AnChorage; almost two-thirds ifjairbanks is included.

Alaska is a rural state with only 0.5 pebple per square mile; over half of

the native population livein villages with 500 people or less. Access to many

settlements is only by air, or seasonally by boat, snowmobile, or dog team.

Only 23 of these native villIges have telephone service. Communication with

most villages is by two-way high-frequency radio. Only the larger cities have
o

radio and television service, with cable teleirision available on a 'limited basis

in only aismall number of rural communities.

The overall median education level is slightly above 12 yeprs. However, the,

median school years completed by native Alaskans rangefrom 1.6 years in the
;

Southwest to .9 years in the Southeast, whereas the median educational level for

white Alaskans is 12.4 years. Most village adults have less ,than an elementary
e.

education and many have no formal education att all.

Few rural native Alaskans can ,attend'high school in their home towns.; in fact,

most native students never finish the eighth grade. School is'a'strange, confusing,

and often irrelevant-experience. If the native Alaskan furihers hfs secondary
4

education or even higher education, hewill have experienced a deculturation

fnyn the"life styles,of his parents and native traditions.
%
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Contact with Western culture has"broughtabout radical changes in native

life style. New-problems have arisen -- epidemics, alcoholism, suicide, etc.

Civil Rightsftgiforts that have so greatly affected other minority groups have

now reached the native Alaskan. They are now demanding an improved-standard

of living, better communications and education, and a fair share of Alaska's

employment possibilities.
4

Attempts haVe beef made through sate ite programs to further the educational

level of the native Alaskans while tryi g to preserve, cat least in part, the

native culture. Selected villages have been provided with transmitters and

receivers. Daily morning and evening broadcasts carry village news, cultural

programs, teacher exchanges, and of ier: programs designed to link the participating

villages in a functional relevant network.

The Appalachian region stretches over 13 Eastern states from Southern New

York to NortheasteI rn Mississippi. The region has long been characterized by

geographical isolation; a low publ4c tax base, 4nd high rates of unemployment.

Ii the 1960's there were over three million illiterate adults in the region.

mirrorihg these general conditions, Appalachian school districts have-drop-out

rates two to three times the national average. In a survey conducted by the

Appalachian Regional.Commission in 1970, it wasoshown.thai Appalachia has twice

as many uncertified teachers as the rest of the nation. Manyof the school's in

the area are one-room schoolhouses and, in general, the schools are in desperate

need of repair and modernizing. Educational services such as remedial reading

andinservice programs for teachers are generally nonexistent. Severe weather,

transportation problems, and abject poverty keep many children away from school.
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The American Research Bureau reports that 89 per cent of Appalachian house-

holds have television, compared to the 96 per cent average for the_nation. However,

the mere existence of television sets does not necessarily mean they are in use.

As in many areas with limited communications and educational services, when elec-

trical equipment of any kind breaks down, it,is often not repaired or replaced.

Thus, the 89 per cent figure may not, reflect reality and the unavailability of

more detailed breakdowns makes it difficult to determine just what television
,,

access is in Appalachia. The Broadcasting Yearbook for 1.974 provides/t e number

.qf television households for each of the dominant television markets, bro en down

by_county, but again, no data are provided for rural versus urban households or

for the number of rural households with televisfon sets actually in use. It is

known that both commercial and public television usage in the Appalachian region

has grown prodigiouslyduring the last five years. Yet because of, the isolation

and extreme poyerty, many Appalachian children have had little exposure to tele-
,

vision. Cable and translator systems that would make television available to this

mountainous region are too. expensive for many poverty-stricken communitiesto

support. The Appalachian Education Satellite Project, which was initiated in

the 1974-75 school year by a group of Federal and State agencies is probablPTfie

first educational exposure via televisigli that certain communities had experienced.

The program was designed to improve the effectiveness of the classroom teacher by

providing, in-service training and to provide reading instruction and career coun-

sellingprograms fo in-school use. It is Atill too early .to tell just what

effect the introd ction of television by satellite has had on Appalachian children

and youth, but preliminary indications reveal, that teachers and students involved

are most enth siastic.
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A review of previous investigations on the effects of telev'sion on children

and youth provide limited information on rural ptpulations. T 1961 Schramm,

'Lyle, Parker study did include one small community in the Roc MOuntain Westin

"their extensive investigations; however their findings would e questioned today

because of the tremendous changes that have taken place -in t e Waist fifteen years.

Thii is true with manyother4hVestigations that have beep.,,conduted to study the

effects of television on children. The most recent Chtlopen's Television Workshop

study, althou current, did not include populations ffom geographically isolated

areas but limite their sample to the urban disadvantaged. Although the authors

reported that "Sesam Street "- did have a marked effect' On the leirning of pre-

sthool children from wi ely diversg batkgrounds, only inferences, can be made'about

irchildren from rural isolat d areas'
0

.

Ratings suchis Nielsen' although valuable four commercial interests, 'e. .

basically provide information o which programs are viewed: Although children'3 ,

shows rank high, Nielsen surveys
;

not usually provide infoemation as to who is,

watching, nor does it differentiate between urban and rural audiences. A special

Nielsen's Viewing analysis in 1970 estim ed that childriNfrom 6 to 11 years of.
--,

age. averaged over 25 hours of viewingper.we k, the average cHild between 2 and

5 vrtched. as much as 30 hours peP week.

I A Harris survey in 1971 revealed thatthere was t least one working tele-
....h

visioroln 96orevery 100 households in the U.S.A. The elevisfon Fact Book for
.

;1949 "estimated thk98,600,000 teleAions were, i use, or
1

e set for every two

Oersons. No mention is made of differences betw en urban and r al Ovulations,
-. '

although it is presumed to be higher in the urbiln areas. ,

, f
.4.1)
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The numerous Witty studies foundlii'tle-relaticinship between the amount of

television viewing and academic success, but again no. rural population was included

in the, study. The previously mentioned Schramm,Lyle and Parker study. found no

evidence that television improves school performance,with one exception. When

they compared one of their experimental sites.to a small community in Canada that

had no access to television, theyj'ound that those having access to televisio0

had higher vocabulary scores than those who did not.,

In West Virginia, the Appalachlan Regional Conrission developed an early

childhood program series in 1970 deigned to provid *hdme-oriented television

instruction for pre-school children and parents. 'It consisted of 30-minute'*- "

television lessons' broadcast into homes. _The evaluation of this program series

showed an,increase in language development in vocabulary and social skills on the

part of both chi and parents;, however, no generalization could be drawn from
r

this regarding Urban and rural differences:

Dallenback studied the effects of in-school televitlon on gifted fifth-and

sixth-grade students id-rural Northeastern Minnesota. He reported that students ,

exposed to television programs achieved greater gains than the control group of

students on four of the nine variables. In five other instances, however, the

control students made greater

inferences from such\findings

average gains. Again, it is diffjcult to draw

regarding the effects af television on children

and youth in geographically isolated a ea s.

e

Of course, the above-mentioned studies were n ot spectfically designed to study

the effect of television on rural youth. The only study that we have foul which

specifically-addressed the viewing habits of,children'in different population

-1
d
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settings is one by Jose Cordova. C dova studied the television viewing habits

of special education and regular ed tion children in five New Mexico school

districts in 1973. His study was conducted to determine what the viewing Wits

were of children from different ethnic backgrounds and what the television viewing

habits were of children living in different population settings. The findings

revealed no significant differences between the Viewing habits ofLchildren in

special and regular education. in addition, no overall differences resulted

,when-ethnicity was compared as shown in Table III.

4. TABLE III

VIEWING HABITS OF ETHNIC GROUPS

Students - Program
Daily

Avg. Viewing Hrs.

Anglo- American? regular education 329
4

Anglo- American special education 3.24

Mexican-American regular education 3.22

Mexican-American special'eddcation 3.35

Daily
Avg. PTS. Hrs.

. 73

.79

. 7,3

There were slight differences when population settings were compared. The

findings revealed that children in large urban and metropolitan areak view more -

television than any other population as illustrated in Table IV.

O

a
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TABLE IV

Television Viewing Habits - Regular(ducation

Page 12

Daily . Daily.
Population Setting Avg. Viewing Hrs. Avg. PTS Hrs.

Metropolitan 4.54 .85

r

Urban - Large
qii

3.39 )0.47

Urban - Small .,2.19 .57_r-

Rural 3707 le45

Rural Isolated 3.26 .41

All Areas
* ,

3.26 .98

, .
AP

It appeared that the city, while seemingly providing leisure activities of

many varieties, still allowed more time for children to view television. Perhaps

the additional responsibilities of school childre, living in rural communities

reduced the television viewing time. It is also postulated that the variation in

picture quality between urban and rural areas contributed to the difference. The

fact that many of these youngsters in rural communities spend considerable time

onbules gding to and from school is another factor to consider. Of interest is

the fact that no differences were found across ethnic groups or across programs.
a.

Mexican-American children watched as much television as their Anglo classmatet.

This supports the findings'of Children's Television Workshop evaluation showing

that "Sesame Street" had a positive effect on youngsters from diverse and dis-

.

advantaged backgrounds.

The fact that there is almost no difference in the viewing habits of the

chil&en'when-considered as groups indicates, according to Cordova, that television

4.

1, 5
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has an appeal for children regardless of their, location or their ethnic kground.

Specific differences may be the result of home responsibilities, economics,

t

4

P ge 13

isolatiOn, and reception quality.

More recently the Advisory Council of National OrganizatiOns (ACNO) to the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) created four task forces to study the

use ofytelevision 1 radio for educational purpotes and to suit recommendations

for CPB action. The ACNO task force members represent the country geographically

and include minority and majority interests. A status report presented at the

annual NAM confer''ence in Las Vegas, Nevada brought out several recommendations

with implicatiOns for geographically isolated areas. The final report wAll be

completed by'Apri1,1975.

The Stanford Uni4rsity Institute for Communications Research has conducted

several communication studies in rural education. Their work in this area,.however,

is predominantly in foreigniand/orAeveloping countries with only limited appli-

cation to geographically isolated areas in the United States because of the vast

differences in program emphasis and resources. The planning, development, and

evaluation procedures utilized in their studies, on t e other hand, do pr9vide

valuable information on communications technology in g neral.

The Division of Industrial Economics of the Derive Research Institute is,

now in the process of completing a report which studies television distribution

to rural isolated areas through various transmission sys ems, including satellite.

The report, underwritten by the Office of Telecommunicat ons Policy, is not for

public release at the present time, but should be availab e in the near futbre:

Their preliminary report in Broadcasting (January 13, l9 does not support
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the immediate use of latillites for television distribution, b)t recommends othpr .

e

existing, methods. The report also mentionid that practically all status, except

the smallest, have television white areas, some where there is no service,at all.
,.

f
l'

Perhaps before the Denver Research Institute report on satellite distribu-

tion is submitted to FCC by OTP,an up ate on a project that is using communi-

cation satellites to demonstrate the feasibility of such a delivery system in
.46

rural areas might neutralize the reaction. One of the more innovative ways of

delivering educational services to rural populations has been in operation since

the fall of 1974. The Satellite Technology Demonstration, through the Federation

of Rocky Mountain States which is also headquartered in Denver, Colorado is pre-

sently serving eight Rocky Mountain States via the ATS-6, a communications

satellite launched, in May 1974. The STD is distributing career development pro.-

gramming for junior high school students, in-service training for teachers, evening

programs for adults, and filmic programs to participating schools. The capabilities

utilized in this project also have applicability to urban populations as well

through the 12 participating regional public television stations.

Satellite capability has as a minimum the distribution capability existing

in current cable and translator systems. 4 has al".o brought live interaction

o

to reality to certain of the sites in the eight states enabling them to "talk

kit

back" to the program originators or to other sites via another satellite. This

same satellite will be'used later in the year to receive digital data from the

sites through a central computer in Denver. For the future, satellite distri-.

bution of programming can include interspersing shortA3rogram segments with live.

interaction. The interaction, therefore, will be more meaningful and immediate

for the students and will even give the preSenter, ifAt is live, the opportunity

of revisinlyd modifying his presentation durtpg the course of the lesson.
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Satellite capability makes it possible for the world i'tse'lf to be a live

classrooMi making available experts froM all over.the world to students in remote,

isolated. areas as well as urban areas. The initial findiOgs of the STD reveal

that-the technological and programmatic Capabilitieof the project are meeting

with success. The'majority.of students and teachers involved in the STD are

accepting and supportive of the programs that are being transmitted to rural

- schools, and if given a choice, they would continue to use the system in sub-

sequent years and in a variety of subject matter areas. The effectiveness of the,

STD reflects partly on the quality of program but also on-the reliability of the

delivery system. The STD data base, therefore, may question the conclusion and

'recommendation of the Denver Research Institute study on the use of communication,

- satellites in education.

What is evident after an extensive review of the litei.ature on the impact of

television on children and youth in geographically isolated 'areas is that there

is a paucity of information on the'subject. The literature that does exist clearly

reveals that there are unfilue needs in rural areas that havi been indentified and

that can be a4dresied through media technology:

What are some of the major problems that affect children Ad "youth in rural

isolated areas? The feagmentation of educational services in rural areas appears

Ito be the most serious problem. Services are generally piecemeal, limited andcs

singular. Mediated instruction, when used, is often not integrated into the_

1/0
ongoing courses of study because-4 time, staff, and space constraints. Genera ly

speaking, geographically isolated areas have no comprehensive services, no pre-

school programs and a significant drop-out rate. Kindergarten programs have

been available in the Rocky Mountain' West, but on a limited basis. Only in the 1-
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last several years have kindergarten progrpms received state support. Head Start

progrdms reach only 20 per cent of those in need. The overall funding of school

programs is limited because of limited populations and excessive cost for imple-

mentation of innovative programs utilizing technology: As a result, the tradi-

tional programs have been perpetuated. Ironically, a few rural areas, because

of recent funding sources; i.e., all and gas, have an abundance of dollars

and are making substantial changes in their curriculum. The results have not yet

been evidenced. What is evident is that traditional facufties, staff training,

and priorities will need tobe considered and modified before significant educa
11.

tional changes come about. The Mere fact that monies are available does not

assure better education. In regard to public television services in many of our

rural communities, even those with sufficient funding resources, they must first

of all gain access to public television.

Demographic studies clearly reveal that a larger number of minority children

and youngsters from low economic backgrounds reside in rural areas. It is also

evident and accepted that these youngsters have unique life styles that have led

. to cultural conflict with existing school curriculum. Factors such as bilingual-

ism, cultural differences, poverty, unemployment, and less access to information

also need to be considered in the educational process. More than 2,000,000 Mexican-

American students are enrolled in public schools in the U. S. Over 70 per cent

attend school in Arizona, California, Colorado, NewAexico and Texas. Census

data no longer includes this population as a separate ethnic category; therefore,

available data is fragmented. Over 50'per cent of the country's 800,000 Indians

are found-in the Rjcky Mountain area. The majority liVt on reservations which are

geographically isolated and which have very limited resources. The major migrant

1, 3
kr.
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population flows through'many of.our less populated regions of the country. Data

on this unique population is also very unreliable. The data bank in Little Rock,

Arkanias, probably is the best soace of information on this population. ,

The inability of the educational system'to be responsive to individualized

requirements has affected minorities significantly. This problem is magnified

when they'reside in geographically isolated areas with limited educational ser-

vices. Although Civil Rights efforts and special programs for low-income families

4

and for areas with substantially large ethnic populations have provide4 supportive

_ services', many gaps still exist and indicate the need for more effective distri-

bution, and delivery of services. Unfortunately, many of the Civil Rights legal

efforts expended in recent years have not accomplished long-lasting change. In'

.

most cases, responses on the part of the school system are more of.an interim or

`temporary nature. In some school districts, such efforts must be given priority,

'thus diminishing consideration for other curricular innovations such as media

technology.

The negative feeling of many educators and consumers toward technology-based

programs also contributes to the ineffectiveness of our educational system in

general and to small rural schools in particular. It appears that a dispropor-

tionate number of such educators are employed in small geographically isolated

school systems. Although-this observation is not documented, it only requires a

comparison of school programs in schools with varying enrollment. Obviousl
4

school' resources are also responsible for certain differences.

Funding patterns at the local, state, and federal level are another concern.

For instance, on a local level, small communities generally have more limited.

economic bases, bonding problems and proportionately'higher transportation costs
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than larger-Communtties.Morespecifically,smaller sChools are forced to spend

a higher percentage of their budget for certain services than,a school with a
'

much higher enrollment. In turn, a larger school district might allocate five

per cent of-their support budget for media technology and be able to purchase a

comprehensive closed-circuit television system for one of their schools. A

similar investment in a smaller district could absorb the total budget.

Revenue sharing, from all indications, has not significantly affected small

_school systems. Training programs for professional personnel in geographically

isolated areas are limited at best. Employment moving toward specialization of a

highly technical nature, economic trends changing daily; boom towns developing

overnight, recent migration by urban dweller's to rural areas (who demand services

from schools and communities which were previously available to them), transporta-

tion and communication innovations, all contribute to the disparity between urban

and rural school system resources.

it is pointless to use media technology in delivery and distribution of

educational services unless it will accomplish specific goals more effectively 4

and efficiently than could be done otherwise. However, many geographically

isolated regions have special prbblems that school systems must-deal with and

which canlhe addressed through media techdology. Media technology can support

professional staff in rural areas, who because of their relative isolation, may

not be aware of, or have access to, existing resources. Technology can also

assist many rural communities that are economically dependent upon agriculture,

which-have intense seasonal demands and require long-distince travel to Schools; .

problems directly affecting educational opportunity: As

4
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was discussed earlier a large percentage of children in rural

c,
have a first language other than English. Many children are al from migrant

o families who travel with the season from crop to crop and fro school to school.

A combination.of satellite and terrestial deliveryof so ial.and educational

programs can reach areas which are otherwise inaccessible. enrichment programs

Page 19

lated.schools

could be,broadcast to schools to augment presently limited courses of study. Pre--

recorded programs could be prescribed based on individual 'nterest or ability:

The child could electCto watch selected programs providinc a way for schools with

limited resources to bypass the major responsibility of Developing individualized-
,

curriculum. Teachers could be relieved of the extra pr ssure of developing special

programs for'the one or two students who may need addi ional.support in.coping

wit t e ongoing curriculum. 'This could include youn tern with limlted, intellectual

dev lopment or youngsters with diuerse.behavioral dis rders. Home-bound students

could also be served through media technology. Migrant children could receive

a whole series of televised programs broadcast in a sequence throughout the region.

Children whose first language is not English could be accommodated by pro-

viding specially designed cultural programming that could alternate with or

complement English-speaking. programs using multiple audio channeli to transmit

in a second language. '

Commercial satellites and new cable systems have the capacity for two-way

transmission of programs enabling a child in geographically isolated areas to

converse with experts many miles away.They also provide an opportunity for

'small schools to interconnect with major schools and universities which may have

ongoing television-based programs. The in-service training possibilities in

110
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rural communities for personnel at all levels and in many disciplines would

.uggrade the skills of professional staff and provide training for others in diverse

subject matter areas., The "Open University" concept which has proven successful

elsewhere could be one moell to consider in augmenting training services in

rural communities.

The major problems in geographically isolated areas can be compressed into

one' -- limited access to.services. Since most people in rural areas are not

going to move, it will require that certain tradeoffs be made between trahsporta-
,

tion to educational services and telecommunication, weighing such factors as time,

natural resources, energy requiremehts, human and non-human resources, delivery

systems, local, state and national priorities,and finally dollars. The discussions

continue, but theievidence appears to be in favor of telecommunications,with'

televisionthe vehicle.

Media technology should be an integral facet of all existing and proposed

programs in rural isolated areas. However, the mere existance of technology

does not make it either acceptable or effective. It will require the coordinated

efforts and resources of governmental, educational,' and broadcasting disciplines.

Without this concerted effort, it will_be virtually impossible to judge the

effects of television on children and youth in contrast to t e ects of the

social and economic climate on children and youth. These elements are difficult

to define in isolation. Perhaps it's Mb re than a causal relationship!! Regard-

less, it is evident that the large number of children and youth living in geo-

, graphically isolated areas are a group much too large for the Federal Government

to ignore in their planning, development and delivery of health, social, and

educational services.
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SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Support the design, development and promotion,of programs using telecommuni-
.cation technology, for children and youth in geographically isolated areas.

2. Support the continued investigation of telecommunications projects designed to
demonstrate that geographically contiguous communities fan be effectively
served by media technology.

en.

3. Promote increased°user participation in decisions that affect the educational,
health and .social services in geographically isolated communities and provide
greater equalization of opportunity for populations in communities with diverse
economic and geographic characteristics.

4. Support the research and evaluation of user acceptance models in the delivery
of social serovices .and the cost of the various deliyery modes.

5. .Support the evaluation of existing children's television programs to determine
their relevance for geographically isolated children and youth.

. 6. Maintain and expand efforts to demonstrate the feasibility of using communi-
cation satellites in the delivery of health, education, and social services
to geographically isolated areas.

7. Support the study and, development of educational and health programs in rural
areas using two-way audio. and video interaction available by satellite or by
cable.

8. Support.the study-of alternate techniques for developing content based on
;cultural and ethnic universals relevant to minority populations in geographi-
cally isolated areas.

9. Study and consider the subsid4zing of production by public and priAte tele-
vition facilities for developing programs specific to populations.in geo-
graphically isolated areas.

JO. Study and consider the subsidizing of local cable television systems or
community translator systems enabling theim to serve geographically isolated
areas presently not receiving television programming.

11. Promote-the ldcal distribution of selected television programs by combination
of cable ,and translator to schools, community centers, hospitals and other
community gathering centers.

12. Promote the development and implementation of school-related media technology
programs and activities in concert with local colleges and universities
enabling professional staff tg receive inservice credit foh participation.
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SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: (continued)

13. Support the study.of population movements from urban to rural areas todetermine trends, patterns, needs, services, and their relitiOnshi0 totelevision programming.

14.. Suppoft the investigation and analysis of differences between rural isolatedpopulations and those in s.pecific urban areas (ghettos, barrios, etc.) who,may be just as isolated and who might also benefif from television-basedenrichMent programs.

.15. :Promote the study and development of telecommunication consortia designedto maximize media technology resources in rural areas-

16. Encourage better utilization and application of mediated instruction ingeographically isolated areas.

17. Gather and analyze information demonstrating cooperative efforts betweenand among federal, state, and local governmental agencies to improve servicesto geographically isolated areas.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:

.Need for information to guide policy and resource allocation detisigtis forprograms deigned for rural areas, including terrestial and satellite
telecommunications systems.

2. .Need for additional information on the utilization of communication satellitesand low-cost ground terminals for geographically isolated areas.

3. Need for improvement in educational, health, and social prograins, and servicesacross geographic barriers and within varied cultural groups. These servicesshould include training for professional staff at remote areas while pro-,viding culturally relevant curriculum to students.

4.* Need for a user thvolvement in the design, implementationand evaluation ofeducational, health,,and social programs and services in rural isolated areas
. that reflect,the unique characteristics in the area and the population. Thisshould include a comprehensive needs assessment reflecting resources and con -straints indigenous to rural areas.

4
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APPENDIX E

CABLE C ERAGE IN SELECTED RURAL COMMUNITIES

Region & Community
. Population

Alaska

Barrow 1,314
Juneau 15,000
Sitka 6,109

Rocky Mountain

Show Lou, Arizona 2,223
Montrose, Colorado 6,496
Glasgow, Montana

. 5,870
Gillette, Wyoming 8,500
Gallup, New Mexico 14,900
Kalispell, Montana '18,500
Montpelier, Idaho 2,600,

Appalachia

No. Subscribers

90
1,800

987

740
1,390
1,600
2,131
4025
4,830

300

Bluefield, West Virginia 15,000 4,845
Pulaski, Virginia
Bennettsville, South Carolina TON' 1,400

1,610
Maysville, Kentucky 7,411. 2,874 ,



United States ,

Rocky Mountain*

Appalachia

Alaska

Black Population:

United States

Rocky Mountain

Appalachia

Alaska
.

Spanish Heritage Population:

United States

Rocky Mountain

Appalachia

Alaska

APPENDIX F

RACE BY URBAN AND RURit

URBAN RURALTOTAL

203,212,877!

8,281,56

31,458,444

I

149,334,020

6,063,724

16,886,807

53,878,857

2,217,838

14,541,637

300,382 146,529 153,853

22,549,815 18,338,421 4,211,394,

178,416 168,918 9,498

6,595,133 3,782,227 2,812,906

8,860 , 7,085 ' 1,775

9,249,509 8,156,583 1,137,926

1,142,592 853,125 289,467

164,917 130,561 34,356

6,279 4,096 2,183



ADDENDUM
IMPACT OF TELEVISION ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH
IN GEOGRAPHICALLY ISOLATED AREAS --
LOUIS A. BRANSFORD

Question la' ID What extent is current CTV programming responsive to the
needs and problems identified in the initial report?

Current CTV programming is addressing' several of the concerns identified

in the report:

a The'Emergency School Aid Act television series is providing and will
g4,

provider-in-the next two years, programming in areas relating to cultural
1p

diversity, bilingualism, tension and conflict reductid% programs, special

math programs, and historical programs reflecting the major minorities in

the country.

b. Local public television stations have developed and broadcast a variety

of programs on subject matter at all levels. The questionable quality of

such programs many times has limited their distribution.

c. The Alaskan Health Care Delivery Experiment is addressing health problems

alluded to in the report, -but only on a limited basis.

d. At the present time there are no programs specifically designed for migrant

families.

Overall, the current CTV programming is not adequately meeting the needs

of rural populations, but has the potential with creative use of existing and

filmic materials and judicioUs planning in new Wogram productions to serve

children and youth in geographicSlly isolated areas.

Reasonable objectives that might be considered in meeting the Reeds out-

lined in the report would include:
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The use of videocassette recorders on buses for students traveling

long distances to,school. Existing film and tape maierials could be used.

If long distance is .a factor, not requiring students to be in attendance

at school on a daily basis; rather transmitting school programs to a local

facility enabling the students to maintain continuity with the activities

of their respective class. A certain number of days, of school at

shouTTINrequired to provide students with socialization experienc s.

Migrant families if a-monitoring system Were implemented,could be followed

ndance

as they travel through the region, enabling-schools to provide an ongoing

continuous program. Traditionally, migrant families do not announce that

they are leaving an area and.secondly,_most_often do not notify schools

of their arrival.' As a result, many days elapse before youngsters are.:

identified and provided educational-services. :The transfer of school

records presents an additional problem. If invasion of privacy is over-

looked, perhaps an electronic sensor monitoring systeM might provide an

ongoing surveillance of our migrant populations._
u"

A more acceptable system would be to reimburse migrant families for

notifying the schools of their arrival and departure. Post cards could

be provided and upon receipt of the post card, some monetary reimbursement

would be provided. In this way a continuous educational program eithe'r

by television or by traditional means can be provided to migrant children.

4. An expansion of the present E.S.A.A. television series to address the

remaining needs and problems is also recommended.

0
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Question #2 - What criteria would you suggest be utilized to - support the.invest-
.

.ment'in.TV as oppoSed to some alternatiO form of service? .

The criteria that J,would suggest be utilized to justify television as an

alternate form of service is economic, primarily-based on'effectil/e use of man-
.,

power. It will require that We reduce the "run-away" labor intensive organiza-

tion in our schools, where approximately 80 per cent of instructional budgets

are ear-marked for salaries. This is in rural areas. Perhaps the use

of mediated instruction with television as the vehicle would reduce this labor

intensive problem in rural schools. Although it might be an unpopulir suggestion

since it might reduce manpower, it is not intended to replac% teachers but rather

to provide a more comprehensive curriculum in schools that cannot afford specialists.

It'is, also, an alternative that would probably make better use of traditional

generalists in the schools. This, alternative would obviously be contingent .on

access to existing filmic MaterialS..,

Question,#3 - What might be the most ucoful meads of acquiring good data on
needs assessment, viewership, and impact from rural groups that
would be,interpretable and useful?

A number of research studies need to be conchlted that systematically

compare rural audiences with urban audiences. Rural atences in many cases

have had limited experiences with public television and have limited basis for

making decisions on instructional programming. Many mes perceived needs and

actual needs are incongruent. Any study will first of all need to identify and

validate the needs of rural communities and consider'such variables hours

viewed, type of prtigrams viewed, and changes in behavior_or knowledge as a

result of theirparticipation.

t
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Question #4 - In your judgment can television be more responsive to individu-
alized requieements than the traditional educational system?

I believe that television has the capability of being responsive to needs

of individual children, particularly in rural areas which presently have resource

constraints. A series of films and taps on some specific subject matter can

provide an enrichment experience to a rural classroom that would not be other-
,

wise available. It is' unrealistic to expect teachers who may be responsible

for teaching in several disciplines'to individualize the subject matter to meet

d

the needs of all students in their class. On the Other hand, aBritannica film
r

series developed by specialists reflects' extensive planning and development --

much more planning time than any teacher inisolation has. The use of such a-
!

series could proVide the teacher release' time which would enable her to give-

certain children with special needs more individual attention. The teacher

could also localize and reinforce the rYograth through field trips and print

media. To illustrate further; there are still many rural schools where one

-teacher is responsible for several graP levels. This presents probl'ems at any

level, but is much more serious at the junion(highschool level 'where,Subject

matter becomes more specialized. What i; even more devestating is a mediocre.

teacher. Students not willing to.sit ti-nough another year of frustration may

elect to drop out Such a situation could be alleviated through mediated

instruction that would provide.students wiI some variety in their educational

g In recent years, the Ford Foundation Small Schools Project'developed

exten;le.print media which could be used to augment a class utilizing a tele

vision series as its primary base. Reports from participating schools indicate

.
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the project has been successful. What is of paramount importance in such an

arrangement is the need for a responsive mechanism. Just watching the program

does not assure assimilation or accommodation of the subject matter. The locali-

zing and interactive capability of the teacher must complement mediatet instruc-

tion of all kinds.' A possible exception mightltre Computer Acisted Instruction

(CAI). Although this grogram has a built-in response mechanism that provides

*mediate 1.einforcement to students, its high cost limits bseage. A more

realistic cost-effectiyetrade offwill be the utilization'of mediated instruc-
.

tion in concert with people.

a
'Question #5'- Would something along the lines of, the Australian "outback" radio

system be applicable, for example, for the Rocky'Mountain region?

The Australian "outback" system using'eadio 'has demonstrated tremendous

success over the years. This, however, might not be the case in the United States,.,

The differenceOtween Australia and the United States, is one of acceptance. The

continental -United States has been saturated with television -- not necessarily
.

/

high quality television and in many cases, no public television; but television

is reaching almost all people. It-i's also known that people will select tele-

vision overthe-printed word mradio when given 6 choice. Exception's of course,

are the use of the automobile radio and very specialiied programs such as.those

broadcast.bY National Publik Radio. What might'be'of particular* value in the

use of radio would be the interactive capability, that could be .used to supple-.

ment other. filmic or printed materials; In many ofOUr rural comMunities im the (N

Rocky Mountains, many local radio stations, because of their-low wattage have

limited transmitftg capability, particularly after dark; yet through cable

'or translator systems, these communiqgs may have access to television.
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Question #5-b - Have multiple audio channels been explored beyond,the idea
stage for meeting special needs of geographically isolated
childreh?

Our STD project has explored the use of multiple audio channels for trans-
.

mission of programs in other languages of, dialects.. We elected not to utilize
t

this capability with the present programs because of limited resources arid be-

t.

cause of the'level of our STD programs. It was felt.that the translation of

career education programs into Spanish would not assure content relevance at

the junior high 'level in career education. The language that is pretently used

to teach classes in the United States at the junior high school level is English.

Voice over of any program in another language does not make it relevant. It

was decided that if the multiple audio lines were used to transmit in a second

language, the success or failure of our Demonstration might be based more on

the language element than on the `delivery system or the subject matter. The

capabilityis the , and hopefully in future programs, will be utilized in'
appropriate areas.

5

The 'existing bilingual television programs that are available through

the public television stations aredemoilstr'ating interest and acceptance of; a

second language in our English-speaking schools. Ironically, there seems to

be'as much or more interest in Villa Alegre on the part of our-non-Spanish

speaking-populations as from those who speak Spanish. This could be indicative
. 0

of the new social climate which has demohstrated greater sensitivity for the

culturally different. Perhaps this is also,a'reflection on many of the present

bilingual prograffis which have been provied to Spani II-speaking youngsters in a

remedial mode, many times impugning the J page rather than creating a greater

A.;

0

ss.
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feeling of pride and interest in the knowledge of their native tongue. As has

been mentioned several times, public television must first be available before

people can benefit from such programs as Villa Alegre and Carrascolendas.

Question #6 - Do you have any data or opinions on satellite cost-effectiveness?

The cost-effectiveness of-satellite distribution has not yet been demon-

,strated. The frofit end costs are high, the life span of the satellites is short,

and the present use of communication satellites is limited. Previous satellites'

have eelsired high-powbred, expensilve receiving systems. The ATS/6 is a high-'

powered satellite which requires relatively inexpensive ground receiving termi-

nals. However, there are only.130 terminals presently being used. If amortiza-

tion and mass production were considered, the cost'per unit obviously would he

reduced.

Western Union recently conducted a cost study comparing their WESTAR

satellite with the telephone distribution. For their uses, they demonstrated

cost-effectiveness, but their findings would'be difficult to. apply in a broad-
.

based,distribution system because of present satellite limitations. The cost for

use of satellites in the future, particularly domestic satellites providing:)

service on a tariff basis, will be determined on channel capability, number of

users, and traffic models. A 1

it

these factors must be taken into consideration

before satellite use is cost-effective. In the meantime,,it is apparent to me

that the federal government must 000tinue to subsidize satellite demonstrations.

Question #7 - What implications do the fin gs revealing no significant differ-
ences across ethnic'groupt orIcross programs have on proposed
policies toward CTV?
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I must caution the reade i. on interpreting the findings that revealed

no differences across ethnic groups or across programs in the Cordova study. This

study was only concerned with hours of viewing time. What must be taken into

consideration, are attitudes and knowledge gains as a result of television

programming. This will require additional study. On the other hand, bepuse of

the saturation of commercial ,television, we have a much more sophisttcated popu-

lation, even in rural areas. If is is the case, perhaps more programs that

have a universal base might be appropriate for both rural and urban audiences,,

and should bedqt6d. This is yet to be determined. Obviously, the important,

element will be programs that are socially, and educationally relevant and that .

-reflect the urban and rural dimensions. Another factor that is somewhat difficult

to measure but permeates much of the experience in geographically isolated areas,

is a rural mentality. This phenomenon should also be studied. -

Question #8 - What is meant by thacausal relationship between geographically
isolated areas and television?

The causal relationship refers to the problems and needs in geographically

isolated areas and the fact that providing television programs will not necessarily

alleviate or alter the situation. There are too many intervening variables that

also must be considered.

What I have attempted to do in this addendum is to clarify certain points

raised in the initial report. This addendum, for the most part, reflects personal

biases and value judgments. They are intended more for discussion purposes and

for stimulating further study.
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HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AN!) TELEVISION

by

Carolyn J. Nygren and Frank B. Withrow

iNTRODUCTIO11

Conservative estimates indicate that the average American child

spends five hours of each, day watching television. The success of SesaWe

Street, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, The Electric Company, Zoom, Vision

On, Fat Albert, and other quality programs which have a high entertain

ment value as well as informational value has demonstrated that children

will choose such programs when they are availablec There is good evidence

that not only do children choose to watch the programs, but *they also

leain from them. The results of the pre- and posttesting of the skills

taught by-Sesame Street indicate that disadVantaged Children, the target

population, learn,as much as advantaged children do if they watch the

same amount of programming; The testing showed that-all children-learned

froM the program, leading researchers Ball and Bogatz to observe,-"that

many children need compensatory, education, including a larger proportion

we fail to recognize when we conventionally think of the term Icompensatory'P.

Although the term "compensatory education!' has been used to

describe the need of the disadvantaged child, it perhaps better describes

the need of the handicapped child. While the disadvantaged'child may not

come, from a background that would expose him 'to activities that would

Increase his likelihood of learning skills taught in schools, there is

little reaspnto believe that he does not have the same capabilities of

responding to those activities if exposed to them. Although T.V. has

been found to provide good exposure to materials for the disadvantaged

child, it is not clear that it is as good a vehicle for the handicapped,

child-who-may not have the same sensory-or physical capabilities.

1
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There is little available information about the usefulness of

television to handicapped children. The first half of this report will

try to identify which problems of handicapped children television pro-

gramming might be expected to reduce. It will then deal with the appro-

priateness of present programming to both normal and handicapped child-

ren and then discuss the alternatives possible to increase effectiveness.

LANGUAGE bEVELOPMENT

Communication skills are problems to most handicapped children.

Communication involves knowledge of a communication system (spoken language)

and then a rea and writing system-based'on that language. It also

involves a krwle f the world in'order to have something to communi-

cate. To see how these two kinds of knowledge build on each other we

shou look at the language development of the normal child.

There is little evideiice that in there is con-

scious teaching of language at any stage.. The actions of adult care-

.takers can best be described as attempts to communicate with the children.

They speak to them in short,.simple sentences. As the child's language

develops, the adult's language seems to stay just slightly ahead of the

child's in complexity. Whatever information the child doesn'Cget from

the language is supplied by non-linguistic means, by gesture or by. mani-

.pulalion so that the child.can,begin to match the situation he;already

knows with the language he is just. learning. Not all language.the child

is exposed.to becomes data for his learning. Only that which he can attach

a meaning to can possibly, help him to learn language. He must understand

enough of the language to be able to supply the meaning of what he doesn't

know by being able to understand the situation or the gesture used by the

person communicating with him. Wheh communication of the adult to the

child is successfUl, the child has bit of meaningful data about lan-

guage. When the child tries to co unicate with his parents, he experi-

ments with using his language and becomes more and more proficient.'

; ,
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A child may receive a message by using the language alone, but

it is more likely that a young child receives a message because he was

helped by a gesture or by the fact that he understood the situation being

referred to. For the normal child who gets constant exposure both to

situations in which he leaks about the world and also to language,

there is probably an increase in the abstractness of the units for which

he needs to rely on situational dr gestural clues until he is able to rely

completely on the language.

° The child' must have three capacities in order to learn language

in this natural way. He must have intact sensory mechanisms in order to

receive the sound-of the language, the physical capabilities to experience

the environment the language describes; and the ability to generalize his

experience with language. The reason the handicapped child may,not learn

language spontaneougly the way his peers do is that he either lacks

the sensory or physical capabilities to make use of the natural situation

for language learning, or he lacks the ability to'generalize from the few

examples of each language concept the natural situation provides him.

'Reading and writing skills must be based on language skills. Even

language skills are present, physical limitations such as blindness may

prevent the acquisition of reading and writing skills.

Materials to teach communication skills to children with one

ihandcapping condition may-be very different from those desigrled to teach

communication to children with another. Those with sensory deficits

(deaf, blind) cannot learn the normal 'communication systems easily be-
,

cause of their sensory deficits, but not because of any intellectual

inability to do so. Those with intellectual deficits may also be unable

to learn the normal communication systems easily, but since their senses

are inladt, materials to help them to learn to communicate should be at

least conceptualiZed asabeing different front that for the child with a

sensory deficit.

If the primary problem in learning the language system is sen-

sory, and not the lack of access to situations in the real world (deaf-

ness) then-early training would be On language as structure. If-the
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problem is access to the real world, but no sensoryaccss(to language

(blindness, orthopedically handicapped), then more attention would be

paid to normalizing heir experiences. If because of Tetardation the

problem is not ical access to either the real world or to language,

but lack of ability to use effectively what the child is exposed to, then

the materials would focus on teaching or helping the'child to learn both

language structure and formation about the real, world. The language

"curriculum" for the handicapped child has to be determined by where

the interaction between the real world and language, structure breaks

-Clown. The building of communication skills and increasing information

tire" wofld"are areas television has tidressed'itself to 'in child-

ten.

CHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE HANDICAPS

The children to be considered in this report are those ,those

conditions make them eligible for help from the Federal government as

authorized in the Education of the Handicapped Act (P.L. 93-380) which

defines handicapped-children as those who are "mentally retarded, hard

of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emo-

tional.ly disturbed, crippled or other health impaired children who by

reason thereof require special education and related services".
(1)

4.

More information about the nature of each handicapping condition and

what communication problems are common for them are important in de-
,

ciding whether tele/ision programming can be of use.

0

* References appear in the List of References.
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Hearing Impairment

Medically Significant hearing losses occur in about 1 out of

every ,five children. Seven persons per thousand have bilateral auditory

insensitivity of a degree which hap been described as.being socially and

'educationally significant
(2)

. In terms of It person's ability to function,

a division is made between those who are hard-of-hearing and those who

are deaf. 'Hallowell. Davis has suggested that the dividing line is at

92 dB. (IS 0 )
(3) Since the hearing impaired child is handicapped by

having less access tothe sound of his language, a functional-distinc-

tidd-qini,ba-made'by'hoWThb:thiTTS-Fems tb"be leatififirrangage-----
.

Whether by andbeary ,oar nonauditory means. if a child functions 'as a

hard-of-helihng5chitd, he is'likely to have a very different educational

career from a chskd who functions as deaf.

"The hatd-of-hearing child leavis language in the usual way,

i.e. through the auditory processes, and in time approximates normality,

in linguistic and academic competence provided guidance, differential

educational attention, stimulation, and, tutoring are utilized fro ~.'

very early years of life. The deaf child, in contrast, acquires language

by use If non-auditory processes, and may eharacteristically fall short

of linguistic and academic normality, with the same amount of time and

effort exerted..

Typically, the hard-of-hearing child is linguistically and aca-

demically behind but not to the extent that the dear youngster is (Berg,

1970). Under present educational programming in the United States, 60

percent of all students 16 years of age or older in schools for the deaf

have been found to read at grade level 5.3 or below (Boatner, 1965; McClure,

1966). Only 5 percent read at tenth grade level or better, and most of

these hearing impaired students either have had normal, hearing during

spoken language developmeotl, or are hard-of-hearing."
(4)

.0.1"-rs



Mental Retardation

Mental retardatio'n is described by The American Association on

Mental Deficiency as "subaverage intellectual functioning which originates

during the developmental period and is associated with impairment in

adaptive behavor". (5)

-It is estimated that 3% of the pOpulation, about 6 1/2 million

people are retarded, (about 2,800,000 under age 21). They are divided

into 4 groups.

."4Severely and Profoundly Handicapped

Five percent of the.retarded.population fall into one of

these two categories. .'The IQ of these persons* as measured on The Stan-

ford Binet is 35 or below., These persons would be expected to have a ,

degree of independence only in a controlled environment.

Moderately Handicapped

Six percent of the retarded population are classified as

'moderately retarded. IQ Scores are between 36 t4p51 on The Stanford

Binet. These persons are described as being able to "be trained to

communicate and to look.after their personal needs on a daily basis --

but have poor social. awareness and adaptability".(6) They need a par-

. tiallysheltered environment.

Mildly Handicapped

Eighty -nine percent of the retarded population are classified

as mildly retarded in the .52 to 67 range. These persons. are considefed

able to work in competitiveemployment and live independent liveS.
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° . One problem in

that mist standardized t

minority segments,of the

as The Stanford Binet ci

people who are not part

determining

eats used to

populations

ted in the f

of the major

showed that although Blacks and Memi

aotual incidence of 'retardation is

deterline retardation are unfair to
.o

'Verbal intell.gence. tests (such

gures above) are likely to put

ty culture at a
4K

disadvantage. Jones

anAmerican'S comprise 21% of the

pupils enrolled in California, they are'52% of the children labeled retarded.

California, as of January, 1975, disContinUet the use of \Q tests to

place children in educably mentally retarded classes until pending court

action 'determines the-status of such testing. .

Most studies have concluded/Tat mentally retarded persons have

problems with language-vocabulary,mo4hoiogy and syntax. (9)
Since IQ e'

tests are highly verbal, a language problem,is likely to be the most im-

portant factor iff placing. children in classes for the retarded.
,

AI' 4.0

Crippled and Other Health Impaired

%

Or
iheterm crippled refers to the absence, paralYsis or other

impairment of the limbs, back, or trunk. inie term "other health impaired"

covers a range of conditions which are relatively long-lasting andal'ay'.

involve the heart, blood, re iratory, or digestive systems. AlthVgh a

child who is oilly physically handicapped would have no difficulty-in

learning language and reading,\any children who mlipave on of these .

1
.

condition .as their major handicdp have other handicapping c_hditiong
. ,- .-

as well which re.Ots in insufficient communication skiltW7 Refardaion
4

. is .a common secondary:handicap.. A significant probleM arises in tithe edu-
v

cation of the cereb al-palsbed child. Because of the lackaof.motorcontrol,

(-8)

the Child may be unable to form, recognizable words or depobnatate hehas

unerstood the language of others. The lack 1110"Contral also means le4in-

ing-to TIgrite-is difficult. ,It Is estimated that in 1970', 4676,000

crippled or having other-health problems. 7
- ren.codlcke class

. 0.

320;000 were estimated being substingally handicapkdby cerebral'

palsy. :It ip likely tha the cerebral-itisied'popitlation May farger
0

7)

*4 sr
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than the estimate. given due to misdiagnosis of some per or, as retarded.

4.

Visual impairment,.

.

Wal definition of legalpblindhess is that corrected
,'1

visual acui66isfrib better than 20/200 in the better eye or the angle

of viaion subtended is no greater than 20°. In 1970 there were 32,000

o'' ...:;ridilaw aged 0to,21 who were legally but not totally blind, and about
. ., p.
' .:,,13,000 totally blind youths. In terms of determining whether a per-

. ..

son is handicapped and to what degree a d(144Rifion in terms of ability'
41,

to function \s, more desirable. One of the most important ways a visOally-
f

impaired person may be handicapped is in his ability to use_ the most

common methods of communicating Information in academic settings -

reading and writing. A person declared legally blind may be able to

readlby the usual method even if it is nec ssary to hold the print -
4

'closer. If not, he may be very handicappecl educationally. Inallitity

to read newspaper print, a deprivation of pproximately 20/70 describes

the state of about 193,000 persons between 0 and 21.
GOY-

n e ,

A'
;

Specific Learning Disabilities

k

_

ThOse-with specific learning -disabilities are included as one

of.the.tapget

ance.and'Bill

xtlearningdis

populations of the proposed Developmentally Disabled Assist-.

Rights Act "of 1974. "By including persons'with specific.

the-Committee it4ncluding a population which is
v v

by far the largest of any category cf persont with, developmental disa-
E (11)billeiea_constielite'10 percent or more of our 'schoo144ge population."

Although this act.does'notiefine specific learning-disapilities, itwas
0- 0

defined inj'ublic. Law 93-380, the Education'of the HandicappeclAct,

0

0
air
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The term "Children with specific Aearning disabilities"

o means those children who have-a.disorder in one or more of
. the baiAo psychological processes involved in understanding

or in using language, spoken ox written, which disorder
may manifest itself in.imperfect ability to listen, think,
speak, read, write, spell, or do matheMatical calculations.
Such disoqers include such conditions as perceptual handi-
caPs, brain injury, minimal Main dysfunction, dyslexia, and
developmental aphasia. Such term does not include children
who have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing, or.motor handicaps, of ,mental retardation,
of emotional disturbance, or of environmental disadvantage. (12)

The broad language of the definition has allbwed for.very different

interpretations on the part of individuals doing the diagnosis. This has

meant that there is little conalensus on the -1G% pereent of incidence attested

to by the Developmentally DisablecAct. S'enf reports that estimates of

incidence rates range from less than 1% to greater than,30%..(
13)

Emotional Disturbances
4

The. Education of the Handicapped Act encompasses all types of

conditions that might be referred to as 'emotional disturbances. In 1970

it was'estiMated that 1,500',000-Parsons from 0 to-21 suffered from emo-

tional disturbance. The Developmenfally DisabledAssistan,ce and Bill of

Rights Act refers to the Spegificdisability,of autism, and estimates

that 80;000 persons might be called autistic. '

The cadse. of autisntis a,subject of controversy.,. While many

authorities are comingto the conclusion that autism is caused by.a bio-

themical problem, others believe thar.t Cold home environment is the

key factor. The impossibility.of determining a cause for autism and the

autiptickis often a5 .

led many professionals

to an "autistic" child.

realization that the labeling of a ch$111 as being

serious a problem as the handicap itself is, have
.

to refer to "autistic-like behaviors" rather than

The diagnosis fs made by observation of behavior. "Autistic

children, of course, show the ',characteristic from which the condition

takes its name, namely extreme withdrawal and failure to relate ti other

Persons. In addition, these children have a tendency tO.stereotyped and

4
tbe

41.
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"Jitualistic forms of behavior, motor mannerism, inapptopriate.responses

to sensory stimuli,-and language, impairment or complete lack of speech-1

-Indeed, the most frequently noted feature of this condition is the severe
(14)

language impairment."

Autistic behavior represents one of the most severe conditions

of emotional disturbance.' Some of the more moderate forms'ofemotional

disturbance show histories of children who prior to the onset of their

problem functioned adequately within their family and school. Many

emotionally disturbed children will be returned to ndtinal life patterns
tafter intense therapy.

Speech Impairment

Conditions that, might be labeled speech impairment range from
.04#

the relatively mildly disabling condition of poor articuiation,in the

first grader, to the very disabling condition of cleft palate or the

absence of a larynx. ,In.between the two extremes may be the very dif-
.

ferent problems of stuttering and delayed speech. In 1970 there were

an estimated 2,200,000 persons between 0 to 21 with some form of speech

impairment.

Language Impairment

Int

Since IQ tests given to most children ate hi hly verbal, it

is difficult to determine if there are children who ha e a language

problem, but have normal intelligence. That there are such children is

supported by the results of dome clinical testing of children who had.
P

been identified by an experiinental screening instrument as using un-

usually simple language structures. Performance on an imitation teat of.

sentences with varying complexity was found to relate to verbal IQ scores

on the Wechsler 11,ieschdol and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI),

but'not to performance scores for,eight Children who were given a full.

battery of tests. Two children who h ad Performance scores within the

nofmal,range had verbal sc;resthat Wouldave made them eligible for

Glasses for the retarded in most s choold (79,or below).

O



The concept of having a language pidblem independent of a cog-

nitive one is not understood'or even fully accepted. Progress toward

deciding whether that distinction is real is the deyelopment of tests

which do not handicap the child who speaks a dialect other than standard

English. The new concern about misdiagnosis. of minorities and intairese

in e tablishing culture-free tests as well as the movement towards the

reduction in use of the standardized tests may result in reducing the

misdiagndsis. This wi.,11 affect current incidence rates of mental retar-

dation and open the door for careful investigation of the idea of lan-

guage impairment.

The total number of handicapped children who are served by

edudatianal programs is complicated because of the differences in defini-

tian among states and the Federal definition of handicaps. The following"

data which was published by Weintraub.
(15)

in 1971 provides reasonable

estimates of the different proportion of school-aged children classified

by disabilities. This report indicated that 40%, or 2,366,000, of these

children were receiving some special education. Data receivedby the
O

Bureau of Educatidh for. the HandicarMIN(BEH); United States Office of

Education, as Of December, 1974, from state education agenciesipdicates

a total of 6,210,962 landicapped.childrerunder,21 years of age of.Which

3,805,161 are receiving - service and;2,405,801 who are unserved by special

education. Iris estimated by.BEH that the preschool handicapped popula-

tion is 1,000,040 childreh, thus the total 0-21 age handicapped population
.

is slightly more than'7,000,000.

A
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TABLE 1. SCHOOL-AGED HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.440 UNITED STATES
(16)

DISABILITY CATEGORkj_,, ;NUMBER OF CHILDREN

PERCENT-
,OF

TOTAL

TMR - trainable mentally retarded

EMR -.educable mentally retarded

HH hard ofhearing

b deaf

SI - speech impaired

VI - visually impaired

ED - seriously emotionally disturbed

C - crippled or orthopedically
handicapped

OHI - other health impaired (includes.
learning disabled)

MH - multiply handicapped

TOTAL

41

191,063

1,147,803

260,981

45,68140

2,145,647

64,718

749,441

.2
19.4

4.4

.7

36.2

1.1

12.6

183,802

5,,914,121

#48.6

loo.o

SEA'S estimates of served and unserved handicapped school-aged

children in the United States.

Total handicapped children 6,210,9&2

Served 3,805,161

Unserved 1,405,801

State Education Agency '(SEA) report to the Bureauof Education

for the Handicapped, United States Office of EdUcation, pecember, 1974.

This year's report did not include a,,breakdown by disability category,.

however it is assumed that the'proportional relation icOmpar.able.between

1971-1974. (17)

O
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EFFECTIVE PROGRAMING FOR NORMAL GHILUREN

Much of the current programming is designed to build language

and reading-skills and to provide information about-the world - just

_ the areas that the handicapped child needs most, Before answering the question of

how effective the programming is for the handicapped child, we must first answers

the question of how appropriate the programming is; for the normal child.

. Friedlander's research has shown that primary aged normal children

do not understand much of what is,psesentea' to themT. He suggests that

much_of the difficulty in every day life is hidden because, for example,

the childr,em..maybe responding appropriately to a command because of

their understandingn.of the situation rather than their understanding, o-f

the language. He reasons that much of what children from 4-9 see on

T.V. or,heAr from a fast alking.teacher'is not understood.

"Television instruction, involving relatively fine-grained

information, which fails to take this difficulty into account on the

basis of systematic analysis is highly vulnerable to communication, failure

and incomprehensibility.

- The extensive behavioral learning that children obviously pick

up from broadcast. T.V. is confined almost exclusively to gross behavior,

attitudt modelihg, and mimicry. And, while children obviodsly, retain

large amounts of rote material (commercial,jiloles, alphabet songs, etc.)o.
this retention tends to.be cJ2, o#fined-almost exclusively to materials which

Aare presedted with -end0.ess repetition. There is no conflict-whatever

between the observationg that young ,children can learn from T.1.1..ear-

Loons, dramas, and commercials, yet often fail to absoO the kinds, of

information presented in unsystematized non-repetitive instructional

programs.'''
(18)

0,
Even the teaching of vocabulary through much repetition may not

d

-41ways-be sucdessful. EVe Clark has presented evidence that there are

three stages in. the acquipitionolthe meaning Of the words before and after.
0

0

,-

A
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Stage One Children will use an ordervf mention strategy. to

understand.a sentence.- Regar less of which of

the words is used, and regar4less of in which of

the claused the word appears, the child will assume

that the first event mentioned was the first event

to ccur.

,After he went to the store, he went home.

Before he went to the store, he went home.

c. He went to the store after he went home.

d, He went to,the store before he went home.

For a child at this slage;.the person in question went to

the storl first in all of these statements, veil though

to the adult this is true of only a and d.

Stage Two The chid will interpret the 'sentences with before correctly,

but not those with after.- He might use an order-of-
,

mention strategy for after or he might seem to be inter-

preting after as, hedoes before,

Stage. 'Three dien understand before and after ad adatscdo.,
oeo

Clark's results show a distinct_increase in,knoWledge Siva

before and after between age 3,and age 5, when the system seems to' be
(l9) , .

known completely.

One of the objectives of Sesame;-)Street for l97477$ wasto -teach.,

the concepts of before and after. In terms of the age range of SeSame.
o

S'treet's audienceandthe age range of the learning of the words befor*
.

and after. found by, Clark,. it woula seemthat these concepts 'might be

reasonable;to attempt. to teach. But careful research Shourd,take place

to determine (l that the children need .the material, (2) t'ha. t they item

what is presented,! (3) whether only the older. children, learn the material.
- _

Pre and-posttesting of the words shoUld be compreted using all the environments

ueecrin Clark's study. Both testing and programming shouldihclude

O
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both'words used in sentences in which they introduce the first clause

ana in sentences'in which they intrAduce the second clause. A large

age range of children'shonldjve included in the testing to span

the years indicated as the range 4n which the learning of these words

takes place spontaneously. If children of three learn before and after

in all positions, this would be of interest to Eve Clark. If they

do not, her results might help T.V. producers understand why they, did not.

Research of this intensity is necessary to test whether the simple

vocabulary goals are appropriate and are being reached. There is no

evidence-dat sucLi research is now being done.

Analys of Effective Programming

Friedlander points out that there is little evidence about

the most effective programtnitg for children at different, ages.
/11..

"There is little or ncrhard knowledge, 'there is only lore, about

what constitutes effective programming for given types of information

intended. to specific groups categorized by age, intelligence, language

mastery, socio-economic status, and other significant variables. The

;Joie i's based on the'highly subjective impr ssions of producers and

teachers. ,
"

o

Although. Chere"are more than 100,1300 educational films in une

."-

in schools, as far ai'is known not a single one of them na6 ever been

'Objected to detailed analysis of children's comprehension of the

visual/auditory contents at the time of preseritation.

One)cif the ironies of contemporary T.V. production practice

is that techniques employed to.gain one aspect of communicative effective-

riess may actuallyiinhibit, a tore important element of effectiveness;

lgpeciiically,-the high -speed pace and frequent scene changes which some

merams employ may be highly suited to mobilizing children's attentional

We.. However, there are ample grolands for the hypothesis that such
.

techniques ilupede thqtr comprehension."
;

(20)

*..
-

.

,
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EVFECTIVE PROG NMINC FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'

There are problems with current television.programming for

normal children with.the choice of units when the goal is the teaching

of language and reading;_ problems with the language to be used when the

goal is to convey knowledge; and problems with the method to use when

attempting either. The problems are multiplied when dealing with

television fdr use with4landicapped.children. Children whose major

handicap is language are likely to have more trouble understanding

the information to be transmitted than the normal children..

It is likely that the world of a young child is simple enough

that the young deaf'child need only learn the language to,match situations

he already knows. The world of the hearing adolescent and adult is com-'

plicated. There is evidence that older deaf children because of their

limited language ability and therefore limited ability to interact with
epp

with the complex world, do not havethe background to handle sophisticated

concept% either verbally or nonverbally. Patricia L6oney skidw4d the

movie, "The Refiner's Fire", to hearing impaired children aged 9-18. The

nonverbal film was mide,by three high school students after the Washing-

ton, D.C., riots in 1968. Moving squares and circles of two colors tell

the story of the realities of prejudice. Although the film was non-

verbal and therefiisi:ideal for hearing impaired students, it was

found that few students derived any abstract meaning from it. After

seeing'the film, the students were asked to write what each thought the

idea of the movie had been. Most students wrote about the movements

of-squares and the circles. Only two children pe.rceived the film as

being about the problems of being different.

° Understandin f even nonverbal films depends upon the non-

linguistic experiences of the observer at that time. Most hearing im-

paired persons are deprived of the same nonlinguistic experiences as

their hearing peers.' Because th9.r experiences differ, their concepts

also differ. Yet, it appears thdt hearing impaired persona do develop

similar concepts as they get older perhaps.after having more of an

opportunity to have the same kinds nf contacts with reality as hearing

persons.
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Understanding depends also on the association of socially

standardized word-labels wish these nonlinguistic categories of ex-

periences. Again, because the experiencelof hearing impaired individuals

were limited the word-labels used to express the meaning of the concept
" (21)

were also limited.

Looney makes the following educational recommendation.

"In order to remediate these deficiencies,sequencing learning

experiences should receive more attention earlier. Failure to under-
.

stand and/or learn concepts can be frequent* attributed to the inade-
.

quate mastery of prerequisite concepts. The more complex the task,

the more important sequencing is as a teaching variab e."
(22)

In determining the con,tent of instructional programming to teach

specific language and reading skills, one serious question is whether the

learning patterns of normal children should be used as a guide to the

teaching of the same skill to"handicapped children. Educators shbuld

at least be aware of the patterns of learning of normal children, although

they may decide their task is unrelated..

At the very least the educators may decide that they know

that since before and after in some positions seem to be understood before

they are-in others, teaching materials should encompass all possible

environmentsfor the words.

The use of the knowledge of the stages in the acquisition of

before and after is more controversial. Herbert Clark has presented

the hypothesis "that the child acqu es English spatial expressions by

learning hpw to apply them to his prio knowledge about space, and that

he acquires English tempdral expressio s in turd by extending the spatial
(23)

Asterms in a metaphor about them". the child learns more about his

world, he learns the words which apply o it. It seems plausible to

Clark that the child learns before pri to after because he is designed

to see what is in front of him rather an what is behind him, and

he extends what he knows about space ( ront and back) tb a knowledge of

time. All of.the words associated with spatial relations seem to be

learned by about five. If the deaf child does not begin learning these
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before age six, will he have to go through the same stages as the hear

ing child did at an earlier age? Do we assume that he already knows

the spatial systemand will begin to learn both words with equal ease?

If we assume the deaf child will have to go through the same stages when

he begins to learn the words, will it help_to teach to the stages? Since

before seems to be understood prior to after by the hearing child, perhaps

it is only before that shoyld be introduced at first. These questions

will have to be decided in some fashion before decisions can be made about

the specifics of what should be taught.

Although there is no available information about the use of

nonmodified instructional television with handicapped children,.evidence

does exist that Sesame Street modified specifically for the deaf is

successful.

In a project reported on by David Sylves, 17 teachers-of the

deaf identified 74 segments of the first year programming of Sesame

Street as being potentially suitable for deaf children, twenty-five with

no molifications, forty -nine with minor modifications. Twenty mini-
.

tapes of between 11 and 18 minutes each were distributed to 70 teachers

of 8 schools who used the materials with 449 students. Results indicated

that; the students who were exposed to the mini-tapes which contained seg-

ments of all the Sesame Street formats (live, puppet, animation, film)

wl.th some segments captioned learned significantly more of the target
l

(24)material's than a control gro p who saw none of the materials.

At least one possible use of regular broadcast material may
be' successful. Much programming if supplemented by guides and materials
might be appropriate. Such projects are now being done with nonhandi-

Capped children.

Post=Newsweek stations attempted an inno-
vative reading experiment during OctOer.
Jacksonville, Florida sixth and seventh
grade students received a script of a 1934
episode of "The Vanishing Shadow", which
was to be serialized over a foitnight on
WJXT-TV. Teachers were provided with
instructional materials for in-cla0 fol-
low-'up using worksheets based on the pre-
vlous night's ;Creening. TV techniques,

a-a

if

Ic
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including animation, freeze - frame, slow
motion, and repetitiOn, were used to in,
.terpret and clarify the meaning of un-
familiar words and phrased. (25)

;

Some may doubt the value of the use of broadcast materials

With handicapped children. It may be argued that the money and effort

for the modifications or extra materials necessary for some handicapped

children to use regular television broadcasting could be better used

in providing more suitable materials. One factor, however, indicates that

at least some regular broadcast materials should be encouraged, even for

the blind. Television is themost common entertainmgnt medium. Ninirty-
9

six percent of all homes own at least one T.V. set. Nearly ninety per-

cent of homes in which the yearly income is $5,000 own a'set, The sense

of being able to participate in a common activity,of daily life cannot

be discounted as an important factor to consider when making decfsions

of what policy should be adopted regarding television for the handi-

capped. Indeed, not having access to television and,all that that iMplies
0

is an important way in which some of these children are handicapped.

Besides.the use of programs broadcast for the normal population

supplemented' by materials for the handicapped, pother option might be

programming that directky,answers some of the'educational needs of

handicapped children. If language is a problem area then programming

in language might be thought appropriate to all handicapped children.

Perhaps it.might be thought that programming for-the low level reader.

already ontelevision on Th4 Electric Company 'could be adapted for the

handicapped. /his would assume that if the problem is language or read-

ing, the same-instruction is appropriate. There is some evidence that

this isipot the-case. N
(26)in

testing both hearing impaired

i and "reading impaired" childien With a test of the passive; found

that'the SwogrOups responded'very dilferentlY to some parts of the test. ,

Fifteen of the t4irty-V46 hearing'impaired children always interpreted
,

,,agent deleted paSsives such as, ,
,-,

,,,

,The,boy,is being kickAd;
4 .

as agent,action sentences;

The boy is kicking.
4 4

it

e
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Only 1 of the,16 "rea.liiUg'impaired" children did this. It would seem

instruction on the passive voice would have to be very different for the

two grobps. It is a Common practice that materials for low -level readers

,and,the deaf are interchanged. Project Life
(27)

designed for the deaf is
(2t).being used with low -level hearing readers, While Edmprk, a

.

program For

low-level readers, is being used with the hearing-impaired.. Although

'this might be appropriate at lower levels, it might not be'when the chil-

dren are learning to read more"-sophisticated language.

The recommendations. of the Sylves study seem moat:appropriate.

"1. That personnel with expertise in'the area bf:
deaf education be consultdcl, ta, the original
proddction of Sesame Street Shows: This could
result'in'modificark n of the original Shows so
that they would be m re beneficial to a deaf
audience" (29) ti

Current programming involves the use of many techniques. Some

can be more useful than others to handicapped children. Some Sesame

,Street segments designed to.teach vocabulary are presented Completelyaudi-
r
tbrially or the' words. are flashed on the screen. Chances are that

the hearing - impaired viewers can make use of the second technique but

not of the first. Slight modifications might be suggested by visors

that would not interfere with the programs for the normal child and make,

them more useable by the handicapped chil&

For the retarded child, perhaps the grouping of all seqUenceS;

deaLing with one concept would be desirable. Theie is no way this could

be-dope On regUlar.broadcast material. There are.likely to be many kinds

of skills for wIich the seqUences might be useful, but in a different for-
,

mat. For these.ceses, the second recommendation is also desirable.

"2. That more recent Sesame Street segments (i.e., from
,,years II and III be made available for modification
for speci4udiences" (30)

-8

O
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A

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED

f

ere are? three educational issues which face the U.S.POffice

of Educatio with respect to the support and funding of children's tele-.

vision and/o other'educational media for the,handicapped chp.

1. How effective is children's television which has been

-designed for the gverage Child-with handicapped children?

2. HoOuch adapation through such techniques as captioned
t

television for the deaf child or expanded' programming for the mentally

retarded, is required to provide reasonable opportunities for handicapped

children to learn through children's television? ;

3. How\much new program material is required whItich is designed
9 1

primarily to meet the needs of handicapped children?
e,

The discussion of tlhese issues and the recommendation for

policy positions by the U.S. Office of EducatiOn requires an examination

of legislative history and the administrative policies which have imple -(

' mented this legislation\In addition to the historical trdition in this

field decision-Makers peed to !Ye able to predict technological advance-

° gents in design, production and distribution of educational materials

which have a high probability of taking placebver the next decade.

Justification for Federal participation in the develbpment of

-)
educational maternt;,--for the handicapped can be made on the basis of three

factors, (1)' ecosibmy of scale, (2), the limited/Market represented by the
.

diverse requirements of the most severely handicapped populations and
L

.(3) the, effeEi2Leness of mediated materials/
.

i
.

.

t The total school-aged population of haliCapped children is
k

estimated. at 7,000e000 children by the Bureau of Education for the Handi-

capped (BEH). Such a target population would normally Ve a sizable market

for an educational materials producer, however the different needs of each

handicapped gro1p makes'it a high risk market which few producers have

entered. The high cost of talking books for the blind and captioned films

-for the deaf have inhibited both commercial producers And state agencies

froirrisenteringlhis market. The Federal government is the, sole producer

of such materials at this time.

4:3
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Severely handicapped groups such as

bomplex and expenkte materials which are es

progress. The total national pepulation

5,000, therdfore it is unlikely that ncy other than the Federal
. .

government will develop materials'for th= r needs.

The effectiveness of med'd, materials may be even move

essential for the handicapped 1 rne than the normal child Telk
,vision or other forms of medi .nstruction can provide the, epe-

tition and the separation whole into parts which are neede4,

by some handicapped learn
1st

Federal partic'pat on in t e production of materials for thq

handicapped learner ha a reali y for over a century. Federal

support for the crea . on :nd distribu ion of materials for the handi-

capped was first es abl he by the funding of the AMerica Printing

House for theBli ( HB). This agency was' established 1858Lexington,

Kentucky and sin Ma ch 187 t e U.S. Congress has supported this

4f/blind require

1 to their educational

h children is less than

0

agency through per etual fund for.the purpose of atding the education

of the blind i the United States of America.
(31)

In addition to

ilOOMPetual fund, Congress makes a direct annual appropriition to

the printing ouse. , Congress also supports "Talking Books for the Blind"

through the ibrary of _Clegress.' It is obvious that Congressional in-

terest in t is area was 'responsible for the formation and continuous operation of

a direct e ucational service to blind learners.

century after the establishment of APHB, Congress enacte

in 1958 a comparable'service to deaf people in the Captioned Films, for

the Deaf c,t, P.L. 85-905
(32

-)to provide a free loan service of captioned

films fo. deaf people.' he original law authorized the adaptation of

films; s bsequent amendments to this act authorized research, development

and prod ction of new material as well as adaptation andsdfitribntion of

' material In addition, the authority has been expaided to include all

individu ls included under the definition of haikicapped in the Education

of the H ndicapped Act, P:L. 93-380. These media services and captioning,
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)t.
prograps are now Part F of the Education of the Handicapped Act; however

...

the authorization for this part remains in perpetuity as it was in the

original P,S. $5-905. Therefore, even though appropriatio for this

.operating service areona periodic basitthe authority does not ex-
.

pire as in other parts of thelact.

P.L. 91-61 created the National Center on Educational Media -1

and Materials-for ti Handicapped.
(33)

-One of the prime functions Specified

in. the laW is for the Center to coordinate and systematize the services

. involved in educational technology for the handicapped.

In recent years these programs have, in cooperation with the

Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and the National Bureau of Standards

,(NBS), developed television programming for the handicapped. Both "open"

and "closed" captioning of a wide range of programs have been Made available

on an experithental basit through.PBS. Cooperation with such commercial
-

interests as ABC Evening News have expanded thiAsytem to reach more

deaf people. Special programming for the handicapped learner has been

0 part of the Mr. Roger's Neighborhood series. and the,Nation41 Theatte

of the Deaf has appeared on a nufiber of Se me Street programs. Support

for these television programs has primarily been in the form of providing

captioning )tor 4he deaflviewer:',Some contracts have been awarded for the

basib support of production costs for brpadcast p&grams concerning

the needs of the handicapped learner. /

Congressional intent, legiaative history, and adpinistratton
.

of these programs h s clearly established the operating andservice

nature of the suppor of eturcationalledia and material for the han4-
! 0

Capped. There is a c ar history of 'production, adaptation and dis-

tribution of mediated cultural and educational materials. The future

alternatives open to such a progr will depend in part upon the tcch-

nolofical,developments of the imm diate future. Alrealy there has 4 en

ia shift from primarily Captionin films to captioning television.
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OLECOMMUNICATIO FUTURES

1
4

Tressel etal., in The FutUre f Ed cat onal Telecommunication,

ning stud for thetOffice of'Planning, Bu getingand Evaluation,

. Office o Edvtation, id August, 1973, fo nd that "the current com-

nation.of nstiuctional.broadwting service with public cultural

broadcasti g ift largely a marriage of'cony fence. Oyer the, next few

years it seemS likely that instructional echnology will continue to

develo that broadcasting will be o ly one of the distribution

alternatiYe . At the same time the role of public-broadcasting as a

cultural and educational milieu will continue to mature and complement

thh woild of formal instruction. Yet the two represent different
k 04)orientations, and it is enlightening to separate their goals."

Ins"truction l television is defined in-thisireport as that portion of

television which is a service to the formal educational community. It

Must be flexible enough In its scheduling to;adapt to the individual
-

classroom and teacher needs. In its most sophisticated form it must

be flexible enough to respond to the needs of the individual learne.

Tim report cites examples ofAemonstration programs which are

currently/responding to the flexiblorneeds'of instructional television

which elude the use of Computer Assisted Dial Access Video

Retrieval Systein (CADAVRS). .With this system a teacher can select television

ma rials from a catalog in advance of the scheduled use Such programs

r ed as off-hours-transmissions to the teacher's classroom :where it

\Alta automatically videotaped and ready for the tea5hbr t6 use at the

desired time.
A

' .\ 0 In addition tp the above mentioned technology, thedFCC had
\

\by:the end of FebrUary, 1973, approved 18 construction permits fo'r

ispeci lized common carriers throughout the nation. - These resources

will ikcrease the possibilities of specialized tran mission services.'

Video recording is undergoing a wide vari ty of new develop-
.

number of discments iri both videodiscs and tape. Prototypes-of

--1,

systems hav tleen demo strated, however, at this ti e there is no

*.

,

4

o

A
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Tis

widespread application or marketing of these systems". ideotap ,'on the

'other hand, has been able to peimeate the market at accost effe tive

level with good quality reproduction.

Cable television, in August, 1973, was providing servtpes to

6,041.cottmunities(35) In April, 1973, the FCC indicated that cable

television was teaching about 6,084,834 homes, or about lo% of the

T.V. homes, Our estimate is that at this time 15% ofithe T.V. market

is covered or closet() 10,600,000 homes are\c e subscribers., Most

state facilities for the handicapped have some form of "closed" or cable

television available to handicapped persons residence. These systems

frequently record broadcastimaterials and replay'them at a more advan-

tageous time. Many of the schools,'-hospitals and residential care

facilities originate programs which are based upon the community and

individual needs of the institution. Some, like GallaudetNpollege,

Washington, D.C., and the National Technical Institute for the-Deaf, ...

Rochester, New York, have thgir otcolor studio and create origlpel

progritms as well as adapt films and videotepes.i. The Gallaudet.College

library lists.more than 500 titles df video cassettes which are available

in/either captioned or sign language formatstl These can b,viewed on etcher

an individual basis within learning resourcestent4rs on thentaMpus or can be

'Scheduled for transmission via the.41able system. While GanaudetCollege
.

and NTID may have two of the more modern and sophisticated syst s,

many other prograins for the handicapped have similatfacilitilL

Tressel, concluded that,the most feasible alternative

distribution system of the next decade will be'the developing commer-

cial d privepte.,(institutional)/cable systems. Satellites, video discs,

laser and fiber optic systems are all interesting and promising tech-
.

nolog.es but they. will not be widely available within the next decade,

or t. the degree that. they will offer viable alternatives.to.film,

.tape broadcast and cable distribution systems.
(36)

)

The current distribution system used by Federal programs for

the andicapped is film delivered by the U.S. Postal Seriice./ In

the imm diate future it is likely that this pystem will. be converted to

I
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videotape and distributed through various specialized common carrier`
1

to local cable systems. In addit on, some adaRted programs,.i.e.,

"closed captions" will be broadca t via the PBS or in some instances

commercial networks. .

We have spent time building the case for sucha future

distribution system,. since it is Our judgment that all other phases of

-the system.ultimately relate to the distriblition system. Consequently,

our policy recommendations with respect td U.S.O.E. funding and admini-

stration of educational media and materials for the handicapped are

based upon the transition from a film distribution to a video distri-

bution system. ,

RECOMMENDATIONS

4...

4

Our recommendations are grohped into four general areas,

(1) production, (2) adaptation, '(3) evaluation, and (4) administration.

1.' Production - There is a need.for complete design and

production of some specific programs for handicapped children. There

are some concepts which are so complicated that. detailed cognitive

and linguistic modifications and design must'be made for. handicapped

children. Existing programs simply cannot be adapted to teach these

concepts.

Production support should be-1-31.ovided to develop broadfast

and cable quality television programs that meet the needs ofhandicapped

children. Technical quality should be comparable to that demonstrated

by the Children's Television Workshop. Professional quality.should be enhanced by

O

,including specialists from the area of the handicapped, curriculumhdesigners,

cognitive psychologists, lingUistics and other relevant specialists.'

Production'grants should be.pf a size and scopethat can assure quality

products..
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"2. Adaptation - There are two basic forms of program adaption

for the handicapped, metastatic and supplemental expansion. Metastatic

adaptors change coded information from one sensory system to another such

as the -Captioning of speech for the ]deaf viewer or changing print into

recorded speeCh for the blind. Supplemental- expansion requires that addi-

tional materials Tie developed so, that a retarded -child can benefit from

the program. This may-be done within the brOadcast program, or by pro-

viding the viewer with additional' materials.

The Federal program forfAhe handicapped- should continue develop-

-- ing and expanding its captioning programs via "closed" and "open" captions
_004-

with PBS., 4 should also provide support to children's television pro-

gramming such as Sesame Street, The Electric Gompany, Mr. Roger's Neighbor-

hood, Villa Alegria, Zoom, etc., in the form of initial advisory input To

include, where 'feasible, thenteress of handicapped children.

In effect this recommendation calls for handicapped specialists

to, tinlpate in the design phase of all'children's television. Obviously,

-Y highly specialized needs cannot beincorporatid into the general pro-

\ grammipg, but input by.such specialists will assure that programming

meets the needs of mildly handicapped children: and consequently progiamming

for all children will be better.
4-

3. Evaluation There m t be clear criteria for the develop-

ment of both &eduction and adapatiOrlrogram support which delineates,

and%justifies the choice o specific cognitive and lingutitld qualities

of programming. Clear, me surable objectives must be established for

each,targq audience and data must be obtained which measure the effec-

ivnesp of the program materials with the intended audience.

Neontinuous'evaluation techniques will ultimately become the basis

fer needs, assessments which will shape future production efforts.

4. Administration - Success in creative efforts and in

- operational service programs have seemed to flourish under systems such

as those designated within the DHEW/USOE system as.special institutiote.

durrentl.y; Gallaudet College and its Kendall Demonstration Elementary

4
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School and the Model Secondary School for t4 Deaf, the National

Technical Institute for the Deaf at the RochesterInstituta of

Technology, Rochester, New York, Howard:University and, the American

Printing House-Jor the Blind have all become national assets under this

type of administration.. The U.S.O.E. grant to the Children's Tele-

vision WOrkshop has functioned administratively much like a special

institution. Such administrative management allows for the' blending

of private as well as public resources to meet the national objectives

of such programs. The American Printing House for the Blind, for ex-

ample, distributed in /973 products valued at $5,300,000. Whereas

their Federal appropriation was $1,817,500.(37) The total eipendi ure,

was made up of distribution of materials for the Ltbrary of,Cofigr ss

and commercial publishers such as the Reader's Digest. The semi
.

privat public nature of special-institutions alLows for' the d elop-
.

went of capital production from foundations and commercial in erests

as well as the Federal gover:nment.

We recommend that DHEW/USOE establish the Natioria Media

Center on Educational Media and Materials fbr the Handicapped and all

of the concomitant research; training, reduction, adaptation,

regional resource centers and distribut on systeffi activ ties to the status'

of a special institution which works i conjunction wi h the Ameiidan
A

Printing House for the Blind and the lking Booksgr the Blind unit

of the Library of Copgress: This wou d provide of continued

operations of the Congressionally mandated service/program and assure

creativity in quality production of 4ducational media for handicapped

individuals on a cost-effective and Validated basis and avoid costly

duplication of effort and limited resources. It is assumed that,this

administrative style can be established within the Bureau of Education

for thp Handicapped in the same liaison structure that the Bureau has

with the other special institutions such as the NatIonAl Technical,

Institute for the Deaf and the,Model Secondary,School for the Deaf. .

,The edufatfonal media program/for the handicapped is anePera-
.

tional program which parallels the service offered through the American

Printing House for the Blind..

z
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SUMMARY

.

The-0-21 aged handicapped individual represents a diverse and

complex target population which can benefit from children's television.

This target group represents at least 7,000,000 children depending upon

the definition of handicapped. The-scope of this paper because it has

concerned itself with Federal programs has taken the more restrictive

definition as used in Federal legislation. Within this population there

are thas_e who have sensory handicaps and those who have dela ed develop-

mental inteltectual functions. A common problem exhibited most

46andicapped children is a delay:Or inadequate development language

ski11s. We have postulated that some of these barriers c n beovercome

through bypassing the sensory area that is defective such as captioned

te levision...folir the deaf and talking books for the blin d. For those

with cognitive or emotional barriers, their language may also be

limited but the design of materials may/ require very different approaches.
. -

Our review of studies of both normal and handicapped child

ren with respect to children's television leads us to feel that most"

justification is based upon empirical data. Programming
V

seems to be effective for some normal chitfren and some handicapped

children, however production needs to be guided by more basiC,research

in cognitive and linguistic growth among both normal and handicApped

learners.

The legislative history of the U.S. Congress for more than a cen-

tury indicates
,

strong support for a Federally fostered production ,and

distribution of educational materials for the handicapped. Recent and

future technological developments indicate that this program will use

both broadcast and cable television as a prime means of reaching_the

intended target group.. do

For-some handicapping conditions, children's television as

it is designed;for thg average child will be beneficial. Recommendations

1

4
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are that all such programs should have handicap consultants in their

initial formative stages. so that maximum benefits can be obtained foK-

both.the normal and handicapped child.

For certain handicapping conditions such as deafness the

Federal government should continue and expand both "open" and "closed"

captioned services by adapting existing programs.

For severely handicapped children it will be .necessary to pro-
.

duce new materials which are designed to meet their specific needs.

Such production should maintain the highest level of techniCal and pre-
.

fessianal quality.

All mediated materials shbuld be evaluated 'on the basis of

their effectiveness in increasing. the learhing rate or skill of the
4

target population of learners.

If a program such as has been recommended here is implemented,

it will becnecessary that DHEW/USOE administer the program in such a
44

manner as to assure creativity and quality over the products produced.

To accomplish this'it is recommended that.the educational technology

program be established as a special insltitution via the National Center'

on Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped.

O

itQl
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The Paper. .

In the following paper, "Children's Television: Sex-role

Portrayals and Employment Discrimination, " Cantor explores and

elaborates two basic arguments. One 4s that the frequency and

breadth of oles for femalelportrayals on television are both

low, and th t this is dysfunctional in they socializing of young -

girls.1,' Th second is that women and female. viewpoints are Under-
represented in*the television industry, and that this underrep,-

resehtation is 'a factor in the curieht status,of female pqrtray-

als on television. She conclUdes with several suggestions for =.

research and social action.
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INTRODUCTION

M 4 1 I 4

ti1

This pap ha two related purposes. The first' is to examine how
1 - .

,women (and girls) are presented in bhildren's television programming. The

i i

\,.

second is to explore the status of women in the various bApadcasting organ-
I

izatfOns..respOnsi)Ad for produci4g, selectint, and presenting the program-

ming being made for children viewers. The spec is programming is' not purely

instructional nor is it merely entertainment but rather a combing n of. both.

Children'a television being discussed is specifically designedto,teach cog-

nitive skills andipro-social behavior thrqugh entertaining eontent.1

S ,eral Of the programs are designect;tO'reach disadvantaged 'minorities and

o "meet special needs incident to the elimination of,minority group. segre-r 1/4 -'

gation and discrimination..." (see Title VII, Public Law 2 -318).

The intent of the children's programs, therefore,, is to aid both.pre-

school and school age children in overcoming educational'disadvantages re-

lated to minority group status as well isz supplementing the learning pro,-

cess for all children. Females have long been recognized as a disadvantaged

group (Myrdal, 1944; -Lipman-Blumen'k Tickamyer, 1974). Since the publicar
-/

tion of the Feminine MVstique ('Friedan, 1963), there has been an 'increased

finterest in the problems 9f sex discriminationn and sexual ineqUality. core

recently, feministiroups, ecators, and social siVentists have begun to

. if

1Commercial television programs (either syndication or network) are
not being considered at this time except for comparative purposes; The
focus pf this report is on the programs broadcast over the Public Broad-
casting System Interconnection and/or are currently in production and
financed by the Office of Education under the Emetgency School Aid Act
O. L. 92-318).



exami4 sex-discri ination 4exism)2 n the content of various media and
A

in the employment practices of meek a-prOducing industries.

he question for this paper: is not whether sexism.exists in the soci-

ety t largebut rather how exists in noncommercial televisio

ming being produced for chi dred.. In order to find out if such r gramming.

is s )cist, the programs must: be described and analyzed. The analysis will ,

4'
foct3s on the status of femal?es and males, to see how they are portrayed In

comparison to each other. In this comparison the roles assigned,to bales

an females, both in thehome and out of the home, will be examined. The
.

Pl.ce of eac selt in the polger structure as'pOrtrayed in the programming is'

also of concern. There is agreement.that in commercial and noncommercial

programs of all types, including children's programs, females and males are

present in different numbers; in some programs there are no females; and in

thos.Ie wh

are

arg

females are pre'Sent,-they are a distinct minority. Also, males

iiely to beishown in pogItions'of.importance bower). Females

to be showWin domestic of romantic roles, while males are active

par iciptts in the'labor orce.

Secondly, the'programenalysis will be related to the selection and

production of-the content. This section of the paper will examine some, but

2Sexism is a word which refers to discrimination-against indiyiduals
or'grOups becipse of.their sex. When the term "sexism" is used, both in
scientific and legal sense, it usually means discrimination against females,
not against males. However, there is no reason, as ieveral authors have.
suggested, that if men are diseriminated against because of their sex, then
this too should be considered sexism. AccOrding to Stoll (1973) the w d

"iefines'a society's discriminatory ideologies.and practices as they are
eeflected in'the opportunities given to- individuals for self-expression,
with 'sex being the basis for selective acceptance or %rejection. Like th
term racism,'it was coined by those wlio question that the dominant group s--
in this case-male-standards, values, goals, and strategies are the best, if
not the only worthwhile dnes,or members of,a society." (p. 1) Sexism for
this paper refers specifically' to sex-role'portrayals and to'employment
discrimination.
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not all, of the complexities of the employment problq s of, women in tele-

vision. .Because thg selectioniprocess is very complic ted, it deserves an

independentstudy: ile a 4seat deal has been writte on children's tele-
' *

vision, its gal and effects, very little has been wri ten on people re-
.

kponsible for this content. For instance, discr iminati n in employment i

'legally tonsidered sexism and is g'eparate from therissu concerning the

images and poitrayals that appear on the screen. A revi w of the litera-

.4 ft

ture and persotal research indicate that some media peo le (both men and

. women) hold ce rtain stereotypes Of women and women's rol in,society.3 Only /

recently have women journalists and other media people b come cognizant of /41

sexism in content, and many are becoming committed to c nging the content

in this regard. Because the Content being examined in

4 sented on public television and because several of the

his paper pre-

rograMs ark funded

by government agencies, the role of the government agenc'i'es in selecting /

CAtent will also be explored;;

Ihe third pait of the paper will be directed to the escri tion of the

actual audience--sex, socio-economic status and the tar-g4

the content is specifically directed. Finally, there wil

voted to theoretical and policy issues.

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

groUps to whom

be''a section de-

Re:Search into the question of whether or not Children earn sex role.

behavior and attitudes from television is limited.,//Only re entry have in-

,
.

'vestigators become intet d in'this:issue (see Sternglanz Serbin, 1974;

3Stereotype in this content means "a category that singl s. out an in-*

dividual as sharing assumed characteristics on the basis of hi group t n-

bership." (Vander Zanden3 196p1', pp. 80-81;'also see-Broverman et al. 1972,

for an ciPlanation of sex-role stereotyping.)
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McGhee, 1975). The more general question of the effects of tele-

on children has been researched contindbusly for sveral`d ades.

,. it is still a controversial area of inquiry. The knowleyfge has

sed with the popularity of the medium. Research seems to support the
C

clUsion that television can influence social behavior and attitudes

r, Gordon, & Groves, 1974, Re 213). Children who watch programs de-

g interpersonal violence display increased aggressiveness. Televi-
'

also encourages social valued behavior. Moreover, children change

attitudes about people and activitiesto conform to those encountered

television programs. The autho of this article state that teleyision

is not only entertainment for children but Ja a socializer Achildi.en.

These conclusions are similar to those4rerhed by the feminist ,groups
.

in the United States. \So5ial action groups such as the National Organize-
.-

- tion for Women, Action fbr Children's Television, Women's Equity Action

League and many others haVe taken the position that because television shows

women 1.;;)limited roles and activities it contributes to the negative ihflu-

ences on children (especially girls)\as they' letr appropriate role behavior.

TeleviSion, as well as other media, has l en cr ized because the content

stymies the quest for self- actualizatioi. The media, in general, and tele-

vision, in particular, are male-oriented and male-dominant. Lipman-Biumen

& Tiekamyer (1974) summarized the feminine critique.by noting:

Nit

Feminist writers stress the coVert.psychological barries incul-
cated in women, as well as the more overt structured forms of
discrimination. More explicitly, in addition to concrete job
sliscrimination, legal inequalities and the like, there is the
-vast area of sex role stereotyping and socializatidn which nar-
rowly defines womanhood. (p. 25)

Three uses of the term "sex - role ", occur in the literature: 1) position

refers to normatively appropriate expectations formales and females; 2)

or fefers to lhat males and females are and do; and 3) relatiOnshipsbeha

N
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which details the process of role-taking. Clearly: any given actor performs

in a multiplicity of roles and relationshiptamong these roles, and this '.

is an important element id'role.analysis (Lipman-Blumen &-Tickamyer, 1974,

p. 12; Merton,, 1957). It appears to be a universal social fact that the

sexes are differentiat status and function to some degree in every

society. However, int ropologists and sociologists have establishA that

. .
there are a variety of behaviors, relationships, and Positions which have

been labeled.masculine and feminine at different times in history, i dif-

ferent places and in different groups (Mead; i935; Hall, 1963).'
-

The sex role and so&allzation literature is so vast and varied that

a separate specialized review would be requited to do justice to all posi-

tions, findings, and comple/ities. HoWeveri the evidence is that learning '

sex roles is a cognitive process (Money, 1963) andthat much, though pos-
i

sibli not all, of what is called masculine 41d ITIntrileis culturally and

socially determined (Bardy4ick, 1971).

Sex role.research is designed to explain how children learn social
. I

roles. moet theorists, including Freud (1933), Mischel (1966) and Kohlberg

(1966) emphisike that children learn appropriate sex role behavior by ob-

serving male and female role models. Modeling is considered to be an in-

fluential source of behavior acquisition, and a highly effective method of

teaching behavior. Lesser (1974) explains the position of thosewho Welieve

that children model behavior from what they view on television.

What pdychologists call "modeling" occurs dimply by /_
watching others, without any direct reinforcement for learn-
ing and without any overt. practice. The child imitates the
model without being induced or compelled to do so. That learn-

ing can occur in the absence of direct reinforcement is a radi-

cal departure from earlier theories. that regarded reward or
punishment as indispensableto learning. There now 'is consid-

erable evidence that children do learn by watching and listen-
ing to others even in the absence of reinforcement and Overt
practice Opportunities for modeling have been vastly increased

by television. (p. 23)

.f4...r.;,
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Holeever, to believe thatchildren learn sex roles ofiacy from television is

simplistic. Mode4for'sex role behaVor, appear.inany forms: nursery

rhymesi books, phonograph records and, of'course, the day today behavior

-of parents, teathers-and-friends. o
7

Most of the sex role research done by sociologists has been,from a

functional perspective in the larger context of how people learn fll social

roles. Fuhctionalists geribrally define sex roles in terms of differentia-

tion,4that is, within the family and the economy. Epstein (1971), Oppenheimer

(1-968) and Bernard 1(1971, especially,pp. 103-146) show that while women make

. --up over half the poPulation and forty percent of the work force, they tend

. to congregate in jobs whicif are sex-typed. Several functIonaliSts (Gross,

,1968; Parsons, 1942)(have suggested that women are likely to be found in
4

expressive roles (that is, nursing, teaching'and social wetk) while men are

found in instrumental roles. This assertion justifies the position of women.

' in the labor force because of societal "need." According to some; the posi-

_ ,_tions women fill are inherently feminine. Yet the kind of work which is

\
highly valued in an industrial and technological society involves analytical

ability, the ability to make relationships rather than physical strength or

aggressiveness. A very cursory review of the educational literature shows'

that men and women have equal ability to make'relationships, learn cognitive

A skills and appear to be equally analytical (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974). B

(1971, p. 9) points out that the evidence is.growing to-shoW that there is
S

greater variation among individuals in the saie sex than between the sexes.

However, the above message has not reached, or is slowly reaching,,the

important groups in the society who: contribute to the socialization of chil-

dren.dren. Only recently,have educational counselors, textbook writers and pub-

lishers, school teachers, social scientists and media producers become aware
ant

of sex discrimination and sex role stereotyping.. Because this paper is



primarily concerned with children's televisX6n, the focus will be on the

message that is reaching children through that medium. The question can

he asked whether or not girls, in'partiCular, are becoming aware through
. .

"etlevision of the wide variety of occupational choices available to them.4

Are they becoming aware of the probability that they have other choices than

\ becoming only wives and mothers? Does television4resent women asofirst

class citizens who will contribute to the decision making process through
I

\ government and community efforts; or are women presented only in voles 'which
re,

reldte to their sex as these roles have been stereoeyped? In other words,
i

,.
are,the roles presented only those traditionally seen as feminine? The"basic

\
.

osition of all feministt, whether radical or liberal in their ideology, is

at the message,which is presented through television
g

limits the freedom of

choice in females to develop their human pofentral.

PROGRAM CONTENT

\ In order to document that in television $ogramming males ,outnumber
/

1

femalek_and that'males are presented in more major roles and in a greater
a

variety of roles than females, the content of commercial television has been

analyzed rather thoroughly in recent years. Admittedly much of this research

has been undertaken by feminist groups who wanted data in order tojjustify

their position that'television along with textbookt, magazine stories, mdVies

and the novel show women (and girls) in limited roles, as passive_rather

4Content analyses of prime-time series show many people are portrayed-
as having nq discernible occupation, and those who do have assigned roles
are presented in only a few occupations. Therefore, boys also are ,1103 pre-

sented with 4 wide variety-of occupations (role models). However, men and
boys are shown in many more occupational roles than women and girls. This
has changed little over time and will be .detailed in-the section of this
paper devoted\to programming content. (See Head; 1954; De Fle4r, 1964;
Gerbner, 1972;\ Sternglanz & Strbin, 1974.)

2
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than active and as sex symbols rather than independent women who in many

cases have to earn livings for themselves and their familiea.c The.most com:-

plete of these recent content analyses have been done by women'd groups in

order to document the legal argument concerning the treatment of women and

women's issues on television as part of.license renewal chat enges.
5-

Several

Of these hav# been published and widely circulated. Special attention has

been given to portions of these studies devoted to television. commercials:

Courtney and Whipple (1974) compared four different analyses of women in

television commercials. Two of these were originally part of license chal-

lenges (Cantor, 1972a; Hennessee &'Nicholas, 1972). Although each 'of the

studdes can be rightfully cr on methodological grounds, the consis-

tency of the findings among them tend to mitigate'the methodological issue.

Courtndy, and Whipple conclude that the four studies provide evidence that

women are not portrayed as autonomous, independent human beings, but are

primarily sex - typed. They go on to say that if the results are viewed from
\

the perspective of the feminist movement, the criticisms are justified.

Moreover, women's roles in.society continue to'change and expand at a faster

rate than the advertisers' respopse during that time period covered by the

studies (1972-74). Advertisers are. lagging far, behind role changes in their

portrayal of women.

There is evidence that in all programming femiles are outnumbered by

melee and given limited roles. In dramatic programming, for instance, women.

and men are 'presented according to patterned expectations.: The content

5There have been a number of petitiona>td deny licenses of, commercial
stations filed with the Federal Communications Commissionby feminist coali-
tions: WABC in New York .City, WRC in Washington, D. C., and all three'com-
mercial network affiliates in LOs'Angeles, California have had their licensee
challenged.

-^
0.. ..)4 IL)
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analyses done by the Cultural Indicators Project at Annenberg School of

Communication (see Gerbner, 1972; Tedesco, 1974; Gerbner & Gross, 1974)

show that sex, age and occupations'in prime-time {series add, up to a complex

dramatic demography (Gerbner, 1972, p. 47). In the cast of characters ana-

.

----'llyzed three - quarters are male, Amer n, middle and upper.class, unmarried

and in the prime Of life'(p. 45). Women typically represent romantic or

family interest, close human contact and love. .Males cans act in nearly any

role, but rare is the female part that does not involve at least the sug-

gestion of sex. Most women Who are cast in-other than romantic or family

roles are marked for impotence or death (pp. 45-46). Those involved in this
,

project have been analyzing prime-time series since 1967. In a summary ar-

ticle of the datailedescO (1974) reports that during the.years 1969-1972

there were 556 male leads and 219 female leads in the prime-time series.

Male-female differences in employment and marital status are striking. More

than half the females are married; compared with. less-than One -third of the

males. Almost two.-thirds of the female major characterg have no Aiscernible

occupatioh-i-,females are presented as lacking independence. They are not

usually found in adventure situations; they are younger than the men, more

likely to be married, and less likely to be employed.' She concludes:

The focus on the different dramatic functiOns and other
dissimilarities badedon sex alone makes it difficult for men
to view-women'as equals, for women to view themselves as equal
to men and both sexes not-to view the male role as necessarily

the more active, powerful and independent role.- {pp. 119-121)

Children's Programming

Therehave been extensive and thorough analyses of Saturday morning

vmmercial-televiSion. Many social action groups have required program,

analyses to substantiate their claims that content may be harmful to chil-

dren. In particular, those interested in the effects of commercial adver-

r
4, 41..0
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tisements and violence (Action 'for Children's Television, Council on Children,

Media and Merchandising) haVe been examining this content for several years

(see Barpus, 1971)." The'Nationhl Organization for Women (NOW) and other

. ,

women's groups have monitored children's programming presented by the comer-
.

1 networks as part of their larger `interest in how women are being pre-

sented on television (Hoffman, .1972;-Hilliard, 1972). The results of these
S."

consistently show there are fewer females than males and usnally.these-few

females are portrayed in domestic roles. Two recent analyses have been done

as part of academic programs. In order to fulfill the research requirement

for advanced degrees, Busby (1974)and Dohrman (1974) .examined the way sex

roles are presented to children. .Busby looked at only commercial television;

Dohrman both commerdial and.public television. _Another recent analysis of

commercially iiroduced children's OrOgrams has been done by Sternglanz and
1r

Serbin (1974) who examine sex -role behavior rather than roleypes.

Husby (1974) folind there are thirty-four major male characters as com-

1 -.

pared to fourteen female characters and /xq-Six minor male characters to

\
r

seventeen minor female characters in the artoon shows examined (p. 7

The major mala.chaacters are shown in forty-two different occupational roles

while the females are showrj in only nib. The married women in the cartoons

are never shown in jobs outside the homy The few women who did work for a

liVing are clearly' identified as single (p. 96). Her findings are .similar

to those of HilliaA (1972), Hoffman (1972), Mid Barons (1971). Barcus'only

examined sex role differences'in the commercial advertisements shown during

children's programs on Saturday Morning:

Dohrman (1974) investigated the symbolic message presented on a number

Of children's programs. Her sample included. programs she has labeled "vari-

ety-educational" shows: 'Sesame Street, Mister Rogers *ighborhood, Electric

0
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Company and Captain Kangaroo. .Thesetshows are specifically relevant/to
,

this

-C
report because they are both entertainment 4nd instructional. Three, Sesame

Street, Electric Company and Mister Rogers Neighborhood, have been funded

in part"by the United States, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Her overall findings:show that the male sex predominates; seventy7
.

eight percent of all characters are male as'compared'to twenty-two percent

. . .

female. Moreover, those characters with.ascribpdpoweii0or, authority are
,..

.

most likely tobe male. -In the abstract e tof the theSisshe states
, .

.

. .

I , ,

The,most significant findings of-the study were two: 1.,
not even the much lauded varieriy-edndational programs such as
-Ses4Me Street and. Electric Company were free of sexism and in
some cases were the worst programs... 2. portrayal of the male
child as exhi4ting only the "good".ective mastery behavior's...

.
The child male was almost significantly more. masterful than the

7 adult female.. . . .

As'evidence of her first finding, Dohrman (1974) Indicatei that the

number of male CharaCters always outnumbers the female characters whether

the characters are real human beings, animals or fantasy characters such
4 4

as puppets.. For initance,.there are eighty-eight males compared to twenty-

five females on Sesame Street, and on The .Electric Cpmpany there are iriy- a

e ft-
k

three males compared to fifteen female's (p. 230).

Dohrman (1974) Also reports on the number and 'kinds of occupational
-b

rolesapresented on children's television. -Again her findings show sex,dis-

crimination. Of the-seventy-two differentikinds of jobs in all programs,

sixty-five are held by males. In the.variety-educational programs, only

five are held by.females. female's are concentrated in indoor non-

authoritarian occupations such as dancer, teacher and nurse. Only one fe-

male job, museum curator, is not sex-typed (p".162). 'Seven females are

shown doing homemaking activities, such as shopping and caring for children,

but no males are shown doing'these tasks (p. 163). Four of the seven hopse-
-
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wives appear in the variety-educational programs. $he concludes that the

messagelto girl viewers-both inhibits a career choice and limits selection .

an occupation to those already held by women. MaleCoon the other hand,

havell wide career choice and"can imagirie themselves as prestigious doctors

and powerful politicians, strong outdoorsmen, aggressive law enforcers, or

daring professional athletes.

Sternglant and Serbin (1974, p. 714) found that males and females are

present "in. dfamatically different numbers." Half, of the most popular chil-

drents prograis had, to be discarded from the sample betaUse they did not

partray any females. Even with' a sample selected for the presence of fe-

males, the females are a distintt minority, ninety-two males and forty-five

females. Their analysis is different from the others reported because they

-measuresbehaviors in order to see how appropriate sex roles are, presented

to th4 child viewer. Males are significantly more likely to.be aggressive,

constructive and succorant. Femalei; on the other hand, are significantly
ti

more likely to be shown as deferent and as being punished for displaying

a high level of activity%(p. 7131. They conclude that,commercially.pro-
. .

duced television programs viewed by Merl:can children do indeed carry dif-
.

fere= messages about the appropriate behavior for males and females.
r

Children's Programming - Noncommercial

As pare'of:-a.larger study 'being undertaken by the Women's Task Force

of the CorporationiforiPublic Broadcasting (CPB), which will be discussed

in greater detail in subsequent sections, the images, position and sex-role
.. f

assignments of maleand female charaCters are being examined and compared:

The Task Force has collected data on all children's programming that came

over the Public Broadcasting System.(PBS) Interconnection durihg,,the week'

of January 19-26, 1975.

07.1,9
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Because of the previous work on,dramatic programming, both for chil-,

N
7

13 /

iren and'adults, and the analysiSof atvision commercials, it was expected

the results of this study would shovirfemales las unequal to mais, both in

the number'presented and roles assigned.- Dohrman. (1974) found this to be

the case. Indeed, the preliminary results indicate men And women, boys and

girls are clearly sex-typed on public television. Also, the findings show

that male characters are more likely than female characters to be given

occupational roles which have higher status and assumed power. Moreover,

the males are assigned a greater variety of roles even when the numbers of

each sex are contr011ed. However, ig'absoIute numbers there are many more

males than, fe%ales.. The ratio is approximately two males to every female.

This is true for all children's television which is presently being sho'con

on public television. Also; in those'shows which present letters and num-

bers as spot segments, similar to commercial advertisements, the voice-overs

are very likely to be masculine. This is one of the consistent results of

all monitoring and content analyses.; mheg voice-overs are used, a female

is unlikely to be given that-role.. In Sesame street; Villa Alegre, and

Electric Cootpany approximately three-quarters of the voice-overs are male.

In commercial advertise °ments, Dominick and RaUch(1972), Cantor (1972a),

SCreen Actors Guild (1974) report approximately ninety percent malevoice-
N4

overs. Thus, the childres programs are an improvement over commercial.

advertisements. 1

The major emphasis in the Task Force analysiA is the role assignments

for male and female. characters in order to see if public television also

sex stereotypes andlenarrowly,defixies masculinity and femininity inrthe same

way commercial television does. In this analysis occupational, familial and

other social roles are scrutinized to see if traditional roles and sex-typed

occupy ions, such as secretary, teacher andrnurse, are assigned to femalea...,
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while tales are assignedthe more powerful tolep with higher) status. The

. -

programs being analyzed are: Sesame Street (five. episodes), The Electric

Company (five episodes), Zoom (four episodes), Mister Roger's Neighborhood.

(five episodes), Villa Alegre (five episodes), and Carrascolendas (one

episode).

Sesame Street is an hour-long daily television program designed to

,instruct preschool children, particularly the disadvantaged. Eight million

dollars were. spent to create and produce the series. This money was con-

,

tributed by the Carnegie Corporation, the Ford Foundation, the United States

Office of Education and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. From-itg

inception there has been criticism from feminists because theprograms do

not show sex role diversity; males are stereotyped as dominant and aggres

sive, females as traditionally homemakers (Gardner, 1970; cathey-Calvert,

undated; Bergman, 1972; Lesser, 1974, p. 198-200). In answer to this crit-

icism, Lesser has stated that Sesame Street stresses the importance of strong

male identification figures for inner-city children (p. 199). Also, accord-
.

ing to him, Sesame Street shows men as having warm, nurturing relationships

with young children but not at the expense of misrepresenting or excluding

O.

feminine models. However, he.goes on to say that it is necessary to make

some trade-offs, and the show could not beeverything to everybody (p. 200).'

The .content analyses indicate that the trade -off seems to be in favor of

the male disadvantaged child, hot the female child..

Other programs funded, by the United States Office of Education appear'
IS

to subscribe to the same philosophy. Villa Alegre and Carrascolendas are

funded under the Emergency School Aid Act. Their Purpose is ip appeal to

Hispanic (Chicanos, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, etc.) and Anglo children,; both

programs'are bilingual, part English and part Spanish. Villa Alegre is

modeled after Sesame Street with modular zed segMentS. Each show consists

e7)
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of pe apsia dozen different elements, many musical, half film, half live

on tape. It is intended for children from three to nine years old. A cur-

sory review of the monitoring data shows it also presents females with lim-

ited.choices and limitedacting roles.
.

,Carrascolendas deals with cultural pride the envItnnmeat and with the

o challenges children face in the process of living and in the challenges of

groWing up (Teacher's Guide, undated; p.'1). The show features a female

. ,

detective, Pepper. However, Senotita Hernandez, the school teacher, is

'being replaced in the second year's production, forty episodes, by a male

who' was described as being very "masculine." The,. rationale for this is

similar lb that given by Lesser (1974) for having a male school teacher on

Sesame Street; this character will provide the males with a role model which

diverges from the usual'occupational stereotype for teachers. Mane no one

can object to having male role models which open up occupational choices

for yohhg boys, it appears that this is dohe by limitini female characters

who are already unequally presented. Even though the cast of characters

appear to be evenly divided-between the sexes,'malec =re predominant on

the scpeen: The major problem for all programs appears to be institution-,

alized and unconscious sexism, perhaps more so for Villa Alegre andh.

Carrascolendas because of the pro-male bias in the Hispanic cultures.
6

Public television was established as. an alternative to.commercial'pr

gramming so that a "wide variety of programs of excellent quality would be

made available to all AMericans, and that Federal Commitments would be made

on.

6There,are ten series presently in production Which are authorized-
under the Emergency School Aid Att. Their purpose is to support desegre-
gation and to help meet problems incident to minority group isolation. I

was able to view two episodes oftwo different series, MundO Real and Getting
Over,' One segment of Mundolleal features a trong, young female (Puerto

RicaRican) who shows Independence and courage. en-these 'are finished they
6

should be Monitored to find out if there hav been overall changes.
A
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to ensure gddquate financing Of such activities" (Lee and Pedone, 1974,

p. 1). OriginAlly publiC television was envisioned as both entertaining

and instructional. It was hoped that the medium would provide diversity,

raise standards and tastes, and provide information that would lead to

\

greater satisfaction from work andplaT(The Report of the Carnegie Com-

mission on Educational Television, 1967, p. 14-15). There is no question

that public television's programming for children, is superior to that pre=

sentelion commercial television. It is more diverse; it presents educa-

tional material in an entertaining way; and there is'much less violent con-

:

tent and no commercial advertisements. However, it does appear that public

televi-sion does not. meet the goals for children in the piesentation.of role

models. Because of the low frequency of female characters and because

there art so few role models shown, public television is as narrow and lim-

ited as commercial television.

WOMEN IN PRODUCTION

Along with the analyses f children'spi3gramming, the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting's k Force is investigating ancrwill make recom-

mendations concerning three distinct,, but complementary areas: (1) achiev-

ing an honest and well-rounded image of women in all programming; (2) inte-

grating women into all areas of the broadcast media; and (3) striving for

thorough coverage of issues pertinent to women (see Media Report to Woten,

January, 1975). Essentially the task force is examining both programming

and employment,

.

As far as can be.discerned at thisot$mc., this study is the first that.

,

addresses the issue of women in oyblic television in a systematic and or-

ganized fashion. Simultaneously a study of women (and girls) is being con-

ducted by the United. Stated Civil Rights Commisgioi and directed by Helen

(Franzwa, who is examining the participation of minorities and women in radio
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and television froi the standpoint of equal economic and empio ent oppor-
,

tunity rights. The primary focus of the study will be in-depth look

at the whole decision-making process and the decision-mak that will pro-

vide significant insights and useful information about the origins of

imagery which offends and may be socioeconomically harmful to. women and

minorities (see.Media Report to Women, September, 1974, p. 5).: As part of

this study, the pditrayal of.women and n, both minority-and white, in

commercialand public television will be i estigatecralong with discrim-

inaeion in employment (Letter, January 27, 1975 from Helen Franzwa, Project °

DirecttOr).

The apparent reason for the neglect until now of the decision-making

proqeseof public television appears to be obvious. Public television is

assumed to be more liberal in its policies conceiving women and minorities.

Also, the audiencR for public television has traditionally been considered

'negligible compared to the audience for commercial broadcasting.- As will

be shown in the forthcoming section on the audience, this is not true for

children's programs in particular. However, as the figures for the-employ-

ment of women become- available and as the audience. for public programming,

especially fol--children's programs, has grown, there has been an increasing

interest in the decision-making process aid how the images come on'the screen,-

There are few studies on how children's programming is produced and

selected. Those available, as with most of the research on television, con-

cerns either advertising or the selection of violeit content (see Leifer,

Gordon, & Groves, 1974; Melody, 1973; Cantor, 1972b). The. Cantor study is

the only one which has any- relevance to the topic under discussion. During
--

the interviewing of producers and writers of-the animated shows made espe-

cially for Saturday morning television, it was discovered that the Sesame

Street animated segments were subcontracted for production by Children's

O. 74

e...
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Television Workshop. Also at ttlgt time few women were in positions which

allowed them treative.control. Although there have been few systematid

studies since then, evidence is that there has been' no significant change

(interview with Screen Actor Guild official, July, 1973).

Employment and Public 'Television

In Oblic television males far outnumber females by a large margin

in all higher ranked job.categories. The Federal Communications Commission

,(FCC) has. collected employment) data from television stations for four-years

(see Appendix A for information concerning Federal Law on employment). The

United Church of Christ hds compiled these statistics and issued several

annual reRorta. The following- is from "Preface" of the 1974 report

(Jennings and Jefferson, 1974, p. ft}:

...the 122 non-commercial stations in the four year, comparative
analysis showed an increase in full time'employment. In 1974,
the proportion of minority group employees at non - commercial
stations was 12%, roughly equal to that found, at commercial sta-

tions. In 1971, the proportion was 9%; in 1973, 11%. However,

these increases occurred mainly in large metropolitan stations.

The proportion of women employed full time by non-commercial
stations was greater than that of commercial stations, increasing
from128% in 1971 to 30% in 1973 to 31% in 1974.

As in commercial television, the non-commercial stations
increased the employment of minorities and women in the upper
three job categories: Officials and Managers, Professionals
and Technicians... In 1971 the proportion of minority group mem-
bers in these upper-level positions was K%. In 1973 and 1974

the proportion was 9%. The porportion of women in these three
categories was 6% in 1971, 9% in 1973 and 11% in 1974.

...Eight stations (6%) had no women on their full time staffs
and 21 (16%) reported none in the upper three job categories.
Eighteen stations (14%) reported no women and no minorities in
the upper three job categories. 6

This report calls two things to the attention of the reader. The first

is that there is no Independent verification of the information that is sup-

plied by the, stigtion. Secondly, the report shows a startling increase in

-
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upper level. jobs for.both minorities and women and a decline in clerical

and service positions. Jefferson and Jennings (1974) raise two questions:

do more executives need fewer clerks to seri/e them? Do larger staffs need
-

less janitorial service? They believe that the FCC should investigate

these questions because.it appears to them that'broadcasters reclassify
,

ow level workers'into the upper job categories. .--

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) also has reported on

dr 'employment patterns of minority groups and women among 128 public tele-

vision licensees that have been in operation in the United States during

1971-1974 (CPB Report, 1975). The total number of women has increased from

28.5 percent in 1971 to 30..4.percent in 1974. The proportion of females

in full-time employment was. 28.5 percent in 1971 and 29.8 percent in 1974.

During the four-,year period, all female full-andapart-time employees in-

creased by 18.6 percent, while male employees increased y 8.3 percent.

This employment pattern was al4 true in f 11-time poployment. The increase

for femalar wag 18.3 percent and for males t was 11.1 percent during the

same period.. he proportion of female workers is much greater among minor-

ity employees than among total employees. In managerial positions the num-

ber of female employees has decreased during the four year *period.
00\404

AC
.

The figures, b y,occupation, ate not available fof 197. In 1973 there

were only three female general managers as compared to 118 male general

managers.. In the four top paying occupations, general manager, station

manager, operations manager and program manager, males appear to receive

better pay than females. For instance, the average salary for male pro-

gram managers is $16,001,andfor,females with the same job title the salary

is $13,086. :this, of caurse,"coUld be a function of length of service on

the job and is presently under investigation
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In actua-l_production-jobs where presumably decisions are made about

content for programs, there are 80 female produber-directors as compared

to 429 males,and only one female film director '.escomgared 'to 75 males.

There is a catch-all category, "all other profe sionals;" which,has 266

fem ales nnd.248 males. It is unclear what these people yin, It is unknown

whether this includes writers, for'instance.

The employment patterns for secondary organizations which produce

shows for public broadcasting, such as Children's Television Workshop,

makers of Sesame Street and The Electric Company, and.Bilingual Children's

Television-, Inc., makers of Villa Alegre, are not known.

It was noted earlier in the section on programming that there are

fewer female than male characters in alll'children's television program-

ming and that male characters are likely to be shown in more active, im-

portant roles. Clearly, the sex of the major producer does not seem to

make a difference in this regard, Since both Sesame Street and Carrascolendas

were originated and produced by women. Therefore, one could argue that the

emplOyment of women in decision-makilg and with creative responsibility

would not guarantee that Programming would be less sexist. In a study of

prospective journalists and broadcasters, Orwant and Cantor (1974) tound

that women (journalism students) hold the same stereotypes] as men concerning

the kinds, of entertainment and news women want to read or view: Although

the number of studies of communicators is increasing, no one has addressed
...

the question of whether or not women are more likely to produce and create

non-sexistknprograms. However, there are some very encouraging indications
4

of change. More women in communication appsar to be concerned with the

changing roles of-women, both their own and others. However, the present

situation is such that women are not likely to-be found in positions of

power and very few are responsible for prograqming decisions. Those who
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have responsible ppiations do. not have the social support necessary to

change what appears to be a general pattern in all media: 'males are fa-
,

vored over females.,

THE AUDIENCE

Ninety -seven pgr,cent of, American homes have one or more television

aets.which are viewed on the average Of 26 hours, 15 minutes per week (Lyle.,

1974, p. 4). Women spend the most time viewing, 30 hours, 22 minutes, fol-

lowed by children who view 26 hours, 01 minutes. Teen-agers spend the

o
least amount of time at the sets. A consistent finding over "the years is

that the.peak year for viewing is around 12 for childrpn.e Television view,

ing is one activity which cuts across all age groupst socio-economic

and ethnic groups. In 1974 public television was provOeci to 210 markets

by /45 stations. As of that time public television's paenfril audience

was-limited by the fact that somewhere between twenty and thirty percent

of the nation's homes were,beyond the reach of usable off-the-air signals

for public stations. Further restrictions are imposed on public television

because 151 of the 245 stations operate on UHF channel locations which lim-

,its,the available audience.

Who is watching public television? As stated above, the potential

audience is Limited by the availability of the programs Secause of the

nature of public television. Yet during the course of a weA.in 1973-74

broadcasting season, television sets in some twenty million homes were tuned

to public television at least once, roughly the same number reached by a

popular prime-time program on a commercial stations. This estimate is based

on data from the A. C. Nielsen CO.'s national sample of metered homes (Lyle,.

1974, p. 6). Prime time consia*s of the evening hours, generally 7:30 p.m.

to'11:00 p.m.

:7 A
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Moreimportant than the prime-time audience is the growth of children's

audience since the inception of public television and especially the impact

of the children's programs provided by the national interconnection of the

Public Broadcasting System (PBS). It is indisputable that these programs

have provided public television with Its greatest "success" to date. Id a.

four week period during the winter of 1974. Sesame Street reached almost a

fourth of the nation's television households 023.3percent); Electric
t.

Company reached 14.5 percent and Mister Roger's Neighborhood reached 10.5

percent. Combined these three programs account for 26.6 percent.of public

television households, 17,609,000 homes. Obviously there was a great over

lap of the audiences of the three individual programs. They were the only

public televisiOnirogramirreaching 9'.6 percent of the natio 's.teleVision

homes, and account for almost a fourth (twenty-three percen ) of public

television's audience in this period (Lyle, 1974, p. 14-15). The most suc-

cessfill of the children's television programs is Sesame Street, but others

aresuccessful as well.' Zoom is designed for the 9-12 year old audience

and, is distributed by PBS during prime time. It reaches one of the very

largest individual audiences among prime-time national public television

offerings. Only Masterpiece Theatre surpassed the weekly average of homes

reached by Zoom over the four week period, Jan. 28 - Feb 24, 1974 (Lyle,

1974, p. 16, and figure 8). Not only is the audience large, but the Nielsen

data indicate that its audience is overwhelmingly composed of children under

12 for whom the program is intended.

According to Schramm, Lyle and Parker (1964) in 1961, the presence

1

of blue collar families in the educational television audience was an ex-

ception. Watching educational television was much more common and, appar-

ently, more approved and valued behavior Among better-educated, high socio

economic groups. Ten yearlater this is no longer true because of the
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children's programs, especially Sesame Street. Large sample surveys in

a dozen markets of varying sizes have shown that public television

ences do include large proportions of ldWer socio - economic groups, meas-

ured by such indicators as educational attainment and occupation (Lyle,

1974,1ft%21). For instance, in a large sample survey done in the Boston

area in 1973, children's programs alone accounted for 53.7 percent of the

public television homes where the head, had not finished high school, con-

trasted to only 2.6 percent of those where the head had finished.college.

A New York study done in 1972 showed that 64.5 percent Of public television

homes where the head of household had not finished high school named only

children's programs in contrast to 38.8 percent of those where the head

had finished college. In Denver, education shOWed little difference in

the patterns of public television usage (Lyle, 1974, p. :pa).

Not only are public television piograms reaching a relatively large

portion of the lower socio-economic groups, but this includes various

norities as well. The large sample studies of various cities show that

the overwhelm ng amount of minority viewers are watching children's pro-

grams, not pr me-time public television. Because the target audience for

-Sesame Streetlis the disadvantaged children, it can be said that the pro--,
gram is a success. However, the sex ratio of the,minority audience for

the children's programs is not known because Nielsen ratings and other sur-

veys do not break the audience down by sex below the age of twelve.

Less recent.and less complete data indicate that among older children,

girls watch teleVision more than boys. Stpin and Friedrich (1972) found

that the average viewing time of nursery school age boys was 34.56 hours

as compared to 32.44 hours for girls. Chaffee and McLeod (1972) found that

junior high school and high school girls watched more than did boys ,of the

same age group. Lyle and Hoffman (1972 a & b) also reported similar findings

*7-. 4-1,
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although their data show less difrences between the sexes and fewer hours

' of television viewing for all children:. Regaidlests of the study,.there

seems to be general agreement that young children (under twelve) watch more

television than do adolescents and that there is a sex difference in pro-.

,gram prefarange between the sexes., especially during adolescence and early

adulthood.,;.:

k

Learning from Television'

The eytdenee aR__to_whather-childr-en-learn-sex-rale-behavier-froi-tee---

vision is indeed limited. Only Frueh and McGhee (1975), have repolted find-_

ings related to this question. There is not space to review the disparate

.'..,:findings from a number of sources to show that children learn and are'so-

cialized from television. There have been Averal kinds of issue oriented

research each with ifs own assumptions. Most of the attention has been

given to the issue of violencebn film and television. -Another issue area

of inquiry has been instructional television. Originally the question was

asked if face-to-face instruction was more effective than learning from

audio-visual materials. Mote recently, those involvedin educating the

young seem to accept the importance of both and have been concerned with

the kinds of audio-yilual material that can attract audiences and make

learning more effective (see Lesser, 1974; Lumsdaine & May, 1966). A

third majoi area of inquiry has been how children learn political behavior.

Media, and television in particular, are seen as -only one kind of many

possible political socializers (Hyman, t959; Greenstein, 1961). More re-

cently the effects of commercial advertising (Ward, 1972) and the present-

ation of minority groups have been researched. These areas mentioned are

not necessarily mutually exclusive nor all inclusive.

Three major emphases in'this research stand out: one is how children
4

4
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model their behavior (socialization); a second is how children learn cog-

nitive skills, information and knowledge; and the third examines the choices

of media and how various media are/used. The methodologies vary in the mul-

titude of studies relating to children and qlevision from the controlled

experiment to the observation of children in their natural setting. Chil-

6.

dren have been surveyed, and the results of eduattonal Programming have-

. been evaluated to find out what, if anything, children learn from particular

programs, (Ball & Bogatz,'1970; Bogatz & Ball, 1971; Paulson, 1974). Few of

the studies have considered7sex-rdielb-ehavior-or-iearning as Lle dependent

variable (see Frueh & McGhee, 1975). Almost everything that is said about

learning sex roles from television (and other media) is conjecture. There
0

is no question that this is a neglected area of research,and has been rec-

ognized as such by researchersigtor some time (see NIMH, 1972; an&Rubenstein,

.1974).

A study, presently in.progress, .does address the issue. Leslie.A.

McArthur at Brandeis University (see That 51 Per Cent, p. 29) is exam-
.

:

ining:the effects of television and books on sex role beliefs and behavior

of nursery school children. Her goal is to determine what factors generate

tile stereotyped beliefs people hold regardinkwhatikOnstitutes "sex appro-

priate" and "sex inappropriate" behavior as well as to discover means of

broadening people's conception of behavior permissible for each sex. As 'of

,

now her results are unpublished. .

When researching the relationship of television viewing and behavior,

sex is often considered atheoretically, even though it is reported and ap-
sc,

pears to be conceptualized as-,e major independent variable. Reasons for-

the differences between boys and girls are usually explained by commonly

held 'stereotypes or not explained at all. As an example see Bailyn (1959)

which is discussed below.

''` rD
rLd

1
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Several of the studies relating violence on television to-aggressive

behavior have looked at tie differences between boys and girls. Two stud-

ies done a decade apart correlate viewing habits With the attitudEls that

result from the viewing. ailirn (1959) found thatqloys and girls who viewed

a large amount of programmiz preferred programs with aggressive content.

4
However, she found that boys ho.viewed aggressive content-reacted differ-

.

ently from the giY1s. This finding is a complex one which suggests to Sailyn

. ..1.-.,'

forthat girls are more conforming and rewarded r this conformity. The function
-.-- .,

ofass media for the child is.reflected in"his psychological predisposition

and influences his modes of behavior. For the irls, this is not so. There-

fore,.one might conclude that television is not' the culprit, brit predisposi-

tions, "family.characteristics and sex itself.

,Dominick and Greenberg (1972) report^different findings. They fauna

that preteen girls who were More regularly exposed to television violence

ekpressed more willingness to use vl,blence than did those less exposed

(p. 327). Their main finding is that family attitudes toward aggression,

as reported by the.child, showed the most persistenCrelationships to the

Child's aggressive attitudes, but television exposure also made a consis-,

tent, independent contribution to the chpd'snotions about violence. Girls,

, 3

as well As boys,.yho expressed attitudes which favored violent solutions to

prOblems had high exposure to violence on television. The vast number of

. t >

studies which gathered data on. irls should be systematically analyzed for

Sex differences in relation to medi use and exposure.

.The findings of seven different,gtudies done over a period 'of, several

decades show"that.boys are more interested in news and history, girls in

literature and home-type books (Hyman, 1959). Greenstein (1961) consi4ers

theft findings are due to "psychological " 'differences in boys and ells.

However, he makes.it clear that tikeSe,:differenies may be learned and not
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inherently masculine or feminine. die states that adult sex differences in

political behavior have roots in early pre-adult Variation in exposure and

response to media characteristics: Family status and Characteristics of

. parents are also important. The media stedies point out almost consistytly

that there is a sex variation in media preference (also see Schramm, Lyle,

& Parker, 1964; Lyle & Hoffman, 1971 a & b). Greenstein attributes this

to the need to conform to cultural definitions of masculinity and femininity.

There'ls little doubt,that the content ofchildren's television has

defined femininity narrowly; thereby perpetuating possible antiquated cul-
1

tural definitions of masculinity and femininity. In a recent study Frueh

agd McGhee (1975) found that.there is a relationship between high amounts

tlf television watching and traditional sex role development. In their brief

research note, they suggest a causal connection between the two variables

because the content of television portrays both female and male roles as

4
traditionally sex-typed. While television alone cannot account for sex dif-

ferences in behavior, a case can be made that content which provides unreal- .

istic,or few models of women's changing structural position, both -ill the
N

labor force and the, home, does contribute to the socialization of women and

narrowly defines her role. The idea of deeply ingrained sex role behavior,

especially in.politics, leads Greenstein (1961) to'Suggest'tHat sex differ-

. enced.in political behavior will not disappear unless all the various,agents

of socialization (family; school., church,'media, etc.) no longer define

women's and girls' roles as subsidiary to

.

CONCLUSION -- THEORETICAL AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

With the rebirth of feminism in the 1960rs-the role of,woMen in American

society has become a major public'issue. Historicall, American women have
a

played a more active part in the growth and development of the' nation than
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one
.
would realize from the way they Are portrayed in all television pro-

gramming.- Presently, if one watched thd programs designed for children,

the picture of the sexes'thatAemerges is inconsistent with changes fe-

males have experienced in the last. decade, and in no way reflects the

female position in the social structure. At the present time over forty 14(

percent of the work force are women, many of vhom are married with chil-.

dren under six. It rs estimated that many yoing girls in high school

today, 1975, will be a 115Ftof the labor force for 35 years. Their work,

expectations are not much different from their male contemporaries. The
.10!.

television programming these female high school students have seen (an

hlas13,500 hours b the time they are twelve)has presented them
1..

with a view of the..world t at is not only unrealistic but which may have

affected5their psychological outlook (Steinfeld, 1973). Though'.the evi-

dence.is mostly conjecture from. studies addressed primarily to cognitive

learning of basic skills and to the relationship of violent content'to

aggressive behavior, it appears that children do model behavior from tele-

vision

.4(

Content. Therefore, if televisionprognamming has affected the

female's self'concept, she will be mote likely to have Conflicts about

her choice of occupationand the relationship of work to her role aaa
. .

wife and mother. Moreover, she is likely to consider males the superior

sex who' are able to-do,many more things than. she and who will dominate

in the Work world. Her occupational choice will be limited to traditional

roles, such as reacher, secretaty or nurse, regaidless of her ..talent and ,
I 1

6

ability.

For the above reasons, feminists and, e recently, social scientists

have protested the way femAles and males have been portrayed in.television
4.

programming of all types. Social action groups are convinced that not

only is, the changing role of women being ignored but that all young chit -
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dren, both males and females, are being presented with content that

its their choices, and thus they are less likely to become self-actual-

,
I I

ized, productive members of society.

Theit appears to be little recognition that one-half of all minority

group children are girls and that these girls will become women who are

very likely to have to earn a living, support themselves and possibly

head a family unit. In March, 1972, there were 6.2 million,families

headed by women, and twenty -five percent of these were (Department

of.Labor, 1973). The number of female heads of households has increased

in the-last decade and there is no reason to believe that this trend will

.reverse. The role models being presented through the medium of television

not only limit choices and ability to self.- actualize, but may even be dys-

functional foie larger society because talents and abilities will not

be developed. `This is speculation; except for the Frueh and McGhee study

(1974), little research on this subject has been done. If the justifica-

tion Cs correct that violent content leads to aggressive behavior"; then

there is no reason to doubt that television content also can help shape

sex-role conceptions and'behavior (see_Bandura, 1969; Liebert, Neale, &

Davidson, 1973; Lyle & Hoffman, 1972 a& b;'Leifer et al., 1974; Lesser,

1974).

Research Suggestions
.

Because of the lack of knowledge about ti.w television

ences sex-role behaviors and attitudes, more', research is

far as can be ascertained at this time, only project

viewing influ-

necessary. As

is being funded

whiCh directly addresses this topic; McArthur at andeis University is

studying the effects of television and books on hex role beliefs and be-

havior of nursery school children.

rw
1.1)

L t.
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The call for research, on is topic did not originate with this 7

port. The National Institute of Mental Health Research Workshop, TV and

- .
s -

),.

Social Behavior Workshop (oN1MH, 1972) recognized that *tudies of racial

and sex role stereotypes shoUld be encouraged.. Also, Rubenstein.(1:74,

p. 86) states that "'research should investigate the ways television rein-
.

''\

forces social stereotypes: the role of women, the attributes of ethnic
...

.

groups, the characteristics of people in different social classes."

The purpose of this report is 'not to delineate a, specific research
-41

agenda but to call attention to how little ia knowp about the various ele-

ments of the communication process as this relates to sex role imagery and

pottrayalf. Research on this topic should include the whole communication

process, not just the effects on children.7

(1) There is needfor more research on how the valUes and beliefs of the

communicators influence the communication process; on how programs are for-

mulated, prodUced and finally broadcast. There have only been a very few

studies addressing the questions relating the interaction of the television

,.coffirnunicators and the system in which they work (Gans, 1970; Cantor, 1971;

Cantor 1972b, Baldwin & Lewis, 1972; Elliot, 1972; Melody, 1973). None

of these consider the values of communicators in relation to their sex or

their beliefs about sex - roles. This can beJexplained because females were

not involved in the production, selection and broadcast of the content be-

ing investigated. Though they are few in number, there are women involved

In all phases of children's programming on public teltvision.

Related to this, there As more research 'needed on work'itself in pro-
,

duction companies, the secondary organi;aidons which are responsible for

producing shows for children, in order to.fincUout how women and minorities

9 following research might 1e supported by Title IV of the Education
. .

tilPAmen s of 1974 (Women's Educational Equity).

a
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are recruited and the kind. of work assigned to them. Will the content change

as these organizations, licensees and production companies employ and uti-

lize more females In the, actual creative work? There is an opportunity for

..applied and pure research to be done in this unexplored area. The question

of social support for minority employees, including women, and impact of

this on the selection of content is not only a question for those interested

in'equal employment but also for those interested in the larger questions

of work and the manufacture'of cultural symbols.

(2) There should. be continuous research .on the content that comes over' the

air. The programs provide a rich data source for those who are interested

in social and cultural change. Further on a suggestion will be made for

continuous monitoring for'the specificpurpose of calling attention to sex

role stereotypes. Thus this research, as well as the research on the com-

municators and communicating organizations, will have both policy and `theo-

retical implications. Gerbner (1972) and Wormley (1974) believe television

content is an indicator of.popular cultural trends and symbol systems. pAlso,

.through monitoring, social relations and how these 4lations are structured
)

can be analyzed. Content analysis serves several functions. It can be
S4
used

to aleit people to negative and positive images as_well,as provide material
<3.

which 'gives information about the dominant social myths.

(3) Obviously more inforthation is needed on the effects of the content on

children and their parents. Leifer et al. (1974) say that there is e ugh

research to Suggest thal/eelevised violence contributes to aggressive

havior in children and adolescents. Only one study is available which shows

how televised'social stereotypes Flight contribute to the attitudes, beliefs

. and values Of children (Frpeh & McGhee, 1975). Research is needed on hor

content affects the self-ithage and self - concept. children have of themselves;

how television contributes to the modeling of behaviors and roles as this

,. a,6
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4

relates to the portrayal of the sexes.

(4) ResearCh is also needed on parental attitudes, beliefs and values as

this. relates to sex-roles. This report, has neglected the influence of edu-

cators and parents on television viewing and their possible reinforcement

or counter-influence on the child. There is clear consensus throughout

all the literature that television supplements both education and child

rearing practices. While televiewing is not often conceptualized as a pri-

mary socializer by most researchers, several have noted its independent ef-

fects. However, it is clear that parerita; guidance and their viewing habits

are very important in what children see and how much they watch. Our know-

ledge is limited about the relationship between the.combined' roles of tele-

vision,,the home and school in child development (Leifer et al., 1974, p. 237).

(5) The question of how critical feedback, especially in the criticism

from organiZed pressure groups, affects the creators of content appears to

be of little concern to researchers. Producers of evening series and

Saturday morning cartoons tend to ignore critical letters regarding content.

They claim that the net4orks are responsible for negative effects (Cantor,

1971, 1972b). Also, Lesser (1974 clearly is not impressed by the critical

appraisals of Sesame Street. However, he is concerned about negative effects

usingOte high target audience appeal and the evaluation results as feedback

information which shows that the program is meeting its intended goal.

Leifer et al. (1974) report that Zoom wps kept on the air because of Zoomalert,

a campaign to influence the CPB.

A relatively new "feedback" mechanism is the use of license challenges.

by social action groups in the society. The effect of such challenges on

the conimunicat9has not been explored. This relates directly to the issue
.

of sexism since so many of the license challenges of commercial stations

have been undertaken by feminist groups who have been dissatisfied with the
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way females are presented through the medium.

Policy Considerations and Suggestions

.It is not passible to end discrimination in content and employment

easily because the inequality of the sexes is a long standing historical

reality. However, there are a number of things that could be adertaken

immediately which would facilitate equal employment and equal presentation

of the sexes on the air. In order to. improve research on and knowledge of

the audience, Nielsen and other survey organizations should start reporting

the sex composition of the audierices at all ages. This is clearly possible

and should be simple to do. No doubt fqr Nielsen families, the data exist.

. -

When new audience surveys are undertaken, this neglect should be remedied.

Public television presently,devqtes twenty-seven percent of broadcast,

time to children's programming (Katzman, 1974), Along with others, I ad-

vodate that commercial television should increase the number of hours of

children's programming, and this programming should not be interrupted by

commercial advertising. The FCC has within its powers the ability to reg-

ulate the number of. hours devoted to such programming. It clearly has chosen

not to do this. If there were more hours available, then more diverse pria-

gramming would be possible%

Leifer et al. (1974) have suggested that more commercial tune should

given to the, replacement of produgt advertisement with educational. spots

and public service announcements which .teach both cognitive skills and pro-

social behavior. This is happening with network productions such as Multi-

plication Rock, Grammar Rock, as well as the OffiCe of Education sponsor-
.

ship of thirty public service announcement's cd'hcerning human relationships
v.

between children and adolescents of various social and ethnic groups. The

basic purpose of the latter is to end minority and racial isolation and to

-counteract negative stereotypes held by di'fferent groups in 'society.

2-40
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The government supports the production of a number of public sOrvice

announcements-it-I-diverse arpas such as alcohol education, recruitment to

e
1-7-the military services and drug control. "Commercial spots" could be devel-

oped to show children of both sexes and their parents about the changing

social world in the areas of education, work and civic opportunities. Also,

Maccoby and Jacklin's book, The Psychology of Sex Differences,.(1974) could

be serialized in commercial style to show that commonly held myths are not

always. substantiated in research. For. instance: it could be shown that

girls and boys are concerned with people; .that both are able to abstradt

ideas; and that girls believe they can influence their own fate. Their

material would provide a rich source for at least thirty such announcements,

equaling the number available on racial isolation and ethnic relations con-
,

tracted under the Emergency School Aid Act. Such a series of announcements

would contain both lessons in social psychology and would counteract sex

role stereotping. In these an equal number'qf girls and boys should be

shown. The educational value for parents and teachers is obvious. If they

are presented.in an entertaining format, children will also be attracted to

them. This could be done withotit.offending any social class, racial or

ethnic group. In fact, all groups and both sexes should benefit.

'The Corporation for Public Broadcasting should set up a permanent ad-

visory board which will carry but the-suggestions that will be forthcoming

from the Woman's Task Force. Among its duties, the advisory groups could

supervise continuous program monitoring and develop guidelines for producers.

The purpose of this monitoring would be advisory only. Broadcasters and
4 0

production houses may be una$are of how they are presenting sex roles and

sex-inappropriate__ behavior. It is olear from the monitoring that has been

done, from,private conversations and other research that sex role Stereo-

typing is so prevalent it is probably unconscious. Many producers and writers
0

, sz

10
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"might norrealize when they are being sexist. This is not being suggested

to limit individual freedom of speech but rather to enhance consciousness.

No brow:Master or produceryould be obligated to Change content because'

'of a negative report on their programs. These reports could be available

, .

to .teachers and parents and would help them select programs that meet their

individual needs. This could be further developed into a
4
ratingservice.

The three commercial networkS subscribe to the television code of the

National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). The code has been revised sev-

eral times since iwas adopted, but its essential function is to keep

governmental regulations minimal by avoiding program practices that-offend

interest and pressure groups. Each network program division has a section

to approve or disapprove the content of shows, called' a "continuity accept-

ance" or "broadcaSt standards." While I am not recommending that the

oration for Public Broadcasting (CPB) emulate network policy, it is

nusual that the commercial networks can control content while public

broadcasting cannot. Guidelines for screening Content for sexism could be

developed. Models of such guidelines are available from textbook publishers,

Scott, Foresman and McGraw-Hill. These guidelines would be similar to the

NAB code, especially section II [Responsiblity to Children] (Cantor, 1974,

pp. 119, 219-223).

The need for guidelines has been recognized by a number of- different

groups. For instance, the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention

of Violence suggests guidelines for television broadcasters, especially'in

presentation of news. The Office of Education has prepared guidelines, not

yet adopted, for broadcasters in regard to employment practices. The Women's

Equity Action League is preparing guidelines to help broadcaSters eliminate

sexism in all content, including children's programs. Also, psychologists-

have made specific recommendations for the elimination of sex-role stereo-
.

c_
07-
Kr A.,
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typing irCprograms developed by the Chilaren's Television Workshop. While

these have not been incorporatd-into either Sesame Street or Electric

Company,' they are available as an additional source for writing' of guide,
0

lilies (Know Inc., undated). Even the United States Congress has suggested

broad guidelines, to help film makers and broadcasters eliminate racial,

religious and ethnic stereotypes. In 1971 the following resolution was

passed:

'...producers and distributors of motion pictures and
television and radio shows should ceases the production and
distribution of those' films and programs which defame, stereo-
type, ridicule, demean or degrade, ethnic, racial or religious
groups.. (United State's dongress, 1971, p,.22).

Not only should that resolution be amended to Include sex but the resol -

tion should be translated into a usable code to guide the creators of' content

Possibly when more is known about the effects of content which portrays

females in so-Kiew 'roles and in such small numbers as compared to males,

educatOrg and parents together will work fo change. In the meantimd, roles

)

given to females and males should be expanded so that mores role models are

provided to all children in order that individual growth is not dependent

On out-moded definitions of masculinity and femininity.

.
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APPENDIX Ai

FEDERAL EQUAL OPPORTUNITY OBLIGATIONS FOR PUBLIC TELEVISION
(DIrived from: Public Broadcasting Service Handbook 1974)

Virtually all gitblic'television broadcasters come under the juris-
.

diction and the broad investigative and enforcement powers of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC): Also, the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) rules impose significant "affirmative action" employment

obligations on all public broadcasters. The basic federal EEOC legisla-

tion is Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and other federal agen-

cies having EEO enforcement responsibilities have relied extensively on

the provisions of Title VII in draftin4 their own anti-discrimination rules

and regulations. Title VII prohibits discrimination in employment'on the

basis of "race, color, religion, sex or national origin." Since March

1974, the EEOC itself can-commence a lawsuit where its investigation of

a complaint results ln:.a finding of reasonable cause of belief that dis-

crimination has occured.' The FCC has adopted its own EEO rules, as part

of its broad power to regulate. broadcast activities, to serve the public

interest, convenience and necessity. All broadcast licensees, regardless

of number of employees, are covered by the FCC anti - discrimination policy.

Title VII does not require affirmative action but the FCC does. In a re-

cent Opinion, the FCC explains Affirmative Action.

Affirmative action requires licensees to do more than
ensure employment neutrality with regard to race; color, religion,
national origin or sex. Affirmative action, requires licensees
to make additional effort to recruit, employ and promote quali-
fied members of minority and women groups. (Memorandum Opinion..---
and Order, 444 FCC 2d, 734, 736, 1974)
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In enforcing its equal employment opportunity rules, the FCC posesses

an overriding power that the EEOC does not, the power to deny the original

grant 'or renewal of a'broadcast license. Though it has not yet done so,

the FCC may impose fines for violations of EEO rules. Also, the FCC can

order licensees to take corrective action. The FCC has in recent months

ordered corrective measures' both-public and commercial licensees.

Every,,station must file an annual employment report on FCC Form 395, show-
_ -.

ing total male and female employment by job level. It'was from-the com-
.

,
pletion of such. reports that the figuresreported in the employment section

became available. Also, every public and commercial station must file

for renewal every three years. As part of their license renewal applica-

tiorr (in Section VI of FCC Form 342) each station .submits a comprehensiv

written affirmative action prOgram, a detailed. report on the Implementa-

tion of the station's EEO program and its effect on the hiring of minority,

group and emale 4pplica te. Also, each station must file a description .

and status report on all complaints of employment discrimination brought

against the station with any federal state or local agency. With respect

to the license granting and renewal process, to date the FCC has neither

46
denied a broadcast license because of discrimination in employment nor re-

.

quired a full'hearing on charges of discrimination.
.

Besides Tile VII of the Civil Rights Act and the FCC rules on non-

1 discrimination, many public 'television licensees, several -.of the support -

ding. and all'producers of programs contracted under the

Emergency School Aid Act are subject to anti - discrimination. requirements

.

imposed on federal contractors,by Executive Order No."11246. The Executive

Order requires that all federal contracts and subcontracts in excess of

so

$10,000 include an EEO clause by which tie contracting orglnixation prom-
.

.

..

ises to "take affirmative action to insure that applicants are employed,
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and that employees are treated during employment, without. regard to their

race, color, religion, sex or national origin." Moreover; contractors with

w 50 or more employees and with contracts totaling $50,000 or more, must meet

the exaotitig'formal affirmative action standards of Revised Order No. 4 of

the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the enforcedent agency for the

federal contractors EEO program.

The Office of IklucatiOn, when granting contracts for series, cpn and

does require'that the production companies comply to The above regulation.

However, the Office qf,Education or any other federal agency cannot control

contentnor decide whether a female employee favors-content which presents

a broad and diverse view of the female role in society.

,P.
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Diversity of Interests in a-Mase Medium

a

The:Author

Dr: Harold Mendelsohn is Professor and Department of
Mass Communications, University of Denver. e is a member of
the Denver Council for Educational Television and the Research
Advisory Board of the Educational Tech610gy Demonstration,.
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vision series directed t the mass education and socil amelior-
ation of disadvantaged Me ican-Americans.. His major publications
include Mass Entertainment (New Haven:- College and University
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The Paper

In the following paper, "The Mythic Functions of Televisibnand
the'Pressures for 'Reality,'" Mendelsohn addresses-at a theo-
retical le4e1 a most difficult question for purposive television:
can television accoiodate extant and potential purposive "missions"
and Advocacy groups and ptill function as a mass medium? lie

e)Aggnes the functions fnedia have historically served, as con- .

eflIPEa Lu the modern electronic media, taking issue with social
activists who would re-form media content into positive and/or
"realistic" images appropriate to their cause, because it is
incompatible with the "mythic" orientations of television as a
mass mediuur.
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Every human being has aesthetic urges;, a receptivity to symbolic

expressions of his wishes and fears; ,a demand for both knowledge and what

might be called anti- knowledge (or wish fulfillment) about his society and

a desire to spend free time, if such exists, in ways that-diverge from his

work routine.

Therefore, every society must provide art, entertainment, and informa-

tion for its members.
Herbert Gans (P.S80)

4
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From Princes and Dragons to Just Plain Joe and The System

Underpinning all human societies are its myths and fables. These

mythic materials are designed to integrate society and to maintain social

consensus°regarding norms, mores, and values. In simple.sociefies they

are transmitted by "live" dramas, songs, ritualistic dances, medicine men,

storytellers, and wandering minstrels. In more complex societies they are

transmitted by intricately structured and functioning institutions of eddca-

tion, organized religion, art,41iterature, and drama, and the mass media.

Throughout western.literature and drama the mythic thrust is seen as

basically fantastic rather than realistic. Until the eighteenth century

we find an almost total absence of "realism" from the-great literary epics

of the West - the Iliad, the Odyssey,-El Cid, and Beowdlf being cases in

point. Then, heroes were much "larger" than life could ever possibly be;

villians were monstrously evil; and the conflicts around which events

turned were focused on man's struggle with the divine and dnknown. Rather

than reflecting the realitie of society as it then was, classical Western

literafurereenforced themagic and superstition that permeated it without

offering anything resembling life as it actually may pave been. Yet, the

"classics" performed essential societal functions.

First off they provided attendees with needed diversion. Second,

they defined good and evil., Third, they pointed to both the rewards, that

were available for conformity and the punishments that would be meted out for

deviance. And finally, they indicated the possibility of good ultimately

triumphing over evil. Western literary output prio* to the positivistic

revolution was neither designed to reflect the realities of social organi-

°-7,
totk.0
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zation; nor were they meant to be instructional in the formal seise. Most

of the publics at the time neither had access o it; nor could most read

them if they did find literary.materials available.

Until the eighteenth century there was no public market for literary

works, and for the most part writers were supported by wealthy patrons in

whose graces authors strove to remain lest they starve. It is inconceiv-

able that the patrons who supported Writers remained neutrally aloof from

demanding special literary consideration as far as it concerned their own

personal vanity, self-interests, ideologies, and idiosyncrasies q thought

and taste. Basically, a patron - oriented literature was a censored litera-

ture. It must be remembered that it was not until 1695 that censorship

was abolished in England. Until that time the pressures on writers from

government,..the church, and wealthy patrons were powerful and supported

by law. Because literary output was patron-oriented, it reflected the

wishes of those patrks, and the pre-18th sie. "classics" which are revered

today were produced mostly in response to those wishes. Thus, from the

very beginning of literary endeavor, "He who paid the paid'Ae piper

called the tune."

Because writers could not afford to offend their sponsors, they

clothed their works in parables, fables and myths and produced heroes,

villians, and fools unlike those who might ever be encountered in real

life. These mythic and stereotypic attributes of pre-positivistic Western

literature served as a protective shield for writers against the abuses

that disgruntled patrons might hurl at them. After all, they could argue

persuasively, they were only telling a story.

The techniques developed by.the classicists to protect themselves

3



from outside pressures and criticisms produced a literary and dramatic

style which has been carried over into contemporary times.. It combines

fantasy with stereotypes and is concerned not with life as it actually

is; but rather, with life as it might be. As Ortega Y Gasset put it in

his The Defiiimanization of Art, "the.person portrayed and the portrait are

two entirely different things."

The-events of the French.and American 18th sie. revolutions pro-

duced, among other consequences, fundamental changes in the arts. Two

developments are particularly noteworthy here. First,the revolutions

legitimized the emergent middle-class as a powerful societal force worthy

of equal literary attention with the aristocracy and the clergy. Secpnd,

,
economic power rapidly shifted away from the aristocracy and the clergy

to this new class. For the T is time in Western history it was now pos-

sible for "authors to directly address relatively large literate publics

who.in turn could support them through the direct purcha e of their'output.

No longer would writers be exclusively beholden to wealthy pat ons who

wielded the power of censorship over them. Rather than being patron-oriented,

the literary world rapidly became consumer-oriented. It has remained so

to this day for the most part.

4

As literary endeavors turned aside the pressures derived from affluent pat-

rons they became enmeshed in a web of new pressures. Now writers had t. please

the middle classes if they were to sell their wares. As Western literature

shifted away from the supernatural and mysticism, it still maintained its

normative thrust. The 18th sie novel was addressed'primarily to middle-

class interestslife styles and concerns. "Their purposes were avowedly

moral; they taught men to know themselves and the proper 'spheres' and

ab
4,
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Appropriate manners." For a time satire and comedy were the chief

devices by which the "sensitive" aspects of life were portrayed - not realism.

Stereotypes of the London drawing-room romantic hero together with his

delicately beautiful heroine; the money-grubbing serfts.h villai; and the

country-bumpkinfool quickly became stock characters and remained so for more

than a century. If controversial social relations provoke'd fear of new

revolutions and could be be openly discussed; thej could at least be

laughed at. Often what we fear we make fun of.

It wasp not until the middle of-the nineteenth, century that a n

social force made its impact felt pn Western literature, and in its
ce

emergence brought new pressures to bear on Western literature in terms of

its focus, plots, and characterization, and consumption. Where middle-class

man came into his own as a consequende of the political revolutions of the

18th sie., working-class man was a proddIct of the 19th sie. Industrial

Revolution- and of its - excesses as well.

The new technologies springing from the Industrial Revolution made

possible the widespread distribution of information, ideas, and entertain-
'

ment via inexpensive newspapers and magazines as well as books. The emer-

gence of the penny newsp'aper and the dime novel broadened the audience

base substantially, and resulted in the relatively recent phenomenon of

a "mass audience." No longer could writers ignore the interests, concerns,

and tastes of what was quickly beComing the numerically predominant prq-

portion of their market. It was no accident that Dickens' novels of social

A.C. Baugh, ed. A Literary History of England, New York: Applleton-

Century-Crofts. 1948. p.950.
,
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*protest first appeared in newspaper serial form. The proletariat demanded

it be heard, and the pressure it brought to bear upon the world -of litera-

ture and journalism resulted in the emergence' of the literary era of the

common man.
Si

No longer were' giant heroes engaged in death struggles with evil mon-

sters. The=new heft) now was "just plain Joe" fighting the villainous "sys-

tem" which sought to manipulate and exploit him. And the fools were those

who manifested a lack of knowledge about and 'interest in. he ways and

styles of. the common folks. Stereotypes all.

Although the audience. base had expanded. from miniscule elites to the

inclusion of the middle classes and the proletariat, the "mass media,"

capable of reaching vast numbers of people simultaneo9ly, did not arrive

on the scene until well into the 20th sie. Until then the "media" were

confined to newspapers, books, and magazines whiEh were oriented to specific

homogeneous audiences who shared common social attributes, interests, and

tastes. The "realities" that were portrayed were essentially confined to

those segments ofcociety who were consumers

little effort was put into retlecting social

iences were segmentalized so were the medla.

of particular fare, and very

realities in toto. As aud-

Varied inteiest groups thus

found expression and gratification in the sub-population-serving specialized

media, and if their interests and tastes were not se ved by any one parti-

cular Vehicle, they would simply turn To one that di . So long as given

media vehicles met the needs of given self-serving interest groups, they

received very little general criticism and pressure;to do otherwise.

By mid 20th century yet another-social force came to the fore in

America, a force representing the interests and 'concerns of those elements

71..,W
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of society which considered themselves to be exploited and victimized by

cir

is

extant social institutions. This contemporary social force seeking its own,

place in the tun is composed mainly of disgruntled "minorities" who seek .

,

2
social recognition and what they claim as a "fair share" of the rewards

that historically have been bestowed upon the upper, middle,,and working

classes. Ethnic and racial groups, women, the afflicted',and handicapped,,

and the impoverished make up 'the core of this newly emerging social force

with sundry religious (e.g. Jeus 'freaks'), cultural (e.g.'gay libera-

tionists), and politital (e.g. the Weathermen), sub-sets serving as peri-

pheries surrounding the core. On the outer fringes a/40,the ."concerned" -,

intellgictuttls. Because this social force is fragmented and sharei no ,

common ground other than mutual feelings of social victimization, it has

not as yet coalesced into either a solidified social organtiation or a

social clasS. Because this new -"minority" movement lacks Cohesion and

universal recognition it has chosen the mass media as suitable vehicles

whereby these goals might be, achieved. It appears that among all the

available media television has been singled out by "minorities" as th

focus of thesel attempts, and currently the pressure they applyto n twork

and public television alike is becoming more vociferous and Sustained.

As illustration consider issue Number 3 (J'anuark, 1975) of Access, a pub

-

lication of the newly formed National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting

which contains a recent partial.roundip of citizens' activity in challenging

television station licenses in just one state, California. The report

notes that: 0

In Berkeley, the Community Coalition for Media Change petitioned

against San Francisco's KQED for allegedly not offering enough

local and national black programing.
P,
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In Los Angeles, "a coalition of Spanish-speaking people"
(Chicqno Coalition of Los Angeles County) filed against
KNI*-TV for airing Chico and the Man "which thicanoshavb
rejeqted as perpetuating the tired old- stereotype of the
shiftless latino cowtowing to 'the anglo."

In San Jose the Committee for Open Media "is challenging two
stations for their 'happy talk' ('tabloid news') formats."

In Los Angeles the Women's Coalition for'Betterlaroadcasting
' filed against KNXT-TV, KLA-TV, KTTV-TV, and KCOP-TV fort,

alleged lacks of women's programing.
AMP1

In Los Angeles, the National Association for Better Broad-
casting-Petitioned against KCOMV for violating agreements'
it had reached with previous citizen*, groups.
a

The recent proliferation of minority interest group's competing with

each other and others outside the minority category to make sure thafthe

content.they want is creates i underlines a furidamental dilemma for demo-

cracy in communications. Given the scarce channel and time resources that

are endemicto network television, how can minority interests; concerns,

and tastes be- accoModated without,the threat of censorship by a medium'

that is primarily a mass communications vehicle? Thus far, televqsion

has demonstrated that it cannot make a satisfactory resolution of the

dilemma, and it it unlikely that it ever will be able to do so and still

maintain its status as a mass medium.

8
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Types, Gripes,. and Stereotypes

Fundamental criticisms, levied against television by the newly

emerged "minorities" is tv's alleged neglect of presenting these social

sub-sets as well'as presenting them in favorable terms. Although the

criticism singles out tv as the one socializing influence in kntemporary

American society, disregarding thetoverriding importance of family,

church and school, it nevertheless recognizes the important mythic societal
o

functioning of television in.presentAng guidelines for identifying;

coping with, and-modeling dfter various-social types that make up society. .

It was the American sociologist George Herbert-Mead who first pointed

to the significance of role modeling in the socialization of the human

organism. According to Mead, humans differ from other animals not only

in their ability tocoMMunicate but in their ability to objectify themsel-

vesras'well. Humans have the capacity to become unique individuals, and

each of us experiences selfhood not ditectly through spontaneous insight,

but indirectl as reflections Of others - primarily'pthers with whom we

Come into contactverjr 'early in life. Man becomes an individual "person"r
-

by taking on the attitudes of "significant Others" towards himself within

a variety of social.communications situations in which they interact. ('

To Mead the process whereby we begin to develop selfhood is similar

to the process by which players interact with each other as they stage

a drama. Before an actor gestures, he does not know how it will "go over"

until he receives feedback from his fellow actors and from the'audience.

It is only from the reactions of others in our environment that we derive

both identity and social meal:..fikur actions are well-received and

theolay continues, we are - rewarded and we integrate them into pur'repertoire
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Of roles. However, when feedba is negative, and our actions no longer

O

produce sought-for results, we are faced with the need to adopt or to

develop new roles for ourselves. Witnessing dramas help us enormously in

these essential socializing processes.

Throughout history literature and drama have served to both reenforce

old roles and to introduce new ones to audiences. In so doing dramatic

and narrative literature have concentrated not 6 the portrayal of the

realities of social structure but rather on the possible roles that are

available td1 members of various groups and various Societies,. In so doing

draMatic and narrative fictionhaveaccompanied their socialrole projection 4

rewards'that are available for conformity with the

social roles and the sanctions that can befall

7,th indicatiohs of the

norms that defirie given

deviants.

In sociological theory roles are nothing more than prescribed social.

behaviors that are responses to collective expectations. Such expecta-

tions and the responses they evoke are assigned to each individual in a

society, and without such culturally\defined modes, interaction and communi;

cation among,human beings would be'iMpossible. There can be no conscious-

!less of self withopt consciousness of others. Another lesson we may learn

from dramatic narrative fiction.

All social relationships require appropriate role-playing.

.

As new relationships begi

7f

to deVelop, individuals must first -learn what

responses may be expected-of them along with those which they

can expect of others as well as the gratifications that may be involved.

New role relations can and dolpduce anxiety when individuals are unsure

of what specifically is expected of thcm. New role Telationships result

10
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in heightened self-consciousness. Dramatic and narrative fiction. serve

to blunt the edge of anxiety that new relationships may generate by

portraying role expectancies yet to be encountered by audiences in real

life situations. Drama and narrative lay the.ground work and smooth the

way for new social "relationships. They allow audiences to "rehearse" and

"play out" new role situations in their imaginations well befOre actual

encounters occur. This procesS is called "anticipatory socialization,

and it is perhaps the most important social function served by the dramatic

fare offeredtby contemporary television. *].

Dissatisfied with the prospect of-going throughrlife playing just

one r le, human beings are capable of playing many different roles (e.g. son,

brothe , husband, student, worker, citizen)either simultaneously or in

progression. Each specific role we play represents a unique response to a

unique social situation. For every social fun'Ction, 'there is a social

role. Role playing consists of living up to the.obligations.of the particu-

lar role one assumes at any particular time. Each of us has sore idea of

what constitutes appropriate lines of action for himself and others. Fun-

damentally, these ideas are derived from actual direct group experiences.

Only secondarily are they derived .vicariously from the arts and the mass

media. Drama and narrative fiction allow us to transcend our actual roles

and to "try out" a variety of roles in our imaginations withotft fear of

retribution.

Orrin Klapp has expanded the role theory model by introducing the

concept of social typing. His observations are most pertinent to our discussion.

. For a detailed discussion of the anticipatory socialization function
of theluass, media see Mendelsohn, Mass Entertainment.

A
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Klapp's presentation begins with the idea that in complex, mobile,

democratic societies a variety of roles are available to all, and indi-

viduals in such societies attempt to type themselves according to the

various societal positions they wish to occupy. Self-typing offers

psychological support to the individual's quest for social status.

To a large extent, "finding oneself" requires building a social

type for oneself which is satisfactory to him and which at the same time

assures others of its propriety. The effort to type oneself includes the

effort to type others. We are continually creating the other fellow.

Normally we attempt to,pigeonhole others according to the schemes from

which our own self images were derived., At the same time other persons try

to bring us into their schemes, which may or may not be congruent with ours.

Except on 'a conceptual level, we cannot separate the typing of

others from the typing of oneself... We find in ourselves the responses

of others, but it is not simply the response of the others that makes our

individual "self". Without knowing the type of person the other is -

is he a "good guy", "an egg-head", a "hard-hat"?.-,we cannot know what

significance to attach to eftlier his approval or disapproval of us or, for

that matter, how-to judge our own self by him. Without knowing the types

. of persons others are, we cannot know the type of person we are. The media

offer us a veritable potpourri of social types from which to choose and

judge.

The American social typology can be looked upon as a repertory

,of available stock roles for those who wish to act. HOwever vivid, social

---types still remain abstractions. Unlike scientific observations, social

types are based on practicaV experience, common sense, and judgement rather

than logic. Their "truth" is akin to that-of a proverb rather than a,



theorem or proven hypothesis. Social. -types can be created and indeed

are created through any medium which can evoke durable vivid images. Con-

temporaneously, films and television are particularly adept at doing just

this.

Klapp views social types as representing a, "collective norm of

role behavior formed and used by the group:an idealized concept of how

people are expected to be or to act. The type may describe the way people

should be, should not be or simply are predicted to be" (p.11). The author

makes'extremely important distinctions between social types and stereotypes:
:st

Any extensive list of social types shows that they reflect
dimensions of social life for which there are few equivalent - let
alone more accurate - technical terms. What sociological or
psychological concept could adequately replace crasher, hepcat,
hot-rodder, tightwad, goot-time Charlie, ladies man? Viewing the

. many "slang words for which there are no substitutes, it seems to
me we have little choice but to stay with the insight of the people,
as it is crystallized in social types to understand what is going
on in society...

Social types promote insights info relations'within a society,
whereas stereotypes hold people at a distance and portray outside
groups in a negative way. Stereotypes emphasize error white social
types represent real roles being played: stereotypes refer to
things outside one's social world, whereas social types refer to
things with which one is familiar: stereotypes tend to be conceimed
as functionless or dysfunctional (or, if functional, serving pre-

- judice and conflict mainly), whereas social types serve the structure
of society at many points. People often talk as if they would like
to be rid of stereotypes but it is hard to conceive of society
without social types.",(pp. 11 and lb) .

Through the process of social typing we,pass judgement upon ourselves,:

111

via three major processes - praise, condemnation, and ridicule. Three major

social types appearing both in the arts and in the media serve as principal
4

models for these processes - heroes. who are "better than"; villains who are

"dangerdils to"; and fools who 'fall short of" norm expectations.

Klapp continues,

These basic kinds of models are used by all societies to main-
tain the social system, especially to control persons anal put oh

4317,,



significant dramas and rituals. Typing, then, holds up models
for the way people should be and act.. Ethically, the hero
might be thought of as the bull's eye of a target, the ideal
achievement of right'conduct. He givel'-impetus to rise above
the ordinary. Negative types represent deviations and failures
important enough to be memorialized by society. An individual
feels success to the extent that he lives up to heroes, and at least
stays comfortably above the folly and wrongdoing, represented by
other extremes: The middle ground is 'safe'; but once a person
leaves the ordinary role he has three main alternatives: to slay

'the dragon, stab Siegfried in the back, or fall off his horse,
armor and all, onto the surprised dragon. (p..17)

-

Critics of the mass media and of'televiskeespecifically see only

, their dysfunctional potentialities and totally ignore their e1 social
A

functions in helping society maintain its structure and orient its members

to what society considers to be'both socially acceptable and unacceptable.

They confuse social typing with stereotyping, and they continue to pressure

the media to censor themselves by substituting "positive" stereotypes for

those that are allegedly "negative" in nature. As far as social typing is

. 1

concerned it is totally irrelevant whether the hero is portrayed as being,

Black, Chinese, Greek, fat or hunchbacked. It is the quality of the heroic

activity portrayed that is important for role modeling and not the peculiar

characteristes of the hero. The same applies to villains and fools.

'4



The Unrealities of "Reality"

Because "minoriiie<are splintered and disorganized they have not

formed into a critical mass requiring a fundament ?l reaction to their pres-

_ sures from television. As a consequence network telaision has not altered

its fundamental structure and functioning in response to minority pressures

for censorship; but rather it has made sporadic cosmetic changes here and

there by showing more black, Chicano and gJewish faces; by launching ethnic

and racial "situation comt0" programs; by featuring women as police officers

and blacks as surgeons; by allocating "public access" channels; by hiring

small numbers of women, the handicapped, and Adal and ethnic minorities.

Such gestures temporarily offer relief from minority pressures,but the

fact remains that in its fundamental dramatic-narrative thrust network tele-

vision has not changed much, nor can it really .hicexpected to without sub-

,

mitting itself to the dangers of outside censorship.

Basically, television is a fantasy machine for our time as were

classical drama and literature in their time. Just as the classicists

could not afford to offend their affluent patrons for fear of destroying

their sources of support, so too does television risk loss of mass viewer

support if it offends its consumers. If television were to convey the

realities of life as they actually are, it would risk offending large seg-

ments of the population who harbor their own subjective versions of the same
0

realities. Thus, notqw0bout contemporary televisicin - other than its

unobtrusive simple camera coverage of actual events - is realistic. Tele-

vision, whenever and however it intrudes itself is fundamentally unrealistic

and mythic. Where classical literature reenforced fundamental magical and

religious beliefs, contemporary television reenforces fundamental social

myths. Rather than offering didactics on our contemporary social structures

t
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and functioning, contemporary television serves the very same functions as

were ministered to by the classics - providing diversion from reality,

defining good and evil in socially acceptable terms; guiding audiences into

the paths of social conformity and away from pitfalls of deviance; and

offering assurances regarding the ultimate triumph of good over evil. A

few hours spent with any,pestern, crime, adventure, family relations, or

mystery show any evening of the week should demonstrate the fact that net-.

work television dramatic and narrative fiction is basically mythic in struc-

ture and normative in function., This is how tv has managed to_attract

massive numbers of viewers from every conceivable walk of life' without

abusing signi 1 nt segments of that mass audience.

Traditions ly, network television-has avoided the 'Pressures of

elitist, middle-class, proletariat, and minority critics by not trying to

satisfy the unique needi of each specific sub-set; but rather, by not really

satisfying any of them. What little social commentary it makes, network

television does so through the vehicle of fable and myth (e.g. Gunsmoke's

unending portrayal of the triumphs of law and order); Whatever social
r

criticism it makes it does so through the device of comedy and satire (e.g.

All. in the Family's portrayals of bigotry, liberalism, and women's rights);

whatever corretions to negative stereotypes it attempts it does so via

heavy-handed stereotyped role-reversal portrayals - female police officers;

, Black private detectives, surgeons, and judges; and Italian-named attorneys.

In makingits sporadic concessions to "social reality," television

drama and narrative continue to stick to their mythic formulas in their projec-
.

tions ofi life as it might be and not as it is: Ih drama, the formula calls' :

for the portrayal of exemplary behavior on the part of stock heroes and

0-- f)
t.
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heroines who encounter stock conflicts.in their contacts with deviant

- stock villains. Easing the surface tensions that evolve from theie con-

tacts are the stock fools who offer occasional comic relief. Conflicts are

resolved in predictable fashion through the perseverance of heroes' determin-

ation to triumph over evi

As a consequence, the dramas offered by tv revolve almost exclusively

about social types who by virtue of their social,and occupational roles

alone encounter conflicts. For these reasons the mythic hero characters of

television drama are concentrated in such polential Conflict-encountering

roles as police officers, attorneys, teachers, physicians, private investi-

gators, emergency 13ersonnel, military personnel, ranchers, and sheriffs.

For the very same reason; that is, because their sotib.1 and, occupational roles

normally do not result in conflict encounters barbers, typists, file clerks,

bus drivers, meter readers, insurance salesmen, retail store clerks, farm

hands, newspaper. boys, plus an unending host of more oommonplace occupational

and social types are virtually abient as hero types in contemporary tele-

-

vision drama.

Thesformulas adopted by network television 'fulfill its mass communi-

cations functions, and they are not too different from the devices appearing

in classic literature in that they are.unrealistic, easily grasped, diverting,

predictable and inoffensive. Any attempt to grapple with reality on the

part of network telev-ision would be severely constrained by the limited time

available for the in-depth development of either subtleties in characteriza-

tion or nuances in plot implementation that "realistic" portrayals would

require. Consequently, the clarion calls for more "realistic" portrayals on

F

0
network television are in themselves quite unrealistic.

When forced into the arenas of social commentary by pressure groups

.17
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seeking such content, television rarely accepts such a charge head-on.

Rather, it gingerly circumvents important contemporary socita issues by

clothing them in humor.. Here, we see, for example, the issue of women's

rights projectedysuch comedy vehicles as Maude, Rhoda,and the Mary Tyler

Moore,Show; the issues of political conservatism and bigotry in All in the

Family; black civil rights in Good Times and The Jeffersons; Chicano-Anglo

relations in Chico and-he Man. By surrounding so-called controversial

matters with comedy; satire, and humor network television again avoids the

risk of alienating its mass consumers. It appeals to the audience'sC4sense

of humor' - a trait that is highly valuedSin American society; rather than

to its rational, cognitive processes. After all, network television can

persuasively argue, it is only telling a funny story.'

Were network television to attempt to inject "reality"..into its

dramatic characterizations.by reflecting the actualities of "minorities"

distributions it would have to drop its mass audience appeal. In so doing,

it would necessarily become a specialized medium addressed to the special

interest& of special audiences. Not only would it find itself attempting to

accoAdate itself to"the demands'of blacks, women, the poor, and the hand.-

capped; but it would in all fairness, be forced'to try to please other social

sub-sets as well - sub-sets which under the First Amendment have anequally

legitimate right tqfbe seen and heard.- fat people, Southern-Baptists, lathe-
.,

operators, poker players, homosexuals, sailing enthusiasts, farmers; Mormons,

:dancer victims, subway train 'operators, pornographic film patrons, atheists,

former owners of Lincoln Zephyrs, lovers of opera, Albanian-AAricans, mid-

gets, skittles players, vegetarians, cigarette smokers, Belgian waffle enthu-

siasts, rope-mak , Mennonites, collectors of pewter, and diabetics - to name

18
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a mere handful. It is evident that each "minority" mentioned as well as

the thousands not named has a legitimate complaint regarding_ network tele--

vision's neglect in casting it consistently in heroic roles sand at the same

time it has a legitimate constitutional right to be seen and heard. Yet,

under the Constitution television station owners and network officials at

the same time claim the right to decide for themselves who and what will. be

shown, citing Benjamin Franklin's oft quoted retort regarding his newspaper,

"My publication is not a stagecoach with seats for everyone."

Since there are no explicit criteria available for determining who

shall be seen and heard on American'televiSioh, these criteria are set by

the broadcalsters themselves within selflregulating codes which are in com-

pliance with broad societal norms relating mostly to matters of morality.

Other than fulfilling very minimum basic FCC requirements American televi.

sion is not obliged to be either realistic, acceptable to everyone,, fair,

or even truthful. Historically, government, ever-fearful.of being transformed

into a censor has been most reluctant_to intervene in the area of television

content. For the'most part government has adhered"to the principle espoused

by Justice William 0. Douglas in his.Fairness Doctrine decision regarding

the Columbia Broadcasting System v. the Democratic National. Committee:

I fail to see how constitutionally we can treat TV and radio cliff-
erently than we treat newspapers... The Fairness Doctrine has no
place in our First Amendment regime. It puts the head of the camel
inside the tent and enables administration after administratibiv
to toy with TV or radio in orderto serve its sordid or benevolent
ends... Under our Bill of Rights, pe6ple are entitled to have
extreme ideas, silly ideas, partisan ideas.

In reality the censorship pressures minorities have been putting on
.01"'"rj

network television for recognition and realistic portrayals via governmental

intervention in their behalf have not found much'sympathy by government in

19
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the past nor are they likely to in the future For they pose an unreconcil-

able dilemma of the one attempting to accomo ate itself equally Ind simul-

taneously to all without censorship.. We h e seen that as the mass, audiences

of the nineteenth century began to fragme t themselves into specific sub-

audiences, they turned to specialized newspapers, journals, magazines and books

for news, information, ideas, and entertainment. Since no one medium was

able at that time to reach all, each specialized medium was functionally equi-

valent to every other one. Contemporaneously", we are witnessing a similar frag-
.......nce*erl.ww.rn ..A mutt

mentation of audiences, a fragmentation whic,h cannot be accomoddted by a mass medium.

Although television is a medium which has the potentiality of reach-.

ing everyone (but not necessarily affecting or influencing them), it is not

\functionally equivalent to serious books, magazines, journals, or 1111spapers..

Television is a unique mass medium serving unique And limited functions very.

much like those served by the story-tellers, players and dancers, and min-

strels of days long gone by. Despite claims to the contrary by its critics,

network television cannot serve as one giant substitute for All our sociali-

zing institutions. It cannot simultaneously sex.* as substitutes for fathily,

church, school, museum, library, concert hall, lectern, and live theat4r for

every conceivable public interest, concern, and taste in society as, a whole.

What network television can is v9ry limited - convey contemporary mytho-

logies in diverting non-realistic ways - and this it does with some apparent

success. In this regard network pelevision is functionally equii.valent to

cinematic filmsand popular fi Ion and to nothing more.

Then why the pressures, network television om the part of minori-

,

ties? The reasons are basically three-fold. First off, minorities apparently

'endorse the notion that their mere frequent appearance on teleirision in

Ai
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ever-increasing numbers will somehow enhance their status and fulfill

W A

, theivdesires for'both legitimacy and better social treatment overall,

Secondly::fre--ency, of appearance on television is apparently seen as'tfrequency

means for correcting theinany social injustices allegedly endured by min-
.

orities. Thirdly, frequency of appearance on network television is seen as

a vehicle for the widespread dissemination of minorities' propaganda.

Underlying each of these reasons for pushing for high frequenCy of

portrayal of minorities on network television are two assumptions regarding 1 '

the effects'of mass communications - ,neither of which is' sustained by hard 'r

evidence. Primarily,_it is assumed tpat'the-media are extremely powerfiell '\ -F k. 16

s'... .

while audiences are extremely weak. Therefore, simple exposure to the media, '

.

1

is equated with direct effect. Allone has to do, for example, i§, to show ]Ni s.

. ....- 46

.ii? . , .
%

women in executive roles, and those viewing such portrayals will adopt ! '--

o
appropriate positive attitudes regarding the executive abilities orwoinent .,

in. American society without question. Social research over the lialtts.:4Aadefs

',2 (4.t.,,

has shown tgat "conversion" rarely occurs as a consequence of simpleileXpo.

6 0
sure (Klapper, 1960). AS a er of fact, contemporary -gratifiCations

research in mass communications 'has pin-pointed the media as irt he

relatively weak chister Of factims operating within a highll'cOMplex nexus"
7

'As'
04'; .

of factors .Whigt may impinge on the development or Vhaniipk of social atti-
. -

itudes and behaviors. Mas`communications relparch has,shl tod ,itt old- 0

fashioned focus away from attempting .6 ascertain what
e
tlielledia da-to pe6ite°

$ 3..' .'4 1"-' ..
to -a modern emphasis on determining what theill*ople do, with 4111p4S6dia. 'ARO ea.

fundamentally what

%

values, beliefs, norm

V

e,to with the media is *to reenfoce.111.reidyrheld4'.

and attitudes.

/
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Writes Herbert Gans:

4111 z.r

Severe studies have shown that people choose media content
to fit- dil4iduar and group requirements rather, than adapting
their life to what the mediaTresCribe or glorify., They are
not isolated individuals hungering fer and therefore slavishly
accepting what-the media offer them, but families, couples,
and peer grou. -who use the media when and if the content is
Pr'elexantIto' !, ; up_goils and needs. Thus the audience cannot v

be considered', mds. Moreover, people pay much less attention
to the media and 'die much less swayed by its content than the
critics, who are highly sensitive to verbal and other symbolic
materials, believe. They use the, media for diversion and would
not think of applying its content to their own lives. (p.562)

Clearly, much more than frequent television appearances will have

to occur in the total institutional structure of America before the goals of

variods minorities can be attained. The media reflect such changes after

they take place not before as were the cases with the political revolutions
00

of,\the 18th sie. and the industrial revolution a century later. The media

have never been in the vanguard of'social reform, nor can theybe expected

1 to be if they are to continue to serve as mass media.

The second assumption underlying minority pressures for more fre-

quent portrayals of minorities on network television is a curious one-indeed.

Here it appears to be assumed that network 'television portrays "majorities"

realistically,-while, it presents 'minorities" unrealistically, and even

,

woise "negatively." Given the mythic Orientation of teleVision, such an

assumption-ilOpen to serious challenge. What, for instance, is realistic

about-the businessmen (ruthless); politicians (corrupt); doctors (totally

dedicated to patients); male parents (ineffective); lawmen and women (above

. the Law); intellectual4 kodd);'farmers-(stupid); blue collar worIcers Iunioph-
. 1

isticated); home magerS (drudges1; young people tboorish) - who normall
,....

people. tv dramatic offerings? Nothing.. .relevoision is unrealistii-throug -

out,'and given the constraints within which it must operate as a medium of

Ss; 22
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mass appeal, it resorts to pOrtraying myths and fables via characters who are

mythic in attributes and behaviors, regardless of whether they represent

.

so-called majorities or minorities. Stereotyping on television Occurs because

of its mass medium nature, and not as a result of conspiracy.

Let us return to the question of functional equivalence.

Failing in their early attempts to convert commercial television

into edueational institutions critics of commercial television succeeded in

persuading government to, allocate functionally equivalent channels for the

specific purpose of "educating" mass audiences who were, it was-claimed,

being denied such an opportunity by network. television. As things turned

out night time ':educational television" did not succeed in its idealized

mission, for the large majority of viewers elected to stay with diversionary

network television rather than avail themselves of the more "serious" options

.

that "educational TV" afforded them. At best evening educational'TV managed

to attract miniscule isolated audiences of elitists who found ETV to be

a convenience more than a source ofigenuine intellectual sustenance. Since
444

the ETV experiment was underwritten by private funding, the public as armhole

°had very little input-in determining ETV content and format. These were mostly

determined by funding sources and self-proclaimed "educator" programing experts.

No meaningful efforts to satisfy actual mass audience needs were made and

consequently the masses for whom ETV was, intended stayed away in droves. The

disastrous ETV experiment dramatically demonstrated ,he dangers involved when

a mass medium switches back to a patron-oriented system away from one that is

0

constimer oriented. Another important lesson stemming from thb demise of ETV

demonstrates the futility of trying to make a mass entertainment and news

'_medium like television functionally equivalent to serious educational and

23
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literary institutions. Further, minorities who insist on highly specialized

television programming face the. prospect- as was the.casein ETV - of losing_

the tremendous mass reach potential of the ParadoXically, were

I

minorities to succeed in saturating television with "realistic" portrayals

mostly of blacks, the poor, the handicapped, and liberated females, very

few outside each specific rubric would watch. At best it would result in a

pyric Victory.

In the mid-1960's "educational television" gave way to a new publicly

funded PTV system dedicated exclusively to serving "specialized" audiences.

In urging a public television service be established under federal auspice"

the Carnegie Commission report proclaimed that network television "pre-

supposes a single audience,"wherelpublic television seeks to serve differen-
.

tinted audiences." But, asks Steve Millard, director of publications for,

the Corporation for ,Public Broadcasting, "what is a 'specialized audience'

anyway?"

There are stork answers, the author continues. Children's
programming,(for various age groups), 'serious' drama programming
and public affairs programming are among the broader'ones;-Yoga,
chess and cooking programs are narrower; programs for minorities
or women are among the more sensitive. But the wide diversity of
these -Categories, the fact-that one person could belong to -almost
all of them and the, fact that several of.them are found on commer-
cial television, all combine to suggest that it may be 'futile to-
Carve up the world this way.--- a limited audience and a speciali-
zed audience are not necessarily the-same thing. (p.51)

PTV, then, faces the very same problem confronting network television -

the problem of using 'a mass medium to attend to the specific needs of diver

.

.

specialised audiences. According to Millard and other critical obs

PTV has as yet not succeeded in resol'(iing the dilemma, and the critics have

urged;PTV to broaden its appeal rather than to narrow ithdown to special..

interests only.
7
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The advent of PTV with its avowed policy of responding to every

conceivable special interest has affected the pressures process in two

significant ways. Because PTV is fundamentally tax supported (although not

adequately so), every taxpayer in the land now ha an equally legitimate

claim to be acknowledged by the service he or she is directly supporting.

As far as ptiblic television is concerned, the consumer has become the.

patron: Moreover, governmOnt itself has become a sourceof pressure on

public television by Virtue of its control over funding. Rather than being

an unobtrusive protector of the public's interest,'ihe mischevious meddling

of government in.PTV under the Nixon administration, an administration which

'sought to ban "controversy" on PTV and succeeded in doing so to a surprising

degree, has amply demonstrated that government cannot be relied on to support

true independence for the mass media. In fact the potentialities of inter-

vention on the partof government in serving its own selfish epds poses a

fair more serious threat to free. pre and to liberty itself than any

-s\*other source of pressure imaginable.

If, history indeed prologues the future it can be expected that; the

minorities will eventually coalesce on the issue of "realism" in television

and will i"epresent a pOwerful consumer force which the medium will beln-
.

able to disregard. At the same time it is unclear how either network or

public television can possibly accomodate the innumerable diverse and often

4.
conflicting interestSof all the sub-sets comprisang the new minorities.

Technological developments in laser and cable communications offer

the prospect of unlimitedfchannel.capacity. But minorities haveIbeen loathe
ti p.

to use even the limited number of "public access" channels now available to

them. They desire the clout that a nation -wide dissemination system alleg-
.

edly'af'fords. What then will happen when 200, 500, or even 5,060 local, and
fy-

25
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national channels are made available to every home in America? One thing

for certain, audiences for any one channelwill be reduced considerably.

No longer will,"mass audiences" be attending television in large aggregates.

TV will go the "specialized" way of formerly mass circulation, magazines,

cinematic films,.and network radio. No longer will it Serve the pleasurable

mythic societal functions that were once provided by the story teller,

player and dificer, and minstrel, Rather, it will be relegated alMost exclu-

sively to the relatively' mundane roles once performed by the town crier

and the sentry perchedatop the stockade.

44 9
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The Paper

In the following paper, "Federal Government Involvement in Com-
mercial Television for Children," Land.explores the limited and
delicate relationships that might be workable between the Federal
Government and commercial television in, the area of children's
programming. Included among themany possibilitiesexplored are:
Federelly-fUnded=gpot announcements either carried free as pub-
lic service, or carried on Federally-purchased air time; Federal
sponsorship of entire commercial programs; Federal support of
an independent agency to provide research and program develop-
ment'servide and satellite interconnection among syndicated

-commercial stations.



FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION FOR CHILDREN

by

Herman W. Land

These thoughts are based on extensive professional

experience in and with commercial and public radio and

television, conversations with network, station and

advertising executives, and considerable thinking about the

subject of government-media relationships over the years.

,I have not engaged in any formll or comprehensive survey.

My basic observation: government has a potential,

i---------
though limited, role to play in the commercial medium. To

do so most effectively, it must work within the structure,

and in tune with the dynamics of the commercial system,

appreciating the constraints which bind it and its built-in

As a result of public and political pressures, and its

own maturing, the commercial medium is now in a period of

new growth where children's television is concerned. Recent
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seasons have witnessed an increase in programs of quality

covering a wide range in subject matter.

'he ABC Television Network schedule affords ail example.

Its'executives point to a series of afterschool specials,

one hour in length, which deal every other week with problems

that the contemporary child faces: Violence, death, divorce,

sexism, etc. Now in its third season, the series has won

the Peabody Emmy, Christopher and other awards. Educational

consultahts are employed.

On weekend mornings, with the emphasis on Saturday,

the network airs a series of three-minute segments o

instructional. material wrapped in an entertainment format

called "Schoolhouse Rock." These program 'inserts heal with

Mathematics, "gralimiar civics and the American heritage.

Segments bear such titles as "Multiplication Rock," America

Rock," and so forth. The Bank Street School of Education

acts as the educational consulting group.

Similarly,, the CBS Tel vision Network airs ambitious

specials. The current season group of four, scheduled int

the afternoon weekdays and Sund ys, covers,a wide range of

cultural matter: "The Festival of Lively Arts For Young

People," "Ailey Celebrates Elli gton," "A Child's Christmas

in Wales,"' "Harlequin" (ballet), "Danny Kaye Looks In At

The Metropolitan Opera."
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On NBC Television's animated,"Emergency Plus Four,"

youngsters assist paramedics. Another Saturday program,

"Go," tries to provide a first person experience for older

children via.the mobile camera, covering various subjects:

underwater shipwrecks, the zoo, a Bi-Centennial celebration,

spaces, skiing, etc. The network is planning a series of

Specials for next,season.

This expanded activity leaves little room for

additional programming for which government might be

' responsible. The commercial'dynamics of the network system

orient the schedule toward adult viewing during most parts

9f the day, except Saturday morning when, presumably,

teleVision participates in what amounts to a national

"children's hour." There is little network opportunity.

for, children's prOgramming On a daily basis, as a consequence.

Even if the schedule had many openings, networks and

4tations diffincult to break the audience-flow

pattern, without harm to the viewing numbers which are needed

to obtain advertising support. This is particularly the
7

Icase in the Post-network fternoon period, when the schedule

returns to the affiliate, which tends to Program feature

- films, talk shows, or,off-network series with records of
. ,

popular success, followed by local newscasts, and, finally,

at 7:30 P.M., the half hour of "Access Time."
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A

The late afternoon/early evening period is known as

"fringe time," to distinguish it'from "prime time." Its

significance for this discussion is that it represents the

most important revenue-producing pottion of, the total'

schedule for the station. The affiliate, true, is paid

by the network for the programs it carries as fed nationally,

Y'rftrT4TrigNktion of its income is secondary.- The largest

portion of the station' s. revenue is derive&from the 30-%nd

60-second announcements it carries 'for national and retional

"spot" and local adverti,rs in this time segment.

Efforts to schedule educational programs for children

tend to run against thelbomthercial grain of the affiliate

system. This is not to say children's programming in the,

afternoon or early evening is ruled out, as the.networks'

success in clearing the needed time follotheir afternoon

specials demonstrates. The stations may be irritated by

the breaks in their own schedules, and the loss ofladvertising

f).
revenue; they appear to be willing to accept the network

\
,

program, however, as part of the overall public service that
A

is a condition of their licenses.

' The adult orientation of the system simply reflects

advertiser requirements, which;-in recent years, have tended

to concentrate, in,,the main, on women 18 - 49 years ofage,

the group in the home-and-family building period.of life, and

'o
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therefore presuinably the consumers most likely to be the

best sale's prospedts for the variedgoods promoted through

television.

9

Years back there were many children's program blocs on

affiliate afternoon schedules. For the most part, however,

these stations have abandoned such. programming in the search'

for higher volume adult advertisidg. In their place, the

independent stations have lar ely taken over the children's

programming fur-lotion fof Mon y-through=Friday afternoons.

They have found in such programming a way of competing for

audience with thd affiliates and establishing themselves in

5.

their communities. Children's blocs have played a significant

role in the development of the UHF independent stations, in

particular. Changes are occurring in-this segment (-the
4

spectrum too, in response to FTC and FCC moves which are

restricting adVertising to children. Advertisers who

heretofore have depended primarily on children's programming

to air their*sales messages are examining ,other portions

of the schedule in an effort to find "family" periods when

their messages will be appropriate.'

cle-some decline setting in in the

amount,of children's'advertising available to the independent

F.

41

station. This is leading some of them in the direction the -.1'
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the"affilia es took yeart back, away from children's, toward

adult, pF gramming. These problems are especially pressing

for the independents for they tend, as a ,group, to operAe

on a lower financiairlevel than the affiliates. Indeed,

the UHF independents, as a group, suffered,substanfialilosses
of

in 1973. c

6.

Despite the counter business pressures leading stations

= 4
away from children to the Adult audience, there may-be some

.
.

. -

growth an midweek programnang for youngsters during the next-
b`

.

.

few years, on both the Affiliated and the independent stations,

as'a*response to FCC and public group pressures. The FCC

, has taken a major ,steep i;;\establishing new guiSllines for
. .

the'thedium,

FCC Policy Statement of October 24, 1975: The statement
s

. takes the position thaf the broadcaster has a license,
.

obligation to progIOAm for children. "One o the gues'tions

to be decided here-- is whether broadcasters have a special

obligabionto Atve children.. We believe' they '61parly do
A '

have such a respohsibility... k-urther, becaus\e of their
..-

.immaturity and their special needs, children reguive-
..

programming designed specifically, for them."

The statement maintains that children's programming should,

not be air l solely. on weekends but,salso throughout the week,
If

L."
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o

that some provision houkd be made for the special.needl of

,prdschool children, nd that some of the programming should

be educational/iriformational, jn nature.
4,

Some portion of the new programmirig'can be, expected to
1-

be .educatidnal-informational. Under the guidance of its

ptagmatic new Chairman, the Commissiontas learned how to

use the license renewal form tOaccomAish its programming

aims. Thu;Nalready, the newly .revised forms incorporate

questions concerning tile volume 0 advertising the station
1

has been carrying in children's programming, using the

'self-established industry norms o ted in 1974 as the:

practical equivalent of.government regulations.

Frem the standpoint of government agencies, whibh must

follow specific mandafesito .educate or, inform, What is most

significant about the gudelines ao public and political.

pressures, is their concrn,with the_.iul;stance o/

programming. As the earlier noted examples of network

programming sugge6t, th.- new prOgram thrust is toward the
tl .

program that contributesto cultural or educational development.

,.This trend toward "upgradi4" can be expected to continue..

Wall Street Jdurnal reporter Lii Roman Gallese writes in

the August 5) 1974U editioni "Largely because.o pessure

from ACT and like-;:minded &041Sumer groups, the individual
t,

networks have .also taken:th initiative in upgrading childreri's
,
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shows. They have each appointed a 'Cop exequtive to oversee

children's programming._,Bit by bit,,,they have elimina,ed

most violent shows, added 'bette\mix oelive-and animated'
.

.
$ ,

fare, and are producing more-hows,o-f the sort likelito

win ACT's stamp-of approVal.

"'The emphasig has shifted is a result-of pressure from

ACCT,' says a tqp CBS official./ 'Networks lased.to consider

g
children's programs as a prime profit center. But they now

realize they must "provide some "good" but expensive fare as

a co of: doing business. -'."

The stations are moving in the same diredti

18.

. .

This general process indicates a disveloping

ensus. Children 'are 'being percgived as :a ecial/audienc

with private and public sector-value tending to mer

licit in this mbrging is a pg?allel vement toward

milar objectives, which seems'l. , -ly-td re4si t in

wded activity of governmen in commercial telev
o+ 4

rider the new conditions of /phi.ldren programmi
0

be noted the propelliftg orce can not be sole
0

re

(Pro ram quality does not come easily

ambitiousthe program, the more lauda

anditanda.rds, the more the effort and t

into it and thereford the'more costly

and tatiOns will continue to look fo



of course, but it will be Ii.mited, with

Y

e institutional

advertiser probably bedom*ng importan in the,future.

In effect the children's) pr ram 'is being transformed .

into t1/5 equivalent of a publi aprvice show, with all of

that category's negative f' anciai'characteristics--. The
1.,

medium as A\whole ther ore, shOuld,. , in the become

increasingly i,ec e-to the//prospect of being able, to
7

televise quality ogramming/consistentwith the developing
, 1

value consens jitha it ca obtain at loW or no cost.! This

will be.le s/true of t'te etwork than of thestation for

the obv

scal

s reason that t' is better equipped to do major-
.

rogramming, whioph., ok-the station level, is virtually

out 'aS a practiced matte by:cost and talent

onsideratiOL

Itgtig4 be arg4ed that. goVern nt has ,some responsibility

td ihe Medium-to a4Ast.it in ach nevi g nationally acceptable

_goals, si4ce the direction in which

forced is a direct -consequence' of gove

latge part.. There is little reason to d

furited edUcatilanal/inforrational programs

expellenceand-appeal would find a ready acc

broadcasterq, at 'large as the' schedules

industry is being

t pressurqs., in
N -

that federally-

monstrable

ce among

adjust, to the new

guid'elinesi 'I 'appears to this writer that the next 4alf-

dozen years7.0r so will ofrsome new-opportunities-for,
. e

federal government andcooperatie endeavors betwetn the

the:cotrg rdi4 em that liave not been available heretofore,.

.17 rt.-A
.1r4.0

1
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4 No one c foreSee precisely tow the future gOvernment-
,

, .

broadcast lationship 4f any, will work. At the presgn

time, one' can only Point to a numbe of factors which-

government agencies would b'e wel r advised t take'-into

iccount:as 'they plan'televisiOn projects.

The first has already, been mentioned -- the system's

limited capacity, which is a function of a time-based

/

,,schedule. There are, after all ,.only so many broadcast

hours in a day. At best, we must anticipate that the
\

commercial,medium will be able to allocate only .a limited

portion of the schedule to the knd of children's

programming being discussed. Even th= non - commercial SyStem

has to contend with time limits. This uilt-0 hour limitation

has important consequences for federal plann4g. Early in

I

10.

.any planning, the question should be a dressed' whethei the
A

'oommercial system has, or can be expec ed. to have, tie'

capacity'for incorporating the project. Schedules and

. industry plans should be reviewed, and iscussions held with

lindustryrepresentatives before program evelopment is

seriously advanced. This holds true for both Commercial

and non-corgMercial medium projects. An theTwise worthy

project may Well beabandoned as a result, saving precious

P.: 4, i 4.1)
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. 'talent, time, and dollars. Only those

likeito find a place in t

eqUal,'should be approved.

feasibility should be -made-
,

at an ely stage.#
Indu§try. First Amendment Concerns:

o

projeCts 'which appear

he system, other things being

In-other words, schedulj-

a requirement cor project rationale

One .frequently encounters a commercial practitioner

view.that government has no business being in commercial.

television at all This stemsfrom a deeply held belief

thatwgovernent-and.commercialtelevision are mutuallk

exclusive worlds. The hand'of governmeni, it is held, has

has no place in a medivin whose function is journaliitic in

whole or in:part.

The medium, it is argued,, must not be beholden to

governnient for aiy portion of'its financing; otherwise, there
d.

is danger of a loss of control, albeit subtly. The fear of

a government-managed medium whose uiriO.te function is that
. ,

of national - "brainwashing" may or may not be jUstly grounded

-- it is quite rea1,4 condition of mind that calls for

continuing sensitivity and understanding on the partkr

*funding agencies,

-4

.
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Regardless Of funding -source, what plc6ncretely t

issue is.who is t control program:contat. The networks

are absolutely firm in their insistence that they must 'retain

final right of approval. This

issue becomes most pressing whed subject matter veers from

the "soft" to news nd public affairs. Network p icy

demands that such materiak be produCed in-house, network --°4-

staffs. Outside producers may be pe'rmittea to work in

non-controversial'areas, such as nature, science, etc.,

but only-netviork eMploYees may be responsible for programs

12.

dealing with politics, economics, the social sciences,

° international affairs, and the like.

Leaving aside for the moment the question of whether

government,is capable of producing first-quality programming,

it is clear' that this general.petwork policy limits what is

possible from the Federal standpoint.

Since July, 1972, the ICBS Television Network has been

6
airing a series of "What's It All About?" specials dealing

with public affairs subject, designed for youngsters.

SUbjects covered: the Presidential,tonventionsi elections",

axes, the skylab, the energycrisis the SUpreme Court,

mpeachment, the Middle east, inflation., TThe series is

A

p oduced by CBS News. _Under no conditions could the network
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be expected to permit government agencies to produce or have

control over Such television progriimming: What is seen by
I

a Federal institution or agency as information or education

tends to be perceived by the medium as propaganda. Moreover,

from this standpoint, government intrusion, overt or indirect,

is ultimately unavoidable, giVen subjectmatter which lends

itself -so easily to Controversy. One need only imagine a.

Senatorwatching a Federally funded program devoted tp his

chamber of.t e Congress; presenting aspects of hid fundtion .

in a'manner with which.he may take.issue, to appreciate, the

broadcaster's fear that_he will, be finally unhble to resist

the temptation to comment to the'particular agency concerned.

Thus are future constraints upon the.. freedom of treatment.

born-, it is alleged. This concern', incidentally, is shared,
I

and perhaps even more strongly felt, in the Public TV sector:

It is, indeed, the. fundamental reason for the creation 8f

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, an institution

conceived as a buffer between government and the non-
.

commercial medium.

It may be difficult for the dedicated .public servant

to see himself iri this unflattering light, since Ste knows

his cause-to be good and his mandate congruous with accepted
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national goals. Nevertheless it is a factor that should

not be forgotten when attempting to work,with, and within,

the commercial,system.

'Until such time as mutual faith and confidence mark
1

goveknment-media relation's, prudence suggests-selection of

non-controversial subject areas for Federal involvement' with'

either thi_commglicial or the non-commercial medium. In grey

areasifilich touch matters socIo-political-economic,

intervention, of a norP7governmental, non-profit entity. with

full content responsibility, which is in_a position' to receive

a grant with no strings attached, would appdar to be

advisable. This suggests that some funding coulA take the,'

grant

n any event, a networkan.be expected to insist on

right of apprOval'of key progiam elements,,such as concept,

writer and director; and key majoi roles, regardless of where

the production assignment is"lodged.

,) There is no unanimity of opinion on this question 'on

the network level. At one network, Tr example, one can find

high-placed executives who are almoSt automatically opposed

to any government involvement in programming whatsoever.

At another, there appears to be no oppot' ition at all; indeed,

its highest executives seem prepared to consider a goverhment-,

financed or produced program along with any other, on its'

merits.

e

c- -
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Network suspicions of government notwithstanding,the

record shows that when.the.production relations are corredt,

Federally sponsored material has a reasonable chance to

reach the air."- A good example is the experience of the Office

of Child$evelopmeni with "Captain Kangaroo." Stitherland

' Associates produced fifty-one two-minute program segments .

for the CBS Television Network program dealing with-children's

health and career aWareness. They have been highly lauded

to this writer by ACT head, Peggy Charren,

but attacked by one New York newspaper critic

because of their'government financing why didn't the

network produce segments itself?

According to the producer, the 'Office of Chi ]\d

Development paid only for direct production and ov rhead,

not for thq producer's or administrator!s time and kdeas.
. .

No profit was involved. The segments were given fx e of

ohafge to CBS for "Captaiii KangatoO" for the first wo years,

with a provision for a modestrOyalty, for future us . The

Office of.Child Development shares.in.television sa esand

retains sales rights for the schools, that is; the non-

televistOnAcircuit. The producer has:-the,rights for

television syndication, now handled by the commercial cofipany,

Viacom. Television syndication, tb dater-41as produced a'

MI

.J



minimal retuvi not enough to justify another such effort,

according to those invotved. Encyclopedia Britannica
- .

Educational Corporatiop is. disittibuting in the schools:
.

,

The arrangement-has been criticized. There Are thcise

o argue that it. is wrong for gbvetnmentjto underwrite

roject which can lead to pr4vate profit. The criticisms

see ill- founded to this writer. The simple fact is that

this nnovative project made it poSsible to achieve important

nationa exposure for - educational material. It was an

imagin)atveundertaking that even had-built into it some

,16.'

means for goverpment.recoupment of expenditure. The 'profit

complaint is poorly based, since the private earnings are

apparently meager-. This was Only to be expected.

More to the point is why the experience has not been

duplicated. A second producer effort came to naught. It

takes six, months to a year, appakently; to develop

project of this type, a lengthy- period in whiCh the
.

production group earns no profit. There is a great deal of

reporting to government, inspection, supervision, an

entanglement which tends to discoarageproduction talent.

This was a sole source contract situation. It seems

that the sole source contract has fallen into disrepute

owing ro alleged abuses in the recent past on the'government

411
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side. From the point of view of the: talented innovator,,
- -

however, 'this forM of arrangement serves to protect the
ti

original ideA. There is something unacceptable to.thosd

who make their living from their-ideas in aprocess- which
e

opens an original idea to universal bidding. Moreoverr,

such bidding; whilepresumably serving to protect the:

public's funds, disregards the uniqueneSs of talent in an

esthetic ente4rise. is..simply not the case that

_replication is readily Achieved television.programming

simply because paper qualifications are met, ntimately,

a.program is a unique, blend of taledts sensitivities and

',points of view; often, indeed, its success is entirely

de iendent on a single individualiZs has long been

recognized in the theatre'and, motion picture field, where

a play,ar film will be attempted-only when a certain performer

or director beomes available.

I would urge at serfbus efforts to work within the

commercial system not be hindered by oppositiQn to patterns.

of financing that provide incentives to iduals and

organizations. The joining%of public service and profit

should not IA rejected when the end result

national educational/informtional experienc

01,

I

be 'a major

Quite the

1-
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opposite, is-in order -- that is, goveihmeht might.weli seek
4b

to encourage profit- making patterns to be-developed and,

tested,-with govriwnt playi 4 a seeding, role. Out of

such undertakings may Cometthods of generating new funding,

resulting at the same time In expanded distribution of the

material meaning; therefore4 an egargeMent'of the total

audience, One oAn foresee a situation in wfiith a syndicator
I

successfully distributes a

industty, returning

popnlar-geries:to the commercial

royalties to the funding agencY

to enable it to embark on new vontures or to piovide ancillary

services.

Such An aproach.maY run-,counter to the predispositions-

of those who believe that it is somehow immoral to expend

public funds with profit making institutions, as well as

to the feelings of those'on the other'side who regard

government dollars as .tainted. These are traditional 'ttitudes

which, one may suspect; are somewhat out%of step with events.

If we are justified as a nation in making a national

commitment to our children asIa matter of conscience and

public duty and are prepared to expend considerable funds

toward that end, then are we not equ iy justified in seeing

how we can take advantage of the powerful commercial
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process by entering into it, rathez than opposing it, so
. ,

long aswe do so in a ,disciplined way? -There is no inherent

reason why the non-profit sector cannot be iesponsibla for

a program or series-that combines popular apped with sound

educational content, a program that is able to compete on

equal terms for audience in'the open marketplace. We have

the greatest of all modern examples.beforeus:" "Sesame

Street."

0 '
. 0

AMsoug the many 'lessons "SesameStreet" teaches us, perhaps

the first is that it is necessety to reach Tor the stars.

Sometimes we may-Succeed. The dreamers who launched the

project set out, almostnaively, to challenge-the.marketplace

4
of entertainment with a.. er ies that would be capable of

attracting an audience - its success in so doing is history.

It drew on highly exper nced professionals fresh fFom'the.

40,

national television wars,,The highest production standards

were set -- and At. It was- preceded by the most thorough
. 9

and well-thoUght-out research and development process the ,

medium had yet experienced..

/

a

I stress this ex erience,because of*the importance I

place on th6 need for education to build on talent. .

Government should'direct itself, to that small p6o1 of

creative talent that is responsible for, the best in our

television system, at least to begin with. If there are



policy restrictions that, for political or other

considerations, favor secondary.talent, the effort should

be made to change policy. Agencies should be free'tO seek

ou't the best pioducton and creative organizations and
:

°.individuals who can bring iMagiriation a nd originality to
,

..

,.
ithe task If this means finding ways to overcome the

'

limitations of contract.bidding through legislation or
et.

adMinistrative policy, those ways should be found.

The nefWorks quite properly .are entitled to insist

on the highest demonstrable ability. They, themselves,

are constantlyon the hunt for the right talents.

20.,

The case of "SesTile Street" is doubly instructive beCause

it occurred on the weaker medcum non-Commercial televiePon.
d.

Government, it sh uld be noted,was onlyaone of the funding
, .

(entities, althoug ann-important one. Multiple fUndingv

, souxqes have, from the beginning,. enabled theChildreii's

Television Workshop to maintain its independence and

creative integrity. The experience suggests on -model for

funding that might be emulated in future Federal elevision

involvements. Regardless of whether the-non-comMercial or

commercial system be involved, a multiple ;funding pattern

helps insure .a healthy independence, acts as.a barrier.to

the potential. government intervention into ed4ent and

treatment..
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One of th questi6ns asked is whOther. ere are any

conditions uncle ,hiCh " esame Street!' co d, or should,

moved to commercial tel vision. The as umption.unde ying

this que§tibri is,tittat °Me considerqb e, benefitsja d be

plained,thereby, probab an increase in thedpize f the

audience. It should b !'clted that discussion has occurredr

,

in the past between CT principalS and the networks.

As one network of dal put lt:/',2Se-wanteitto carry/

it, but it turned out t be impractical/7
, .

One of the major o stades, 'of ,00-u e
,

t

f e networks' themsel es. proble4f

afternoon repeats, an importat ripe f the total service

which is possible on non-co 'ercilal television: 'Then there -

is the very high'cos'E; whi bn/pa t is a fun ion of the
..

.. Ar.. . .

.. 9 Zi

CTW determination to keep
/

'the ger es fresh and current. .
.

4 / ,

Purely commercial consideratiOns enter, as well, since',

_ network television would probab y insist on some kid of
1

advertiSer involvement, to make the Ekoject as nearly

'the' schedules'

able as possible. (Here talkinkl about. five hours

a week,-not an isolated special. For the manafemeft of the

CTW to accept advertising-involvement would require an

immense emotional and intellectual wrench, a shift of

perspective and value that some within it do not, at this

tune, feel capable of making such is,their commitment to

0 .

vo"
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.

Pliblic-TeleVision. There is at the same time, some top-level
.

inclination to accept such. *trench, if that would mean th
I

program Would'-be,giVen,a s d financial base and a Apikan e

22.

07

of continuation on the de ed level:

o'
Perhaps the overridi consideration at this stage o

media history, from the ndp4nt Of government, is the

national commitment to t e Public TeleviSiOn system embodied

in the Public B );P adcast. Act of,1967.. 'Sesame Street"

and "The Electric-Compa y' remain the chief ornaments of

'Public Television, the ontinuing demonstration of what.a

non-commerci,al'mediuth an do for the nation. Loss df

"Sesame.Street" to co ercial television within the foreseeable

futurewould-be a sev re blow to Public.Television,, which

c3)Plid be expected to ht.tO prevent such aoss..

The CTW and -its go ernment sponsors would haVe,to

coritenerwith.A Ealblid Outcry. Unaoubteely,tne halls of

AWongreSs would ring wi h impaseigned speeches of outraged

legislators. The.poli,ical atmosphere alone would probably
1

be such.as to make sucl a move unlikely.
1

14 ,There is ire set Of conditions, however, Under Which a
I

serious effort might b made to shift the program to the °

comfilercial systeM -- if the financial support by the public.

systeAiminishe6 severely. GOvernment might make"up the
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difference, but if tha would mean giving it a dothinalnt

Position as 'a funfling s urce,
I

CTW.manag4ment might 'tself
.

.

choos tihecommercial route.
-

i8 ould this route be chosen,-;Sesame StreeV ybould still

face the problem of distribution. :Ideally, it wo ld wind.
. . i

up on one-of the Waree commercial networks. If that
1

turned out to be'imprictical, it might have to g into
.

.

entail,syndication.
'

"This would n individual stati n clearances
. .. .

ACT6SS the country, and would involve 'shipments
io
f tapes.

'f*m /station tO statioh*-- all the complex and ostly'

p

0 .

23.

logirics that form of distribution involves. Gone would
4

be thAtime-and-dateadvantages of networking novrenjoyed
. .

on PBS./There is no guarantee, moreover, that' the CT W could
J

adhieve a syndication, distribution comparable to that made

poqpible by networking. .Still,- syndication remains a'

serious possibili4.

/

e -

,

That it is not impossible is demonstrate.d by the,

experience of "The Big Blue Marble," a series funded and

created by ITT forSchildren. This half -hour, once-weekly

program which shows children how their counterparts round
. Jthe world 1' e, is carried, mostly on weekends, but, .

. 41_, ,

(

occasionaliy An Access ,on 110 commercial stations in

the United S ates. DA ibution is handled.' by a .leadihg

4
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independent media service; which specieliz s in the planning

and purchase of media campaigns. A form' o "bartdr" is

involved. The station pays nothing for th pragram. Instead,

it is given limited'commercial rights. No Commercial breaks

\ are permitted inside the program. ITT is ermxtted one

44

4

minute at each end'fo its institutional c mmercials!. The

station retains two minutes for sale to-ad ertisers. The

beginning-and-end commercials aregrouped into two "clusters,"
.

for w ich special permission

11)Code Board.

was .obtained from the INI)gB c,

N

This is not an.isolated case., It ill
-

the ways, in which distribution for "desame Street," or any

ustrates one of

children's program,!can sometimes be obtained in commercial

television. .)". The Big Blue Mark;le".i. ctdentally, it not a

rating winner. Nevertheless, it is

stations as a service vehicle which hel t

acceptable to; the

to discharge

-their commitments to. the children's au hence. In part

responsible fjpr this distrib4tion, no doubt, is the

importance Qf the sponsoring company in the general

television seheme, together urith the position and influence

of the media organization. The point is, thereoare limits

tohow far the barter approach-can go, particularly if

the program concerned ibrnot'one of great appeal.



Till now, We have talked &bout programming. The
-

dommercial structurepermits another, and highly effective,

form "the spot announoeme t. Its most common length, by -

far, is 30.seccincl5, with the minute length,,onde the norm,

taking a less prdminent.position in the schedule. Actually,

ate have considerablexparience as viewers with this form

of education, for it is the pri ary method. through which the

country's public service. organizat ohs communicate with the
,

audience. In 1971, this writer,. following 'a study of the

Children's Television Workshop for NCET through a BOLES'

gontract, proposed that the "Sesame Street" use .of commercial

technique toteach letters and numbr_s-"be adop5pd.for

.other educational campaign'q directed'at children. My view

was'that4.if conceived and prepared as quality efforts, and
I

in line with. the needs of the medium, such efforts would

, be welcomed by commercial tlevision.

Recently, this concept has been put. into practice by

..thd Special Projects Branch, Equal'Educational OpportunityP'

Bureau of School Systems, HEW, as part of a two-year television4

program .authorized under precedent-making Title VII

legislation. Soine $20,000;000 have been allocated for a

variety of teleVision projects, earmarked in the first

instance. for Public TeleVisiOn.
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a.;

The educational material consists of a series of 30 and

60-second announcements dealing with minority groupiSolation.

Within the, Special Branch, Program Officer David Berkman had

become convinced that such an announcement series would, have

a 'higher probability of ruining in both the commercial and

non-comme;cial system d -= particularly the commercial -- than

programs. Furthermore, industry experience Showed that the

larger children's audiences were generally'to be found

watching the commercial medium. The spot announcement fort

had, over the years, demonstrated its ability to convey

information and learning.

Proposals were solicited from among non-profit

institutions, in adherence with the provisions of the
. \'

. legislation. Public Television station WTTW Chicago, was,
awarded the production gant: to produce 30 one-minute

announcements, each with a 30-second "liftout, and to dub

500: tape sets ofegch; for:a-total of 15,000.- 113the winter
c

of 1974-75, these were being distributed in siix waves to

some 450 commercial stations; plus the 15 largest Public

Television stations, the commerbi4 networks, and American

Armed Forces Radio and Television.
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The announcement content was generated within the

station through a spedial creative group which included a

representative of the Grey-North advertising agency. Script

ideas were put into storyboard form and submitted to a.

minority-constituted advisory board, which had final say.

Most of the storyboards were revised as a result of this

review.' Next step was sound-filmstrip testing, using

- commercial testing techniques, by the Leo Burnett advertising

agency. The public.affairs departments of the Office of

-Education and HEW must approve the announcements for

government distribution, but, as a matter of°operationfil

practice, actual content control is exercised in.the field.'

After viewing lit number of the announcerts, thit

writer concluded they would be well rid by the commerwp,ial

industry., Their quality isohigh, They.areimaginative,

well-thought-out, produced with skill and care, with an

understanding of how to use television to convey ideas and

affect attitudes. Neither heavy-handed nor crudely didactic,

theyappear to be excellently designed for their purpose.

Even more .importnt; perhaps, is their public.service

character, which puts them conveniently an& comfortably into

the PSA schedule of the average station. A station will tend'

to perceive them as public service-, rather than traditional

a
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instruction. This particular set of messages would appear.

to be especially welcome because of its minority emphasis

Early checks on'usage by the Special Project td Bran

28.

indicateftNe stations are making use of the ann uncements.

Broadcast Advertiding Reports, which mohitors commercial

airings, was commissioned to mpniton200 stations in

January, 1975.

An intelligent and intensive effort has-been made to

achieve distribution. Often,,4.Gerwise worthy ventutes

fail simply because of the naive assumption that

distribution occurs automatically. It doesn't. Frequentli,

as mugh effort and expense are needed to obtain satisfactOry

,broadcase usage as to produce the material in the first

place. The Bureau tackled thd publicity challenge

aggressively, and with good results. It succeeded in

obtaining a 13-minute seqment on "Today." The.UPI fed a

national wire story to its customers. Information was sent

to newspapers and trade publications. (Incidentally,'there

was newspaper questioning of the project as possible precedent
-

for government bainwashing.) A screening was held for an

executive, of -the National Association. of Broadcasters,
rr
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which resulted in an announcement in an NAB news

0 All sc ool superintendents who had received ESAA

about 8 0 77/ were asked to. call the stations on
0

in their areas. Finally, a mailing went to stat

managers.

How effective this,campaign will turn out t

final evaluation 'of course. At this,stage, it

'that,the judgment which anticipated operational

between government and industry has proven sound

to, this writer, therefore, that the way is now 'o

others to put this technique to work for a varie

educational purposes.

etter.

grants

heir list

on general

be, awaits

an be said

armony

It seems

en for

Ir. of

Whatever subject areas are chosen in the,fu ure, however,

it will be important to limit campaigns to those ost likely

to be perceived as falling.withn the _public Service

Category, as opposed to the insAidtional. The clpser the

material is to that category, the beter its Chances are of

finding its way to the'commeicial screen.

I 'am not ruling out the instructional, since there is

no real experience to go on. The material now appearing in

the brief segments of ".Schoolhouse Rock," on ABC Television

29.
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Network, Satuglay mornings, suggests that much may be possible
. ,

. 0

in the instructional area, on 4vegularly scheduled, if not
.

PSA, basis. These entertaining, imaginativjsegments, like
(

tthe1iinute "commercials" of "Sesame Street," are tremendously
.

-. appealing -- a far, cry from the claSsical didactic approach

of tradition. It seems to. me.that an equally imaginative

educational series cast in the one-minute form -- even the

30-second -- would fihd a ready welcome among the.,-commercial
- . ..

'). stations. .

%
.

,

There is, at the present time, no way of draWing a line'

between the educational and public service." Indeed, where

children are concerned, broadcasting tends to fuse the two,

opening up poSsibilities for an educational establishmet not

afraid of originality and fjin. It is clear that more

experimentation and research have to b done before we know

just how valuable an educational instrum nt we have in the

%

commercially - directed Spot announcement, entrjast where its

limits are.

One apparent -limit -- but only apparent, since an

effort to enlist the mbqium in a joint experiment just might

be successful -- is once again, trier medium's capacity. Since

the PSA has proven to be so important to public communication'

-- and since it is free -- it has become the chief-television

44.
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means of raising' funds and winning support fou'viiKtually.
, . '

every national and regional and local institution whote need

-4,is to 'reach the mass public. Consequently, stations and

networks.ard flooded with
I
requests for airtime. 'There is

competition for the'best pOsitions on the scheduler. NoX
7,44.

every organigAtion can count on obtaining the quantity and

quality of exposure it believes pit entitled to, .. An

increase in government-funded PSA-thDe educational campaign's

w4ld simply add to the iyoblem. It should be remembered,_

-too, that.PSA's are slotted in time normally reserved for

commercials; the station. is always balancing public service

-requirements with commercial requirements. These vary from

season to season and bydaypart.

The,Title,VII.legillation has a laudable purpose, to

eliminate or prevent minority group isolation and improve the

quality of education for all children. Here is,a mandate
is?

that expresses a national consensus, at least on the surface,

To have it embodied in law would appear to be a'Major step

forward AL-developing a social consciousness that places

individual human worth at the center. One*can imagine a

similar legiilative enteiprite directed toward theehealth of

the American child, another toward the elimination of

illiteracy and soon, each funded separately under an

appropriate agency. The bill's language, however, presents

some problems.

F
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To begin with, non-profit agencies only, may be awarded

contracts. This restriction should be eliminated in any
`

future,bill, orlkbosenea, to make it pqssible fbr the best

Creative and production organizations in the 'country to be

able to. participate. There is long precedent in the defense

establishment: If, politically,. it is not practical, then
`s

subcontraCting to pfit-making organizations and indiOidugls

Virshould be permitte
*

The legislation presumes priorgovernment obligation

to Public Television. / suggest that future language not

necessarily adhere to this pattern,- since the ,purpose of a

particular project may be better served in a given instance

through the commercial system. -Thetway.should.be (open for

government to deal with the commercial medium as readily as

the non-commercial, thus multiplying a project's chances for

exposure to its intended audience. Moreover whatever the

merit of the thesis that governAent-sponsored projectsbelbng,

jnelefairsti-nstancerinthenon-profitsector.thefact is.

that the Public Television system is itself suffering from

schedule limitations' It is simply not the case that the non-
.?

commercial medium is waiting impatiently to embrace every

series that emanates from government. In' other words, it is

important to distinguish between the aim of education and that

4
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of building a Public Television systerp. The two are not

nece,p8arily interdependent at all times, however important

education may be as a major service of the non-commercial

medium.

Since the effectiveness of public education, like

advertising effectiveness, OS related to thenumbex-of

7

individuals a campaign reaches and the frequency of the

messages,. there would appear to be limits to the kind of

educational matter a PSA approach can be effective with; given

the general, kind of scheduling it should 'be 'expected to

achieve. Thordligh testing of the potential of the educational

spot announcement, howeVer, probably calls for-more preciSe

controls than are practical, given the operatiorial procedures

of commercial television under PSA conditions. I should like

to suggest, therefore, that, at least for purposes of research,
ns

the announcement concept'be expanded to incorporate the
0

_possibility of, the purchase of Spot time on an experimental

basis.

Such purchase would 'pefmit. the educational group that

greater precision of,control; it would be in a better position

to determine just where and how often its announcements would

be telecait. The media analysis called fOr'resembles that of

the advertising campaign, taking into account reach, frequencY,
".

O
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daniarts, demographics, eaitorial.erivironment, rating levels,

costs,'and so forth. Television has develobed into a comptex
1 '

'medium , with its own research and jargon, a professional

specialization in its own right. The knowledge and skills it

has developed should be put to use in the non-profit sector.

To.assist it in media planning and in purchasing of the time,
4

selection of stations, -etc., a government agency would do\\

Well to call in a professiona4 media service or agency.

A modest project nowat work in Texas is already exploring

this area. It is being conducted by theSouthwest Educational

Development Laboratoiy in Austin, as part of the Early

-'Childhood Education Project under the aegis of the National

Institute of Educatlom (gIE). Its objective: to reach low-
. C .

, .

'income parents through the media with educational_mestages -

concerning basic child - rearing. skills...

Four,small Texas markets areinvolved, each with three

network-affiliated stations. Minute and half-minute

announcements are being tested. Mail iequests are being used

asLt.he measurement of effectivenes6. The first'part of the

campaign utili.zed,PSA's. ,According"to project director Robert

Collinsoni the stations have been highly cooperative and

generous with th:eirstime. The project has been able to
ti

identifywhich of the announcements have performed most

34.
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effeetively, as measured by they ailed-in requests.

.Pait two was'in'the'-formativ stage'at the time of

writing. This will compare a paid time campiiign with, the PSA.

Not only will television be employ-d, But radio, newspapers

and billboards: The budget is reported to be small, "for

--practical._rea,94m,s,--" A tele

.14

110 II -
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deIermineihow efficiently the target audiences are being

reached. Metropolitan; medium-size and smaX1 markets are .

included in the test,

Without hard evidence on hand,.one cannot be certain

that a campaign based on purchased time, and therefore

subject to more precise control than the PSA effortwill

be inherently,..or actually, mpre productive a an eduCational

undertaking. Still, it is difficult4not .to be,lleve that it

will. Assuming that this be the case, new possibilitiei open

for education via television. To begin With, it may be-

possiBle topconceive of spe6ific caMpaigns/which take on the

character of courses of instruction,. however restricted in

scope, and toplap on the purchase of time oni a planned -'
4-02'

basis,- again, wittian the capacity limits of the system, to

insure that thdy will be aired in the sequence and"frequency'

desired,, rather than be left to the random fate of the PSA.
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This prospect

undoubtedly appear

--Andeedolits mere suggeStion

highly questionable to some, perhaps

many. Is purchase of-br4cast time by government a proper

expenditure of public funds, given the character of the

medium as a private-profit institution with-a license

obligation Ito serve the public interest? Should goyernment
1*.

purchase time, or does it have a right to free time as
t /

representative of the public? Does the-medium'haye the

responsibility to educate, and should it, therefore, be

obligated to contribute time for that purpose?

These who espouse this point of view will hold that

government funding of program development and procluction,

or of-spot announcements, is as far :as federal involvement

should eve be allowed to go; either because they are

convinced that the medium's responsibility covers all the

real possibilities, or because they fear government as a

potential manipulator of the pubic mind.

A full discussion would be out of place here. It

seems to me, however, 'that there is nothing inherently e vil

dr

or immoral in Federal purchaSe of time to. present an

educational campaign, so long as,the medium maintains' proper

t..



safeguards.
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Where the problem is really joined, I susp

is in what can be defined 4s classically educational, and

what is controversial. Fcr_ex'ample, educational material

about environmental protection, once considered conventionally

'educational and therefore gpnerally acceptaple, might very

well be viewed as controversial and therefore propagandistic,
0 -

given the energy shortage. The off -shore oil drilling

controversy Is an examplq,. Where does education stop and

advocacy begin?

It" may be that, in the final anaAsis, direct governments

,involvement in television production of any kind should be

ruled out by the medium in the light of the frightening

lesson4 of Watergate; perhaps one must be wary to the end,

. even when a particular administration is benign. Still, I

cannot help th!.apg that there is a valuable resource here

to be used for ,the public good, and that if there are

people and organiAtions of good will cooperating, perhaps

in a time less tense than the present and:recent past, some

worthy things can be accomplished. Tharefore, I should like

to see some follow-up.of the Texas experiment.

There is.an institutional approach which can hdlpraise

the standards of children's television that avoids many of

these problems'and which government is

Research.

A position to apply:
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I propose that the Federal government, through an

appropriatepffice of HEW, establish and fund a media research

entity, whose purpose would be to provide a continuing

cognitive "and affective research service to both the public

and the commercial broadcast systems (includinq.radio).

It would operate independently of government and tile

industry. Its personnel and resources would be available

to networks, stations, government agencies, other

institutions,engaged in educational broadcasting. It would

participate, on request, in program conceptualization and
A

development, pre-production testing, pilot testing, etc..

Its findings would be made available to the producers, who

would have full control over their projects.. In other

words, the research organization's findings would not be

binding in ay way; the producers would be free to Use

.them drnot, at will. Producers would thus be in a position

to have constructive research input fiom the, very beginning

of a project. They should be encouraged to involve the

researchers from the outset and work closely with them

throughout the various stages of a project's development,

on the model of the CTW.

a
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A nominal charge for out-of-pocket expenses and material

-39.

produced would be in osder. In order to encourage utilization

of therrvice, however," it should be simply regarded as a

national investment.

It May be argued that the industry is perfectly capable

of conducting its own research and that government has no

.place in such activity. Broadcasting research, however,

moves in quite different directions. By and large, educatioftal

research of the type under diaCussion goes against. the

commercial grain, fore broadcasting is :concerned withdifferent

things. It must never be forgotten that broadcasting apes

not consider itself to be basically in the business of

education, regardless of how much educational laterial it
4 11

may carry in its schedules. Its.research is concerned with

matters of audience size and makeup, and advertising research

into the effectiveness of media deliyery and whether' and

how well audiences -- particularly prospective consumers --

are being exposed to sales message's. I suspect, however,
a

that occasionally, a network, station or station group may

lie willing to enter into a cooperative venture, 4f most of

the financial burden is carried by someone else.



What kind of inducement could government ofr to-

encourage the medium to indertake such research? 'One

suggestion has been made that loans might be extended, or

that some kind of financial iewards* might be made available

in cases of successful projects. The trouble with 'all

the sggestions is that they.do not takd into account

,the nature of the commercial system; they are, in reality,

suggestions that the medium dep,irt from normal industry-

practice to adopt, in this one area; another field's

operational mode. The independent research facility

proposal, on the other hand, takes conventional industry

practice for grant =d as a given condition.

Some missi ary work would undoubtedly have to be done'

to acquaint 'bro casters to encourage them to make use of

t1e service. Since it calls for departure from broadcast

norms, some resistance should be expected in the early

stages, although once executives and prodacers understand

they have a tool at hand which they can put to work to

improvei their programming to children and receive favorable

attention thereby, thoge with the more ambitious and

idealistic goals can be .expected to make use of it. As one

such network executive said to*the writer: "I'd jump at the
4

chance!"
-a*
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A professional research organization, properly staffed

and funded for longevity, would, in time, become an important

repository of valuable information, perhaps the most important/

concerning television and children.

It could be permitted by its enabling terms to, engage in

outside research on a. fee basis, as non-profit organizations

often do, with., all proceeds to be turned back io the non-

chargeable services. This would permit an enlargement of

activity into the broader areas of concern, with problems

not necessarily related to specific air plans that are.

possibly too large for any single _commercial or public

broadcasting institution-to cope vithie Theresearch

institution might undertake such a project and, on its own,

seek industry and foundation grants for the purpose, along

with government.

Once we leave the area of the spot campaign and research

the potential for practical government involvement to any

significant degree narrows considerably. We must continually`

remind our4selves that'we are dealing with a relatively

restricted volume of programming in a system that must

balance public service-resOonsibilities with commercial needs.
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The question is asked, for example, whether a Federally

sponsored commercial program development through "non

commercial" avenues is feasib the, suggestion being that

developed tp a "commercially ble state," the

commercial networks take over, with or without Federal

strings attached.

On the surface, there is something,attbactive about a

government-supported.enierprise devoted to. the development

of children's programming. It couldbe a natural extension

of,the research institution, or separately established.

To'be aCceptable to the industry,.it would have to be.

created as an independent entity, free from government
4

control. .

Its end-product§ should be available to public, as well

as commercial, broadcasting. A dedication solely to

commercial broadcasting would be unacceptable to dongress

4A

and the public as an improper *use of public 'funds.

Foundations and the commercial industry could share in

its funding. Commercial grants have been-made to Public

Television. So far, so good.

The problem with the idea j.s the notion "commercially

viable." How do we define it? In terms of rating's? That

assumes that television will not carry a .children's program

unless it can generate a predetermined high level of audience.

4
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Naturally, the broadcaster hopes to reach the largest possible

audience, but there is, by now, general industry appreciation

of'thefallac of measuring cultural-educational value by

ratings. Moreover, from the educational side, the test cannot

be simgly that of being commercially viable. It is precisely

because there are other values to be served in a civilized

8

society, that we have .created the non-commercial brodcasting

system. Were ,that' system adequate to the total task, there

would be no need to ask whether. there are new possibilities

to explore in the commercial system.

If the rating is not the measure, perhaps it can be

the degree to which a program id capable of attracting

advertising revenue, How such a measure squares with the

purpose of television education re difficult to see. The

trend, after all, is toward a decrease in commercial volume

for children's programming. It is conceivable, indeed,

that ACT's vigorous and continuing campaign may yet conclude -

with a commercial-less children's television, or, more

likely, with a compromise which sees commercials removed .

from within programs and "clusters" at the-begin ing and

end. "Commercially viable," under these conditions,Nid not

the happiest of Istandards. 0

c):
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None of this should be misunderstood as an invitation

to dul ness, long an affliction of educational television
r,

round the world. Indeed, the most encouraging of signs is

the willin4ness of educators in recent years to accept'

entertainment as .a technique for teaching, particUlarly

through the television screen. If the-edaational world

,looks,to the commercial system for assistance on an importan7

scale, it has the responsibility of respecting that system's

built-in need to attract and hold large masses of people,

ofits economic need to survive in the competition for'
b

audiences:

Perhaps the best measure that can be suggested at the

present time is a common- .sense approach that attempts to

bring to program.evaluation, professibnal judgment aided

by research. As Eddie. Smardeh writes in his Feb: 23, 1973

paper: "The True Problems With Kids' Television.. And A

No Nonsense Methodology For Improving The Medium," the

"best judges of prograi content, prior to air, are

broadcasters and advertisers."

A number of stations, or a network; might be prepared

to participate in an on-air, laboratory situation, inwhich

a program or series is put to the test, on an occasional

basis, at least.
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.
Not to be Overlooked in any/deyelopmental effort are

.-

. the problems. of cost and talent- Scala-is important, often.

decisive. It must never be forgotten that when we enter

the world of television programming, we embark

Perilous venture. It is the most competitive of arenas,

where superior talent is scarce, in demand, high-priced,.

45.

and usually concentrated in a few opportunity-rich centers;

and where nothing can be certain except that-failure is.

more common .than success. A developmental institution, to

4 be meaningfdl, would have to operate on the thighest

standards, for what comes out bit would have to stand up

under conditions of'the sheerest visibility and be compared

w).th the very best of which this country has ,proven capable.

Unless this-be the level of ambition, the undertaking is

har,dly worth bothering with.,;_,,

There is an important political implication hel. Our

most recent efforts to find an adequate fund ing bikse for

the Public Television system of this.country have-been built

around the concept of decentrAlization. ' Whatever may have

been the political motivation,.it cldshe$ with the hard-won

experience of an entire industry. Ultimately the programming

we are here concerned with must be,conceived and created

and produced by the available .talent and skills that alone

I
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can make it mean anything. While this shouldribt of urse,

rule out grants and contracts to local institutions scatter

about tTe countr* it should not make such localism a matter

of policy -- certainly not, in so far as commercial television'

is concerned! The rule is simple: in a world dependent

:entirely on tal nt, go where the talent is.

In short, the entire concept of attempting to develop

pro ams through.imblid moneyi.for commercialusage is open

tai s riouS,questiOn. A more attractive alternative, it seems

to me, is to encourage the existing systems to develop further

are now following toward a higher level.along the lines the

of children's progr ing.

Government has already acted it', a. major way ,to underwrite

program development through Creation 4nd funding of the

Corporation For Public, Broadcasting. An important part of
a

its mandate is children's programming. The CPB's founder -s

understood that only a nationally orgar4ze and funded

institution could conduct . significant program development,

and.that government financing would be required simply
.

because the non-commercial system was too popr to do the

job by itself. There is Little juS ificatioefor attempting

to duplicate that effort in a commercial context. Program



development of the type contemplated is more properly the

function. of the.commercial networks and stations.

Government .should not be called upon to do their work

for them in this regard.

One political note: If one recalls the intense and

endless cbntroversy that raged abouethe establishment of

the CPB and PBS, one is entitled to predict a ,similar,

perhaps even more heated, dispute should government make.

a inajo'etfort to develop pro,gramming fo'r the commercial
1

system.

How, then, can government encourage the, commercial

system to produce and air quality childien's.programming

without necessarily,develobing the program itself?

Probably the simplest and most direct way is to look at

existing schedules, and planned programs and series, for.

those worthy 'of"sopport, and come to their support through

commercial-type-sponsorship. This can 'take the form of

payment for time and program in the 'old sponsor-style, now

a rarity, or for purchase of spot announcement time, either

in, or adjaCen't to, thT prograri, depending on the state'of

the art at the time. From the standpoint of the medium,,

it is immaterial whether the advertisement come from

business or 4overnment; the'net'effect on the, financial

condition is the same. In this way, a government; agency

a.
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can accomplish two ends: 1) It can help sustain a program

which itself is considered useful; 2) It can put announcement

time to useful work.

Several agencies can pool their resoutdes, or can coopicate.

if that is unfeasible, in purchasing a complete program, as
G)

some multi - product advertisers do, thus creating a controlled
N.1" ov

situation. This would ensure the educational messages being

aired at the desired time and in a preferted progrAm environment.

At the same time, there should be no heitation in being

associated with conventional advertisers in announcement

positions. That is the universal condition for the PSA.

Anything tha't cuts costs,'of course, can be helpful in

improving the general condition of.production and distribution,

particularly where syndication is concerned, as Eddie Smarden
.

'so 'soundly argues HOW far unions and. talent are willing

to go in this direction, is an open question, but these groups

tend to be responSive to calls to serve. They are justly

concerned, however, that their responsiveness not be used

to mask opportunistic exploitation.

Another suggestion ties a ppssible reduction Of long- .

lines rates to the viability of children's programming.

While special rates might be of some assistance in the rare
A

case of anational program seeking nationwide exposure,

general reduction is not practical in view of the existing.

all -day ,contracts. the networks have with ATT. ,-This is a

:" 41
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( period, moreover, when long-line rates are rising,

jeopardizing th@ funcgioning ofregional networks even for

sports, which cap operate on a-presumably higher,cost level

-than children's programming. A special rate consideration

for childrens_programming would be helpful, As Smarden

suggests; but as he recognizes, the concept calls for

definition of what program is worthy of such rate reduction

treatment; and that is a formidable challenge. However,

it is not easy to see who would make this determination.

There is a new networking possibility, however, that

is worthy of Aination: the satellite. We haVe entere d

the earth static construction ppridd, opened by the January,

1975 announcement by TVN, the independent news service, of

its intention to build updto 100 earth'stations across the

country over the'next two years. This will make possible

an unlimited number of interconnections, involving two or

more'stations, in Virtually any market pattern. The first

usage of the systervis expected to be.news, obviously, followed

closely by spdrts; then, as the operating pattern emerges,

ad hoc advertiser-created networks can be expected toappear

carrying varied schedules of entertainment and information.

At ,the present time,'the cos. differentials seem to favor

satellite over land lines for long distances.
c
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There is considerable ,interest`in this development on

the station level, particularly among the independent. statyms,

who are the chief station broadcasters of sports and who are

the.natural outlets for the ad hop network programs to come.

For those intqrested in teldvision as a means of

coMmunication,, whether for education or entertainment, the

earth station project has this Significance: it represents

the first potentially real expansion of the television system

since, the emergence of the independent station as a source

of alternate programming.. It day be seen, in part, as an

aspect of the,development of the non-affiliated system, now

coming into its own as a viable and basic aspect of the

'
,
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television service of the country. As the total independent

system grows stronger, so do its programming and resources

for new programming, increasing its capability of competing

on its own with what comes over the conventional network.

What the earth station development can be epected to do, is

hasten that growth. From the point of view of those concerned

with children's television, this should mean some new

opportunitids, 'though the precise way in which they will

appear is not easy to discern at this moment: I. would

_recommend that attention be paid to the satellite-earth

, -



station situation with the end in view of launching an

experimental series, in combination

utilizing the new technology. This would be a complex

with'dommercialinterests,

51.

undertaking, for it amounts to the creation of an adj,hoc

network. For such an experiment, it should be possible to

obtain satellite time free of charge.

It might be worthwhile, too,'to investigate the possibility

of e-stablishing a special satellite rate for children's

service, since the rate structure of the new system is still
a

in the making. The FCC might look kindly'upon such a prospect. -

Another possibility might be the allocation of one

channel,for children's programming on one or more satellites

with sufficient channel capacity. If this notion seems

radical,Lit should be noted that present experimental'

satellite operation allows for free use of channeV time for

research purposes.

Such a dedicated channel

could serve commercial, aswell as public,- programmers;

thus, as a nation, we would be offering a clear financial

-inducement to undertake television service to children.

Such a system could perform syndicationservice as well,

which would simplify distribution and probably lower its

cost. Certainly, there are difficulties to be anticipated,

I
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but the possibilittes are such as to seem to be worth looking

into. It may be significant that there" is already in

existence the Public Service Satellite Consortium.

We are not dealing with a remote time here, but with

the next two-td-three years. An investigation into the' ,

possible future, therefore, should begin soon, an

investigation that could lead quickly to a specific program

project. Space does not permit longer discussion.' Let me

say only that my own direct involvementlin this industry

development convinces me we, are dealing with something very

real, and not 'merely speculative.

The discussion does serve to highlight ,the problem of

access in a system dominated by networks. It leads tothe'

observation that ,for practical purposes, syndication in this

pre-satellite age is probably amlore protising road for

government to travel than §tendard networking. Not only

are the indeperident stations-prime targets for such

syndication; the affiliated stations, too, can play an

,

important role, in view of their need-to be r stponsible for

f/rtheir own lervice to children, regardless o what the /

networks do. Syndication is no final answer, however, for
o

reasons already cited: the limits of station capacity And

the> commercial system itself. S ication's great

52.
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contribution is that it offers access to the system. It
1

bffereopportunities to enter and compete for station time.

It must therefoie be considered a fundamental avenue to

pOtential exposure for any government-funded program.

Should" the government purchase programs Which are

meritorius but which, for one or another reason, are either

not carried by the commercial system or dropped, for

distribution through the PBS or syndication?

The first questidh to be asked in answer is, does the

PBS want the programs?

Tie difficulty with this apprbach is that we already

have in beinga deVeloping public system, one of whose

tunctiofts is to find and air children's programs of merit.

It is part of the CPB mandate to fund or purchase worthwhile

programs the commercial system either does not want or

cannot schedy A new or existing governient agency that

inquired of the PBS and the stations about the desirability

of coif erciafiy-originated shows and then 'arranqed for

their.purchase and distribution through the public system

would simply be duplicating the work of the CPB and PBS.
.

Government would be better advised to strengthen those

Public institutions financially, as originally eAVisioned.



by the Carnegie' Peport, before embarking on duplicative

ventures. The public system has a long way to go to

financial viability. Let Congress provide the funds and

permit the system to make its own ipogram judgmnts and

purchase decisions. Some portion ofcommercially originated

children's programMing might very well find its way into-

publicstelevision as part of a totalMix of self-produced

and acquired materials, just as the system now carries

notable examples of the best of British commercial adult

programming, such as 'Upstairs, Downstairs," and "A Family

At'War."

Finally, what are the prospects for making support for

"good" commercial children's programming attractive to large

Corporations?

Such prospects exist. But business support is dependent

on the same conditions that make for support of all public

service, or semi-public service, iptitming. In the late

sixties, the writer conducted a study of the potential for

business support for the then-existin% NET (National Educational

Television). Our esse ial finding, based on confidential

interviews With executives of leading American corporations,

was that business support was dependent on how convinced the
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corporation was, not that educational television wawa

worthy national enterprise,"but thatcoming to its support

would enhance the corporation's own ultimate marketing

welfare -- that is, -the medium was c nceived as a political-
.

public relations instrument. In recent years, a number of

companies have found that it pays to. be associated with-the

good works of Public evision, the oil companies in

particular.

the press.

This has been noted, sometimes critically, by

Texaco, Inc.'s sponsorship of this Spring's telecast

of "Danny Kaye's Look at the Metropolitan Opera" on CBS,

and I T s syndication of "The Big Blue Marble" are examples

of how major corporations u lize children's programming

to build good will 'where they think it will help them.

We can expect more of this kind of advertiser involvement in

the future. The question is, how much of it do we want?

To make children's programming attractive to advertisers,

it is necessary to convince them there are valid company
to

ends to be served. It is di,fficult for me to see government

in the role of salesman, going to the advertiser Who is in

trSible with some government agency or is being oundly

criticized in Washington for alleged monopolisti tendencies,

P.
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or whatever, and making out a case that association with

children's televisiOnewill help it inlits government relations!

Such selling is hardly the function of government..

This difficu'ty may possibly be avoided through the

independent non-profit institution suggested earlier, which

would act as a buffer between government and the television

system. Much as the public medium goes about seeking

business.underwriting"for programming, so' could such an

institution._ Still, there should be ho illusions. C6rporate

sponsorship will be undertaken for the polit4.calipublic

opinion reasons cited. Ope condition, therefore, that
f)

appears to be a requirement of sponsorship, is complete

elimination of advertiser involvement in the development

And production .of the program. The,models already exist

in the policy of public television toward underwriting and

of.the commercial system toward news and public affairs.

As one looks aheadto a changing time with its continuing

challenges, one is tempted to hope that-there might belb

peaceenough of a peace between the Federal' establishment d the

media to permit them to join together at times to serve the

common good. I'd like to believe that there is more good

will A work And.harmony of motive in the places of power

:9
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than the cynici will accept. But perhaps they are right.
.4

Perhaps, our best course as a nation, in the long run, is

to limit by design, with all deliberateness,j how close

together government and media Can grow. Within those limits,
4

'though, it seems, to me that there may pp some valuable social
1. t.

ends to'be served, and that we should not shrink from the

gamble.

0 7.
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'ADDENDUM

Section' 701 of Title VII*of the Emergency School Aid

Act (ESSA) reads:

"Sec. 702 (a) The Congress finds that the process of

k eliminating or preventing minority group isolation and

improving the quality ofeducation for all children often

involves the expenditure of additional funds to which focal

educational agencies do not have access.

(b)

4

The purpose of this title is to provide

financial assistance;

(1) to meet the spacial needs incident

to the elimination of minority group

segregatiOn and discrimination among

students and faculty in elementary and

secondr schools;

(2) to encourage the voluntaky eliminatio1n,

reduction or preventiop of minority group

isolation in elementary and secondary

schools with substantial proportions, of

minority group students; and

(3) to aid-school children in overcoming

the educational disadvantages of minority

group isolation.

q
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"Se5. 711 (b) (1) The Assistant Secretary shall-carry out

a program of making grants to, 'or contracts-with,

not more than ten public or private non-prdifit

agencies, institutions, or organizations with the

\capability of providing )expertise in the development'

of,television programming, in sufficient number to
. .

assure diversity, to pay the costof development

and.pro'duction of integrated children's television

programs of cognitive and affective educational

-value.

(2) Television programs developed in whoj.e or

part with assistance provided under this title

shall be made reasonably available for transmission,

free of charge, and shall.not be transmitted. under

commercial sponsorship,.

(3) The AssiStant Secretaiy may appfove an

'application under this section only if he determines

that the applicant

(A) will employ members of minority groups in

responsible positions in development, production,

and administrative staffs; \

(B) will use modern television techniques of

research and production;. and

(C) has adopted effective procedures for evaluating

educational and other changes achieved by children

viewing the program.
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Copyright Issues

4Eugene-N: Esq.,.is a communications lawyer in the
area of copyright issues in educational broadcasting Currently,
he is counsel to the Agency for Instructionaljelevision, 11*-
lingual' Children's TeleVision, Educational'Development-Center
dnd the Public Broadcasting Service, among others. , He is also
a faculty lecturer on Copyright and Communications at Rutgers

,..Law School of New'Atseyf-a member. of the U. S. .Copyright Office
Copyright Revision Panel, and a member of theU: S.,DepartMent
of State Copyright Advisory Committee.

'The Paper

In the following paper, "Rights, Residuals, and Royalties:, A
Legai\Inquiry into Office of Education Grants forJEducationil
Television Materials,%Aleinikoff details the complex issues
relating to copyfight of television materials in genqal, and
the even more complex, sometimes inconsistent, USOE regulations
and,guidelines for television materials. He builds a case that
the'public interest is best served through 411, copyright pro-
tection in' the grant 's n , and 'suggests mechanisms for hat-
dling project-generated ome. He alsourges grantg rather than
contracts for U,SOE funding, as well as an increasernderal sen-
sitivity to the unique complexities of television production.
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1. Introduction.

As attorney for several recipients of Office

of.Education grants, as well as'a one -time consultant to

fie National Institute of Education and a long-expeil.enced

public broadcasting lawyer, I have been intimately involved

over the past several years,in.educational television projects

inanCed wholly or Partly'by the OfficeOf Education. In the
.

course of -this period'," the. orEducation-copyright and

related policies -- to the'fextent ths, they have been Bevel -
-1_

ir)ped and-enunciated at all -- have Shifted several times in

scope, emphaais and substance. Took .specific progkam regula-

tions (e..g. the ESAA projects) havej i'often been, and aparently

continue to be, inconsistent with or contrary to the general
ti

Office of Education Regulations. Added to these difficulties -

are the multiple successive publications in the'official

Code of, Federal Regulations (sometimes long after substantive.

amendment), the widely variant special conditions included in

UWE grants ( sometimes witAin the same project), and the dif-

fering general Terms 8114 Conditions in the Appendixika at

tached to promulgated regulations;.(all numbered similarly but '

not the same in content) so much so that theNSOE General

a
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Counsel's Office has recently refused to venture an opinion
f AV,

as to which povt1.4ons actually govern an on-going project.

Part of this unsatisfactory.situation undoubtedly

stems from the varying statutory.authorizations under which

USOE television projects areetunded. Anothei contributing fac-

tor its.ldhat seems to be a misguided attempt to regulate tele-

vision series production in the, same manner as more standard'

projects. And finally, there is an apparent insUfficiency

of television experience And expertise within the administra-

tive staff at the Office of EducatiOn, which not only differs

from Title to Title but is subject to frequent turnover

within Titles.

The result has bseri an unfortunate lack of con-

tinuing, considered and .co istent policy ih the area of

television rights, residuals and:royaltie. And there is no

doubt that this has created serious problems for television

grantees,in the production, distribution and utilization of

television series funded by the Office of Education..

%L.. '0' 4
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I . Scope of Inquiry.

As a preliminary matter, it is well to consider

exactly what "rights, residuals and royalties" are-involved

in this inquiry.

Rights - Twp:iwpes of television rights are

often confused but must beVdistinguished -- namely, ownership.

rights and utilization rights..

1. Ownership Rights - the legal property rights

in the series. These property rights in turn, should be

divided into (A) the intangible rights in the television,con-

tent -- usually evidenced by the.copyright, but also-perhaps

through contractual/arrangements with content creatorsand

'participants (such as program,writers apd performers, film

prodUcers and movie libraries, "property" owners and literary

publishers, photo agencies and music agencies etc.), and (B)

the tangible rights in the television materials"(such as the

master and duplicating videotapes and film materials, broad-

cast and exhibition tapes and prints, videotape cassettes and

A
audio-tape recordings etc.) -- usually evidenced by possessory.

documentation, laboratory arrangements or other contractual

,basis,

Under USOE grants, the intangible copyright rights

may be non-existtnt (so that the.. series is in the public do-

maine)', fully copyrightable by the producing organization

(and go,protected for two terms of 28 years each) or partially

copyrightable under, limited permission. from the Office of

Education (for up to 5 or 7 years). Wherever copyrighted,

A
.
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the Office.of Education has invariably Insisted on a full-

stAle royalty-free license for all governmentalpurposese

Tangible master and negative materials rights'

have mostly beet left to the producing organization for appro-

priate distribution ptrposes through normal channels. In
t

Ih .-

.early Ep.A grants, however, the Office of Education has ex-

plicitly required .delivery of a certain minimum number of tel-
.

evision'reCordings, with the implicit assumption that the de-
,

livered repOrdings thus became USOE permanent property even

if immediately authorized. for outside distribution use. But

it may wellbe that the ultimate possessoryrightsinthese

recordings has really nolt yet been finally determined, nor

has. there ben any_legal effort to assess the nature- and ex-

tent of duplication and dubbing rights betweeithe Office of

Education, the producer, the distribution agency or others

even it for proper uses as contemplated.

2. Utilzation Rights - the permissible ex-'

tent of distribution, b oadcast, exhibition or other use.

These utilization rights depend largely upon: (A) the under-

lying talent union arrangements -- including performers, direc-
.

tors, writers, musicians et1c. -- which have been developed in

both commercial and non-commercial television; and (B) copyright

licensing arrangements ,- primarily relating to published

music, but also of importance In copyrighted books and per-
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iodicals, films and photogrAphS, fine arts and graphic TuS

trations.

Talcnt union arrangements differ greatly'between

commercial and noncommercial television due to the differ-

ences in program content, budget availabilities, producing

organizations etc. Eac),4,unicin must be negotiatecLwith'separ-

ately and at periodic intervals, never longer than three yea
Js

apart. All union agreements tend to be indecipherable except

by specialized experts with historical knowledge and practical

experience. The application of union rates and C'ondtioni to
v.

specific projects often requires additional discussions and

understandings by the producers with the unions.

Copyright licensing operatioris are also compl-Nc.

For example, music rights are customarily divided betwedn

(i) so-called "performing" rights.licensed by ASCAP, BMI and

.SESAC for commercial television, but up to now exempted ror

non-commercial television, and (ii) so-called "synchroniza-
stk

tion" rights licens0 directly by the publishers or through an

agency -- both typV,f music rights being involved in the edu-

cational television "series funded by the Office of Education:

Literary rights are licensed by book and periodical publishers,

if at all, on a case-by-case basis; photographs and film

clips are available only by individual negotiation with the

news agency or photographer holding the tight's.- In addition,'

o.
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since
rbt .

stemming from An outdated 1909 law in the process of

revision over the past twenty-five years, most copyright

clearan procedures, practices and payments have devolved

throughlindustry patterns in the entertainment area rather

than education field -- and "show-business" interests and

,school concerns are often very dissimilar.

The extent of broadcast and exhibition rights in

a television series is often dependent upon the amount of

payments to cr4ative talent and copyright owners -- especi-

ally' as profesSional talent and popular worIs become increas-

ingly essential to program elements.

Residuals - "Residuals" is the television trade

term applied to additional payments' due -Co creative talent
r-

andcopytight owners with respect to repeated and prolonged

exposure of .a television series. Habitually, initial pay-
4)"

ments to performers, musicians, directors etc. permit only

limited broadcaSt or other exhibitiore*privilegeS (in commer-

cial televis on_, production payments usually cover only the

first networ_ i release; in non - commercial televiSion, initial

compensation oftin covers only the first three-year period)..

For additional use, additional payment must_be made --either

in advance at the time of original production or later at the

time of extended use.

ff
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Similar patterns are not infrequently imposed by

copyright holders. For instance, music recording rights are

generallyolicensed for a limited number of years, and with

varying royalties for commercial and non-commercial broadcast-'

ing; literary rights permissions are often conditioned on re-

peated piiments for suct4bssive-neleases.

It is rare indeed to besableto clear unlimited

and perpetual television rights On a "buy-out" basis at the

time of producti41 so long as talent unions have jurisdiction

or copyright works are used. Future use requires' further

payments -- and those payments may be separate and accumu-

lative for non-commercial and commercial television, theatrical

and non-theatrical exhibition, cable television

' cassette8 etc. Without funding-for.additional

entire series may become completely unusable at

the initial permitted period no matter how high

Cost or how desirable the continued usefulness.

and video-,

payments, an

the end of

the original

And failure

to clear even one minor element for such additional use can

invalidate an entire program, no matter how exterAive.the ac-
.

quired rights for all of the Other program content.

Royalties.. "Royalties", as a generic term, in-

cludes all possible financial income from a television project

once it has been produced and broadcast. Such income may be

derived (i) directly, from fees for foreign broadcast, audio-
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visual distribution, cable TV origination etc., or (ii)

t
*indirectly, from the sale of a record album,'dev opment

attendant eduCational material, permission to use title, for-

.mat; characters or content for selected commercial purposes

such as'games, puppets etc. When the activity is engaged in

by the grantee alone or in co-partnership with.. another or-

ganization, the earnirigs may'be.considered more specifically

to be "related income"; when received by the grantee under a

license to another organization, the'earnings may generally

be referred to as "royalties". The.difference may be mainly

semantic, but unfortunately "royalties" and."relatedinc6me"

(or even "unrelated income") may have different taxeitemptiOn

consequences, and seem to have been treated dissimilarly in

past and preSent USOE regulations.

In essence, earned income, two kinds of

problems: First, what kind of commercial exploitation should

be permitted and under what type Of safeguards (.ESAA requ re-

ments for commercial broadcast without charge may .not be m an-

ingful in terms of indutrY practiCe; grantee eagerness to

license T-shirts or dolls may not be of assistance to serie

.impact). Second, how should earned income be used and by

which agency (grantee retention may not forward the projeCt

payment to the U.S. Treasury may preclude valuable project

assistance).



III. 'USOE Regulations.

Any 'attempt to compile the USOE regulations

related to this subject-matter cannot guarantee total com-

pleteness nor even current Nalidity. From the available

documents published by the Office of Education, the folloW7

ing seem to beat least the principal items-of interest:

1. The General Provisions
4

currently attached to "Negotiated

Cost-Reimbursement Contracts (OE Form 5213, 4/69) contains

the following:

.COPYRIGHT AND PUBLICATION

The term "mathrials" as used herein
means -writj.ngs, sound recordings, films
pictorial eproductions, drawings or other
graphic -eesentatioAs, computer programs,
and works . any similar nature produced
or specified to be delivered under this
contract. The term does not include finan-
cial reports, cost analyses and similar
intOrmation incidental to contract adminiT
stration.

6. It 1,s the policy-of the Office of
Educatio that the results of activities
suppoited y it should be utilized in the
manner whic would best serve the public
interest. To that end, except as provided
in paragraph c, the Contractor shall not
assert any rithts at common law or in eqUity
or establish any claim to statutory copy-
right in suc' materials; and all such
materials s all be made freely available
to the Gove ent, the eduOation commun-
ity, and t e general public.`

c. Notwl hstanding the provisions of
paragrap, b above, upon requeSt of the

4&,,
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Contractor or his authorized designee,
arrangements for copyright of the mater-
ials for a limited period cf.time may be
authorized by the Commissioner, through
the Contracting Officer, upon a showing
satisfactory to the Office of Education
that such protection will result in more
effective evelopment or diiiemination
of the materials and would otherwise be
in the public interest.

d. With, respect to any materials' for
which 'the' 'securing of copyright protec-
tion is authorized under paragraph c, the
Conttractor hereby grants a royalty-free,
non-exclusive and irrevocable license -0
the Government to publish, translate, re-
produce, deliver, perform; ruse, and dis-
pose of all such materials.

e. To the extent the Contractor has the
right and permission to do'so, the Con-
tractor hereby grants to the Government a
royalty-free, non=exclusive and irrevoc-
able license to use in any manner copy-
righted materials not first produced in
the performance of this contract but which
are incorporated in the materials. The
Contractor shall advise the Contracting
Office of any copyrighted mitgrial known
to it not to be covered by such license."

2. Almost identical provisions are repeated in paragraph 11

of the current "Grant Terms and Conditions" (OE Form 5241,

1/72). In addition, a paragraph 23 has been added which.in-
.

cludes the following for "Grant-Related Income":

"a. ...Income derived by the grantee
from activities supported or funded by
the grant, other than Investment Income
and Copyright Royalty Income is termed
"Grant Related Income".r

4_ 1 .4 -L.)

M



b. Grant- Related Income shall be. dis-
pOSed,of, at the disowtion of '.the
Commissioner, in either one of the
following two way6:

(1) By returning the funds to'the
Federal GOVernment (ar by reducing
the level of expenditures from grant
funds in an.abount equal tip the
Federal share of the Grant- Related
InCome, (b) by treating the-funds as
partial payment to the Award of a

succeeding (continuation) grant, or
(c) by payment to miscellapeGup re-
ceipts of the U.S, Treasury, or

By usino the funds to further the,
purposes the grant.program from
which .theawardw4s mere. ,

- I

(2)

No definition.or disposition of "Copyright Royalty Income" is

provided presumably leaving that to the USOE "Copyright

Guidelines".

3. The "Guidelines

Materials Developed

published on May

the method by which

on Authorizing Copyright:Protection for

under Project Grants and Contracts", first

1970, 'effective Jun; 8, 1970,-. outlines

grantees and contPactors.Can. apply for
% 0

limited copyright proteCtion by virtue °f a. special agreement
o

between the USOE and the grantee or contractor. Section 1(e)'

'-'specifically states that:

"...The Commissioner of EducatiOn may author-
izethe securingof copyright /to protect the
ihtegrity of the illaterials during development
or as an ibn.centive to promote the Effective
dissemination of-first' materials developed
with USOE support. Such authorization will

ta 4., a.1)
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be conditioned upon the copyright being
cleared only for a specified limited period
of time .., a period of less duration_than
the, statutory copyright term:"

Under Section 3(0; such copyright protection is.

"...generally not to exceed five (5) years,
upon a showing that the materials can best
be disseminated under copyright..."

As to royalties, the "Copyright-Guidelines" provide in Section'

10:
O

"Section 10 - Royalties

(a) As a basic proposition it is contem-
plated that each cosponsor of a project,if
there is more' than one, is entitled to share
in any royalties from published materials.
resulting from that project in proportion to
the financial or equivalent c9ntribution to
the project by the cosponsor.

(15) The grantee or contractor shall remit
royalties from the,sale Or rental of the
copyrighted materials to the Office of Educa-
tion for transmittal to the U.S. Treasury.'
However, the Commissioner may authorize the
grantee or contractok to retain a portion of
the rOYalty.income to defray administrative
expenses to the grantee or contrdctor,result-
ing from its compliance with the procedures
of these Guidelines, and as an incentive to
induce the grantee or contractor to develop
better materials and to obtain more effective'
dissemination. The sharing will be adcom-'
plished in-the follocring manner: .(The grantee
or contractor may elect to retain an amount
of royalty determined from one of the follow-
ing two alternative approaches).

1.' Fifty percAt of the net royalty. (Net
royalty is defined as that amount remaining
after deducting any share of shares due to

J -

44.
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.a cosponsor or,cosponsors, Other than the
U.S. -Government or the grantee or contrac-
tor, as contemplated in subsection 10(a).
above). .

2. 'That percentage which corresponds.
with the financial contribution to-the

'project by the' grantee or contractor.:,,(1f.
the grantee or contractor elects this latter
alternative the burden of showing such corir
tribution will be upon the grantee or-lison-
traCtor. However, the Commissioner reseri-es
the right to accept or reject such a shold-
ing, and to specify the share, not less than

fty percent of the net soyalty, to be .re-
ned by' the grantee or contractor.)"

Xhe USOE"dopyright Piogram Info-Mation" pamphlet, first printed

'April, 1971. and revised in Fetiruary, 1972, comments further as

4

"Grant/Contract Related Income and
k

Invest,
ment Income: Copyright royalties mustnot
be confused with other types -of income
which might be generated through publica-
tion of, materials developed under a contract
or glt. Copyright royalties are monies

'paid b a p/blisher to an author-for per-
mission to publish the author's work under
copyright. Other proceeds do not qualify
as Copyright royalties even though they .may
be termed royalties. The only proceeds with.
which the Copyright Guidelines are concerned
are true copyright royalties.derived from the
publication .of materials generated undea
contract or

v
under a project grant. -

Income(other than investment incom4) derived..
by the grantee from-activities conducted'
under the rant is termed "grant-related in
come!'..: This includes royalties derived from
publication of materials generated under a'
State- administered formula -grant program
Such incone'may °be produced also by the ser-



4,

ESAeRegulations promulgated under the Emergency School

Aid legislation (45.C;.F.R.:Part.185 February 6, 1973), speCif-

ically.providein Section.185.72(c): ' 1`'4-
,

. .
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vices of'individuals or by employing
eqiziPment, facilities br-general.service8
of the grantee organization. :, Any such
grant is to be used by the-grantee 'to
further the purposes of the grant prOgram-..'
if the income cannot be so used, it is tb
be,paid,by the grantee to the U.S.Qffice

. of Education. However, that portion of roy'.-
alties authorized to be retainedlrby 'a con.-
tractor or project grantee in accordance
with the Copyvight Guidelines procedures
maybe Utilizdd in 'any manner which the
tontractor,er project grantea:chooses.-.

The'disposition Of contract-related income
:(other than royalty income) under a cost
type contract, will 'be treated in the same
manner as grant- related income, ,i.e., if it
Cannot be'Utilized for contract purposes, it
will be remitted to the Office of Education"

"(c) Telqvision programs developed in whole
or in part with assistance made available
under this subpart shall be made reasonably
available for transmission,, free of charge,
and shall not be transmitted under commer-
cial sponsorship. An application for assist,
ance under this'subpart shalr.include an .

assurance that the procedures to be followed,
and the sIandards o' criteria to be applied,
in .making such-programs freely available foxy
'transmission will be developed in conjunc-
tion with the Assistant Secretary upon com
pletion of production of a designated ,portion
of the propoqed television programming. For
purposes of this paragraph, where the costs
of transmission are met by a commercial firm,
a brief statement to that effect at the be-

11
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ginhing or end of such transmission shall
not be tonsidered commercial sponsorshtkp.
No television program developed in whole
or in part with assistance made available
under -*is subpart shall be used ortrans-
mitted in such a manner as to result in a
financial benefit to any person or organ-
ization."

In addition,, the ESAA Grant Terms and COnditions in Appendix

A to the ESAA Regulations provide the following in Sections

11 and' 23:

"11, Copyright and publication. (a) The
term "materials" as used herein means writ-
ing,.sound recordings, Aims, pictorial re-
p'roductiona', drawings or other graphic
representa,tions, computeT programs, and
works of any similar nature produced under
this grant. The term does not include
nancial,reports, cost analyses, and similar
information incidental.to grant administra-
tion. '

(b) It is the polity of the Department
that the resulta of activities supported - -

by it should be utilized in the manner
which would best, serve the public interest...

(c) Where the grant results in a book or
other copyrighted 'materials, the author or
.Grantee is free to. copyright such materials,
but the Assistant Secretary reserves a roy-
alty -fee, nonexclusive, and irrevocable
license to reproduce;- publish, oroth wise
use, and to authorize others to use
materials for Government purposes."

ch

"23. 1ant'related income and investment
income.

* * *
(b) Royalties received from copyrights

an atehts) funds received from sale of

ti
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products or services, fees received for
personal services, where such funds are
derived from activities supported or funded
by the grant, are termed "Grant Related
Income". Accountability for Grant Related
Income shall be satisfied in accordance
with the following'requirements:

(1) Funds received from royalties on
copyrights or patents durihg the 'grant per-
iod shall be retained by the Grantee'and
either (a) added to the funds already com-
mitted to the program,.or (b) deducted from
total project costs for the purpose of
determining' the net costs on which the Fed-.
etal shark of cost will be based.

(2) After termination.or completiOn of
the grant, the Federal share of 'royalties
in excess of $200 received annually'shall
be,returned to the Assistant Secretary for
deposit as Miscellaneous Receipts in the
U.S. Treasury. The, Federal share of royal-
ties shall be computed on the same bas.is ,

as the Federal share of the total project._
cost:

(3)- All othe*r income earned during. the
grant period shall be retained by the
Grantee and shall be either (a) added to
funds committed to the project by the
Government and the Grantee and iced to fur-
ther eligible program objectives, (b)
deducted from the total project costs which,
for budgetary or other reasons, have previ-
ously been treated as-nonreimbursable.
Such income may not be used to reimburse the
Grantee for unallowable costs."

Section 23 does not, however, contain any provision as to the

disposition of non-royalty grant related income" which may be

earned after the. grant period.

1

e

0
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5.. The General Grant Terms and ConditionsA Appendix A

to the Revised USOE Regulations, 45 C.F.R. Parts 100-100c

(November k, 1973) provides in paragraph 10:

"10. Copyrights. a. Any material of
a copyrig table nature produced under the
grant shall be subject to 45-C.F.R. 100a.

. 219(a) (Copyrights). Materials produced
by trainees or fellows ire not consider-
edto be ,produced under the' grant unless
they are produced at the direction of the
grantee.

b. With respect.to any materials for
which the securing of a copyrigivg protec-
tion is authorized, the grantee hereby
grants a royalty-free non-exclusive and
irrevocable-license to the Government to
publish, translate] reproduce, deliver,
perform, use, and dispose .of all. suah ma-
terials foi. governmental purposes.

c. To the extent the grantee, has or ac-
quires the right and.permission to do so,
the grantee hereby grants to the Government
a ,royalty-free, nonexclusive and irrevocable
license to Use in any manner for govern-4,
Mental purposes, copyrighted material not
first produced in the performance of this
grant but which is incorporated in other
materials so prochiced. The grantee shall
advise the, grants officer of any such copy-
righted aNterial known to it not to be
covered by such a license.

The reference back to Section 100a. 219(a) (Copyrights) in

turn states that:

"(2) Any material of a.copyrightable nature
produced by a recipient,other than'a State

. or local government with Federal assistance
shall be subject to the 'topyright policy of
the U.S. Office of Education set forth in

w. 1.1) td
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. its "Copyright Guidelines" of May 9,
1970 (35 F.R. 7317) or any subfraction
thereof in'effect at the' time of the
award."

As to Program Income, paragraph 22 provides, Simply for com-

pliance with Part 100(a), Subpart M .(Program Income). And

Section 100a..234 of Subpart M also refers back to Settion

100a.219(a)(2) which again r6fers to the Office of Education.

"Copyright Guidelines" as to disposition of copyright royal-

.ties duting the grant period, without any, provision for copy-
.

right royalties received after the grant period except for

state and local governmental agencies. Section 100a. 235

permits the recipient to'retain all program income other than

copyright royalties earned during the grant period for project

purposes, but is silent, as to all other program income earned

aft6r the grant period.

6. The proposed new rules for "Copyrightable Materials De-

veloped Under Office of Education Program", published in the

Federal ,Register on. January 23, 1975 fOr possible subsequent

adoption, contain similar but 'different versions, which would

presumably also apply to ESAA Projects as well.

Proposed Section 100a. 221-3 would define "material' simply as:

"any copyrightable work resulting from
a federally-funded grant or contract."

A o such material, the proposed USOE copyright policy is set

forth as:

//
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"100a. 221-2 Copyright policy.

(a) It is the policy of: the Office of
Educationothat material resulting from
Federally-assisted "activities should be

, used in a mafiner Which will pest serve the,
public interest. This can be accomplished
A.n some situations by distribution of the
material without 'copyright. However, it is
recognized that copyright protection Vay be
desirable' during development, as an ikcen-
tive to promote effective dissemination,
or otherwise in serving the public interest.

(b) Material which is subject to the pro-
visions of this subpart shall not be copy-
righted except as provided under this sub-
part. .

1

(c) ,Arrangements for copyright of material,
for a limited period of time may be author-
ized by the Commission Under appropriatg
conditions upon a showing satisfactory to the

. Commissioner that copyright protection will
result in more effective- development or dis-
.semination of the material or would other- '

wise be in the public interest." k

Proposed Sec. 100a.222-2 also states:

The Commissioner may authorize a re-
cipient to obtain publication under copyright
and to claim the copyright for a specific
period, generally not to exceed five
years, upon a showing that the material can
best be disseminated under copyright."

Proposed Section 100a. 234 then prcivides with respect to copy-
.

right royalties:

"(d) During and after the 1.exantperiod --
other recipients -- copyrigns. ) ThiS
paragraph applies only to popyright royal-
ties,(whether received during or after the
.grant periOd) of recipients other than

Ns,
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State and local governments (except as
provided in.100a. 221-1(b).

(2). Each co-sponsor of a project is en-
titled to share in any royalties from pub-

.',

lished material (as defined in 100a.221-3)
in proportion to the financlial or equival-
ent contribution to the Federally- assisted
project by the co-Sponsor. '

(3+ (i) Except as provided in paragraph
(d)(3)(ii) of this section, the recipient
shall remit royalties from the sale or ren-
tal of yrighted material to the Commis-

. sioner r.or transmittal to the U.S. Treasury.
(ii) The recipient may retain a portion

of the royalty income equal to one of the
following a9ounts, wjaichever is greater:

(a) Fifty percent of the net royalty
("Net royalty' is defined as. that'amOunt
remaining after deducting any share or
shares due to a cosponsor or cosponsors
other than the:Federal Government or ea
recipient); or

(b) The percentage which corresponds
with the financial contribul3on to the
project by .the recipient; (If the recip-
ient elects this alternative, the burden
of showing such contribution shall be on
the recipient. The Commissioner reserves
tie right to accept or reject such a show-
ing,and to specify the share, not less than
50 percent of the net royalty, to be re-
tained by the recipient).
(4) Contractors other than nonprofit or-
ganizations or agencies are not permitted to
share in 'royalties under paragraph (d)(3)
of this section. However, arrangements may
be made to allow such contractors "to retain
royaltiesto defray administrative expenses,
not otherwise recoupable under the contract,
which are incurred In obtaining.pulication
of this .material undr,capyright in.accord-
anpe with this subpart.'

st
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IV. Nature of Educational Television-

The vastly different nature of educational tele-

vision -- not only from textbooks and other print material,

'14> but equally froth commercial television broadcasting and en-

tertainmenttertainment feature films -- cannot be overemphasized.

Development. Instructional teleyision series are
4 0.

not born. instantly, but must gestate for up to two years after

Initial inception to be healthy and hearty academic offspring;

Recent experience has shown that the teaching curriculum must

be carefully and systematically .prepared, that instructional

.concepts niust be c ceived, critiqued and repeatedly reviled;

that televisioA treatments must be thoroughly testecrthrough--,

assorted.forthative research methods,and that even completed

programs must be painstakingly checked and re-checked before

final approval for broadcast.

To get leading authorities in'the educatidnarfield

together to deVelop a course of study cannot be

complished in less than six months to a year at the minimum,

to meld educational authorities with media specialists for

television transaatioA must.occupy at least a similar period.

The first production effortt -- from writing to assembly --

can optionally-be accomplished in a third six - months. All of

these stages must te'finished before a pilot (or-pre-pilot, in

many, cases) can be put together, tested and re-done. And only

Z. 44)0
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then can actual series production preparation be begun in

any sensible fashion.

The great need for and value of this kindof thor-

ough research and development -- both in subject-matter and

piesentatibn -- cannot be Kerestimated, whether in-school or-

at-home audiences are the target. The financial stakes are

too high and the academic investment too large to permitles-

ser efforts to avoid increasing what are already the consider-
.

able risks in television enterprises.

Production, As contrasted with other educational

media, an instructional television series is an enormously

expensive, infinitely complex and extremely difficult under-

taking requiring (i) a wide variety of skilled talents such

as content authorities, media specialists; television. profes-

sionals (including such(diversified talents as film makers,

directors, writers, composdrs, photographers, artists -- and

also actors, musicians and other performers), (ii) large-
.

Scale technical facilities and services (including television

studios, film laboratories, electronic and film editing. ser-

vices -- all serviced by crewC'engineers and other technical

personnel); and (iii) assorted advisory committees and consulting

experts -- all under what must be an extremely competent man-

agement and continually serviced by accounting, legal and ad-

ministrative staffs.. Annual series may consist of as many as

130 separate hours of programming,'a: largescale enterprise re,,

1



quiring highly complicated coordination, unrelenting cTeative

:efforts, nd increasingly expensive budgets. The operation can

be expec ed to succee only with ample preparation time, con-

tinuing basic staff, inspirational ,Oam leadership and ade-

quate inancial support together with a generous helping

of or anigational morale and functional independence.

Educational print and audio-visual material8

are generally much smaller in scope and simpler in prepara-

tion. The textbook author works' almos+lone, perhaps with

an illustrator; even the anthology publisher may not be a

large scale enterprise. Educational films and instructional

filmHtrips usually can be produced by small and compact staffs,
11

whose work product principally reflects their own personal eP-
.

fo/4-. Entertainment filMs and television programs clearly

need no educ'ational specialists nor professional acceptability

by the school bOards and college faculties across the Country,

L,
bilt can be aimed solely to please and capture an admission-

paying or advertisement-susceptible audience.

In short, an educational telAision series must

Meld the instructional and creative worlds in an intepse and

immense way encountered almost nowhere else. _ It therefOre

can never be simply the by-product of a researcti project, or

but a minor part.of an overall teaching prograM;: by its very

nature, an instructional television series must invariably be
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the prime object of its own'federaI grant .or contract specif-

ically aimed at its production and distr ution.

Distribution. Equally important'are the disti'itu,

tion aspects of educational television. Telecourses are prin-
.

cipally made available through broadcast over the non-
.

commercial educational television istatioins which cover over

90% of the United StAes. 11ciley can reach those stations in

a variety of ways: e.g. if aimed at a home audience, through

the Public Broadcasting Service interconnection, Public Tele-

.
vision Library circulation, regional network distribution etc.;

i' aimed at -school utilizatiOn, through the Agency for In-
.

structional Television, Great Plains Televisipn Library, state

educational teievision networks etc. Beyond ETV broadcast;

instructional series may at times be carried on commercial

television stations as a public-service (not too often), over

CATV educational chanriels (still in infancy), on established.

low-frequency or closed-circuit facilities (growing in import-

ance) -- or most often fOr classrooms, distributed on 16mm-

films for direct projection or audiotape cassettes for elec-

tronic playback. And the eventual possibility*of direct sat-

ellite transmission to bpth homes and schools should probably

not be ignored.'

The mere provision of dist;ibution materials
b

videotapes, films, cassettes all of the necessary for--

4
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mats is not an inconsiderable or inexpensive enterprise.

Electronic and film transference requires high -cost techni-

dhl equipment of several diverSeypes; dubbing and duplicat-
,

ing in quantity requires large-scalelabOratory facilities

whicikare not, currently provided by many commercial or non-'

commercial institutions. The additional arrangements neces-

sary for-coordinated distributiork is often time-consuming

and patience - trying j.n the constantly changing educational

television and audio-visual community.

Ancillary Materials., It can safely Said that'

all educational television series must involVe related prinV

And other materials in order to best attain theirdobjectives,
M.

Instructional courses can seldom be fully utilized without

teachers' guides and/or student workbooks; educational series

have a pronounced tendency to.branch out into related produgts

such as books, gan4s,reeords dolls etc. -- for teaching and

promotional purposes.

Merchandising efforts are, of
course, not un-

.

tnown in connection with commercial television programs or

entertainment motion pictur s. But there, again, the primary

motive is commercial sales and profits. In the case of instruc-

tional telecrision, financial. gain must be bal,Anced again,st
A

teaching utilityand can be overweighed by harmful effects.

And the accompanying ancillary material is far more likely td

-4
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ber :built, in as an Integral part in,the educational experi-

ence thdh merely be derived frOm a successful TV show..,
re.-

,'
, ,

In short, a. television series alone can be ex-
,

N. 4

pecte:0 to have bui limited itl:lact. Only when conjoined with

a-, ,
related Visual and aural materials -- whether books, records,

.

slides etc. -- can full asefulness be achieV'ed as*ap educa-
4.

tIonal tool.

e

tt

O

O
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V. Copyright and Control.
.A

Copyright is a mettio,d:of protecting creative

material from unauthorized exploitatioh, In the context:Of

- 4
p ublicly fundedtelevfsion projects, copyright. does not,have

'

merely -the usual commercial.connotation,Of'rewarding authors

for,their work and protecting publishers in their investments,

or providing pri vate property interests in what might other-

wise be freely. available.

There is no question but that publicly funded.'

edudational materials should be the best that"can be Created

and avidely,used as posSItle for. the benefit of the. American

public: The Auestion remains,- however, as to what copyright

:pVicies will further the highest- quality television produc.

tion and the most extensive television use: Because of its .

-. . ,
,

. .

inherentnaturs, full=terrti copyright --:subject.to r4easondble.

availability requirSments -- would 'appearMost advantageous

iii this regarC:
.

. ,

.

There are two sides tai the c'opyright interest:
-.

P
the necessity for copyright protection for creative 'activities
) . .

and.liCensed content, and the desirability of copyright

:teCtiqn to. preVent injurious exploitatiori and encourage

'sired 'exposure.-
.

'Series. Production. The:,caSe has often been
0

-7-'mide that-filmmakers, music composeri, star performers; and
,4
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others.4re invariably unwilling to create material which will

go to the public domaine or compete unrestrictedly with other

works,theY may have created or be used commercially without

additional payment: These professionals ate generallymppy to

contribute to a public-interest project, but are rightftilly

concerned about their own non-Protection -- especially from

what they would consider-unwarranted commercial exploitation

wi-5hout due compensation.

By the same.token publishers and photographers,-,

motion piqAre distributors' and television production Compan-
.,

lesate even moive unwilling to jeOpaldize the .r existing copy.-.

righted works, or valuable properties otherwise protected.by

copyright, by authorized re-publication in a televiSion series

'without copyright notice. There is considerable legal author-

ity to the .effect that re-publication without notice (whether

the original ora new notice) can invalidate the original
1

copyright even if in a later compilation or-derivative work:

It 'is no' wonder that King Features requires copyright notices

to pilotect''caMeo" 'appearances of Superman, Captain 'Marvel' et

al on "Sesame Street", or that the lawyer&Tor most literary'
1

agents and film distributors 'are deeply concerned about.ag-

propriate copyright protection for an: episode film a play or
#

segment of a movie shown on,television4
o
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Finall3r. , the talent union residual structure must
,

be remembered. For how can residual payments be calculated,

let alone policed, if the overall vehicle is iii the public
. .

domaine and thususabIe for absolutely 'limitless commercial

'as well as non- commercial purposes without legal or other re'-

straint?

B. Series Use. A valid instructional television-

-,program must by definition.be conceived and- presented, like

-goOdelaisroom teaching, in''an organized and logical fashion.

To permit isolated portion's to be taken. out of context and

exploited commercially would be .a clear disservice to educa-

tion,. Indeed failureAo copyright would be ah.open invitation

.to-unserupulousentrepreneurs 'Co use bits:4nd pieces for such

undeSirable purposes as television spot: commercials; film

footage 'libraries a" id viewing gimmicks,
c"'Nf

Ziftalar-exploitativeco ere al piracy can be -made

of_program.titles and characters. The necessary litigation

against unqualified-"Zesame Stree Nursery Schools, and
.

shoddy "Muppet" puppets, is a vivi indication of the ever-

present dgingert from television

not be-ignoredl nor can it be p evened successfully without

at least overall program coPyri ht protection.

opularity. Such'piracy can-

+et

There is also the atter of television distribu-

tipn and licensing practice; T levision stations mist and
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should always look to the program distributor to insure pro-

gram cledtdnces and rights; the ,diStributor in turn looks to

the-program producer/owner for similar assurances. The pro-

grdm,Cdpyright is the best if not-only, evidence of ownership/

control suffipient to assure the requisite warranties and

indemnities. And without-these.warranties and indemnities,

feW if any commercial-or nor- commercial stations can broad-
*. :

cast without legal risk; indeed, television stations with^

broadcast insurance polic4s are specifically required=toseek

such warranties and inpmnities on a],1 outside programs (which
4.

are always, as a 1tofter of, fadt, provided by the Public Broad-
.

casting Service as well as by the three commercial networkS,
is

sed Upon Underlyinggudrantees from program producer/owneis)'.

'Finany,'there.is the growing technical capability
.

to chipiicAteqtelthlsion-jprograms on-aoein, off-air or o erwise

unauthoritedly by videotape cassette. and other deviCps. Under

these circumstari es, control of tie original negative or mas-
%

° ter videotape no longer,an effectiVe methocrof control
%

-t"

without copyright pratedtion as well.

The result of, all of these factors.hasbeen ap-

parent °face of

so requested for

a

EducAtionirppr.oval offull

the educatibnal televisibn

copyright whertver

series, it 'has so

fdt, funded. And At is this.copytiqt in the,gtantee, s nape

S

4

- ,
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that has made national acceptance by the Public Broadcasting

Seivice possible not-only for "Sesame Street" and'"The Ele07

tOlc CoMpany" series, but also for "Villa Alegre" and other

ESAA se-ries. It _is also of e6tife interest to note-that the

.CorporatiOn for Public Broadcasting,` in funding television

production, jiad pursued'a policy,a,t least. up to now,'of pro-

viding for copyright in the name .of the producing station .or

organization, and that all of the other federal funding agen-

cies -- such-as the National Institutes of the Arts and of

the *Humanities and the National Science Foundation -- hAve

followed the same course.

Hence, the question arises as to whether the

USOE's general "Copyright Policy Guidelines" -- with its clear

prejudice against producers'-cwyrights and voiced.preference
4

for limiting exceptionally approved. copyright to five years

should be applicable at all to television projects. 1-b .might

be argued that copyright'is never essential beyond the usable

life of a Series, and that in any event; removal from Copy -,

right even while usable might in the long. an increase'distri-

bution and use -- on the theory that limited copyright Might

be,sufficient protection for immediate distribution, but that
,,,

.

..
.

later on the same that preclueDU.S. Govern-,

'mental copyright altogether should apply. The short answer

f

i"h

O
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is firsts that the, life of a television series is always

difficult to estimate (viz. the current interest in the

"silent" films of the 1910s and 1920s), and the end of the

usefulness of some presently, distributed telecourses hasnot

been reached after 10 years or so. And second, it is just

as, if not more, possible to reach the result of the widest

possibledistribution without sacrificing the maximum desir-

able protection through availability requirements rather than

copyright limitations. In this respect, the ESAA statutory

mandate that funded series be made "reasonably available.

without charge" appears.to be a step in the right direction

so long as "reasonably available" can be practically defined

and "without. charge" not interpreted top narrowly. And the

willingness of the USOE ESAA regulations to permit unrestric-.

ted'copyright by the grantee in furtherance of that objective

seems easily superior to imposing arbitrary time limitations: '

In othei words, copyright is not necessarily a

restrictive concept -- but instead can enable proper utiliza-

tion in planned directions in place of aimless diffusion.

Copyright should therefor be viewed much more as an aid rather

than a hindrance to television dissemination however long

the life of or wide the interest in the funded series. And

so long as the inent distribution requirements ensure

,

- ;40.
6

° ,
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that schools and students can easily obtain and make use of

the produced programs at rates and fees which coyer the dis-

tribution costs (including promotion and previewing,.duplica-

tion and delivery, repair and maintenance, administration and

servicing etc.), but do not overcharge. for the production

cost already fumed by the federal government or collect'an
n.

unconscionable profit for either a commercial or non-commercial

enterprise -- the proprietor's copyright can-in no way impede

efficacioui use while deterring impioper misuse.

All of the foregoing is not to assert categor-

ically that absolutely no educational television project can

do without full copyright protection. There may be cases

where the subject-matter is so general, the program content

so public and the esired expQaUre so unexceptional that
.\1.7 o

copyright may not be essential or desirab1e after a limited

period, if a,t all. A possible, exampl0 is th6'do-called'spot"

inserts produced by Station WTTM. iAThhic'agO under ESAA fund-

ing'-- but even there, however, the u&e-of"prOfeSsional.muSi=:

clans would seem to negate any true "buy-out" ,of all A.F. . of-M,

,:residuals
3 and the reflsal.ottheablic,-Bi.oadcasting:Service'

m 0

.

to *rynatio de for reasons of governtent.Content control

could appear to beSpeak the deSir4biIity O.:Clear station
,..

. ,

. - .
.

ownership and control (both of,which.can best be :vouchsafed by
.

/1,

a
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copyright ownership). Alidtherel.s.alo the slight dhance

-Of/public-service announceMept$:or-larograts on health-care,

consumer. assistance, research materia3 etc. which are analo-

gous to many of the government publications-printed et the

General Printing Offide and sold at minimal prices (but with

no publicity; little direct availability outside of Washing-.

. top, and long mail.delivery,delays) ,with unrestricted oppor-,

tunity for e-packaging, additional promotion and,higher-

price sale by commercial .reprint firms.

BUt these possible exceptions shoUld not be-per-
.

mitted to create a rule that substantially taxes every pro-

ducer in effort and money and requires governmental adminis-
-,

tratifve staff -time and decision-weighing -- all of which can

better be devoted to project betterment. In effect, the better

answer would appear to be to reverse the current USOE copy-

right posture for television projects. Rather than requir-

ing all producers to apply in detail for copyright permis-

sion, the "Copyright Guidelines" might well be amended to

automatically permit copyright registration for all televis-

'ion series as is currently provided in the ESAA Regulations,

-subject only, to whatever' copyright limitatilna may be speci-

V.ed.in.the Project Authorization --and, of course, to the

Government'i.s oWn royalty -free license (whatever its exact



scope may be). This proce3ure is clearly consistent with

actual USOE past practice, and would eliminate unnecessary

bureaucratic delays and difficulties -- while, at the same

time, retaining USOE's opportunity to apply special safe:

guards where advisable.

Copyright preference in educatidnal television

would not do violence to public interest considerations, nor

result -- as has been queried in the past -- in so-called

"double" payment by the-American-people (presumably, the

claim goes, once out of federal appropriated monies in fund-
,

ing production and again out of state or local educational

budgets in licensing fees). Certainly, production costs should

not be included in use-charges if already Publicly_fianded

and no responsible non-commercial educational distributor

would suggegt otherwise.. On the contrary, the issue might

be raised in reverse by commercial film distributors,.on the

ground that the government would be subsidizing competing

instructional materials and making them available at reduced

rates which must unfairly compete with commercial produCt.

The seriousness of this argument should not be underestimated- -

but its overall impact goes not so much to the copyright ques'..7

tion but to the justification for federally-funded television,

material.

IM711.14,
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Nor can the problem be solved by compelling USOE

television series to be disseMinated through commercial dis-

tributors since the possibility of duplicate charges would

then betome even greater in the face of the clear undesir-

ability of two different rate structures for potential users.
s ti

The real answer can only be in takingas a basic assumption

that UPOE-funded materials are for.-specific purposes that

would not otherwise be serviced by commercial or non-commercial

sources -- and that their public availability must be under

such conditions (including reduced rates reflecting .only ser-

vicing costs) as will 'obtain widest posSible use within avail-

able program rights.
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VI. Distribution and Residuals

There is no question but that obtaining-unre-

stricted and unlimited.use rights in all program elements

would be the most advantageous way to ensure complete series

availability when, as and if wanted. To a great extent these.

wide use rights can be obtained in personal releases, musical

"needle-drop" licenses, library photo purchases and other

more-or-less standard program items, as' well as from anima-
.

tion artists and film makers who are specifically .commissioned

to produce and deliver their work for television. With re-

spect to these program elements, then, there is no difficulty

in distributing the series for andand all kinds of broadcaSt

transmission, exhibition or other use without additional con-
.

sent§ olepayments. TO.ihat extent, the s9- called 'buy-out",

of program rights is both possible and desirable -- and is

easily accomplished in most eduCational films, film strips

and recordings produced for school and home use.

( But teleVision is different. For it is equ'ally

unquestionable that repeated talent residuals and continuing

copyright royalties have long been indigenous to television

production. Early .in the history of broadcasting, the talent

unions became sufficiently aware of commercial re-broadcast

potentialities to bargainisuccessfully for additional com-

a
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pensation tor abtors,, writers, directors and musicians in

volved in program production. Even before that, broadcast

muslc,clearance had been conditioned'On time and, geographical

restrictions. While at first limited to commercial broadcast-
,

ing, similar re-use payment pateern6 -- somewhat eased in use-
. e

coverage and fee payment -- have been adapted to non-
.

commercial broadcasting as well. The result Continu,

ing expOsure"over_both commercial and non-:commercial'televis-

ionAisUally-requires talent and copyright payments tong after

series production has been completed and distributioi arrange-
.

ments,established:

The total-dteunt:of residual payments applicable

to lhaiVidual series may or may not be considerable depending

upon the, nature of the program content and the type of

the creative contributions: But one fact of life IS certain:
o 0

while'future usage payments can usually be made in advance,

both talent unions and copyright holders will strongly re-
.

s'st "buy= outs" even for educational material of determinable

tility.

Ihdeedl, national broadcast patterts are quite

the opposite. Com lerCial program performers receive per-
.

.

faroadcast fees UP to a Maximum number (usually seven) of runs;

commercial spot fees are repayable to actors for eachthirteli

e- f rb

.4-
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weeks of use. Inpublic broadcasting, actors and masicians

are paid for successive three-year periods (with a limited

number of "releases" during each three-year'period for the

former, and no permission at all aster two three -year periods

for the latter). Similar repeated payments are always sought .

and usually received by televisidn writers and direcors'.
a.

uniols.

The effects of this'residual payment situation are

three-fold: First,-initial,prodUction budge4 must include

adalice payments for predictable futureuseAwhich Must, of

course, be balancekbetween-tale desii-ability-'and budget

allowances). Second; some pThvision must. be made for what-
.

411

ever further use later turns out to be desirable (either

thi-ough provision at the beginning or thereafter of a contin-

gency fund or by passing the residual, payments in some way

over to the subsequent distributors and users). Third-

sidual fee amounts and possible use optAns-must be estab-

lished uniformly by the various USOE producerS to the maxi-:
/ . .

mum extent and at the parlieSt time Tbssible.
i . .

Advance payments,,;however, willigenerally not lA
- , . .,

culatedsin",production budgets -- especially (by new or-an-

experienced production agencies unissksRecifitally r6-

quested by the Office oe\QudatiOnoat:theartiMe.of thproduCL
.1

tion grant , The '-iesult has- often been.theslater'aiscoveY o.
.

. -\
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talent f

must losg

catego

duced

(to

-Sidized'ipSr the

-4o-

4

e deficits of sizeable proportionS;w

made up by increased payment out o other

ies (to 'the detriment.Of series ality o by

payment of 'subsequent use fee

t of'series us

by,the Office

P,FP

9ut of productionfUnd7

- unl;ess unilateraliyipub,

cing-agencyl.tselfor additiOnally funded

of Education (neither of 14Thich is really. cle)(-

6 -

sirable or easily accOmplished under most citcumstances)1.
.

.

,

The only cure is for clear delineation 'of

probably program content. More important, iti-hUs

cord. with proposed distribution plans -- which hereikr 'must
s,"

be formulated and determined ln the initial pAhning Sta'ges

as part of the original proposal, and not at me subseque

stage after production haS been begun. hi, shorts, distri

ot4±

proposed uo4e at the time of bqdget preparation, :accep

and approrl.-. This proposed use must, in turn be Oed_in

to practical fundingavailabilitieS when inter-47 ted with

always

tion must be cons06re4, equally importantly 4ith an
. ,

tegral-as production in projectrproppeaId::: from yh

view of both pr chicing agencies and the Office of

4
But substantia/questions still rmain

to manage residual payments even if actually-dete

to or during production. The most preferable cou1

clegrly seem totbe to withhold payment of require

ti

as ih-
.

point

Ed ation.

to ho

ned pr4 er

e wou

tale

.61.111
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.resid- is beyond program production .payments until

/ 1 .. ,T
due / -- as is the nprmal'television operating edUre. But

)

thd7s is probably \not practical in the-Nse. of U QE grants and,

'eontraals due to nual appropriations restri tions finite

A 4.

Ptually

funded,aMounts', and expenditure time limitations. Producer

reTervat/.0.a_of a contingency ftnd for up to ten years even

if available 1.nthe gran amount le simply pot-ractical in

ost cases,, 1 The only alternatiVe underaexistin Conditions--'

would{-seem t9be to assess probable-series.utility at the
S

con usionOf theAdtially

provid

purpose

the progr

a/fur% r grant out

den o4of tiger- license fees. (a difficult

least; since it may well'ecessitate i

m

,07a 7

paid-up period, and then either

of a special USPE,fund for .that

to the,CPB/PBS "step-up" Pand)..or,±seekto have

distributing agency or agencies, take on the..bur-

*N

Probably. more.impor?ant, 'therefore, is the

taskito.say, the

s-for olde

.bility of reaching new accommodations with the empario lent.'

unions and chief copyright interests WhiCh would cific-.

ally applicable to USN-funded educatpnal series ap t from

current commercial and-non-commercial.broadcating atteims.

This would not only serve' to reduce the residual nancial

burdei; it could also ease the Virtuallysimpossib task:-.6f

8

pre-estimating series use and life, as /ell a 't

form consistency of'payment conditions for

across the country.

tieing agencies
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ti

,
The to nt_unions a*copyrigWt interpts have

ofn expresed eat sympathy forq80Eaims.,4hd obj ttives.,.

a d'' respect t attempts to encourage-- television an radio
.

as teaChin. tools rather.thanmere4y asentertainment
.

prises. At many ;well be a propitioUstime for the'/Officeqcif
,

Educ ion, together with whateVer commercial d'non'-co

b adcagiin'g agencies,may'be interested to assemble an"a

ory group or consultative conference of taleWUnion
'--..

. .

right proprietor representatives to help ork out
e.

payment pradtices of benefit'botti to eries pr

gram participants. This inter-di ussion sh

be in the nature of union-man gemeAt 1

IlOwt

r:ntgiitiat

not

proprietor.- licensee copyri t clear

atterfigt to-mase the fin ncial,di

u,Aens Presently-ljnherent o

or

a-vmtual
./'

nistrative-

soale and

long-lived use of USOE-f

40
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Incremental Uses '.arid Income.
0

Incremental uses.are.standard for'educational

television; above and beyond the usual teachers' guides and
AIR

student workbooks normallyiprepared for .instructional ser-

jes. While comparatively tI3sidiary to the main,eduCational

thrust
110

of USOEtelevision projeCttthese'incremental uses'-

' have' `en in the past led to prickly Idroblems in-US0E-
-

producer re)la-,4onships.'
..

Ancillary Uses'. , Other than its general copyright
, .

J

admonitions relating to comi*reial )publication of research.'

materials, USOE regulaiOns do not appear A.incIude office

of Education participation -in, let alone .direction of sup-,

plemental uses V televipion series or ancillary ad4ptation,

of program elements,' While this type Oil USOE control could

presumably-be included in the grant. Or contract special

conditions or as a condition of-USOE copyright approval, the

Office. of LuCatiOn has apparently not developed any estab*-

lished policy'onthe preferably permissible auxiliary Or an7

cillary tAes ---educational or other Wise -- of funded tele-
.

viSisOkprojects.

4
,

The additional exposure and exploitation possi-

bilities, are many; The series itself can be distributed to

schools on 16mm film, sold .'on cassettes for home, use, or re-

, %,
designed for other instructional purposes; it can also be

'tele ised as-is in English-speaking countries or re-adapted
.

/

c.

1
.;
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for foreign language broadcast in other parts "of the wort

Related;atidlO-visual educational materials -- looks,, re cords,

Magazines, slides -- can be deVeloped for studen and. 7
j),.

teachers] children and parents,, in school or-axt'home, -or'both.

Tileercan become so well known As to nstitute valuable.

trademarks; Characters can easily e turned into three-

dimensional dolls and puppets formats can be the source, of

games and play-equipment.

I
Oommerdi/i television series have often given.

rise to attendant erchandising opportunities' ranging from
/ -

toys to.T.7..shi s, eiom\foods to fads, and from retail coloring

books .toparipany give=aways. And now this past realitX of
II

oommer ial life asLLbegun thapp .to educational series as

we
-0

Ie4eems clear, however, that careful safeguards

are,espeCially essential for government-funded series. Ini

shott, the grantee- contractor' must. be heldlebhnsible to err-

sire#at (i) the authorized' program uses in the U.S.. and

abroad aldvance the exposure of the series and are consistent

With its aims end-purport; rather than simply used as cata-

logue fill-ins, popular audience-getters, software come-ons
. , .. .

for hardware saws, or otherwise for primarily comMerc 1 ad-
, , ,

Vantage; and that (ii) merchandising (exploitation results in
, _ .

tested articles and app%dired adaptations that are superior in

..,;.:e.
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design and quality, and look toward educational utility, rather
. .%

than merely entertainment value.rs

To a great extept the non-profit,institutional
.

grantee or contractor should itself be expect d to maintain

the professional integrity of series use-and p ogram-related

adaptation. For ancillary materials may not only be useful

for educational augmentation or commerciaA consumption, but

also as seriespromotionkl aid and as outside underwriting at-

traction. These determinations annot easily or appropriately

be made, or even-supervised, in etail by the Office of Ede.7

ca'tion; but are better left to the grantee /contractor win

firthand knowledge and intimate concern -- subject perhaps,

_ to broad USOE pOlicy affirmationas_to the general type.: of

ancillary usesand adaptationb deemedAappropriat for-federally-

funded series,

ese USOE 'ancillary use-and adap- policies

should, it is suggested, be formulated not by, he Office of

Education; alone hut on the basis of propo rot-an d'ons-i-d.

4

.erations of a representative pane' -of prggram producers,

broadcasting organizations, educational,assoc ations,

zens- groups and other.interested institutions Such matters

as whether and that Commercial advertisements should be per-
0 0

mitted during or adjacent to series:broadcast, whether and

Nhat,16rogram elements_ might' be made available tor product prem-
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iupurposes,whether merchandising or sUbSidia6r rights

can be licensed on a non - exclusive rathei- than-.exclusive
.

basis, what royalties ought to be chaed,'ana wha't kind of.

commissions should be payable eIc...=*26rod'guidelines for

all of these can be-formulated within Wh producing organ-
; /.

izations can successfully operate withcjut g upon

their primary responsibilityo negotiation abilitY- In
'

....,-

this way?- no.prod),Icer would-havan unfArAdyantage over

other-USOE-funded series; since all,VouVi conform to ,the same

general principles; at"the same tiMe,:unciesirable governmental

control tough ad hod decisions by inexperienced personnel

would be effectively avoided.

Disposal of Income. The various USOE regula-

tions are not so silent about the disposal of"grant-related

income" as they are about ancillary use,au&orization -- but

they leave_ much to be desired in consistency:

A. USOE "Contract GeneralytaVisioni" apparently
r.

to leave income dispoSal proVisions to the "Copy-
.

right Guidolines go of,co es.

Tht "Copyright-Guidelines"I in turn, initiallycall for pay-
._

mefit to the Office of Education but then permit.the.grantee or'

cont- racto"r to retain 50% (or proportionately more, if the con-
,

tractor or grantee has itself contributed more than 50% to the

- .
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project) of "net royaltiee for whatever use -- in connection

with the prOject or not -- the grantee/contractorOesires. Under

the "Copyright Program Information" booklet, contract-related

income other than copyright royalties may beretained 100% .by

the pontractor to further the project -- and only if not so-
.

usable is to be paid over to theOffice of Education.

B. USOE "Grant Terug and Conditions" specifically

-----repose the distribution of grant-related income,, other than

the copyright royalties governed by the "Copyript Chidelines",

in the Office of Education, which may decide that thegrntee

9,

either (i)

income") to

ttyrh.allgrant-related income (like "investment

he federal government -- either by deducting Ithe

amount from the grant or paying the amount over to the U.S.

Treasury, or (ii) use the funds to further the grant program.

C. ESAA Regulations providefOr payment of all

copyright royalties received. during the grant period to be

retained by the grantee to be added to the project or cred- I

lied as grantee's contribution to theyroject, and all cAther

grant-related income received during the grant period either

to be added to the project or deducted from non-reimbursable

(but not "unallowable -- w,hateve?the distinction maybe)

--project -co-sts-.-Artdr "the end of the grant period, the federal

share of royalties over $200 must be paid to the Office of Edu-

rA
IL air 4zJ
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cation for deposit in U.S. Treasury Miscellaneous Receipts,

but no proviSion is made for other grant-related income after

the grant,period -- ,which can presumably be retained by the

grantee without any conditions whatsoever.

D: The Revised USOE Grant-Terms and_Conditions

repeat the "Copyright Guidelines" 50%-50% split between the

government and the grantee of copyright royalties and permit

retention of 100% by the grantee. of other program income re-

ceived during the grant period --. but makes no reference to

royalties or other income received after the grant pert

Ae. The propoded new -USOE regulations on "Coy-

rightale Materialsu'published on January 23, 1975 permits.

the grantee/contractor,to retain 50% (or the percentage of

the-project contributedloy,the grantee/contractor,-if greater)

`IF

I

of all copyright royalties earned during or after the grant
/

period. No mention is made of other income since not.within

the purview of the copyright rules.

,If there is some logical thrlad to all of these

various regulations, one or more of,which may be concurrently
.

applicable according .to its or. their terms -- it is difficult

to find or justify. In television programs, the.grant period
7

applies to program produCtion_but not intended use -- which

is expected to continue fOr many years thereafter, and irk-
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volvec additional expense for maintenanc updating; resid-

ualt, etc. .In series licensing, whether the receipts from

ancillary uses are denominated as royaltie and other income

. ,

can usually.
,

be shaped eithbr way in the 1e::1 documents with-
.

outtghanging rights or obligations. but ev n more, in all_

broadcasting projects, cwtain types of extra income, can prob-
.

ably be anticipated.-- even thoUgh never in the quantities

hoped- for/.

The trouble is that all of:the varying USOE in

come Payment and shatih&conditions have.been developed for

projectswhere related income is more or less -fortuitous and

incidental. Neither 1.00% payment to the government, 100% ,re-

tention-bythegranteenor50-507Vsharing Can-reaIly'logic

ally or morally be.defended on any ground 'other t,han,e d-

iency --,and the vacillations in USOE policy from time to

time,' program to program and project to project are'prime

-evidence to*that effect. 'Nor is there reason to distinguish

between copyright and other income earned during and after the

`grant period/Contract term, as some of the USOE regulations

curr ntly:provid;',.albeit in contrary ways .4 It would seem,

,

that.there or, that a more-sensible policy can and should be es.

'tablis ed
, fd-r teleision projects, if only because of the.sin-

-.1
gular ature and'probable expectancy of product.use.
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A poSSible altelLinative course would Appear more

sensible: .thattinstead of .payment to the U.S. Treasury (and

certain loss of the funds to theptoject) or retention by the

grantee"(and possible lo6sof the'fundi to the project), all

project income be maintained in a speCiai fund for furthering

the distribution and .use of.the television series from
'

which derived. This additional project assistance may'take
.

the form of more' or better instructioniT attendaht materials,
.

of additional program dupIics,V.on-, vp,intenance,and. repair ac-
... .-

.tivities, or even more,.or residuai,payments-and'eontent re-
...,..

visions to permit extended usefulneSs.

Any such special project fund would seem best en-

trusted to the grantee/coatractor as the responsible admin-,

istrator and knowledgeable party, subject to USOE audit super-

'vision and with.derinitive provision for final disposition if

not devoted to tl;le resulting series, during its entire use

period. Final disposition could, of course, take the form
46!-

of application.to another USOE television series or educa-

'tional project, Or even o,other educational programs 'of the

grantee/Contractor acceptable-to the-Office of Education. But

there- is no reasoi why the special account cannot be__Jointl:

administered, or administered by a committee.on which the

USOE .is..represented, to ensure continuing accounting protec-

tion to the Federal Government.
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The' suggested p_rject fund would not only hay

the A vantage of materially fUr ering the project where and

hen
/.original grant funds can no--longerfbeof assistance It
/

.wdu d also avoid tyke `kind of USOE,inconie-shating determinations

ha in:Mostfrcases far outweigh what wa/\xanted by the dc-,
ff

Ito 1 amounts' of realized- fUnds: And finallY"; it accords cpm-
,

.4

p etelyyrith the' legislative objective behind USOE teje ision

arther-pirqjects, and makes appropriated tederai funds go

7L reaching those goals..
I -/

I.
d
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VIII. ROntracts/grants.sind Subcontracts-..

There are two rlatad legalor seft7- lagal ques-.

tions'whith,have arisen ih connection wit'Offide of Edu0.-

tion telalrision projects,'"tand\bear,considaration apart from

direct relatio njEo righti residuals and royaltied: First,

whether'US08 television fAing should take the fo'rm -of "con-

. tracts" or "grants"; and second, what production arrangements'.
.

should be deemed "subcontracts" subject to ganeralcompeti

tive bidding procedures and specific- USOE approvals.._

Contracts/Grants. 'In 'U.S. government ParlanCe,

..there has historical) een a somewhat formal distinction

:beWeen funding grants and-production contracts. .:Needless

t6 say, equally_detailed and
...
Testrictive permissions may be

.attached' to. grants or iffclUdedim contracts. But "contracts"
tend to be viewed like government purchaseorders, while

":grants" are usua/ly thought of in the context of, government

contributions Ito independent projects:. A "contradt",implies

IbiddUction'fai"the government,,with the resulting product

:shaped in accordance With.striCt specifications, and upon
, .

completion, owned lock-stockltpd-barrel by the.government,.

A,"grantmplies produdtion bi.the-grantee thrOugh govern--

,ment assistance, with-the resulting prOduct planned and exe-
,

Cilted primarily by the grantee and upon cotipletion,-ovd aid
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contolled by the grantee.

There are good reasons for funding educational .

television,projeCtSi as'"grants" rather thari"contracts".

:A "contract" must.inevitably imply -- both to USOE officials

.

t and 0,01pp outside world WOE Control arid ownership much
. . , 1

r. A. a a

.
beyond what is- desirabld'-for educational television projects.

Not only.islt standard USOE poll* to restrain itself from

educational.content interference; it is also the policy of

both the broadcaSting and educational communities to be ex-

''' . .

tremely wary of any. telellsion material which-is subjgct .to

governmental direbtion.
- t

The basic premise of all USOE projects is that

education is a lbcal affairend-that federal control is ini-

mica] wl,;th4AmericandemOcrac . Indeed, almost all other

.USOE programs are funded thr ugh state and 'local- eduCational

agencies:: educational tftle sion series should be no differ=

ent 34,and Should be.iinance through reSpOnsible agencies.cap-

able of maintaining.educkional'inte and" television qual-

ity on their own and without any supervision by7the Office of,
.

Education except for pro am-4eliery and fiscal accountability.

Only in thitvaY will USO anced series find acceptability

in school ,systems and over broadcast outlets'-- both of.which
...

.

have a deepseatedsuspicion of government information and fed-

eral propaganda, especially when aimed at children of school

age. /

.0



Government .ownership also'Rre en rs pra tical dif7-

-qiCulties. Since under federal law; gover s are not

isuscePtible-to copyright, copyrighting USOE7o il.ea in

the producers' name wsuld be subject to serio que tfOn-even

it provided for in tA contract. Nor, as a go nt Agency,

can the Officelof Education provide the kind o warran-

ties and'indelwities most.broadeast and audio-v ual distribu-

tion agencies require. Producer ownership is, b ersal

agreement, a" great deal more appropriate and deai "ble\ine.
I

both t'he'educational_And television areas.-- and uld not

be denied on either:Wreaucratic formalistib gro ds.

'Sub-contracts . While SOE grants and tic trols

arenormally suject"to advertised eompetitivebiayro edures

for sub - contract procurement, ikceptionsare Permissible for

sole,iource ersdnal of. professional services,

and Other similitr reasons. Up .to recently,. public advertise.-A .

ment And dompetit requirements' had been thought limited

tocthe technical facilities used in,-teleVision production --
9

-.and. even then on an informal proposei'comparison basis,

- -

rather than through a formal competitive bidpractite.. Of

late, however, the Office of Education has begurC,ttr.taketthe
0

position, that creative components .milst also bd subcontracted

for under-the.same competitivebid p.tocedures as havelpeen

developed for"more usual government pi.oCurement,,
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do not seem cord atible-wt h no 1
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I

conceptual,izationvdrea,1

procurement mettloi

criteria are artificially ,TYlefii

program elements 'Inus ultiteiy

U mattet what object

the real decision aboii

subjectively made" by hoe responsible for series design and

execution. The cr4tio;nand choice of all series content' --

from titleto format, to segments; to Characters to music,

to artwork and so on - .is, thp job Of the pildutt lOrganiza-

tion,,and its productiOn staff. An in tele

can be a valuabl'S suns of all '54the p rts
"

.

. i

related and penefigiaily crOS

-

support'v

it is submitted,that comp
'

not a realiSti procedu for IISOE teIev

The' ndless efforts, detiiitat
; '

1 /

pli tions 'involved in adver ising n tices, bid my tations,

e
/ A , /

supplier selec*on'etq: more han overbaiaege any ligny sht pos-

sibility that Suqh an'iOpen Search prebed4ye will result in

the uncoverinfof new" talernt o even reduction in cost. Suf-

the whole

well ii)t

bidding is silly

and tneVita e com-

?ice, it to say that it 'is the clreative/and artistic tomponents-.

:

of videotape seonents,I/fllm inserts r4 animated episodes that

T /

must determine produper4e ection rather than price compari-

son, and that come tine bidding is"therefor not only in.-.

appropriate but ma be mful in the productign oc'e'ss,

4.



That is not to say.

not he widely investigated.and

tering into outside productio

competitive cost proposals.sho
4

production facilities and sere

'technical) equipment, videotape

Other standard production item

:and musicians, writers and dir

film makers, more normal telev

must be folio

ful'results.

irrefibectiv'

hat multiple prOducrs should'

arefully evaluated before en-

ontrhs. Nor that detailed

d not be- obtained y9f suc

es As television studios

took:11nd fit; processing, and

But when it comes

tors, animation artists and

ion prObedures and patter S('

f publio funding, for su ess-
-

1
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FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN TELEVISION PROGRAMMING`` CHILDREN:

IMPLICATIONS OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS
.

John P. Witherspoon

I. Introduction

The Federal governmenthas been involved in children's televWon

.

for several years. Sometimes this involvement' has been experimental

(early Sesame Street), somefimes, it has been in pursuit of specific

legislated.social goals (ESAA programs),. and-sometimes it has

provided continuing backing tb a provenminner.(current support

''to the Children'sJelevisi9n Workshop).

In the course.ofits expeeience.with children's telemision,

.decision-makers in government have found themselves wrestling with

many questi "ohs, some philosophical and some tactical: ,./Among these

questions are:
.)

. What is the proper role of theederal government with regard

to the specific content of progriMming distributed via the tile=:

comMunication.media to the public?

How card worthy projects remain afloat once their early

experimental or developmental period is complete?

. What should be the scope of projects intended for children,

particularly children in school? Should utilization materials and

promotion support be, included?

4
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. How can'local decision-making, and local ascertainment of

need. be Obtectethwhile recognizing that some programining requires

major-national'investments?

. Should. Federal fmnds.be used for'classroom programming, for

home programming, or for both?

. Should the Federal investment be used for programs per *e;

for enhanced means of reception, for technical developmept, for

or for a combinatiOn ofexperimentation in form and content

these purposes?
' 4.

What rights should be acquired to' the material?

exclusivity be'pemitted in distribution?

.

Should

. What commercial relationships are appropriate or lawtul?

And so on. A great list of issues could be compiled, and-several

will, be referred to in the pages which follow.

, Many of these issues are related in one way or another to the

means of distribution. Different potentials and difficulties

are involved in the use of commercial stations, public stations,

cable, other new technology,.or hybrid - systems. It is the purpose

of this paper to exame some of those systems as they relate to

the question of. Federal investment in programs for children.

As a matter of definition: itTis observed-that the question

concerns Federal investment, not necessarily only-the investments
d

of USOE or even HEW. ,0Agencies such as the Nati9nal Endowments.

-14IH, and NSF should be kept in mind in reading what follows.

However, most attention is devoted to programs related .to education.

1
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II. Commercial Broadcasting Systems.

At seven o'clock on Saturday mornings, television Viewers in

San Diego have a Choice of Bullwinkle, a locil adult education

program on Auttqtion, The Addams Fimily, Sesame Street, Yogi's

Gang, and Brother Buzz. With variations, that sort of schedule

continues until sports begin in the afternoon. A comparable

schedule,exiSts in' many other cities. In a more limited version,

such programming also occupies the early weekday mornings and the

hours between the end of school and the evening news., L0 San Diego

during the randomly chosen week beginning January 25, TV GUIDE

_listed approximately 125 commercial television hours from 12

stations devoted to programs aimed at chilOren.
e

Many of those programs, and the commercialS which:accompany

them, have come under severe criticism during the past few years.

When in late February 1975 TV GUIDE'begama multi - part, series about

the pressure groups which beir;om televiiAgn Children's

Television was the major subject of the lead installment.

Among the proposals is.one for an outright ban of commercials

in certain types of programs. More commonly discussed are restrictions

on the number of commercial minutes allowed and a code whicirwould

limit the commercial's identification with the program host and

restrict the kinds of appeal which would be made to young viewers.

4
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BROADCASTING MAGAZINE for February 24, 1975 reported a seminar

sponsored by the Hollywood Chapter of the National Academy of

Television Arts and Sciences in part as follows: "Bob Keeshan

(Captain Kangaroo) noted that five years ago Saturday morning was

a major profit center for the networks. But not any more, he sa

because thb attacks on advertising in children's shows have im

pelled good advertisers to leave that time period. Sally Baker

(HobrKelly of KHJ-TV Los Angeles) expressed fear that the movement

to ban commercials on kiddie, shows could be so counterproductive

as to entirely dry up funds for that type of programming. What i;

. needed, she said, is 'really stringent rules' for commercials in
F

'children's shows." ,
g-

As one
t
considers possible options for Federal investment,

then, some basic dimensions are important. There are about a.

thousand television stations in the. United States, and three-quarters

of them ere commercial. The actual situation is even more favorable

to commercial television, since VHF commercial stations outnumber

U's by two-and-a-half to one while there are one-and-a-half times

as many public UHF stations as public V's, and public television

is seen only on UHF in such major:iities as Washington, Detroit, and

Los Angeles.

The most casual twisting of the dial indicates that commercial

stations are 'interested in reaching children, and chil dren reciprocate

by spending more time watching television than attending school.'

L.
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Material for commerciartelevision is

three major national networks, versus one

distributed on any of

for publiclelevision.

Furthermore,, a large number of commercial independent statiops are

'programmed.heavily from independent syndication sources, while

virtually all public stations depend heavily on PBS' as the major

national program source.

In considering cqmmercial television in terms of distribution

for children's programming, the Federal government could examine-

policy alternatives based on this situation: S

Commercial television'involves nearly three- fourths of all
television stations in the United States, and its share of
VHF stations is even higher;

Commercial television is diversifiedi with its large number
of stations providing bases for three national netwotks plus

a large number of independents;

Commercial television q.already interested in reaching childr n.
devoting a heavy proportion of its weekday morning, Saturday
morning, and late afternoon hours to programs for children; bu'

%
---These programs are under fire both for quality Of content

and ,for commercial, pralti ces.

\ As a practical matter, it seems unlikely that commercials will

be banned from children's television. It is possible, however,

that there will be successful pressure to reduce-the number of

commercial minutes and increase (at least in showcase examples)

the quality of the programs. From the standpoint .of the commercial

networks, this translates as a combination of decltning revenues

and increasing costs.

Given that situation, and setting aside contrary constraints
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for a moment, the policy options for Federal investment,in children's

programming on commercial television ari as follows:

1. Encourage higher quality of content by sharing costs with

commercial advertisers; '

2. Underwrite development costs of shoWcase programs that

could subsequently be supported by advertising;

3. Sponsor a showcase directly, as- the Ford Foundation

Isponiored Omnibus in the fifties;

4. Encourage further the use of Federally financed programs,

such as the ESAA projects, on commercial. television;
, 1

t.
5. Continue to concentrate primarily on public television

with commercial icarriage as'an occasional adjunct;'

6. Concentr4te on development of-public television with the'

hope of making it a more effective counter-force to poor quality

material on commercial televisioli; 4

7. Do not enter the program field directly,, but support sOdies

and experiments in the development-of high-quality materials that

suit the high-audienxi requirements of com ercial,television.

Training sessions for producers and other d cision-makers would,

probably be necessary also.

8. Support research andjmonitoring activities that would eve

the effect of keeping a spotlight on the area of commercial television

for children.

It should be recognized at once that several'of these options

raise the questions of federal involvement in content, commercial



exploitation of public investments, an

between the pqblIc and private sectors.

C

roper-division f labor
.

ertheless, itistrue -"

that commercial television is at something o
J'

children's television, and,a Federal rol migh

appropriate than in past years;

III._ Public Television

crOtsroadi\in

be seen as more

In the context of thevprojAibt i riqui ry, public., vtOon,has

.a large-pipt-andan equally large minus. ThepositiVe\report is
\

that t14, misSion:of,public television-makes it a natural vehicle

for highqUality children'S programs., even if those don't
A,- 4

attract as many viewers as .the commercial cartooni'OrlGilligan's:

island. On the other hand, there is-the melancholy 'fatt that most

cities have only one public television station, operating one

channel. Cities with multiple channels don't hammany more PTV

programs; they show the same programs at alternate times.

. 0

Public television sta'tions have a major commitment to children's

progrimming. A third of a PTV station's schedule Consists of ,

programs for formal educational use. When one adds informal

education -- such as the products of the Children's Television'

Workshop and Mister Rogers Neighborhood -- the share of the schedule

juips to as mu\ch as fifty percent.'

The station,receiVes its programming from several sources,

including the Public Broadcasting Service, the instructional television

ta.
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libraries,regional networks, commercial sources, and other less
,

formal arrangements. These will be noted, individually below. The

-,...7impOrtilnt point, however, is that these sources represent Alternative
. .

1.
.

.

pipeAines
,
but all pipelines lead to the same 'transmitter; and the.

1 ,

,clock is :inexorable.-

A. The Children's Audience for Public Television. .For fifteen

years a succession of audienCe Analyses has shown the publie tele-
:

vision audience to be a_bit.older and somewhat higher in socio-
'

economit status,than tht average teteyition viewer. A newstudy;

reported on February 24 by.the-Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
.

does hot-dispute earlier results, but it reveals that there,are

in effect two sets of.PTV.viewers: the adults who meet the familiar

description, and a much broader spectrum of children. To quote

from the research report:

"Two different types of demographic charatteristicg will be
examined: (1) presence 'and age of children, and age of the head
of'the hofte; and (2) socio-economic status (SES) as indicated by.
the, level of education and occupational status of the head of the
house. The pattern for the4first type indicatei two opposing
trends. Households with younger children and younger heads ofothe
hoUle artpuch more likely to watch children's PTV programs than
adult PTVlproorains, While households without children and with older
:heads_ of the house are more likely to watch adult PTV'programs.
The pattern for the second type feveals skews in.the same directions
--Nit of very.different magnitudes. Households with higher SES are

,c-someWhat more likely to view PTV children's programs thanpouseholds
With,lower SES; and households with higher SES are much -more likely
to view adult PTV programs than households with lowernS. Thus,
children's PTV progroms attract a much broader audience-than the
adult PTV programs.T1

1CPB Focus on Research #3, February 24, 1975., An-intert in CPB Report,
the Weekly NeWsletter of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,- ,.

-Vol. VI, No. 8, February 24; 1975.

o.
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B. The Public Broadcasting Service.' The Public Broadcasting

Service is a rion-profit membership corporation established by the

public television stations (its members)(with the support of the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting. A number of programs'supported

by HEW, including the works of. the Children's Television Workshop,

-Villa'Allegre, and Carrascolendas, ha4e been carried by PBS during

the current season.;,,

,1'

PBS-4s not a producer of programs, but it is a pr4rammer,

represeqings its iemberi to-present a coherent-schedule of programs.

Tillo-44SiONelattOnshiOs of;Mareon.the one hand with the program

producer, and 60.the'other4land with the station member. In most

cases the producers,are alsomember stations.

Becaute federalIunding is prom4nent in public television,,

4
PBS is parfccularly sensitfoi to charges that it is a government

network, or thatit is on call to proyide transmission' service for

government programs.

Withitegard both tOgovernment fundingcand private underwriting,

PBS, must assure that tht control of program eoptentrests with the

tOoducer,and not with the funding:agency. The iMplied.luarantee

to the viewer-ii that any PBS program isfret(of Ank-61as:related

).to the source of funds.

. Another possible 'point of collision between public teleiision

and federal funding is in the matter of broadcast...rights,. What .

rights shoujd be available to whom? Should public teleyision have

:exclosive rights:to Certain material? The confrontation-arises



as f011oWs:.

`1. The Federal government holds in general that material paid

*

. for ,ith public money should be readily available to the public.
'

-10-

Therefore, although public television may be the primatymeaps of

distribution, commercial stations should be permitted--or,encouraged--

)

to carry the program.

'Public television does not dispute that logic, but tt adds

another dimension. The individual stations and PBS also have made

a substantial investment tn.qrder,to car* the program. The pro-;

rated hourly cost of station operation, multiplied.by the number

of stations carrying the program, equalsa very large sum which is

raised by the stations for the carriage and promotion of the

program. The stations are willing to malc, that investment, but it

seems only reasonable not to expect the program to appear also on

a local' commercial station, where it will have the effect Of diluting

the audience'for other worthy public teleyision programs.

C. Library Services in Public' Television. A number of public

television program sources predate PBS, and they continue to provide

ispecialized services'.

o instructional televisilfil libraries are especially well knoWn.

Nationa3 Instructional Television,onow a,subsidiary of the Agency

for Instructional Tilevisionops a.pioneer in. consortium funding ,

of instructional programming for use in elementaty and secondary
(
schools.

The Qreat Plains National Instructional Television Library is more
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incl1n4 toward distributio of high quality prograim which are

applicable though produced o iginally for local use.

In addition tolis intercOnnected network. PBS operates a tape

distribution system, the Public Televition Library,. The library',
.

is now developing a tystim for dittributiOn bath to public tele-

vision stations and to other users of program material.such as cable

systems. While ,some Of. the PTL material has applications in

,

instruction, the catalog basically consists of listing's for general

audience programs.

Programming for children is also distributed by commercial

firms sdch as Western Instructional Television4

The libraries 401 with stations and educational entities .

7

one at a time, rather than in network fashion. Nor are their

prog"rams limited to.public broadcasting transmission: they are seen

on ITFS tystems, closed-circuit systems", cable systems, or 'commercial

broadcasting stations. For Oactical purposes, however, public
. 4

television'ts their mainstay for distributi6n. In 1973, for example,

programs-from National InstruClional Television were seen on five

commercial itattont, 22 closed-circuit syliems or gable systems,

33 ITFS systems, and 215 public television stations.
I'

This reliance on,public television transmission is expected to

'continue for several years. Edwin G. Cohen, Executive Director of

AITAIIIT, is concerned`about the competition for channel time on

pubNc-television stations. With in increasing;number of programs,

thanks to the,AIT consortia, CTW, programs generated via ESAA, plus

tot,
..40

As.
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the traditional soumes of programs for children, public tele;rision

stations may'sliffer an embarrassment of riches while still not serving

all the major needs of its young aydiences.

D. The Regional PTV Networks. Virtually"every public television

station is a member of a regional network. These networks, however,

\vary widely in mission and operattons: The best known of the

regionals is the Eastern Educational Network, wh!chcserves stations

from New England to Washington. EEN operates it own interconnection

system
)

tn parallel with the PBS system. It has an active instructional

service based both on productions-by EEN member andeacquisitions

frOm the ITV libraries. .

By contrast, thi Western Educational Network, serving the

stations in Pacific states, acts more like a forum for members'

broad concerns about public television. While there haie been

occasional program developments, apparently the distances are

perceived as too Vast andthe donitituenoies too varied to foster

an effective network operation.

The other PTV networks fall between'these extremes.

From the.standpoint of Fede support of programming for

children, however, the lesson remains: the members of regional

networks are also .members of PBS, and they also lop* with the

libraries, and so the regional network pipeline feedi the same

transmitters as, the others. Unless there is programming that is

unique to children of a given region, or unless the stations

-f

a.
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can realize economies through regional nevork distribution of a

given program, there is no compelling reason to consider the
o

regional networks as! alternatives to other PTV distribution $ystems.

E. CPB and the'ACNO Education. Study. From its beginning, the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting has wrestled with the question

of its role in the field of education. CPB has long supported

programming for cnildren, notably including Sesame Street, The
*

Electric Compailf, Mister Rogers Neighborhood, and Zoom. Its com-

mitmenitO children's programming can hardly be queitioned, but CPB°

has not nad an overall perspective on its service for education.

'In February 19.74, CPB commissioned its Advisory Council of National

Organizations to conduct a study of the'vesent status and perceived

needs of public brogasting and education, and to make recommendations

for Corporation actions in this area. ACNO, through its Education

Committee, established task forces for early childhood education,

elementary-secondary education and teacher education, post-secondari
r

formal education, and adult education. The work of, the task forces

was completed in December 1974, and the final report of ACNO was

adopted by the ACNO membership and transmitted to CPB late in

March 1975%

O

The thrust of the project's work is to turn away from the

temptationsof magic solutionsVmajor new stryctures or an agenda

.q
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of surefire new'projects.. Rather, the task forces emphasized

support to education on .a broad OW, including' such areas-as

utilization research and development; technical policy, rights

acquisition, and professional training, in addition to matters

directly related to programs. A central theme was the need to

. bridge the gap 'between broadcasting and education, and a large

number of specific activities were proposed./

Once the report is received* a period of CPB examination may

be anticipated, including'extenlive review by elements of the

public broadcasting system, by education, and by other interested

parties' including government. 'It seems reasonable to expect that,

the final ACNO recommendations wil) include matters,of interest to

Federal decision-makers as well as to CPB, and some of the options

regarding Federal investment in children's programming will be

described iti-that report.

To summarize relevant points as one considers a'Fedellal invest-

ment in children's programi intended for public television:

1. New Cooperative actions become available as CPB acts

'on the ACNO studY;

2. At least for the foreseeable future, public television can

be thought of as'a set of one-channel transmitters, usually one to a

city. Programs arrive at the transmitter by, one of a number of routes,

but each transmitter is programmed separately and there are only so

many hours available each week.

3. Public television is sensItiveto charges that it is a

conduit for government-programs, and it guards against such an

appearance.



4. Public television insists on the producing agency's rest

ponsibility for content.

..A. Public television recognizes the funder's investment in

a program, but it also recognizes that public television has an

invelment, and it believes that its investment should carry

certain rights.

IV. Cdble

`Ralph Lee Smith's famed article!"The Wired Nation" appeared

in 1970. The cable in was riding a wave of euphoria. The

thought leaders (jargon leaders?) of the, time talked of moving

from this economy of channel scarcity to one of channel abundance.

To many televtsion broadcasters, cable seemed to represent a clear

'and present danger.

Then came a combination of econtmic downturn and scalills

within the cable - industry, with all-too-familiar charges, of im-

propriety in secuAng local franschises. Furthermore, in spite of

all the natialarspeculation about the potenpals of cable, the

industry itself has shown relatively little imaginative leadership.

The gradually worsening economic tonditfOns of the past three

years have been very hard on cable. The business is capital-

intensive: that is, ~a lot of money rapt be,spent before any sub-

stantial return can be realized. High interest rates, combined

with decreasing confidence, have drastically slowed the growth of

the cable industry.
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However, none of the current gloom can be read to imply that

1(

the earlier predictions of cable's potential were wrong. The t mel
o

table was wildly optimistic, but the basic ideas may well be valid..

<4

It is appropriate, -then, to look seriously ate FIresent status

of the cable industry and examine its implications as a set of-local

delivery systems for children's programming.

-There are now approximately 3200 CATV systems in the United

,..jlates, serving approximately seven thousand communities. Nearly

10 million homes are served by 180,000 miles of cable plaht. Fourteen

percent of television homes in the United States subscribe to cable

..services. Of the homes passed .by cable, 55 percent are subscribers.

Ilddstry revenue in 1974 Was in excess of 500 million dollars. The

average monthly subscriber fee is $5.50. Cable systems are found in

all Wstates plus theVirgioIslands, Puerto Rico, and Guam. In

six states, more than 25 percent of television households are served

by cable. In No.of these, West Virginia and Wyoming, the saturation

is more than 40 percent.
1

Of the 3200 cable systems noted above, 629 were engaged in

local origination,of programS in'1974. -"Local origination" does not

necessarily mean local programming, but rather that the system

transmits material in addition to that which is relayed off the air

from television broadcasting stations. t There are 28 major program

distributors and suppliers from which cable systems purchase an

1Source for statistics: National Cable Televiiion Association.
Statistics reported to be current to January 1975.



average of 13.5 hours of syndicated material per week. In addition

to-program purchases, cable systems 'Identify 65 suppliers'of free

. program material. Public school systems and/or private schools'are.

contributing programs to` cable systems, and' as of late 1974,

O

51 cable systems depended, for local origination entirely on schools

I

and colleges. In-spite of the national economic difficulties, toial

originations increasing among cable systems, and education's

6

e y. 1men s increasing .

Currently many cable systems are obliged by regulation to

provide channels for education and for public access. No doubt

many of the activities reported above derive from those requirements.

.The'longevity of these regulations should not be taken for granted,

however. There is a substantial national movement toward less

regulation for cable, very possibly including the deletion of

Federal-requirements for specific channe) applications. In 1974,

shortly before the depOture of Clay T. Whitehea4 as head of the
, 6

Office of elecommtinica0ons Policy, The Cabinet Cgmmittee on Cable

Communications, chaired, by Mr. Whitehead, proposed separating

programming functions from system operations. One eventual casualty

of this approach would be free channels for education. Educational

interests would, however, be able to lease channels for the distri,
o .0

bution of programs which they would produce or acquire. While the

1Local origination information is from the National Cable Television
Association's 1974 Local Origination Directory, copyright August 1974

by NCTA.
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cur/lent thinking of the Federal Communications ComMission does not

go so farlas to make thrje profound changes, Chairman Wiley has

talked of easing the present rules* substantially. For example,

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE of March 3, 1975, reported Mr. Wiley as

expressing the view that "(a)'number.of requirements scheduled to

be imposed On cable by 1977 -- that ttley have 20 channel, access-

channel and trio -way capacity, among others -- should not only be

page repor ng airman

Wiley's. talk before the Georgia state cable association meeting.)

A. substantial factoi* in cable's future is the-eoncept of pay :

cable, by means of.which subscribers pay directly for programs»

A flat fee may provide a full menu of programs, or programs may be

purchased one at a time, depending on the systems used. Pay cable

presently exists, and it is not limited.to movies and sports.

Instructional programs and programs for children are being included,
4

and system operators report difficulty in finding enough good program

material in these areas)

Pay cable could be a godsend for college and university

extension services, which have been inhibited froM effective use

of television by the legal requirement that their programs must be

self supporting. Television, having found a way to charge tuition

.fees 'by "selling tickets," may provide-a.viable way to move in-

structional services to students rather than insisting on student
-

lOne example came from remarks of Richard Peterson, Vice President
of Channel 100, during a recent talk in San Diego. As a related
matter, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting is currently under-
taking a study of. the implications of cable for PTVIOrogramming,
including instruction.
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attendance or correspondence courses.

Cable has been of interest, to education from its earliest day

Organtzed education, particularly the National Edu4ation Associat on,

has generally insisted that twenty percent of all Cable channels

shoulfte reserved for educitional use. In pursuit of this cable

cently .complet

elecommunicati

interest, the National Education Association has,r

a paper entitled °Toward is Nationwide Educational

d

ns

Network: A Plan for Action." The paper, which embodies specific

recommendations for action, responds to two resolutions adopted

during the past two years by the NEA membership.

One of the most intriguing cable developments is interactive

cable, or two-way cable. Ordinarily this does not imply video

transmission in both directions, but rather conventional video

downstream from the systeWs head end to the subscriber, with

digital responses upsd-eani\from the subscriber to the system. The

effect of this development is to,marry the technoldgies of telev'sion

and computers, with many obvious implicatiOns for education and other

Lchildren's progrim forms. Games in which viewers actively parti-

cipate* for example, could become a new form of Wevision Program.

Existing cable rules provide that many systems must provide some

,interactive-service within the next two years, although it appears

4

that these provisions may be relaxed. Neverthblesso'interactive

cable is of interestsbecause of major experiments being commissioned

by the National Science Foundation. Grants are pending as of the'

date of-this paper. Their implications shotld be watched carefully

in the months ahead.
4
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As one considers distribution of programs by cableone of the

long-range questions concerns chann'l operation. 411 simplest terms:

}if the Federal government supported,production of programd to *be

distributed by cable, where should the producer send-the tape?

It has been noted above that 51 cable systems depend entirely on

educational institutions for local- origination. A great many others

have alliances. with education or other social service agencies that

would affect their acceptance and scheduling of programs.

An alliance between cable ancl,Ipublicbroadcasting may-emerge.

For a decade some of the leaders of public broadcasting have been

urging that public broadcasting,stations should develop into

community telecommunication centers, prepared to provide services

not only via their broadcast transmitters, but by the most appropriate

means at hand: In many cases, this would mean operation (4 cable
el

channels. Such an alliance is logical, in that the charter of public

broadcaiting.is to serve multiple small publics; they have a natural

affinity for local service agencies, particularly-education;4and

they are plagued by a lack of channel capacity. Furthermore, they

recognize that many worthy services cannot be handled efficiently

via broadcast channels.

At the present time cable'is essentially i local service.

There is no national interconnected cable network, althougb programs

are syndicated to multiple cable systems and some operators bwn

systems in scattered °areas of the country. By and large, cable

systems must be approached one at a time to carry programs.

,3
tt.
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Regional cable networks are now emerging, and they could e important

to cable programing in the immediate future.

A numiler, of ,leaders in the cabliieustry beliemethat there'

is a natural relationship between cable systems and satellite

services. With appropriate system design, satellites could provide

the trunk connections, transmitting programs into earth stations

at many..locations, for distrfbution to hoMes via cable systems

One-of the most imaginative leaders of the cable industry is

Irving.B. Kahn, late of Teleprompter Corporation, who was released

from prison last fall after serving 18 months of a five-year sentence

in connection with improper franchise activities. Mr. Kahn, with\a
0

hope that the cable industry will "credit my account with payment\

I've made for my debt to:soCiety,"Arged.the industry late in

February to stake a claim for a satellite-to-cable network now, or,

(0 he said, cable will find it has "slept through thetdevelopilent of

what is going to be'the next major communications of this

1

.

century.

In considering its alternatives reTirding the use of,cfgle as

a delivery mechanism for children's programmingthe Feteral government

appears to have 'these matters to consider:

1. Cable is still an embryonic industry, reaching less than

15 percent of the television households Of the United States.

As

1Reported in BROADCASTING fiGAZINE, March 39,19751.pp 7-$. A related

anecdote: -Whe\ asked at an FCOhearing what the Federal government

could,do-to encourage the' rowth of cable in the United States, one

cable official quickly replied, "Let Irving out."
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2. National distribution mechanisms-for cable have not yet

emerged.

3.- Cable is *rated as a grow of intengtiy_ locale enterprtses.

Interconnections are -being developed, but no national system is yet

on the horizow.

4.. The work of public broadcasting may .'be enhanced by the

development of .stations.into community telecommunications facilities,

but this cannot be said to be 4 trend
.

at present.,

V .

5. Local educational entities are commonly involved in local

programming operations of.cable systelss.

6. Federal. regulations regarding table

a state of flux, with a distinct trend tow*

.
systems are still in

d less regulation,'

probabl# including less,stringent requirements for local originatioii%

reserved channOls, and related services.7... .

Pay cable carries positive implications for education and.

other special services.

What are the implications for new' children4s programming?

Several come tomind.

1. Any present cable investment Must be considered in terms of

the future, and not immediate high-impact service, since relatively

fel./ homes are reached and school settirleis spotty. Cable does,

however, represent a genuine alternative to other distribution
%

medial since the cable channels, are new channels.

2. given a relaxation of regulation in difftcult, times, there

may be a tendency for cable operators to build systems with little
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capacity in addition to-that needed for re-transmissiOn of broadcast

television. If there is a Federal interest in assuring that cable

service pis available to provide substantial additional service,

policy suppor4in that direction may be important, although an tptra-
ti

government fight would be in store.

3. Many of the services of intereq to the Federal government

are probably those that public television could render if only the

channel capacity were available. One could consider a support-

.,

.:policif that wi5uld:encourage public television to Advelop along the

lines of the coMMun4ty telecommunication center Aes-cribed above..

AP

4. Probably not wise to consider producing material to be.

distributed only'via cable at this time, but it would be useful to

assure: that cable rights are secured for material which is distri-

buted primarily by\other means.

5. EXperimentation shbufil be considered in such areas as specialized

q
services, some of which might be suitable for pay-cable; education.

and other chfldren's satellite-services, particularly with an eye

A ,
to future satellite-cable networks; and children's programming

which is very local and Try)nexpensive, Producible.by local.citizetis

including children, using local cable.Sysiems.,

V. Satellite Applicatfons

An event of potentially great importance took place, on.February 26, 1975.

On that date it was determined that the Publit Service-Satellite Consortium

will be incorporated, and that its work will begin at once. Abobt thirty

public service agencies, representing educatioo, health care, governmentf

re.
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and public broadcasting signed preliminary pledges of meMbership.

The importance of the event certainly is not in the formation of

still another issociation,'but in the fact that a community of users

has been established with the expressed intention of defining= the

service it needs and working to see that the service is rendered at

realistic rates.

To those interested in the implications for children of the

ATS-6 experimehts in Alaska, the Rdcky Mountain states, and, Appalachia,

the importance of PSSC will be apparent immediately. The /TS -6

satellite is deOgned to, emit the use of relatively spall, low cost

(under five thousind dollars) ground stations, rather than the more

elaborate and costly, (upwards of 100 thousand dollars) earth, terminals

xecessary for present commercial satellites. Since'these ATS-6

stations are inexpensive, it is feasible to have more of themin
r"

. to put them in places that might otherwise ,go unserved. Thus,

remote 'Alaskan villages and rural RoCky Mountain towns are receiving

service.

The basic trade-offs center on the amount of ewer transmitted

from the satellite. A high-powered satellite costs much more than a

satellite radiating low power. But the earth terminals for a high-

powered satellite cost much less.

If one is concerned with °nix a small'number of terrestrial

receiving stations, it makes serise,td have minimum power in the

satellite and spend more for each earth terminal. That is the

situation facing most present carriers. They a ant to-Use the

satellite as a trunk to major centers, then use existing earthbound.

networks to deliver the material to its eventual consumer.
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If, on the other hand, one wishes to serve a large number of

remote villages or have direct links to hospitals, or provide

inexpensiveservice.to schools, or perhaps provide mobile educational

service to children of migrant workers, the cost of the earth terminal

is all-important. It is the difference between feasible and impossible.

The Public Service Satellite Consortium may turn out to be a

satellite operator or a customer. In either event, its intention is

to see that satellites are developed which will serve the public

service needs of users, rather than requiring users to content

themselves with services applicable to satellites designed for the

purposes of others.

These satellites could put children directly in touch with one

another. In a prototype development, ATS-1 is already being used

to permit live crosstalk between teachers in Alaska and4the Pacific
4

islands, with aninterlokutor in Washington, D.C.

The idea of satellites applied to the education of the children

of migratory workers was first proposed five years ago, and it is

still worth examination.

Satellites could provide basic public television service

including instruction -- for children in deeply remote areas, and

it could also provide specialized service,which recognizes that

those who live'in remote areas have their own problems, and perspec-

tives. Although the outside world may seem remote, communication'

, .

rith it is always important-and sometimes crucial;

a

a



It will be seen', heh, that satellites are not only a new

kind of trunk line. Satellites, especially those designed to permit.

reception on inexpensive terminals, have unique and valuable

characteristics:

1. It may be p9ssible to provide communication to places

where "conventional" Communication is, for practical purposes,

impossible.

2. Satellites are distance-insensitive. It costs precisely

the same amount to deliver a message between earth stations lotated

at any two points within the.satillitei,s range.

3. Satellites can handle multiple channels and many kinds of

communication format, from television to computer data to telephone

service.

4. Sttellites have proved to be reliable in space, generally

exceeding their expected lives by substantial amounts.

5. It is still potsible to design satellites to serve specific

purposes,-rather than tailor services to the offerings of a given

carrier.

VI. Hybrid Systems.

Virtually all delivery systems are hybrids to some extent.

The conventional television transmission is commonly hopped by micro-

wave from the studio before it reaches the transmitter. llational

television networking is a hybrid of cable, microwave, and broadcast

transmission.
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Generally speaking, it occurs to us to,611 a system a hybrid

only when a new combination is introduced. If a Wevision library

participated in a satellite-based network, in order to feed children's
J

,programs to cable systems in some areas and television stations

in others, a hybrid would have resulted. The Mailgram has been

called a hybrid: since it makes the logical but undeveloped link

between Western Union and the Postal Service.

Probably the most elaborate recent hybrid is,that prOposed

by.the Denver Research Institute in its study Broadband Communications

in Rural Areas prepared for the Office of Telecommunications Policy.

In order to provide the benefits of local service as well as the

economies of multiple channels from regional stations, the Institute

proposed a rural system combining cable, translator, and microwave

technologies, operated by a Regional Television Authority.

If high-powered satellites were developedr reception from that

source might be integrated also. '1

Hybrid systems as a class have no specific prograilming impact.

The Denver system o4 rural brbadband communication could offer some

of the Specialized remote area progivms ihat could be fed via .

satellite systems of the ATS-6 type. It couldalso transmit the

very local, ultra-low budget programs which were proposed_gbove for

local cable use.

IB ortz, Paul I., Spongberg, Robert C., and Venditti, Fred P.
Broadband Communications in Rural Areas. Prepared for the Office
ol. Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office of the President.
Denver Research Institute, University of Denver, 1973.

R
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-Hybrid systems also must overcome their individual technical

or regulatory problems. Ai the Denver group states. the executio
)

-of its proposas would depend upon changes in the present regulatory
7

structure for televjsiori distribution. But such changes_have been

made, and solUtions to technical problems have been found. The

first requirement is to solve the larger questions, and hybri 17

are often involved.

VII. Audience-Cont-olled Systems

There has been much speculationabout audience -c, trolled

communication systems. .The trap in considering.suc systems is to

avoid extremes in either direction.' Present audit ce controlled
o

.

a

systems include phonographs, film projectors fo classroomA or homes,
\---

videocassettes, and related devices. The ph dgraph, in, tandem

with radio, revolutionized the music indus,ry. Some expected the

film to reV tolutionize education, but it didn'lIppen.,,,
ty

Videocassettes have made possible a number bf additional useful

i ap ications of television, but the big breakthroughs were projected

'Cl be the EVR (Electronic Video Recording)' system of CBS, and the

development of the. Videodisc.- The EVR system turned out to be a

disaster. The videodisc is.still 'on the horizon, and it continues

1A show promise.

William J. Kessler, probably the most respegted telecommunications

engineer specializing in educational applications has projected that

04!
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"Video discs, currently under development, will probably become

most exciting consumer-item during the next ten years. Video discs

resemble long .playing phonograph records in appearance and promise

to do for video recording and playback what the long - playing record

did for the phonograph industry approximately 26 Years ago."1 .

e'.

Assuming that Mr; Kessler's prediction,is accurate, what will

be the.prOgramsto be bought via videodisc for home or school use?

We can assume that the marketing arrangements will parallel those of

the record industry. Will we be treated simply to the sight as well

as the sound of current rock-stars? Home entertainments approximating

R-rated movies may be,expected promptly. Will'wholesome stories,

Mister Rogers, or Sesame Street episodes make it? One can't know,

although early encouragement,seem a.good idea.

With regard to specifics of programming for children, the

further development of audience - controlled systems have the folloWing

characteristics:

1. The most likely audience - controlled systems carry a per-

program cost to the home consumer in addition to those inherent in

owning a television set.

2. There is great educational utility in the ability to

build a program library and to use material when it is needed rather

thap when it is broadcast.

1Kessler,'William J. "A Preview of the Next Ten Years in the Technology

of-Audio and Video.Recording, Playback, Storage and etrieval." Paper

commissioned for State of the Art: A St of Current: Practices and

Trends in-Educational 'Uses of Public Ra o aWrelevision. Advisory

Council of National Organizations and th Corporation for Public

Broadcasting, Washington, D.C., 1974, pp. V 29-38.

dr3)
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3. Classroom use of technology has been inhibited by the

complexity (if the machinery. Videocassettes are doing modestly well
,

because of their simplicity. Videadiics promise to be still simpler.

4. A simple-to-operate, userzcontrolled system may make more

feasible the classroom or home use of single-concept materials.

5. Assuming that new user-controlled systems are economical

enough for the home market, their development should be seen in

parallel with the rise in available leisure time. Materials concerned

'with hobbies, travel, sports, and other leisure activities should

be subcessful.

How can the.Federal government respond to these factors?

Determine the unique charactertstics of user-controlled

systems. What.sbould they mean to the education of children?

2. Encourage the development of worthwhile materials as

spinoffs of existing activities by permitting funded producers to

retain right's for these purposes.
o

3: Encourage public libraries to build collections of video-

discs (or whatever economical form'emerges for home use), thus

making material available to children at-home at minimal cost.

4. As the technology emerges, commercial interests can be

expeCted to develop material that will sell well and encourage

purchases of equipment for homes. The Federal'government could

encourage, experimentation in programming for education, concentrating

on those areas where a user-controlled system is particularly important.

o
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This paper presents a large number of options regarding Federal

involvement in programming for childreh. Others in this series

.doubtless provide even more options, and in more depth. It is

necessary to consider these options inthe context of some continuing

issues and constraints. Among these are:

1. What is,the appropriate extent of Federal involvement in

the content of material for distribution via the public media and/or

for use in educational curricula? It is to be recognized that control

of content may be exercised in many ways.

2. Education in the United States is essentially a state and

local process, although it is widely recognized that many textbooks,

films, and television programs are national in scope, application,

nding. Does Federal involvement imply a national curriculuM?

3. Local broadcasting stations are responsible for determining

the requirements of their own communities. The responsibility for

meeting those needs belongs essentially to those stations. One way

of applying loial decision-making to national material is through the

Station Program Cooperative which has been established by public

television. The SPC'uses a combination of local and national funding

for its programs. There has been speCulation about the development

of more specialized program cooperatives, particularly for instruction.

Should there be a Children's Program Cooperative, either for public

television or for some combination of PTV, cable, and commercial

interests? -fe

),
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4. Recent investments by the Federalgovernment in programs

fonchildren suggest tat classroom television has been written off,

or at best. Mated as a desirable\Adjunt to'home viewing. If this

bbservation is accurate, is it a reflection of:

*. A Federal interest in ratings?

b. A belief that school television has failed?

C. A belief that, contrary to the view of most educators,
television programs are effective on their own, without

4 utilization follow-up by teachers?

d. .A desire to 'circumvent local educational decision-making?

e. A desire to entourage educational chfige.by providing
examples via teIevision?

f. A desire to provide direct educational service by the
most economical means?

These questions are not intended to set off hostilities, but `to

.

invite attention to the interrelationships among .the'purposes of

investments, the effects of distribution systems, and the established

proceises ot education.

5. Public television which traditionally bias sought, to

encourage Federal program investments as an alternative to commercial

inflUence,.is becoming increasingly concerned about the prospect of

government influence. Some governmeni-funded programs may find

themselves without an effective means of distribution.

6. Programming intended for classroom use must be sup

adequately by utilization materials and by promotional activities.

An instructional project is not complete,without this support, which

traditionally is the most difficult to achieve.

5
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7. Questions of .copyright and related issues -- sOjects of

more extended treatment,in another paper -- are important to ever

production project. These questions often suffer from sinlilistic

approaches, which will be increasingly unsatisfactory in the year

just ahead.

Summary. The medium is not the message, and the specific

delivery system is even lessose. Neverthelesi, each delivery system

offers certain unique opportOnities and individual problems.

For the immediate future, the Federal government's most likely

delivery system will-remain public televidion. Other systems should

not be ignored, and cable is likely to become very important, but

public television combines substantial reach with'basic commitment

to service programming.

The Federal government now has a Substantial and worthy record

in the support'of programming for children. Not all philosophical

issues have been resolved, and some-difficult operational questions

remain, but there can be no question that America's children are

richer for the investments made by the Federal government in television
4

programs for them.
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